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PREFACE

During recent years there has undoubtedly been an increase in
'_• environmental noise. In addition, evaryone has become more
_,: aware Of noise. Although the growth of noise may be a symbol

of growth in technology, the increased awareness of the public

toward noise has brought on a rapid response everywhere in
I trying to abate noise. Highway traffic noise is one of the
'_ identifiable problem areas; this has been caused by (1) increased

vehicular size and quantity, (2) greater concentration of traffic

on major highway routes, and (3) incrsased use of land near high-
ways to fill the residential and commercial needs of a growing.

"; population.

"_ In recognition of this problem, on 26 April 1972, the Federal
Highway Administration ("PHWA") of the U. S. Department of
Transportion issued an advance copy of its Policy and Procedure
Memorandum ("PPH") 90-2 on "Interim Noise Standards and Pro-

cedures for _mplemanting Section 109 (i) of Title 23, United
States Code." This was updated by the 8 February 1973 final
version of PPM 90-2, entitled "Noise Standards and Procedures",

a copy of which is included at the end of this textbook.
To assist in the understanding and implementing of PFM 90-2,
the FHWA has made provision for conducting a one-week training

i'_ course in the "_undamentals and Abatement of Highway TrafficNoise." This course is being given in 1973 in each of the Field
Regions of the F_dA and is available to qualified, selected

_9 personnel from the various state highway a_encies and the FHI_A
I_ field offices. The training course has been prepared and is

being given by the staff of Bolt Beranek and Ne%_nan Inc.,
acoustical consultants. This manual serves as the textbook for

the training course.
The training course and the textbook are directed toward two

_ procedures that are in current use for prediction and abatement
of highway noise: one procedure is based on the methodology
given in Report 117 of the National CooDerative Highway Research
Program ("NCHRP"), and the other is essentially a computer method

!_ devised by the Transportation Systems Center ("TSC"). Both these
procedures have been approved by the FSWA.

Chapter 1 of this textbook and the first day of the five-day

course are devoted to Fundamentals of Sound. This includes
.w • acoustic tezTnineloqy, basic relationships of sound, outdoor

sound transmission, and a brief review of certain aspects of

;_ human response to noise.

Chapters 2 and 3 are covered in the second day of the course.
Chapter 2 presents noise data of automobiles and trucks as

, individual discrete sound sources, reviews briefly the principal
__ components of truck noise, places autos and trucks into the

context of moving sound sources, and introduces a statistical

descriptor of highway noise, since highway noise is typically

"'i_-- J made up of various duantities and mixtures of autos and trucks,
--' with each individual source emitting its own amount and type

of noise.
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Chapter 3 is concerned with instrumentation and techniques for
making outdoor noise measurements, and contains suagestions _ -
on the selection of measurement times and locations in order J

to evaluate ambient noise levels of existing situations. Tape-
recorded samples of noises will be measured in the classroom
with the use of A-scale sound level meters.

Chapter 4 and the third day of the course are devoted to the
basic features of highway noise prediction using the NCHP9
Report 117 and TSC procedures. This chapter draws on the basic
data of the earlier chapters and considers highway traffic noise
as a system: a mixture of au_os and trucks; a multi-lane road-
way of vaEylng lengths, or segments of roads of various length
and directions; varieus distances from the hiahwa V to the -- i
neighboring areas of interest, and the acoustic influence of ....
the intervening region between the highway and the neighboring

areas. _

Chapter 5 and the fourth day Of the course include discussion
of the noise abetememt treatments that are available for noise
control, both at the highway and off the highway. Principal
concern is given to evaluation of the attenuation (noise reduc-
tion) that can be achieved with acoustic barriers alongside the _-: [
road, since these treatments can fall within the desion and i
Jurisdictien of the highway engineer. Barrier designs are -_
reviewed from the polnt-of-vlew of the NCHRP Report i17 and the
_SC Computer procedures, and a mew homograph is presented and i_!
discussed as a quick, useful tool for evaluating acoustic
barriers for a variety of applications.

The fifth day of the course is devoted to an interpretive ._
discussion of PPH 90-2 by an FHWA representative from the
Office of Environmental Policy, and to discussions ef Special
Urban Problems of highway noise and suggestions on the prepare- __
,ion and content of the Noise Report of aa Environmental Impact

Statement. _-_

In reading the text, it may be helpful to realise that small i [
graphs, tables, and examples used to illustrate specific
details of the discussion are designated as "sketches" and
,"Exhibits" and are contained within the Text material, r-T

Graphs, charts or compilations of data of docu_emtary or _,
reference value are designated as "Figures" and "Tables"
and appear at the end of each chapter in which they are used.

The principal authors of the textbook and speakers at the course
are Grant S. Anderson, Laymen N. Miller and Dr. Jehn P. Shadley,

all of Bolt Beranek and Newman Inc. ("RBN"). Technical j _
assistance for some Of the textbook material has been provided , ,

by B. Andrew Kuglerl Carl _. Eoeenberg, a_d Richard H. Schwartz.
In addition, Mr. Kugler will assist with some of the lectures.
Acknowledgment is gratefully given here for the B_H staff members ! I '

who helped produce this textbook: our Secretaries, Technical
Typists, Illustration and Printing Departments.

This project has been carried out under the supervision of _ I
Hatter M. Rupert of the Office of Environmental Policy, Federal
Highway Administration. Mr. Rupert or Jerry A. Reagan, also of
the Office of Environmental Policy, will Speak at the training

the FH97A representative. The authors wish to express !/_course as
their sincere appreciation for the direction and assistance _,

|

provided by Hatter Rupert.

;i
May, 1973
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' CHAPTER1

-_ FUNOAHENTALSOF SnUND

,I

_' In this opening chapter, it i_ intended to region Of maximum s_nsltivity, Th_ "0 dB"

provldo the reader with an ele_entazy under- level o_ the decibel scale represents this
standing of acoustics in _ufficient detail weakest sound having the re_eronce sound

that he may be oonvergan_ with the terminology pressure.

! and may understand and appreciate the basic
factors i_volved wi_h sound ge_Qra_ion a_d In stoup,ice, the word _¢u_ is used whenever

propagation as applied to highway tra_flc the quantity is expressed in decibels relative

noise. Time a_d space do not pe_it an ela- to the reference value. Thus, in the term
bor_tQ a_ademia development of much of the I0 log (p*/p0)z_ pL aMd pu _re praasurcsm and

_ material_ textbooks or reference books in (pl/p0) represents a p_e_8_e _g¢_o relative to

acoustics may be studied by lnterest_d porsons the referencu presaur_ p_, but lO leg (p,/po) _
fer a mo_e detailed discussion and technical becomes a p_ss_¢ _eu¢_ o_ _o_m_ _u¢_ in

understanding of this subject, decibels relative to the _ef_nce pressure.
The squarin_ of the pressure r_tlo_ as in

'-_ (p*/p.)_, maintain_ the p£oper relationship

1.] DECIBELS between p_essur_. _n_e,a_, and po_r in

acoustic terminology_ bu_ _his is inclden_al
i Just as "feet" ace used _o _ea_ure distance, to the disousslo_ and should no_ be a stumbl-

and "degrees" are used to _eas_re temperature_ ing block here. A reader interested in more

'_ "docibQle" are used to mQasure sound intensity, depth in the subject should refer to an

• The ea_ is re_pon_ivo to sound_ having a ,re- a_oustics textbook.

mnndou_ spread in intensity variation: a

_ "strong" so_d_ such as a di_l truck_ may The fain_ _ustling of the g_ass or of leavesproduce sound energy that is l_000,000,000 in the trees or a wea_ whis_er migh_ produce
_i_s greater tha_ that produced by a "weak" a s_d _eu¢_ of _bo_t 20 deoihels_ relative
sold s_ch aS a _rlcket_ for e_u_pl_. Because to the standard _efe_oncs value o_ 0 0002

I_ o_ this large spread in eve_ydey signal mlc_obar or 2xlO s N/m_ No_mal voice levels
st_on_ths_ and because the sensitivity of the p_oduce sound levels of abo_t 60 to 70 decl-
ea_ i_ more nearly logarithmic than linear in bels at close distance; an _utomobile might

it_ re_ponse_ it wa_ determln=d long ago to also produce sound levels of abou_ 60 to 70

exp_a_ sound levels on a logarithmic soale_ decibels_ but at a distance of _out 50 to i00

since this can compress the laz_ spread of ft. A diesel t_uoh might p_od_¢_ sound levels

_.4 inton_itiee into a more practical numerical of 90 to i00 decibels near a roadway. These
• system° Thus, "decibel_" are logarithmic values are u_ed her_ for lllus_ration purposes

%mite° The decibel is abbreviated to "dB"* only. More specific traffic nois_ level data

I_ In It_ _i_plest _ormf a sound level in d_ci- will be presented lat_°

, ! bels is expressed by the te_

lO 10_ (pl/p_) z 1,2 ADBIT]ON OF DECIBELS

-_, where pt and p_ a_= two sound p_eas_rsa. Since decibels are iogarlth_ic units, sound
, levels cannot be added by o=dlnary arithmetic

"_ ' J_st a_ ths_e is_ i_ cono_pt_ a_ lesstl a men,So For example, if one truck produces a

"standard foo_" that serves as n reference sound level of 90 dS When it passes_ two trucks

'_ length _cr distance _oa|ureu_ents_ there is would not produce 180 dB, Actually_ two simi-
a reference so_n_ prsss_a upo_ which the Sat t_cks_ each a_ 90 dB, would co_%bi_e to

--_ decibel scale is ba_ed. This _eference is produce 93 dB. This is almost obvlou_, when

0,0002 microbar _r 2x10 "s _ewton per sguare it is _ecalled f_o_ earlier exposures to math-

_et_r, abbreviated to "N/m_." (Both _f emetics that the logarithm of 2 is 0.301, or

_ the_o units, 0.0002 microbar a_d 2x10 _ N/m _, i0 times the log of 2 would be 3.01.

[ descrih_ the s&me pressure; they are _ust
-2' dlffe_entunits in dlff_=en_ messu_emen_ Suppose (p_/p_)* represents symbolically the

• yGt_/_s°) This reference p_essu_e is the P0 sound pressure of a t_u_k, _el_tlve to the

i_ the te_ml l0 log (pl/P_) z. A¢_ually_ this reference pressure p_ The sound p_e_sure
reference ba_e =epr_sents approximately the of two exactly simila_ trucks would be

! weakest _ou_d _hat can be heard by the average 2(pl/p0)Z° The sound pressure _v_ of one

young, alert_ undamaged ear in the freguon_y tr_ck would be 10 log (p_/_)z, and the

i _ 1-1
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sound pressure _ev_ of _WO bricks would be MOS_ of _ho _lmef _he same five levels can be
1O iog 2(pi/p0) _i each expressed in declb_is, added in any sequence and the same su_ will

_owr I_ matbe_ahlc_, th_ log&ritr_T._f the p_o- be obtained, as long as the lower valued "'_
duct of two qua_titles is equal to the sum of level_ a_e added early;

_ho logarithm o£ each of _he two quantities. 68

Thusl the sound prsssure lev_l Of two simi- dB_80_._me0_lar _ruoka may bs t_eatQd as followsl 75 dB =90 dB

io log 2(pl/pD)2 79 dB_ /
/

- i0 log 2 + 1O Log (p$/p0) _ 88

- 3 + i0 log (pl/p0)_ Since the upper pa_t of Table i.i involves

ThQ aa¢oAd farm is _cognized as the sou_fl sere _oundinq off to whole nun_s_ occasion-
ally the addi_lon sequence tha_ is followed

pEess_r_ level Of one truck. Thus_ _he sound may make a dlffe_e_oe of as much as 1 dB in
ioV_l of two equal sources is 3 dB g_eaEe_ the to_al. For example_han _h_ _ound level of Just o_ source.

68 dB =89 dE
Of COUESe, all sound SOUrCes are not equal
to o_= anothmr, so a general _hod is r_- 75 dE- -89" --

_uized _ha_ pez'_i_s addition of sound levels 79 dB---..._ ._of any value. A cha_ for addlnq sound l_vels
quite a_curately by "do¢ib_l addition" is 82 dB_.89_ / .
glvon in _iqure l.l. This cha_ can be used 88 dB /
to an ao_=acy of g.l dR, but _os_ rssl-lifs -.

noise l_vels are not a_tually measured or In this last illustration, the sequence was
known _o this degree of accuracy. A mo_e selected such that all the lower valued levels _.
pra_Eiu_l addition procedure for q_ichly esti- were added last and they beo_ _egllqible
ma_ing _h_ sum of two o_ more declbml levels compared to _h_ su_ of _he _wo highest values.
is glve_ in _ho _op of Table l.l. The Use of To mi_i_iz_ s_rors, it is important _0 com-
thl_ tabl_ will yl_Id a sum that has an aeou- bino hhe lower values early in the sequence. '
racy within I dE. This table is slmple enough Using Figure l.l, for an accuracy of _pproxi ....
that i_ _a_ be _emo_iz_d and used whe_ any mutely O.l dB, the sum of the ebove additions
qulck_ rough estimate is required. Mos_ real- becomes 89._ dB, so el_ha= 89 or 90 would be

llf_ noise problems seldom _us_ify accuracies an ac_eptable to_al.
of bottle than I dE_ but when de_i_d for tom- ,
pu_auion purposos_ an accuracy within i/2 dB When i_ douh_ abou_ the Sthm, combine levels )'--"
can be obbalned by using th_ lower half of using the more accurate procedures and then
Table i.i. Where high accuracy is required round off the final total to the nearest inte-
fo_ spaci_l _al_ulatio_s or speclal sssump- get.
tlo_8 (foe _x_ple_ to show s_all dlfforences

between situations or _o emphasize l_e- Later in the text som_ excep_lons to _his pro-
mental changes along a series of changing cedur_ will bs made in _he addition o_ certain
ove_Es)_ the su_s may be computed qul_s _r_- kinds of noise levels. " "

! Otsely according to the chart of Figure i.i,
OE with th_ use of _h_ lower portion of Table When Considering large quantities of _ssen-
I.I, bu_ it should be _eallzed that in prac- tially equal noise sourc_s_ it is useful _o
tical _ezTos_ noise I_V_IS a_e not r_ally known be able _o add them faster than _wo at a _i_e,
to tha_ accuracy. Whs_ compute_ proqra_s_ to Again. since d_cibels are loga_ithmic q_anti-
be discussed lator_ produce _olse l_vols to ties, _he decibel sum of a number cf equal- ,
tenths of decibels, i_ is Suggested _ha_ a_ valued sound levels is equal to _hs Sound
the e_d Of _he _o_p_ation _le sound levels level of one source plus "i0 log" times the
b_ _ounde_ off _o the nearest whole number, to_al number of levels _o be added. This

approach is incorporated into the following i
Whe_ _hore are S_VeEGI levels _o be added_ table_ _'
the_ should be added _WO a_ a _i_e_ starting
with the lower valued levels and continuing the If there are several levels of the same value

the addition procedure cf two at a ti_e until to be added together, add as followsl ! i
onl_ one value r_alns. To illustrate, sup-

pos_ it is dssired _o add ths followi_q five No. of Equal Add to That
sound leVels_ using the summation p_ocedure Levels Level
of the upper portion of Table 1.i:

2 I dB :',

>= _.._ 3 5de
68 dB = 76 4 6 dB _J'
75 dB _-_-..-_= 81_-B5 5 7 dB

79 dB//_.90 dR 6-7 8 dB ,

82 dd_s_ B 9 dB
9-10 l0 dB

88 _ l0 log _IdB

, r
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FOr exa_ple_ if one sound source produces a A simple but expressive definition of "noise"
level of 60 dB for a give_ set of conditionsl is that it is "unwanted sound"; so "noise

i_ then five similar sources under the same con- level" is often used synonymously with sound
i T ditionsl would produce a level cf prossurQ level. Sound pressure level is

semetlmes abbreviated to "BPL" or "Lp".
60 + i0 log 5

" There is in acoustics another somewhat slmi-

: _ • 60 ÷ 7 tar ter_, "sound power level." Zt is un-
"_ neoessary to use sound pouar is the highway

m 67 de. noise procedures, so this quantity is not de-
fined here. The term is mentioned here only

A table of "10 log N" values is given in to draw a distinction between sound pruse_re
I Table 1.2 for a useful range of values of Nt level and sound power level. They are _OC

_' i_¢ludlng fra¢tlonal values. This table has the same quantity and must not be used inter-
uses beyond the obvious one of simply adding the.usably. It is beyond the scope of the

-- a number of equal lavel_. Supposo_ for ex- present work to become involved in sound
ample, that at a given posltlon a sound level pewer data.
of 70 d_ is produced by a traffic flow of
2000 automobile_ per ho_r, and it is desired

to know the approximate noise increase for a ).4 FREQUENCY. HE AND CPS

-7 traffic flow of 0500 automobiles pmr hour.
Prom Table 1.2, 10 log 6500 - 38 dB (appro- With the recent trend in g.S. and internacion-J
xlmately) and 10 log 2000 • 33 dB. Thus, o_a al standards to recognize the early men of
would e_pect abo_t a 5 dB increase foe the science_ many new names for old units are
larger flow. This a_swer could be obtalned being adopted. The traditional unit for fre-
a_othsr wayl quenoy in the SoS. has been "cycles per sec-

ond," abbreviated "ops". The new interna-

OBO0 3._5 tlonal unit for frequency, now adopted by
2000 " U.S. standards gro_psl is "Hertz", abbre-

vlated "HZ". Throughout this te_t the new10 log 3.25 • 5 dB unit "HZ" will be used; it has the same mean-

ing as "cycles p_r second."
ThUs,

I_ 70 ÷ 5 • 75 dJ_ for the large_ traffic flow. _.5 "OVERALL" FREOUENCY RADBE ArID OCTAVEBARDS OF FREQUENCY
(_W_ AS another e_a_ple, suppo_ a particular

quantity of (raffle produoes a noise level Zn order to represent properly the co.plate
of 72 _ fo_ a peak hour condition, and it is noise characteristics of a noise source, it

I_ desired to know approximately the noise level is frequently necessary to break the total
i_ reduction when the traffic is only 40% of noise dawn into its frequency components:

peak hour volume. AcCOrding to Table i.2, • thaC is, to determine how much of the noise

value of 0.40 (oc 40%) yields a reduction of is low frequency, how much high frequency,
4 _. Thus, the lower traffic flow would and how much is in the middle frequency range.

_ |_ p_odu¢_ approximately 72 - 4 - 6B dB. These This is essential for any c_mpcehensive study

_4 s_mplea are off_red here merely co demon- of a noise problem for three reasons= (i|strata the general applicability and versa- people have different hearing sensitivity
._ tility Of the "I0 log N" values; the noise and different reactions CO the various fee-
i: _'_ lev_l_ _elected are fo_ illustration only. quency ranges of noise, (2) different noi_e

_ _; sources have differing amounts of noise
across the full audio range of frequencies.

1,3 EOUBD PRESSURE LEVEL and (3) engineering solutions for reducingl
or cont=olling noise are differe_t foc low

The ear is sensitive to sound pressure, and high frequency noise.i I sound waves represent tiny oscillations of
pr@isur_ in the air jUS_ above and _ust below _t is cenvencional practice in acoustics to
atmospheric pressure. These pressure osoil- determine the frequency distrlbu_ion of a

"_ is(ions impinge on the ear and "we hear tho noise by passing that noise successively
i sound." The weake_b audible sounds, mentlonsd through several different filters that sepe-

._ earl(ere having a p_essure of 0.0002 microbar rate the noise into 8 or 9 "octaves" cn a
or 2xl0 _ N/m z, represent pressures of only frequency scale. Just a_ with an "octave" on
two-ten thousandths of _ millionth of atmos- a piano keyboard, an "octave" in sound anaiy-

,'_ pheric pressure ("microbe=" = ene millionth sis represents the frequency interval between

.__ of barometric pfes_ure)_ a given frequency (such as 350 H_) and =wire
-- that frequency (700 Hz in this illustration).

A "sound level meter" is also sensitive to The normal frequency range of hearin_ for mosu
-- sound pressure. When a sound level meter is people extends from a low frequency of about

i p=operly calibrated, it relates the sound 20 HZ up to a high frequency of I0,000 to
pressure of an incident sound wave to the 15,000 RZ, or even higher for some people.
standard reference pressure, and it gives a MOSt current octave-band noise analyzing
reading in decibels relative to that refer- filters now cover the audio range of about

1°3



22 H¢ to about ll,200 H= in nin_ octave fro- not represent true "sound preSSUre levels" "_
quency bands. These Eiltsrs ar_ ide_tifled because some of th_ actual _ignal has been J
by their geometric mean frequencies; hence removed by the weighting filt_s.
100o HZ is the label given to the octave fre-
quency band of 700-1400 Hr. The nine standard For most acoustic applications th_ octave
octave bands are as follows (th_ numbers are frequency band readings are uh_ most useful. ._
frequently rounded off) l It is always possible to construct A-, B-,

Octave Geometric or C-scale readings from all the Octave ba_d !
readingst but it is never possible to exactly

Frequency Hean P_equency construct the octave band readings _om the
Range of Sand

_HZ) {Hz) weighting scale readings. --

22-44 01
44-8g 63 1.7 A-SCALE SOUtlD LEVELS
8g-175 125

175-350 250 A plot of the frequency response of the A-
350-700 500 weighted network of a sound level meter is
7SO-1400 10g0 shown in Figure 1.2. This is baton from the

1400-2800 0000 American National Standards Institut_ ("ANSI"}

2800-5600 4000 Sc_da_d SI.4-1971 and is required to b_ met --
SEOQ-11,20O 8000 by all s_u_d level m_ters built undo_ these

standards. This is approximately the fro- ._.
The te_m "overall" desiq_at_s the full fro- quency response oE the average young ear when
que_oy coverage of all the 0ct_ve h_Ids, listening to most ordinary_ everyday sounds,
hence 22-ii_200 Ilz, or i_ some ca_es, 44-iii In many past studies, it has been found that --
200 H¢ when the 31 HZ ba_d is omitted, when people make relative _udgments of _he

"loudness" or "annoy_c_" Or "disturbance" of ._-
Whe_ a sound presser8 level in_ludes all the a noiBe_ their judgments correlate qui_e well
audio range o_ frequency, the res_Itinq val_s with the A-_cale sound levels of those noises. _.
is called the "overall" lev_l. Hhe_ the Th_s_ a sound level of 65 dBA for one noise
lev_l refers to the eotu_d in just on_ spsci- would typically be judged louder or more an-
fic octave frequency band_ i_ is _alled an noyinq than _nother noise _f 00 dBA, when both
"octave band level" and the frequency band is are considered in a similar context, This is

either stated oE clearly implied, due to the fact that (i) high frequency n_ise ,--,
(above about 500 Hz) is generally mor_ annoy-

For some special situations_ a noise spectrum ing than low frequency noise (of _he s_e
may be studied in finer detail than is poe- sound pressure level), and (_) A-scale sound
sible with octave frequency bands. In such levels essentially emphasi=_ the high Ere-
cases one-third octave bands _ight be used. quenoy noise con_ent_ while rejecting some of
Even narrower filter band_ might he used, for the low frequency noise content (Just as the
example to separate one particular frequency ear does).
from another one if it is desired to separate
the causes of a particular complex noise. There are other weighting networks that have
The bandwidth and the identl_ying frequency been used in these kinds of judgment tes_sl

of _he band should always be specified. Such some give poor correlation with juds_en_s, _ .
detailed analyses a_ not required for the while others, specially devised, m_y give

pU_O_eS at h_%d_ however, slightly bette_ correlation with the j_dg-
ments of loudness o= annoyance or noisiness, y-,
The specially devised weighting networks were

1.6 ME|GHT_NG fiETWORKS: A-, 8-, AND C- SCALES usually built around special problems or
special applications and thc_e welghtings do

Sound level meters are usually equipped with net appear sufficiently s_pe_ior in their test
"weighting circuits" tha_ tend to represent r_sults to justify ¢onstr_ction, validation_ '"
th_ frequency characteristics of the average c_rtlfi_ation and use of sound _etsrs having i
hmna_ ear for various sound i_te_sitles, those special weightings for everyday use.
ffe_ce_ readings are som_bimes taken with "A- The A-scale network has be_n in existence fc_

scale" or "B-scale" or "C-scale" settings on over lO years and has bee_ incorporated in _ ,
the meber_ Th_ "A-scale" _etting oEa sound many U+S, sound lev_l _eters over _ha_ _i_e.
level meter filters out _s mu_h as 20 to 40 Thus, it iS a_ available instrument, of role- _'-I
dB of _he sound below 100 hz, while th_ Lively low cost; and it has been found to
"B-scale" setting filters out as _u_h as E qive reliable, reproducible correlation wi_h
to 20 dB of the sound below LOO Hz. The "C- many jury-typ_ subjective judgments on the
scale" setting is reasonably "flat" with noisiness of many differen_ types o_ noise. ;

freque_cy_ i.e., it retains esssntlally all
the sound signal ov_r the full "overall" fre- A-scale sound levels are in current use in
quency _anqe. _ is very important, when many community and city noise o_dlnallces and
reading A-_ S-_ or C-scale sound leVels_ to in several state and city highway or traffic I I

positively identify the scale setting used. noise codes. Because of _he relatlvely long _
The resulting val_es are called "sound levels" and extensive use of A-scale sound levels in
and are frequently identified as dBA_ or dBB, these klnds O_ applications, it has been de"

c: dec readings. Note that these readings do cided that A-scale sound levels should be :_ i
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7-
1.g SPEED AND WAVELENGTH OF SOUND IN AIR Frequency Waveleng_._

The speed of sound in air is approximately (IIz) (ft)
ll00 fh per second for most normal condi-

20 55 --
tlons. Sound propagsto_ _s _ pro=_uEe 31 35
wavQ7 sound Ls made up of vibrating air 63 17.5 ,
particles set into motion by a vibrating 125 9
solid body or by an oscillating sound 250 4.5
source; each air particle in the sound 500 2.2 --
wave oscillates baok and forth and strikes lOOO 1.l
its neighboring air partloles, Thus, the 2000 .55
sound ener_ is transmihted by this 4000 .27
Successive transfer of vibration from one 8N00 .14 (-1.7 in.)
particle to the next. This "wave train" 14000 .08 (-0.95 in.} --
nae a speed of llOO ft ps_ secend; yet
each partlole in the wave hraln may only Thus, within the range of audio frequencies,
_ovs back and forth a few millionths of an wavelenaths can range from about 50 ft to

inch. about 1 in. This is a very large spread
a_d it accounts for many unusual effects

_SSUmOI' for illustrative purposes, that in acoustlcs. For exagple, a sound source
an advancing sound wave can be simulated i ft in diameter is so small in terms of -"
by a very long "Slinky" sprinq. A quick a 55 ft wavslenath at 20 HZ that it cannot

Jerk on one e_d of the sprihg will start radiate enerqv well at that freauencyr and
s prQssure ways moving along the spring; a the energy that it does radiate would have
brief instant later another Jerk will start no dlrectlvity (somewhat as a bare light
a_other pressurelwave, a_d so on_ _f bulb radiates light in all directions).
these Jerks can be repeated unlformly and on the other hand, a souhd source I ft in
periodically, a colttinuing advancing wave diameter is _ulte large for 14000 HZ soundl --_
train can be observed on the Slinky spring it is eoual to 12 wavelengths in diameter

even though each coil of the spring only and this is large enough to radiate enerqy ,--.
oscillate8 back and forth a relatively efficiently and _o produce a somewhat
short dlstsnco. The periodic rates of direotional beam (somewhat as a searchlight ._
producing the Jerks on the spring might be b_am).

considered as the "frequency", and the _., !
distance between successive pulses advano- As another example, 1 in* thlcF acoustic j--

ino along the spring might be considered tile is so thin in terms of low freuuency
as the "wavelength", If the frequency of wavelenaths of sound that it has little
the Jerks is low, the distance betwee_ absorptive effect for sounds havln_ wave- --
advancing pulses on the spring is quite lenuths of 10-50 ft. Rut, when the wave- --
large° If the frequency of the Jerks is lenqth beuins to approach the dimensions

ouite high, the distance between advancing of the acoustic %ile, the Raterial becomes ,-.
pulses on the spring ("wavelength"} is, q_ite effective. Acoustic tile _ay absorb
_uite short, as much as 50-90% of the incident sound

energy for frequencies of 500-5000 HZ, whose l_
T_e s_me basic mechanism exists in a sound wavelengths range from abou_ 2 ft to 2 in.
wave. where the frequency that excites the
wave a_d the resulting wavelength betlcsen As another example (and this is the one we

advancing pressure pulses are related _re really lesdin_ up to)_ we _ay place a _
throuab the velocity of sound in air, barrier in front of a noise source, expeo-
He_ce, tin_ to provide a quiet "shadol; z_ne"

behind the barrier, In the low frequency '"
c = fl or A = o/f region, a normal size harrier appears quite

small coRpared to wavelengths of 10-50 ft,
where c is the velocity of sound in air _o the barrier does not provide very much
(approximately if00 ft/sec), f Ls the fre- Sound shleldina (it does not cast a very
Ouency of the sound, a_d _ is the re- atrone "acoustic shadow"). However, for "i

sultina wavelength of that frequency in hLgh frecuenoy so_d, the barrier appears ,._azr. As exa_ples_ the following fre- large i_ terms of 1 ft to 1 in* wave-
q_oncles _roduce the following wavelengths le_sths and produoes relatively uood
£_ air. shielding. , _ r

_J
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Whenever considering various acoustic pro- "intensity" of a sound signal and "intensity"
_ potties of sourcesl materials or Sound is related to sound pressure. A reduc-

control treatments, always think of the _ion of a factor of 4 ii% ist_nelty is the
;.J device in terms of wavelength dimensions, equlvalemt, then_ of a 6 dR reduction in

Usuallya most acoustical products will per- sound level. (Recall that two eoual
for_ well when they are aenerslly large or amounts of energy produce a 3 dB change,

_'_ comparable to wavelenqth dimensions and thus four e_ual amounts will produce two

___ they will perform relatively poorly when 3 dR changes, or _ dB).
they are qulte small in terms of wave-
length dimensions. Sketch I.i illustrates "spherical spread-

ing" of sound from a point source. In
realitY, the small areas A and 4A are

-i 1,_0 SOUND LEVEl REDUCTZON N_TH n_STANCE actually only small sec_ents of large
spherical (or hemispherical) shells that

AS a aeneral _ule, sound from an _ssen- in concept radiate out from the point
-- tlally localized source spreads o_t uni- source in three dimensions somewhat as

lordly as it t_avels away from thG source, ripples radiate out in two dimensions from
l and the sound level drops off at the rate a pebble dropped on the surface of a calm

of 6 dR for each doubling of distance, pond of water.
: This is referred to in acoustics as the

"inverse squaze law". This effect is due Since a microphone, or a personls ear, only
to spreading only, and this is an effect samples a small area of sound level or sound
common to ell types of energy originating intensity, that microphone or ear wall then
from an" essentially polnt source and free receive a 6 dR lower signal for each doub-
of any special focussing or beam-control- llno of distance f_om the source. This is
ling devices. This is illustrated i_ the essence of the "inverse s_a_e law",

_. concept in Sketch 1.1 below. Suppose X which says that the sound pressure or
_epresents a "point source" Of _oise. intensity varies inversely as the squar_
Suppose the noise _adiates uniformly in of the dlstance_ i.e., at twice the

,_ all directions, hut for this ill_stration distance, th_intensity decreases by a
suppose we confine our interest to the factor of 4 (or -6 dR accordino to Table

_ Sound energy that Is contained within the 1.2)I at three times the distance, the
solid anole bounded by the four r_dlating intensity decreases by a factor of 9 {or

_ lines shown. At the distance P f_om the -9.5 dR)I at four times the distance,
souroe_ the area of the segment within intensity decreases hy a factor of 16 (or

Iz_ the radlatlnq lines is a x h or A. If -12 dR), etc.
we now movm out to a distance 2D from
the noise souree_ for the sa_e solid angle _he "i_verse sauare law" is red_ced to tabu-

_s of sound p_opagatio_ each side of the lar form in mahle 1.3. The "startin_ dis-
new surfacm is doubled, i.e. a has in- tahoe" in Table 1.3 is 50 ft, since this

r_ creased to 2a a_d h has increased to 2b. is a distance that has been used widely in
The new surface area at 2D is thus 4 times vehicular noise studies as a reference

the orlgl_al area at _ or 4A. Since distance. _hls bable a_plies to A-scale

_ the sa_a a_ou_t of sound energy passes sound l_vel drop-off from a "moist source",
throuoh both area A and area 4A, we see and it takes into account that air
that the "e_e_gy per u_it area" at dis- absorbs a certain a_ou_t of hi0h freouency
tahoe 2D is o_e-fourth what it is at enerqy due to "molecular absorption" over

._ distance R. "Energy per unit area" is relatively long distances (greater than a
defined as few hundred feet). Since A-scale sound

levels emphasize high f_e_uency noise
components, this "molecular absorption"
increases the rate of drop-off with dis-

-n tahoe slightly q_eater than the "inverse
scuare law" would provide alone, mhe

-_ ___ A-scale red,orlon with distance also

takes into account the approximate fro-
_. auency spectrum shape of typical vehicular

traffic noise. _he loss due to this
effect has heen calculated for a few

--" representative distances, and it averaqes
approximately 1 dBA per IO00 ft, starting

-'" beyond the first 2000 ft distance. There
20 is also a small amount of acoustic energy

loss due to sound transmission in the
presence of a varienv of small but typical
atmospheric effects (discussed briefly in

SKETCH 1.1 Section I*ii). These a_e here assigned the

fairly reasonable value of idBA per
-" INOO ft, starting beyond the first 1Odd ft

distance.
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These two extraordinary effects associated In the first chart, Figure 1.3, only a
with the A-scale ra_e of sound level red_o- single sound source is used_ a_d its sound - --.
tion are Most noticeable at large distances reduction follows the inverse sduare law

(say over 2000 ft) and are negliglhle at d_op-off of Table 1.3, producing the , ;
short distances {say under i000 ft). Since expected 6 dBA reduction for each doubling
host serious highway noise problems usually o_ distance from the source to the observer
arise due to close distances to the road- points A, B, C, D, and E. "_
way, the departure of A-scale levels fro_

true inverse square law that occurs at the Figure 1.4 sh_ws three sound sources spaced ' '
larger distances Is not of major concern, at 400 ft distances along the 800-ft source

Nevsrthelesst tb_se effects are Included llne perpendicular to the observer points.
in Table 1.3 [and also in Tables 1.4 and Each individual source radiates hemlspheri-
1.5 which arm presented later). The oally as a point source, hut the three
• athematicnl constr_ction of Table 1.3 is sources combine to produce the levels shown

described ap_roxi_stely by the following at points Ap B, Cr 0, a_d E. Notice that
Eo_ulaz the dEep-off rate (shown in thQ Difference --

dBA Reduction Column) starts at 5.7 dBA fOE the first

1o. oooj;1o.,ooo  lsta=douhlioo,thooOro.to °od .,- 20 log ÷ 1000 1000 4.5, and then begins to rlse again to 4.9
O r d_ per double distance ("DD") for the o_ter

D>1000 0>2000 d_stance doubling. Notice also that at
point At the presence of the n_arhy source

where D is dist_ce in feet. I produces 80 d0A_ while the more remote
sources 2 and 3 increase the total to only

Although Table 1,3 _epresents fairly scour- 80.2 d0A. Yet, at point E, remote from all
lilly the average _ate of drop-eEl o£ A- sources, source I produces a level of "_

scale sound levels with distance from a 56 d0h whil_ sources 2 a_d 3 c_mbine to pro- ,....
_ingle vehicle, thi_ drop-off rate is not d_ce 58 dBA, to give a total of _0.i d_A.
realized for most high-traffic-denslty (Accuracies of 0.I dB are used in these
_oads because ag ObServer seldo_ h_ars Just charts to indicate s_lll differences.)
a single vehi_l_. Nether, _n observer near ; "

a well-trawelled told usually i_ within Five source_ are placed at 200 ft senate- ;-_
hearin_ range of several vehicles. In the tion along the 800-ft source llne in Figure
limiting cese_ a lo_g continuous llne of 1.5. Now, the drop-of_ rate with distance
vehicles along a roadway becomes a "li_e starts at 4_8 d_A/DD, drops to 4.i and 4.2 _

_ource" (as opposed to a "point source'*), and then ri_es to 5.1 dBA/DD. Notice that J
and the rate of sound level drop-off sources 2-5 still produce only a s_all ;"'
with distance app_oambes "cylindrical change 10.6 d0) on the original level pro-

spreading" which p_:_UCeS a 3 dN drop-off d_ced by so_rce 1 at the closest observer "_ 1
_ate for each doublln_ of distance_ • point A. At point E, however, the 5 f

sources produce 6.4 d_ higher level than _ 1
A series o_ charts (Figures 1.3-I°91 is used that produced by source i alone (from I
_o illustrate a qradual change-over _om a Figure 1.31, [0uestion: if all 5 sources I

point so_rce to a li_e source. For s_ch had been located at source i, what would _ [
chart, suppose that each sound source pro- be the sound level at Point E? At point _
ducesa sound level of 80 d0A at a refer- A?]. _ ;
ence distance Of 50 ft. Zt is deslr_d to !
show in each ch_rt the total sound level In Figure 1.6, nine sources at 100 ft f.._ !
a_ observer points A_ B, C_ D, and E at spacing are dlstribut_d along the 800-ft

distances of 50, i00, 200, 400, and 800 ft source linel and in Figure i._, seventeen _
respectively, due to the sound sourles sources at 50 ft spacing are distributed
positioned along _ li_ perpendicu_ir to along the llne. Between points A and B,
the line of observer points° the drop-off rats is down to 3.8 dBA/DD in _ , i

P_gure 1.6 tnd down to 3.3 dBA/DD in ; _ '

; E_plr£eally-derived a_d analytio_ll F- Figure 1.7. This shows that at relatively _
d_riv_d models demonBtrati_q this rate of close dista_cBs to th_ line of sources,
drop-off for relatively hidh traffic flow many nearby sources are _eguired to app-
conditions are described in the Natlon_l roach the 3 dBA/DD value. Between the _I

Cooperative Highway Research Program more remote points C, D and E, the drop-
("NCHRP") _eport 78, entltlsd "HighwaF off rate rises into the region of 4 to 5
Noise -- Heasurement, slmulation, and Nixed dBA/DD in both Pi_ure_ i._ and 1.7.

_eactions", 1969, and _CNRP _eport 117, } 1
entitled "Highway Noise -- A _eslgn Guide Figure 1.8 is similar to Figure 1._, except
For Highway Engineers**_ 1971. that the source llne has been lengthened.

J
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In Figure l.et twenty-one sound sources are The Difference column {the drop-oaf rate) in
unifo_ly distributed (at 100 ft dlntanccs) Fiqures 1.4-1.9 shows a variation tha_

ove_ a longer llne, here 2009 ft lon_. Now, typically starts with a qlven value a_
the drop-off rate falls In the range of 3.4- close dlstance_ which then decreases for the

.- 3.6 dBA/DD for distances out to 400 ft, medium distances, and then increases for the
hut increases to 4.4 dBA/DD for the 800 ft greater distances. The variation is not

,. w distance, random, it actually follows a predlotable
pattern. ASSUme in Sketch 1.2 an array of

The final chart in this sequence is Figure point sources and observer locations, some-
1.9, which doubles the length of the source what similar fo the arrays of Pigures 1.4-

I llne of Figure 1.8. For this 4000 ft llne 1.9.

_" of point sources at 1O0 ft spaclnq, it is
seen that the drop-off rate starts at 3,5

dBA/DD for the close observer points, then !
drops to 3.1 and then increases to 3.5r

a_d 3.8 dBA/DD fOE the OUter observer _ Tot_ Lit.Length "L" .
points, Thscontribution, of various graups / ]

__ of these SO_OeS may also be seen in the sQ,_e l _
t_a • • S

I levels t_bulated in Figure 1.9. The L_n. i_ :: central 9 sources, for example, strongly L-

' control the total sound level at Points A _d. spaoinv

and B_ while the more re_ote SOUrCeS dl°a/f %_
_'7 q_adually add more noticeably to the sound

' levels at the more rs_ote observer points.
-J At Point D, all sources beyond the central -LIe

9 SOUr=as actually produce A sllqhtly lar-
I get total contribution than do the 9 Ob|a_tr

central sources. L_n.

The slqniflcance of this _olnt will be
r emphasi2ed later as we discuss noise

'_ control in hlghway de.lgn. However, it SKETCH T.2
becomes obvious at this point, perhaps,

l_r that if we should hope to achieve extensive
noise reduction for a group of residences

_' I_1 800 ft from a long, straight, flat highway,
we cannot simply limit our concern to the

_ nearest 800 ft length of traffic {con-
tained within the centzal 9 sources of

Figure 1.9), because other sources all

I_ along _he source llne combine to produce It has been shown* that for observer
Just a_ much noise as the relatively few distances d_ (to the llne source) less than

a/., the drop-off rate approaches 6 dB per
"_ nearest soer0s_, double dlsta_ce; at observer distances

_ It is probably apparent that additional between dl and d_ (i.e. between a/. and
filling of the llne w_th sound _o_rces L/_)_ the d_op-off rate approaches 3d_ per

.J would OOnbID_a to bring the drop-off rate double distance; and at observer dlstances
down to th_ ultimate 3 dBA per double dz beyond L/_, the drop-off ra_e approaches
dlstancm. The significance of this 6 dD per double distance. The geometry

,--_ for this condition requires equal spacing
lengthy development is that when we later "a" o_ the point so_rces, _ limited llne

_: consider actual highway layouts and near- length "L", and at least 3 sources in the

by residential nei_hbo_s_ We shall selectsome r_a_onable va ue of drop-off rate to array. The derivation gives Justification
assis_ in the estimation of noise levels for the variations shown in Figures 1.4-i.9

along the highway right-of-way. We can even though the values _ever quite reach thes_Ise fE_ Ylgures 1.3-i.9, that llmitlno v_lu%s of 3 and 6 d_. _n effect,

quantity of t_affi_ flow and distance this approximation tells us that at very
fro_ the roadway are factors that influence close distances, we see {or hear) essen-tially only one source at a hi.el and at
the noise drop-off either side of the high- very large distances the limited lenoth of

-- way. All dlsc_ssion up to this point the line of sources bealns to resemble a
assumes clear llne-of-slgh_ between noise
sources and ohservatlon points and no point source.

"_ interference with sound tr_nsmlssionl this
i also aSSUmeS that the so_d sources are • "Melee and _Ibration Control_" edited by

omni-dlrectlo_al, that is, each source Leo b. Beranek {McGraw-Hill Book Company,
radiates sound unlfoz_nly in all directions. 1971) pages 16_-168.
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For the £nte_medlate observer distances, the Since we place so much data into te_s that )
array of sources behav_ approximately as a are easily c_nverted to decibels, and since J
llne source, depending on the density of decibels are logarithmic units, the quan-

sources. Acbually, in Figure 1.4, the tity 2,h z can be ex reseed in logarithmic
closest observer points A and B are within terms as 10 log 2_D _. Recall from earlier
the distance a/_ (- 400/7 - 127 ft), and we exposures to mathematics th,t
see that the 5.7 dB/DD drop-off Mate does

approximate the estimated 6 dB rate. In i0 log n _ = 28 log D.
Figure 1.7, observer points A, B, and C are
greater than a/_ (16 ft) and lees than 5/_ The term 2G log D provides a means for
(254 ft), and we see that the 3.3 and 3.9 simply describing the 6 dB drop-off rate

dBA/DD drop-off rates approach the estimated for each doublinq of distance. For
3 dB rate. In Figure 1.7, observer points example, let Dl _ 100 ft and D_ - 200 ft.
D and E are beyond L/_ (254 ft), and we see From hhe logarithmic functions in Table
that the 5.3 dBA/DD drop-off rate approaches 1.2, we see that
the estlmated 6 dB rare. In sum_az 7, all
the configurations of Figures 1.4-1.9 i0 log 1O0 - 20 dB ....
generally tend to agree with this estlma- 1O ic_ 200 - 23 dB
tion procedural in the close-in regi0n

(less than a/_) only Figure 1.4 provides Then, i_ !
data (rate 5.7 dB/DD); in the intermediate 20 log i00 , 40 dR _,
region, drop-off rates range between 3.1

and 4.1 in Figures 1.5-1.9t and for the 20 log 200 _ 46 dB

remote region (greater than L/_}, drop-off Thus, the difference between the sound
rates range between 4.8 and 5.3 in Figures levels at 1ON and 200 ft is 46-40 = 6 dB, _j
1.4-1.7. All of this might be simply
summarized as follows, when applied to in accordance with the "inverse square law"

for paint source radiation.high-density highway situations. FoE a
line of sources of length L, the drop-off

New, for cylindrical spreadinu from a line irate will approxlmate 3 - 4.5 dB/DD for
QbseEVeE distances leas than L/3 and it will source, the function i0 log D is suffi-
approximate 4.5 - S dB/DD for observer cient to p_oduce the 3 dB per double
_istances greater tha_ L/3. For most high_ distance d_op-off rate. F_om above, .-I

way situations, the very close-in condition ">i(inside a/_ in Sketch 1.2) will not be 1O loc 1O0 _ 20 dB ., _.

_ppropEiate, because vehicles do _ot main- 1o log 200 m 23 dB.

Rain fixed spacing and because housing This gives a 3 dR chanqe for the distance Yareas or other occupant uses would net
take place at such close distances to change from 1Oh to 200 ft.

highways. In highway practice, there is seldom an

In this discussion of the sound level drop- infinitely long line of an infinite number ,-,

off with distance, th_ concept of spherical of vehicular sound sources, so the ideal- iized line source and its ultimate 3 dB

(actually "hemispherical") spreading at drop-off rate ("iS log D" function) is

6 dS pe_ double, dlstsnce a_d. cylindrical never quite realized. Also, with busy
(actually semi-cylindrical ) spreading highways there is seldom such low traffic :'_

at 3 dB per double distanc_ has been densities that only single sources ("20 i.l
discussed. In actual us_ this is an awkward log D" function| control the design. Wemethod fo_ describing the various _ates of

now have, however, the ability to select

drop-off that can exist between the two any number between i0 and _0 to apply to ! I
limiting conditions of 3 dB and 6 dB per the "log D" function to express any _ r
double distance. So, there is _eed for a desired drop-off rate. In NCHRP Report _=
simpler method for describing a drop-off 78, considerable evidence is given in
_abe mathematically. In Sketch i.i on support of 15 log D as the function for
page i-7 , only a small segment of a relatina sound levels to distance. _ I
hemispherical shell was sh_¢n at distance D
fto_ the sound source*. The area of the checking the example at iS0 and 200 ft

complete hemispherical shell would be 2_D _ . distances,

15 log 10O _ 1.5 x 20 = 30 dB _ I

15 log 200 = 1.5 x 23 - 24.5 dB. U
* "Hemlspherical" because the sound source This term gives a 4,5 dB per double dis-

is assumed to be located on the earth's hence drop-off rate. This rate would _ 1

surface, such as a vehicle on a highway, apply approximately to the situationand sound _adiates into the air around the charted in Figure 1.5 where five sound

source but not into the earth below, sources are spaced at 20_ ft intervals. _,il
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A function "12 iOq D" would provide a dBA Reduction

.opoffroteof3ddoper oio ioi000!,lo,0001tenet which would approximately describe - 10 log + _ 1000
the condition8 o_ Figure 1.9 with 41 or for
sound sour=es at 100 ft intecyals. D>1000 D>2000

-_ where D is distance expressed in ft.
/ In general, any desired drop-off rate

can be obtained as followas multiply _able 1.5 is constructed around s 4.5
the i0 log o fun=flea by a multlpller dgA/DD drop-off rate and also Includes

-n whlch is one-thl_d the desired drop-off the extra lease5 =entloned earlier. The
1 _ate, i._.0 formula _or constructln_ thls table is

1 approximatelyl
-: Desired Rate X

3 (10 log D). dBA Reduction

i The followioq table indicates the method - 15 log + +for obtaining a few of these drop-off fo_ for
_ates, including the samples used in _le D>IO00 D>2000
above illustrations.

i One concluding remark should be made here
..1 Desired Rate

{dBA per DD), Multiplier Lo_ _unetion regarding the drop-off rate. In typic_lhiqh-density highway traffic, including
6.0 6.0/3 • 2.0 20 log D both automobiles and large trucker thece

4.5 4.5/3 _ 1.5 15 log D are uJually such a large number of auto-
4.0 4.0/3 - 1.333 13.3 log D mobiles that the highway becomes a line
3.6 3.6/3 B 1.2 12 log D SOUrCe for automobiles and the nolse

3.0 3.0/3 - l..O i0 log D drops off at a rate approaching 3 dBA/DD.
Rowevere typicallyt the large trucks are

This procedure will hold for A-scale fewer in number, but noisier than auto-
sound levels over short distances (say mobiles, and the highway truck nolse
out to 1000 ft). FOr io_ger distances_ may appear as an array of randomly-
as mentioned esrlier_ the molecular ab- disPrlhutsd point sources that do not

_m sorptiOn of high frequency sound and have enough continuity to achieve full
vaEi0u5 a_ospherlc effects tend to co- line-source stat_s. Thus. the noise of

t_ duct A-scale levels slightly faster than these stronger sources may propagate
these fixed rates would suggest, with a varlsbla drop-off rate somewhere

between 6 dBA/DD and 3 dBA/DD depending

#_ TWO of these drop-off rates are in current on the quantity of trucks. The total
use in hiahway noise evaluation procedures, effect of the highwayl then, is that of

i_ The 3 dRA/DD rate is used in the Traffic a llne source attrSbutable to auto-
Noise Prediction Computer Program Of the _obiles and a mixed so,roe {points and

¢_ Transportation Systems Center (herein- short llne segments) attributable toafter referred to as the "TSC Computer trucks. This must be handled as s

PrOgram"*). The 4.5 dBA/DD rate is used s_atlstlcal mix of sources with a re-
in NCHRP Report 117. The enclosed Tables sultlng compromlse drop-off rate that
1.4 and 1.5 provide sound level reductions &tt_pts _o represent reasonably correc-

c_ as a function of distance for these two _ly the real-Ills highway noise probl_m.
drop-off rates, using 50 ft as the start-
in° distance. Table 1.4 is constructed
around the 3 dBA/DD drop-off rate, and ].1] _FFECT OF ATH05PhER_C5
it also incl_des the influence of mole-

I cular ahso_tion o_ the higher frequency windPrecipitation, wind fluctuations, grad-
portion of A-scale levels a_d the addl- leafs {with altitude)_ temperature, tempera-

-: tional s_all loss due to at_ospherlc _re gradients (with alti_ude)_ and relative
effects. Th_ formula for constructing humidity ar_ possible a_mospheric factors in
Table 1.4 is approximately: sound Cra_s_Isslon.**

* Traffic Noise Prediction Model MOP 2 **For a more detailed summary of a_ospheric
referenced arid d_scrlbed in "Manual for effects on sound propag&tlon, the _esd_r may

Highway Noise Prediction" (in thre_ refer to "Noise and Vibration Control," edited
volumes), Reports No. DOT-TSC-TRWA-72-1 by Leo L. °e_anek, McGraW-Hill Boo_ Company
and 2, of the Transportation Systems (i_71), pp. 169-174.
Center, 55 Broadway, ca_b_idge_ Mass.
02142.
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Rain, mist, fog, hail, sleet and snow are the Constant temperature with altitude produces I_
various forms of precipitation to consider, no effect on sound transmission, but tempera-
These have not been studied extenslvelv in ture gradient8 can produce bending in much the
their natural state so there are no _eDresen- same way as wind gradients do. Air tempera- J _._
tative values of excess sound attenuation to ture above the ground is normally cooler than /
be amslgned tQ the_, Generallyl varlous for_s at the ground, and the denser air above tends i I
of prsclpltatlon may cause a spemd red.orion to tend sound waves upward. For normal temp-
in traffic flow and thle may tend to reduce stature dlstrlbutions there is little Or no
the _oi_e slightly. Wet road surfaces, on the increases but there may be a significant de-
other hand, Will increase the high frequency crease in tra_mltt_d sound levels at large J,
content Of t_Ee noise. Rain, hall and sleet distances (highly variabke_ but up to 10-00
may chug@ the background noise level_ in dSA over a 1000-6000 ft distance). With
realde_es along a roadway and them provide "temperature InveEslons" the warm air above
some maQklng Of the traffic nolsQ. A thick the surface bends thB sound waves down to

blanket of snQw provld_s an absorbent ground earth. These effects are negligible at : i :
cover fOE soutd _zaveling at grazing i_¢_dence short distances but they can produce some
near the gEoutd. Zn pEa_tlco, of couE_a, increase in s_und levels at ground _leva-
th_go va=iou_ foEm_ of prm_ipltatlon a_e in- hion at _arge distances (over a half-mils)
t_r_itt_nt_ t_po_ary a_d of _elatIvely short _cr some geometries and the_al st_ctures.
total d_Eat_oS, and they ca_ not ho _O_ted Cenerally_ temperature gradle_ts will not _:,i
o_ for _teady_tate sound contzol_ even if consistently i_cr_aae or decrease nois_
they sh_id Offer noticeable attenuatlo., levels from highways at tho close distances

Also, sln_ windows are _s_ally closed during Where se_sitlve neighbors _ay live. _,

p_eolpitation_ any change in source noise or ; ]
in background noise due to precipitation _s Since wind s_eds a_d temperature yetis-
generally of secondary importance, tions fo_ a height Of up to 50 ft above the

earth's surfaqe are not known and are _Ot
readily measeted, this is considered out-

A Otmady, smooth flow of Wind, equal at all side the field of interest of the highway _,-,i
altitudes, wo_id hav_ no notlceablQ effect on engln_or while making highway noise evalua-
so_d t_a_omi_mion. In p_a_ti¢_, howeveE_ wlnd fiche. Thus_ rathe_ than attempt to ohtaln

•p_uds ar_ slightly hlgh_ above the ground detailed micro-meteorological data and attempt
than at the g_o_nd, and the ro_iting wind to correlate it with possible effects on sound i
spo_d gradients te_ to "h_d" sound waves transmlaslon_ it is cautioned that atmospheric _-_
ove_ largo dlstanco_. Sound traveling with ' variations ca_ influence short-term sound
the wind is b_t down to _arth, while mound transmission even though they ca_ot b_
traveling against the wind is bent upward relied upon for long-term noise reduction, "\ _'
ahov_ th_ gro_d. Ther_ i_ little o_ _o in- Tbus_ when ambient noise readings are being _ : :
c_ease in Sound I_V_Is d_ to thm sound waves taken for various noise sou=cos located more '
being bmnt dow_ i_ fact, _here is additional than a few hundred _eet from the m_asu_e_ent

lose at the hlgh_r fregue_cles and at the great- position, these atmospheric effects _a_ _
er dlstances. There can be noticeable redu¢- produce artlfloiall_ low noise levels at i

tlon of sound levels (so_etlmea _p to 20-30 a_y particular time. _-
dSA) at r_latlvely long dlstanoes (beyond a
few hundred ya=ds) when the sound wave_ are "Molecular ab_orptlon" is a mechanism Involv-

bent UpWard, for sound traveling against the ed in the physics of 8ound in air that ca_ _+wind (for i0-_6 mph wind speeds), actually absorb some sound energy for rela- ! i
tively long dls_anc_ sound transmission. This

I_sg_la_ turbulent O_ gusty wind provides effect is most noticeable at high frequency
fluctuatlonB i_ so_d t_ansmisslon ove_ large and it is dep_nden_ on temperature and rela- ,._
distances. Th_ nat effect Of th_ee fl_ct_a- tire humidity of the alr. The table below i
fleas may b_ an averag_ reduction of a few gives the approximate sound absorption as _
declb_18 (say up to 4-6 dSA) per lOS yd for a function Of frequency for the conditions
gusty wind with spe_ds of 15-30 mph_ b_t the of 600-70" P, and 60-70_ relative humidity.

short-term instantaneous fluctuations may be Octave Frequency Absorption Rat_ ** :
avon greats= than these average losses.* Ba.d (HZ) (dB per 1060 ft)
Severer, gusty wind or mi_ed wind direction

_an_ot be cou_ted o_ for noise control over 31-260 0
the lifetime of a highway. 500 0.7 rJ

i000 1.4
2000 3.0
4000 ?,7

6000 14.4

•*'0_ the Effect of Atmospheric Turbulence on **"6_andard V_l_es o_ Atmospheric Absorption

Sound Propagated over Gro_md/' Uno Ingard and ' as a _unotio_ of Ts_porature and Humidity for _ IG_org_ C* Ilaling_ _, Ao_a_. $00. o_ America, _ee in Evaluating Aircraft Tlyover _oise,"
re1. 35, pp. 1056=i057, (_uly 19_3). ARP fie_, AUgUSt 31, 1964, Society of Automo-

tive En_inee_ 485 Lsxlngton Avenue, Sew York i
10017.
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A-scale sound levels for typical truck spectra and thermal gradients are almost always pro-
/ have been calculated for several distances seat, a small token amount of attenuation of

out to 4000 ft making use of th_se average ab- sound is suggest0d for long distance soundtransmission. This is assigned s value of 1

: sorption rates, o_t to 2000 ftt tb_ dominant dDA per 1000 ft starting after the first 1000
; low- a_d mid-frequency of the truck noise ft. This amount is contained in the data of

controls the A-scale reading sufficiently, Tables 1.3, 1.4, and l.S, and approximately
that the influence of absorptios on the higher this amount of attenuation is included in the

! frequency noise is n_gliglhle. Beyond 2000 ft, TSC Computer _rogram.
..j and out to 4000 ft, the absorption begins to

influence the rate Of drop-off slightly, about A final reminder is given relative to the
i dBA per 1000 f_. Th_s, Tables 1.3t 1.4, and influence of atmospheric effects on sound pro-

1 _ 1.5 have been constructed to include an addi- psgation. Just as wind and thermal gradients

i I tional i dBA lo_s per 1000 ft, starting at can reduce noise transmlsslon from highways
; -,. 2000 ft, attributable to the molQcular absorp- under certain conditions (greater than the

t/on effQct o, truck noise. The same rate is 1 dB per 1000 ft _ust mentioned), these grad-
take0 as applicable to the noi_e spectra of lents can also reducQ ambient or background

; _ auto_obilesl although this is not exactly noise levels arising from certain sourGess
i [ correct, The slight error in applying this such as remote street traffic, city nolsa,
r same rate to _uto noise is probably no greater or industrial noise. This can result in

than 1 dBA st 1000-2000 ft, and at these dis- temporarily and artificially lower background
--, fences truck nolsQ iD generally the controll- noise (sometimes by as much as 20-50 dBA) and

ing noise in most highway situations. Inside thls can lead to an unrealistic ploture of
I _ 1000 ft dlsta_ce_ the influence of molecular the ambient noise conditions at a measurement

I absorption is negligible for all highway traf- site. Pot this reason it is good practice,
fin _or most reasonable values Of temperature when making community background noise measure-

i -_ and relative humidity, monte, to _ak_ a few repeat measurements at a

few locations at one or two later time periods
' Very low val_es of relative humidity produce (a few days or weeks later, if _ossible).

I unusu_l effects. In the temperature range This at least offers the opportunity for a

I _ of S0"-100 _ P., relative humidity in the different set of a_mospherle conditions to
range of 10-20% increases dramatloally the prevail. The affect of non-typlcal ambient

[,_ effect of molecular absorptlo_. These low readings will be menCloned in Chapter 3 on
values of relative humidit_ are not found in noise measurements.
most inhabited areas_ but when they dc o_cur

i_ in arid regions they can deoreasu noticeably Another weather-related influence on back-
. the very high frequency content of noise, ground measurements is the high frequency

}_. particularly i_ the 4000 and 8000 0: octave sound of crickets, peepers, katydids or other
bands, for sound transmission over lo_g dis- chirping wild-llfe_ and the sound of leaves
tance_ (greater than i000 ft). This still rustling in even a slight breeze. Thas_ high

I_ doe, not significantly affect the A-scale freuuencv sounds strongly influence A-scalelevel of traffic noise_ because much of the background readings in rural and s_hurban
noise energy of concern falls in the 250- areas and can pro_uce falsely high valuus.
i000 Hz frequency _eglo_. An interesting, Alternative time periods or measurement posi-
but _Ob particularly useful, effect of mole- fleas should be selected when these noise

_ cular absorption is bhat at low relative sources prevail in a_ area.humidity (10-20%) and Very low temperatures
(below aho_t 20_T), the molecular absorp-

tion at high f_equency almost vanishes, h12 EFFECT OF FLANTING5, WOODS, At_D VEGETATION

_ _uring these conditions, high frequency

I._ souad_ are hoard much better than under Heavy dense growths of woods provide a small
more sormal temperature oonditlons. For but useful amount of attenuation. NCN_P
example, on d_y, low-temperature days (near Report 117 suggests the use of 5 dSA attenua-

,._ O'P}, the high frequency sounds of aircraft tlon for a i00 ft depth of woods of sufficient
flyover noise are dramatically enhanced. This density tha_ no visual path exists through
is an interestlng acoustic phenomenon, hut of this i00 ft depth. The woods should extend
libtle practical value in most highway nolse at leas_ 15 ft above any llne-of-si_ht between
analy_es, highway traffic sources and all portions of

:_'_ _he neighboring buildings to be protected.
I In _ary_ there are at_,ospheric effects FO_ an additional depth of woods of i00 ft or

_-_ which would seldom increase but could slgni- me:e, an additional 5 dBA attenuation can be
ficantly decreas_ sound levels at large dis- assumed, but _he total attenuation claimed for

tance_ from a source. These decreases are all such plantings should not exceed i0 dBA in
"_ usually of an intermittent, short-time dura- any conflg_ration. TO be effective in both
i finn and they are usually beneficial to the winter and summer, there should he a reasonable

receiver (in giving temporary noise reduction) ml_ture of both deciduous and evergreen trees.
whe_ they occur_ but iC is best not to rely on _lso, the underbrush O_ ground cover should be

"] them for long-time benefits in terms of noise sufficiently dense and tall to provide attenua-
, control d_sig_. Because some amount of wind _ion of sound passing under the tree growth.
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1.13 EFFECT OF BARRIERS** )For Iow-denslty growth, a token amount of
attenuation, _uch as 2 or 3 dSA per ZOO ft
depth, might be pucmissible, but this is left A wall, a building, an earth berm, a hill or
to the judgement of the usQr. Again, the some other type of solid structure, if large
total attenuation for such plantings should enough, can serve as s partial barrier to
not exceed 10 dRA. The reason for imposing sound and can p_ovide a moderate amount of --

sound reduction to an area located within thethe i0 dDA limitation on any type of natural
growth iS that some sound paths are passing "shadow zone" provided by the barrier° Sound
over the top of the trees and are frequently barriers do not cast as sharply defined shedows
scattered or bdnt back down to earth beyond as llght battlers do, because wavelengths of

the. tree growth by varlous mixtures of wind sound are usually somewhat comparable to the --
and.temperature gradients or wind turbulence, dimensions of the barrierl whereas with light,
These paths of sound (_skv waves") wil% ilmit the dimensions of a ba_rler are many, many
the total sound reduction that can bm achieved _imes larger than the wavelength oE light.

b_ trees or other tall, dense _atural growth Skotah 1.3 below helps explain the mechanism --
at the ea=thm_ surface, of s sound barrier.

Occasional trees and hedges have aesthetic ___w

and psychologioal value as partial visual

bacrie_s o_ highway activlty, but they pro- _ --mvide negliqlble attenuatlon of sound. DO
not dest_oy them, but do no_ expect them to _ Sound
have slgnificRnt acoustic value. Sound Receiver

Extensive fields of tall ¢ropsl such as corn, _..
cane and wheat, and tall grass, woods or othe¢ SKETCH 1.3
ground cover, and even freshly plowed fields
can'p_ovid_ sound absorption for sound paths Suppose that sound radiates uniformly in all ,._
at "gra_l_g incidence" (parallel to the earth's directions f_m the sound source, which we wilh
surface, pas_tng _ult along the top of these consider here to be a point source, Amon_ the !
absorptive surfaces). However, this is not many paths of sound radiating from the source, '-
entirely reliable as a permanent attenuator we are primarily interested in the sound path
for the same reason as given above for t=ee_ that follows the llne drawn to the top of the ,-

sound pa_ning above the grazing incidence paths wall. The sound in this path would continue in -_
and returning to earth or arriving at the re- the straight line if sound wavelengths were as J
c_ivcr by saattered o_ bent sound waves does small as light wavelengths. Since they are not,
not =ecelve the full attenuation e_fects of the some of the sound "bends" over the top of the
absorptive surface. D_ring calm, stable at- wall (this is called "dlf_raction"]. In the _"
mospherie conditions, absorption effects of sketch, one portion of the diffracted sound is
_round surface and vegetation can be experienc- shown following the lin_ drawn to the "receiver"
ed and measured and found to be significant*; of the sound. This particular sound beam has
but during the lifetime of a highway, such been deflected by an angle _ from the origlnal
ideal conditions are a rarity, and more often path direction. Thus, even though th_ receiver

appears to be located in the shadow zone of thethe flanking paths of the "sky waves" of sound
wall control. Thus, no acoustlc credit should wail, and even though the receiver cannot seethe sound source, some sound may be heard in
be given for this type of plant growth. We
recommond that the a_tenuation value for tall this shadow zone. It is a funda_ental fact of _-',
grass and shrubbery contained in the TRC tom- acoustics, however, that the larger the stele a, I
purer Program not be used. It greatly over- the less sound will be heard at the _eceive_ ._location. Thus, if we want to design an effcc-
estlmat_s the benefit derived. In addition, tlve sound barrier, At is eseentlal to provide

for thi_ type of a_tenuation to be at all large height or a lar_e area for the barrier
applicable, the ground cover would have to ex- aso the deflection angle a is as large as
tend ove_ large distances in order to offer possible.
ab_o_pt/on over all the paths from a long ex-

posed length of highway tO a receiver area. Sow, let us consider the same idea Of a bar,let _ :
wall, but let us modify the sketch to order to
add some dimensions that are involved in esti-

mating the effectiveness of the wall as a
sound barrier.

*"Nois_ Reduction by Vegetation and Ground," I iDonaly Aylor, J. _OOUSC. SOU, O_ Am_r_uc, re1.
51, pp. 197-205 (Jan. 1972); also, "Sound
Transmission Through Vegetation in Relation tc **See P. 14 of NCHRP Report I17 for a brief dis-
Leaf Area DenSity, Leaf Width_ and Breadth of cusslo_ and list of a few references on
Canopy," Donald Aylor J. _oo_st. Sou. ol barriers* See also "Sound and Vibration Co_trol," ! !
AmerCes, vol. 5 , pp. 411-414 (Jan. 1972). L.L. Berane_, pp. 174-160.
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_ or a uho_t portion of a i_nQ source. A later

i _K S Y D sec_l--_e procedure will take into accoun_ long line

- J sources and multiple re=slYer positlons. Also,
the dimensions involved in this procedure are
constructed around A-scale spectra of vehlcla

_r_ lef noise. Thus, wlthou_ adjustment, _he FigureSource 1.1O materi_l should no_ be applied to Just
• any type of sound source.

Using the procedure outllnud in Flguze i.I0,
_, the attenuation of a sample battler is now

In Sketch 1.4 first draw a straight llne (the calculated. Suppose a harrier wall is built
_' "llne-of-slght") from the source to the _- to intrude beyond the llne-of*sigh_ by 15 ft

o_iver. Next, draw a perpendicular line from (i.e., S " Ig ft). Suppose the wa_l is iocat-
the "line-of-elght" to the topmoJt point of ed 60 ft from the sound so_rce {R 60 f_} and, the barEle_. Th_ length of this llne is 300 ft from the _ecelver [D - 300 ft). AI-

__ labeled H in the sketch* This iS the "effec- though these dimensions readily permit calcula-
tire h_Ight" of the harrier. A harrier must tlon of the hypotenuse of the two right trl-
laterrupt th_ llbe*of-slqht to be effective, angles using the P_thagorus theorem, l_t us

'_ and the larger the valu_ S beyond the llne-of- follow the procedure of Ste_ 3 i_ Figure l.lg.

slght_ the better the hairier. The li_e-of-
_., slqht ca_ now be dlvid0d into its tWO _eg_e_ts SiR • ig/60 _ o25

R and D* NeXt, draw l_es from the top of the
barrier to _he sound _0urce and to the sound S/D • 15/300 " .05

receiver. These are labeled X and Y in the
sketch° I_ is obvlou_, according te th_ For this small value of S/D, 6D can be _Icu-

"-_ _hagor_s theorem for _ight triangles, that fated fromh z _ X z and D* ÷ IS_ • yZ from which

_D " i/2 SZ/D - 1/2 x 225/_00 - .38 f_
"_ X - /S: ÷ _' and g • /n' + S;.

,_ For the larger value of H/S. _R can be deter-
It has been found thac a simple way to ezpress mined by using Chart A:
the effoGtlveaoss of a ba_ler is in terms of

the difference bgtwe.n the _ine-of-slqh_ dis- for H/R = .25, M _ .03
na_ce _=om one eou_¢e to cha reoalver (s ÷ D

I:_ in Sketch 1.4) a_d the _eta_ sound path dis- Then, _R = HR • ,03 x 60 • 1.8 ft
fence _aused by placing the wall in the path
(i.e., X ÷ Y in the sketch). I_ conj_ctlon The _cal path length dlffer_nc_

r_ with the first Sketch 1.3 of a harrle_ wall,
it was stated _hat largo values of th_ angle _ = dR + _D " 1,8 * ._8 • 2.2 ft

_ = yield larqe values of har_ier a_tenuaclon, Then, f_om Char_ B, focd _ _.2, the bar_ler
In Sketch 1.4, it follows then _hat large attenuation is approximately 17 dBA*

I.:| values of the path length difference

(X + Y) - (R + D) Under Ideal conditions, for the dimensions
indlcat_d and for a fairly lo_allzed s_und

may be related to lar_e val_s of _, which seure_ and recelva_, this ba_ie_ could achieve
_ i_ turh may produce large values Of harrier an ac_enuatlon of app_oxlmat_ly 17 dSA {for
) a_nua_ion. Th_ p_th length differences noise having a _pectrum shap_ similar to that

lend themselves to simple sketches and calc_- of highway traffic}. For actual highway appli-
catlons_ of course_ _he source might be a longl_blOn_. When _he p_th leh_th difference,

_. Identified by th_ notation _ ("delta"), is lln8 of nr_fflo, the barrier would he of ex-
dete_mlned, the b_r_ler att_n_atlon can he t_nded length to oove_ the llne Of _affio,
r_d f_om a cu_v_, Sin_e the path length and _he receiver might represent a n_mber

-- dlfferances frequently a_e very small distances, of houses in a residential area. For _hese
it i_ important %hat all dlatanc_e be es_imat- real-life conditions, the a_to_uation _ight

-- ed clo_ly ahd that the sketch of the layout not achieve the full 17 dSA value. Later

reall_ rep£_ont the correct layout. %f a in the course_ barriers will he considered
__ _la_ di_an=e im involved, estimate the true for extended sources. Som_ of the factors

slant distance, do not uee an approximate herd- thac must he Gonsidered in actual barrier
_o_l O= pro_ecbed dlstanc_ instead. Also, designs and u_es are mentlon_d here In pre-
slide rule accuracy may not be good eh_ugh in para_ion for the later detailed t_eatment.

the calGula_ion of square roots. _n Section i.I0 lu was pointed ou_ that the

The procedure given here is similar t_ and distant ends of long lines of vehIcula_ noise
conuls%ea_ with bh_ proc0dure given i_ NC_RP sources influence the sound levels received

R_oc_ llT_ but _he form is different. The at areas somewha_ remote f_om a highway. Thisproeeduxe is su_a_iz_d in Figur_ l.lg. Thd_ is illustrated in Figure 1.9 where iS _sy be
procedure is &pplicable to only a slngls source seen char noise so_rce_ 1O00_2000 ft from _he

l-lS
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central cluster of sources produce noise levels Now suppose that a ZOO ft lenqth of barrier -n
that ere within 5*7 d_ of those produced by wall is built nea_ the =cad to shield the oh-

the central sou=one when heard 806 ft away server _=cm Sou=co l, but that nothlnq is done _ I

front the roadway, In coanoition with that dls- to reduce the levels of Sources 2 and S. Sup-

culllcn r i_ WSl itre_led that complete noise pose that the bar_le= achieves iS dBA reductlon
control of 4 hlghway must therefore include for Source l. The reBulting sound level con- _'_

¢onllde£ation o5 long lengths of the hlHhwayl t=lbutlone to the observer are an follows, in i
even though th. _0mate ends of the hlghws_ dBAt ;_;
would appear _a: enough sway to be of no con-
ceEn, Source I Source 2 Source 3 Total

Let us lllustiats this point with an example. 47.0 61.0 59.0 63.2 j
In Sketch l.S aseu_Q a slmple Array of three _

nell i lou_col ei0n_ thl lou_co lln£ I and Thu8_ the 200 ft walk only achleved a reduc-
supBosm w¢ a=e tenter'ned wltk the noise levels tlon Of 2.4 dSA for the observer.

=e¢olved at the indicated ohse_/er positio_ _-"
400 ft from the source line, Next, suppose the wall is lengthened _o 300 ft

to shield Sources i and 2, and assume the _+:

h_r=ier reduces Source 2 noise by 15 dBA also.

L_n* - 100_ loo _ Source 1 Source 2 Source 3 Total "_

17,0 46,0 59.0 59,4 _.!

Thus_ the _dditicnal length of wall reduced
oo _: the noise an additional 3.8 dBA for a total

reduction of 6.2 dSk.

To he completely effective, the wall should _J
be extended aga£_ :o ehleld the noise from
Source 3. Thus, _or this limited segment of

obse_'g¢ roadway, it is see_ that a barrier wall along ,[-I

_e,_o. the full length o_ exposed road would be re- _ I
qulred =o _chieve eke orde= of 15 dSA noise j
=eduction. Eor longs= lengths of exposed

SKETCH 1.$ roadway, longs= lengths of barrier walls wo_id

be required to achieve substantial noise re- , ;
_uctlon fo_ the neighbors, J

Th_ sound %evel_ at this obse_er position IIext, consider the attcnuation of a long

we=e calculated in Pigures 1.3, 1.4, and 1.5, ba=_ler wall beside a long section of hlghw_y, _
if we will a_sume that these sound sources Co_slder the layou_ in plan shown in Sketch t
produce 60 dBA at 56 ft distance. Thus, the 1.6, Le_ the dotted line represent a highway L.,

_ound level contributions to thm ob_erve_ aze lane, and let the heavy solid llne copresen_
as follow_ in dBA* a bar=leT wall having H • 15 ft. consider

Sources 1 and 2 and their paths thaC transmit _'_
SOurce ] Source 2 Source 3 T0ta] sound to the obse:ver. Pot sound Sou:co i,

62.0 61.0 59,0 65.6 R _ 60 ft and O • SO0 ft. Actually_ this ex- _J
ample is the one first used on page 1-15 to

!1

Source 2 Highway Lane Source 1

I Sarcie_ Well, H - 15 ft .--- D - 300 ft _I I

_A

Observer

'[

i
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111ustrate use of Figure I,i0, The harrier side of the road, For some geometriest the
produces an e_tlmated attenuation of 17 dDA left side wall could actually reflect traffic
for Source I _s heard at the observer peel- nois_ over the top of the right side barrier

tlon, NOW, the same barrier extends several and reduce its effectiveness.
hundred feet down the road and provides shield-

-J lag to the observer for noise from Source 2,
It is because of these various llm_tatinns

__ and' the sometimes hard-to-predlct _r hard-to-
control gsometrical considerations that high-

For Source 2= way barriers may not achieve the attenuatlo_
valses calculated for them, of course_ i_ a

H/R - 15/180 - .083 complete analysis of barrier effectiveness,
-- both automobiles and trucks must be considered.

H/D - 15/900 m ,017 Because of the higher elevatlc_ of the truck
_ noise source above the roadway I _ barrier will

be less effective for truck noise th_n fo_

__ dR - 1/2 H2/R - 1/2 225/180 - .62 ft automobile noise,

6g - I/2 HI/D . 1/2 225/900 - .125 ft A unified dQslgn approa¢h for bar_iers is
given later; it will take into a_eount Some

6 _ .63 ÷ °12 m .75 ft of the weaknesses or limltatlons mentloned in

this introductory dls¢ussIon, Although walls
-7 Attenuation - 13 dBA have been used chiefly in _he above illustra-

tions of barriers_ other forms such as earth
B_cause of the new comblnatlon of di_enslons, berms, hills, cut_, embankments or _ny other

the path length dlfference for Source 2 is types of natural _r constructed solid siren-

smaller tha_ I_ was for Source i and the often- ture may serve as battlers, The barrier mus__atlon is less_ eve_ though the effective have adequate _ass and _nli_itv to prevent
_ b_r=ler height _emalns 15 ft for the entire appreclablo sound transmission through the

length, harrle_ itself, A surface weight of not less
than approximately 4 ib/s_ ft will be suffl-

I_ The purpose of the last two illu_tratlons is ¢lent for mos_ harrier walls. (This low weight
_ to emphasl=e that long lines of harriers _ay should not be used in indoe_ situations whereh_

be required to achieve substantial noise _e- sound isolation from one area _ another is

ductlo_ fro_ a highway, and that the barrier required.) For her_s or stopped elde walls or

_ - attenu_tlo_ cha_ges for various portions of _hlch structures, the "top" of _he barrier,
the =oadway because of the various distances _or calc_latlon p_rposes, should be the point
involved, Actually, barrier designs can be chac provides the greatest path length dlff-

opti_i_ed _uoh that for certain specific lay- stance. For long-length highway tarriers_
outs the harrier attenuation can be made to thls will have _o be checke_ dot many positien_

I_ increa_ or decrease in accordance wlch other alon_ the highway. When only short-length
- _ ne_ds of the problem, harriers are used _o protect localized noise

_ sources or receivers, _ho length of the bar-
A real-life fao_or that does not show up in rio: should he sufficient to s_:tend horizon-

the calculatlen_ is that for large values of tall_ beyond _he llne-of-si_ht from all parts
'_ R and D there is more opportunity for wind and o="_'_henoise s_urce =o all _arts of the re-

thermal gradients to introduce additional tend- ceiver by a distance 2H at each end of the

I _ in_ of the sound waves diffracted over =he barrier. It is also imperative in any barrier
top of a barrier and this tends to produce design to ccnside_ the top-most part of the

-- lower _ttenuatio_ than that calculated, noise sources (such as the assumed average
8 ft helght of the exhaust stack of diesel

-- Another limltatio_ on the effectiveness of trucks) and th_ top=most part of the receiver
ba_ri_rs is ill_trated in Sketch 1,7, Suppose (_uch as the seoond-flo_r bedreo_l windows for
a baffler wall is tuil_ on the right side of two-floor residences alon_ the highway) in

--I th_ roadway to protect neighbors on the right secting up the IIvalue for the wall, some
I side° FOE _ome other reason_ s_ppose a wall acceptable tarrier wall structures ;;ill be

"_ or r_flectlng surface is located on the le_t discussed during the course,

i SKETCH t.7
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1.14 BARRIER EFFECT DF BUILDINGS

In built-up residential or commercial areas, produce essentially a positive value of S ._
the first row of buildings along a highway {see Sketch 1.4) for the following row of
may provide some reduction of highway noise houses. For flat, level ground, a row of
to areas beyond that row of buildlng_. In one-floor buildings will provide little

turn, additional rows of buildings may give protection to the second floor of a row of
additional noise reduction to areas still two-floor buildings.

farther beyond.

First, considering Just the ratio of open ],lD OUTDOOR-TO-INDOOR RDISE REDUCTIOn;
area to closed area of a row of buildings PROVIDED BY A BUILUIDG FACADE --
acting as barrister it is possible to esti-
mate approximately the reduction of highway Noise coming from an outdoor noise source or
noise penetration through that row of build- by an outdoor noise path may be heard by a
isis. When _he projected area of the first person who is either indoors in his own
row of buildings represents approximately building or outdoors on his property. If
50% of the area along the roadway, there is he is outdoors he may Judge the noise against !
JustiEication for expecting approximately the background noise due to ocher sources
a 3 db reduction of noise to the sex¢ row in the area. If he is indoors, he may tend

of buildings (from _he earlier discussion to judge the noise by whether it is audible
of decibel addition, recall that one-half or identifiable or intrusive into his sur-
the noise represents a 3 dR reductlo_). If roundings .....
the proJe=ted area of the buildings repre-
sents approximately 00-90% of the area along When outdoor nolse enters into a building it
the roadway, o_e mlgb_ expect a noise reduc- suffers some _oise reduction, even if the _- i
tlon of about 7-10 dB, based on area con- building has open windows. The actual amount
sideEations alone (from Table 1.2, an of noise reduction depends on building con- _; I
opening of only 10% area would represent struotlon, orientation, wall areal window
-1o dR and an opening of 20% area would areat open wlndew area, interior acoustic
represent -7 dB). Of course, if a long absorption, s_c. For practical purposes, "
continuous solid building occupies 100% of however, the approximate noise reduction
the area, that building could be treated as values provided by a few typical building ....
a barEler and its effectiveness estimated constructions are given on page S-i of PPM
according to Section 1.13. when buildings 90-2. These are repeated in the accompanying ---
in the first row along the roadway occupy Table 1.6. Since the open-window condition _ i

only about 10-20% of _he area paralleling provides the lowest value of noise reductiont
the _oadway, each individual building might and since many buildings are oharactsrlzed
prOdUct a _all localized barrier effect, by open windows much of the year, it should
but the combined effect of such sparsely be noted tha_ the 1O dBA value assigned by

located buildings is neg_iglble in producing PPH 90-2 represents an average of many con- : I !
noise reduction to the second or third row ditlons and the user might wish to apply his "

of buildings, own value for cartels sltuatio_s. For
example, for a school room witN a large _-. :

Several studies have been carried out on exterior wall area facing the highway, with j j
noise penetration into a community bordering a relatively large opeb-wlndow areal and with .._
a noise source, and the findings are not very relatively little sound absorptive material
precise nor consistent, possibly due to inside the room, the noise red_ction msy be i
variations in geometry, house sizes_ lot as low as 6-8 dBA. On the other hand, for ['_

slze_, house spacing, etc. It appears tea- a bedroom having only one or two windows open _Isortable, however, to follow the suggestion 3-6 in. wide, and having a moderate amoust of
offered in NCRRP Report 11T, wh_re 5 dBA is acoustic absorptive material (bed, drapes, I

used as the reduction provided by the first carpet, cloches, upholstered furniture, stc.), ! I irow of buildings and 1O dBA i_ used as the the noise reduction may be as high as 15 dBA.
_axi_u_ red_ction provided by _ultiple rows So, it is seen _hat the relativ_ a_oun_ of _ :
oE buildings. These values as'st_e rather open window area and the interior absorption
dense "packing" of the houses (possibly 60- detemnines _hs actual soise reduction value .i
80% ho_se area and 20-40% open area) such for a building. !
as to form an effective visual barrier be-

When the outdoor noise is known, in A-scale _ itween the roadway and the ibterior houses.
Per _oticeably less dense packing of the sound levels, the _oise inside the building
houses, it can be left to the discretion of can be estimated by me,ely subtracting the
_he user to a_ply a slightly lower attenua- "noise reduction" value of the structure from _

tics rate, if desired, the outdoor level, where all levels are ex-
pressed in dBA. Aot_ally, the "noise reduo-

It is to be understood, of course, that the tics _ Of a structure us_ally varies with

average h_ight of the first row of houses frequency and the values given in PPM 90-2 " F imust equal or exceed the average height of and Table 1.6 reflect the frequency dis_ri-
the se¢ond row of houses for the noise reduc- bution of traffic noise and the frequency

tics to be realized. Strictly speaking, the characteristics of typical building struc-

height of the protective row of houses must tures. ;_
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If criclcal situations dictate, specific in the high frequency region than in the low
frequency re ion, so It follows that high

d_talls of a building may be required in frequency no_se will seem more pronouncedorder _o calculate more precisely the noise
reduction provided by the building. Typl- than low frequency noise to human listeners.
cally_ noise is excluded by solid surfaces This is borne out by many reliable tests on
having high surface weight. Thus, an open large numbers of people listening to many

J window is a poor structure for excluding types of noise. As mentioned earlier (Sec-
noise, while a building of massize wall tlon 1.7), the A-scale frequency weighting
construction and well-sealed heavy windows network emphasizes the high frequency content

"_ is a gone structure for excluolng noise, of noise, and A-scale sound levels corrulat=
;_ well with human judgements of aPnoyance or

: Prevailing weather oo_dltlons and the general dlsturha_ce of noise. The second attribute
practices of the highway neighbors should mentlone_ above (intensity, or noise level)
detormlne the selection of the window condl- is probably obvious. Sigher nolse levels

-q ti_n (from T_ble 1.6) to he used in a noise are more intensive and more overpowering;
evaluation. Where a range of noise reduction they may make it difficult or impossible
values appear applicable in a given study_ to hear things we want to hear. If they
the lower end of the range should be used for are truly unwanted, and if there is no relief
oonse_vatlve design, from _hem_ we may become aroused to i_dlg_a-

tlon or a_ger if the noise persists, espe-

To illustrate the u6e of Table 1.6, suppose Cially if we can pln-poi_t the cause and find
that a group of re_idences have an outdoor justlflcation for blaming the noise o_ some-

-_ nolse level of 64 dBA due to nearby trafflc one else. The time pattern of the noise, the
activity. In the wlnter time, the houses third attrlhute mentioned above, can be

i which aEQ predomlnanhly of frame eonstzuetlon related both to the time characteristics
"_ are equipped with storm wlndowsl abd In the of the noise source and the time at which

_um_er t_me most of the houses are not air- the noise is heard..In terms of the time

*-_ co_ditlo_ed and have their windows open. The characteristics of the noise, a smooth con-

inside noise levels due to highway traffic tlnuous flow of noise (such as from a faa) -would then bez is more comfortable or acceptable than impul-
sive noise (such as from a jack-ha_mer) or

in the winter time -- 39 dBA lntermlutent noise (such _s from a passing
tr_ck}, evs_ though all of these noises

in the su_e_ time - 54 dBA. might he _udged as unwanted. There is evl-
_ donee tha_ _oise levels that change markedly

with time are more identifiable than noise
1,16 _M_ RKSPOXSE TO NO_$K levels that _emain constant, and _olses that

are more identifiable tend to be more annoy-

If people were not bothered by noise, there lag. Related to traffic noise, this suggests
would he no highway noise problem and this that a steady flow of traffic and a steady-
course would he u_neoessary. Since people state continuous noise level are less objec-
are bothered by nolse_ it is helpful to know tlonable to neighbors than intermitt_n_ flow

'_ (aS S_s Of the ways that people judge noise, with time-varylng noise levels. Still pursu-
_ (b) some of the known guantltatlve relation- Ing the "time pattern" of the noise, obvi-

ships h_twee_ noise levels and noise inter- ously, the time at which the unwanted noise
fere_cel a_d (C) the design goals for noise occurs is a factor; an automobile horn in

"--i co_tZol set forth by the FHWA. your neighbor's driveway, that wakens you at
2:00 a.m. is _ore annoying than the same

; The degree of dlsturba_oe or annoyance of an sound 12 hours later.
unwanted noise depends essentially on three

thi_gsl (I) th_ amount and nature of the The second factor regarding disturbance or
,; t_trudl_g _oise, (2( the amount of background annoyance of noise is associated with the
! noise present before the i_truding nolse_ and background noise, People tend to compare

(3) the nature o_ the working or living an intruding _olse with the background noise
aeDiv_ty of the people occupying the area that was present before _he new noise came

", where th_ _olse is heard, into existence. If the new noise has dis-

clnctlve sounds that make it readily identi-
• Each of these items deserves a brief explana- flabls or if its noise levels are considerably

tlofl. R_gard_ng the first item_ the nature higher than the background or "a_blent"
Of the nois_, three attrlbutes of noise are levels, it will be noticeable to the resl-

! significant factors_
i dents and i_ mlgh= be considered objection-

frequency distribution of the noise, able. On the other hand_ if the new noise
" intensity of the noise (noise l_vel)_ and has a rather uniden_iflable, unobtrusive

time pather_ of the noise, sound and its noise levels blend into the
ambient levels, it will hardly be noticed

i by the neighbors and i_ p_obably wlll notConGernlng the first of these three attrl-

butes, humen_ have better hearing sensltivlty be considered objectionable.
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The third factor involved in annoyance of b) Interference With Sleep
noise concerns the nature of the working

or living activity of the people where the Although some very interesting work on noise
noise is heard, People trying to sleep in interference with sleep has been undertaken_ J
quiet suburban homes do not want very much it indicates mostly the need for continued

intruding noise; while office workers in a work to understand better the sleep mechanism
busy mld-city office could have greater in people. The work of Thlessen and Olson*
amounts of noise without even noticing it; Of the National Research Council in Ottawa,
and factory workers in a continuously noisy Canada reveals that a tape recorded truck
manufacturing space might net even hear a passage wakened more than 50% of the test
noley nearby highway, subjects when the peak noise reached 50 dBA,

while some subjects did net waken when the
Of course, most of these factors are "rela- peak reached 79 dSA. Earlier work of other
tire", and it would be helpful to have some experimenters showed that more than 50_ of
specific qusntltative relationships between _he subjects were wakened by a steady noise
noise levels and interference or disturbance at 45 dB and that a range of 35 dB in noise
of noise, There are a few relationships that levels was required to waken all subjects.
can be identified and mentioned.

These are not definitive tests upon which we
a) Interference With Speech can base reliable criteria for highway noise ....

intrusiont although the noise levels used
NCHRP Report 117 summarizes considerable and the results noted seem fairly reasonable.
effort on the study of interference of speech "-
oo_unic_tion by intruding nolse. Tables 7 o) Sound Level Differences
and 8 on page 27 of NCHRP Report 117 are '--
reproduced here as Table 1.7. The upper half Under controlied laboratory conditioner lie-

of Table 1.7 indicates the maximum "Lb0 A- _enlng to a steady unwavering pure tens sound
scale noise level" that will permit reason- that can be changed to slightly different
ably acceptable speech co_unicatlon for the sound levels, a persen can _ust barely detect ._._
voice levels and _istsner distances shown, a sound level change of approximately one-
The lower half of Table 1.7 indicates a half decibel for sounds in the mid-frequency
limiting condition that almost precludes region. When real-life sounds or noises are "_ !

reliable speech co_m_nioationl it gives the heard, it is possible to Just detect level _ i
maxlmu_n "LI9 A-scale noise levels" for barely changes of 2-3 dB. A 5 dB change is readily .....
acceptable speech communication. This mate- noticeable, A i0 d8 change is judged by most
rial is based on automobile noise, essen- people as a doubling or a halving of the

tially steady-state flow for the upper half loudness of the sound. (some of these sound _..)--of the table and discrete events for the level differences will be presented in the

lower half of the table. The L5O and LI0 classroom with tape recorded events.) A 20 •
A-scale noise levels repzesent a way of dB change is a dramatic change. A 40 d_

describing a fluctuating noise level, This change represents the difference between a _,
concept is used extensively in highway noise faintly audible sound and a very loud sound.
evaluations; more discussion will be offered Each 1O dB step still carries the connotation _
later. For the presentt LbS is simply Of a doubling or a halving of loudness regard-
defined as the noise level chat is exceeded less of the levels at which the comparative

50% of the time, and L 0 is the noise l_vel sounds are presented. _
that is exceeded lO% o} the time. TO illus- I

trace the use of Table 1.7, suppose two men In terms of noise control, this means that a _--
are standing 5 ft apart, facing each other, 2-3 dB reduction in noise from a highway will

using a familiar vocabulary and speaking at hardly be noticed. A 10 dB reduction in high- I_1normal volue levels. They could just carry way noise may be achieved at considerable

on a reasonably reliable conversation if the expense, yet the neighbors can still hear the
interfering noise does not exceed 52 dBA for remaining noise as though it were only half
more than 50% of the time or 58 dBA for more as laud as before. Yet, Table 1.2 shows that

than 10% of the tlme. Conversely, when the 50% of the noise energy must be removed to ,'

b_O andtra}_ioLnoise levels are known for a obtain a hardly perceptible 3 dB reduction, ! 'g_en condition,thespeechcereal-90,ofthenoiseenergymustberemovedto
cation conditions can be estimated from Table obtain a 1O dR reduction, and, extrapolating
1.7. Although the data were derived for the beyond the table limits, 991 of the noise

frequency distribution of auto noise, the energy must be removed to achieve a 20 dN I i
findings are reasonably aaplicable to truck noise reduction. This emphasizes the im- I
noise spectra also. Of course, trucks will mensity of the problem; yet, eubjectlvely a _"
typically make more noise and make conversa- 20 dS quietec sound seems to be only one-
finn more diffloult, as the table shows, fourth the loudness of the original sound, 'Ia_ heard by the listeners,
The quality of telephone usage can also be _
approximated in terms of essentially steady-
state interfering noise. This is summarized #CoOl.unity Noise -- S_rface Transportation" byG.J. Thiessen and N. Olson_ Bound and Vibra-
briefly in Table 1.8. finn magazine, April 1968. Highlights of * !

this work are summarized _n page 27 of ._
NCHRP Report 117.

m_
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--] d) Recommended Noise Criteria and PPM 90-2 to "_ound-proof" structures. SituationsDesign Noise Levels of thi_ kind may be considered on a case
F by case basis when they involve such

" In sugary of the above factors and of many public or non_p_ofit institutional

other comprehensive studies on background structures as schoolsl churches_

"_ noises IN co_unltlel and intruding noises llbr_rlesf hospitals, and auditoriums.
in co_unltles, a table of race,ended design Proposals of this type, together with

1 criteria is given in NCHRP Report i17. Table the State's reco_Jn_ndatlon for approval,

ii on page SS of NCRRP Report 117 is repro- shall be submitted to PHWA for consld-
-- duGed here as Table 1.9. The lnslde and out- eration."
i side noise levels listed In Table 1.9 are

1 intended as desirable goals for noise con- Some Of the introductory material earlier in

crol, but the achlevemant of these goals may this chapter a_d much of the analysis detail

be technically difficult and economloall_ to follow in later chapters are aimed _t
unfeasible i_ some slt_atlons, heIplng the highway engineer design _nd

evaluate some of these noise abatement _reat-

; The d_81gn noi_e levels advanced in PPM 90-2 msnts.

are r_produced here In Table 1.10. In sup-
• port of these design noise levels, Paragr_gh

i 5.a.(_) of PPM 90-2 st_te_t e) Noise-Induced Rearing Damage

") "Inter oration of Noise Abatement Nee- The Welsh-Healey Publi_ Contracts Act of 1969

auras _n Plans and the Occupatlo_al Safety and Health Actand Speclfleatlons.
of 1970 ("OSHA") establish the following

For tho_e projects to which the stan- maximum permissible noise exposures for

_J dards apply, the plans and speclflca- persons working in noise environments:
tlons for the highway section shall

i_corporate _olse abatoment_aeures Our_%ion per Sound level

to attain the design solse levels in day, hours dSA
the standardsr except where an exception 8 90

has been granted." [Procedures for 6 92

requesting exceptions are listed in the 4 95

S_andard and its Appendix.] 3 97
2 log

Although it represents a digression from the 1-1/2 102
discussion of human response to noise, the 1 105
following excerpt is added to illustrate the 1/2 ii0

extent to which the FhWA lntends to pursue 1/4 or less 115
_olse control in order to try to satisfy

highway nutghbor needs. Paragraph 5.b. of

PPM 93-2 oucllnes the types of noise abate- Uninformed people sometimes interpret this to

ment treatments that are consldered co fall mean that any noise level above 90 dSA will

_" within th_ scope of this Rtandardi cause loss of hearlngl regardles_ of exposure

time, It is essential that people or groups
'_ "(1) Shifts in alignment and grade are concerned with noise and noise control under-

design measures which can be used to stand the full implloatlon of this table.
_ reduce noise impacts. Ths _ollowlng The table is intended to apply to industrialJ

I nolSelncorporacedabaeementlnmeasuresaprojectmaYto alsoreducebe a_eas and workers and it is intended to pro-tact _he hearing of people exposed on a daily
hlghway-generated noise impacts. The basis fo_ these noise levels and durations

costs of such measures may be included over a life-_ime of employment. TO experience

[ in project costs, continuous 90 dgA noise levels from highway
traffic, one would have to stand approximately

-_ (a) The acquisition o_ property rights i0-2_ ft from a highway lane carrying approxl-

(elcher in fee or a lesser interest) merely 1300 trucks per hour. TO approach the

for provldln9 buffer zones or for OSRA exposure limits, one should then remain

--I installation or const_uction of noise there beside the highway for 8 hrs per day

: abatement barriers or devices, on a daily basis for many years. This is a
rather unreallstlo situation. There is a

(b} The inst_llatlon O_ construction strong possibility that the OSHA table of
"'I of noise barriers or devices, whether valusi will be reduced by 5 dSA in future

! within the highway rlqht-of-way or on legislation in order to provide greater hea_-
_i an oasement obtained for that purpose, ins protection for people exposed _o nols_.

Even wlch this reduction it is unlikely thac
(2) In some specific cases there may be residents near a highway are receiving hearing

i compelling reasons to consider measures damage due to _rafflc noise.

'V
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1.17 O_$CR)PTORS OF NOISE ""

Sever_l prOCedU_QS h_ve been devised by vari- After considering all of these noise evalua-

CUB acousticians to rate noises. "Sones" _nd tion procedures, it was finally determined by
"phons" a_e units used for expressing loud- the FHWA and interested associated groups .....
heSS _nd loudness level of sounds. "Per- that the Ll0 and 150 noise levels would be
ceived noise 10vels"t expressed i_ PNdB _nd used as the principal noise descriptors for
uslng "no_s*' a_ _nits of relative noiminess, highway design. The L 0 values provide sn _-

were first developed aa a ra_ing scheme for indloation of the noisiest portion of highway
comparison of the subjective flolslness of traffic and they represent a_ approxlm_te
_et alrcraft a_d propeller alrc_aft° "NC" indicator of noise level fluctuations as a

curvem (Noism Crlteria curves) represent factor in annoyance. The iS0 values a_e used
a family o_ ¢urvom that _n be used to de- in the pcocedure for arriving at the LI0
scribe _he _elaCive levels and frequency values. _.
dlstrlbutio_ of noise in buildings that £a
considered acceptable for various functional

u_es o_ the buildlng_. These various
descrlpto_s of noise have specific _pplica- In _he next chapter, Chapter 2_ information
_ion_, _d they probably could be ad_pted to will be sunt_arlzed on bhe noise character-

ise as i_di=atots of traffic noise. AS Istics of automobiles and _ucks_ le_di_g i

stated e_rlle_, how_v_ A-scale nois_ levels _0 the use of LI0 values as an indicator
and su_ectlve _udgements of noise have been o_ highway noise. In Chapter 3, noise
te_tod m_ny tim_s and found to give adequate _sasure_en_s will be discussed and a p_o-
correlation, cedure will be given for obtaining a simple

manually-read detsrmlnatlon of L10 levels
Because _affic noi_e contains f_uetuations for trafEic and cemmunlny background noise.
in _oi_u levels and _he=ofoEe the levels must _ ,
be Studied on a so_wh_t sbatistloal basis, _.

several _ttomp_s h_va been made _o inter-
relate va_iou_ percentile coileetio_s of
noise levels to arrive at a reliable indl- 7-
catoE of the dlstu_banee or annoyance of

noise° NOiSe levels, such as L99% Lg0, L50, J

Le_ergy mean' LI0 and L 1 have been tried in

various combinations. TNI (Traffic Noise i !
Index) represents one approach and NPL [Noise

gollution L_vel) _epresents a_othe_ _ethod of *L99 = noise level exceeded 99_ of the time.

c_bi_iflg _hes_ statistical levels. NPL is Other levels Lg0, L50, etc. have similar ..
of speaial interest because it suggests that I
_nnoyance of noise is related to both ths meanings in terms of percentage distribution
e_rgy m_an of the noise and eo_e _easure of of the noise level_, usually expressed in

• the fluctuatlons of noise, dBA or some o_her applicable unit.

!i
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FIGUI1E 1.3 FIGUA[ 1,_

CALCULATED A-SCALE 50U_D LJEVEL5 AT (]USEAVER PQI_T$ CALCULATED ^o5°/_L5 $QUflO LCyEL$ AT O05EAV£A pOTOT$
A, O, C, D, Arid E FOR _QIJiID 5001_CE AT POINT I. A, IZ C, D, AIIB E FQR 3 50UI_O $(]URC55 E(iU/ILLf 5PACED
$OUItCE PRODUCES $OUNI] LEVEL OF I_D dDA AT 50 FT AT 4(_0 _T If_TCRVALS ^LOI_5 AI_ 800 FT $OUIICE LINE,
DISTAflCE, EACII SOURCE PRODUCES SOUND LCVCL QF 80 d$A AT 50 FT

DISTAf_CC

$our¢_ L_n_ I

2 ooo?,Lon,, =
A 50 ft _' 403 fl_ 50

I1 100 fl_ rt 100 r¢ _

_- c 20ort zoo ft

D 4QO f¢ 400 ft

C 8QO ft 800 fL

Total Oifferenee_ Sound Level Contributions Totll D_fference,
Sound Luva °ropooff Ril, e Source ! 5oul'¢m _ Source _ Sound t.e¥11 Drop-Off Rate

Pohit (d_A Idl]AIg°) Petal (From FIg, ),5) {dBA) (dg^] (daA} (dDA/OD)

A 60 ^ flo,o 61,9 61,9 80,2

O 74 H 74,0 61,7 61,7 74,5
6,0 _ 5,0

C 6EI C f_°,o 61,0 _1,0 69,5

6.0 4,5

° 6_ P 62,0 59,0 59,0 65,0

6.0 _ 4,9
E 56 I_ 56,0 55,0 55.0 60,1
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FIGURE 1.6

FIGUflE 1,5 CALCULATED A-SCALE SOUND LEVSLS AT QDSEWER PDIDT$

CALCULATED A-SCALE SOUDD LEVELS AT OBSERVER POiDTS A,,D* C, D, ADD E FQD S SOUND SOURCES EQUALLY
SPACSD AT lO0 FT INTERVALS ALODG AN 6DO FT SOURCE

A, D, C, D ADD E FOH 5 SODliD SOURCES EQUALLY SPADED
Ar 200 FT IIITEDVALS ALONG AD DO0 FT SOURCE L IE. LINE. EACH SOURCE PRODUCES SOUND LEVEL OF DO dl]A
EACH SOODCS PRODUCES SDUDD LEVEL OF DO dDA AT So FT AT 50 FT DISTANCE,
DISTANCE

2 4 S 3

sou.eeL,o°,-....... ...._oof,Loop\\\ _;°'_- "--_-/;-_rl/_---'----
÷eo Pt A" ' SD ft Bet_;eln Sources

_ D lOO rt

fl 4OO rt

I /lOT TO SCALE J I NOT TO SCALE

'flOO ft D DOO ft I

SOund Level Contributions Totdl DIf[erenco, Totel D_fforenco_
Sources -3 Source 4 Source 5 Sound Level Drop-Off 8ate Sound Level Drop-off Rite

Point (From Fig, 1,4) (dDA) (dOA) (diiA) (dDA/DD) Point (dDA) (dDA/DD)

A OZ,i _ 3.8A 60.2 57.7 67.7 80.6 _ 4,D

O 74.5 riD.0 67.0 75.0 _ 4,1 tiC 7fl.374,6 _ 3,7

C 69,5 65.0 65,0 7S,7 _ 4.2 _ 4.4

O 65.Q 61.0 61.0 67.5 _. D 70,D .._
4,85.1

S 6O.I 55.7 55,7 62.4 E 65,0



FIGURE 1.7 FIGURE 1.8

CALCULAF(O R-SCAL5 50UHD LEVEL5 AT RRRCRVFR POINTS CRLCULATEO A-$CALF 50URfl LEVEL5 AT 05S(RV(5 POINTS
A_ li. C. O. A_R E fOR L7 $OURR 50URRC5 EQUALLY Ai D. R. D. Arid F FRR 21 50URD SOURCES FQUALLY
SPACE_ AT 55 FT IRTERVAL5 ALORG AH 500 FT $OURCF 5PACED AT I00 FT INTF_VALS ALORG R 2500 FT SOURCE
LIRE. FACII RRURC[ PRODUCES SRUH5 LEVFL OF 80 dRA LIllE. EACll SOURCE PRDRflCER ROUND LEVEL OF 50 dRA
AT 50 FT DIRTARC$. AT 50 FT OI5TANCE.

5,.,too..., b-- - -  o:ro:Lr.o,-....... -_4 ....
OOOfl. Lon 5 A 2000 f& Long• 50 ft 50 ft Sp4clng A 50 Ct IO0 ft 5pAcln5

5etwl_en SOWrCOS I]iDILWeO_SOUrCes

B , lO0 ft
I1 lOO rt

o ,-
C ,200 Ft _ C 200 rt

c,.

i NOT TO SCAL5 I

_* _ 0 ,400 ft N 5 4O0 rt

E _UO0 ft F _O0 ft

Total DIf ferencu, Total OI f ferencot
Round Level Drop.of f Rate 5ouIld Loyal Drop-off Irate

PRiOr (dflA) (deAleR) Point, (dRA} (dRAIDD)

A 84,0 A 82.4

fl OJ,3 _ 3,3 R 7fl*R

3.6

C 77,4 C 75,4
4,4 3,5

O 73.5 D 7l,R

5"*3
4,4

E 67,7 E 67,4 --
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FI (IURE 1.9

CALCULATEDA-SCALE SOUGDLEVELS AT 0GSEGVERPOINTS
A, G, C, G, MID E FOG41 SQUIIGSOURCESEQUALLY
SPACEGAT 10O FT IGTEIIVAL_ ALONGA 4000-FT $0011CE
LID[. EACll SOURCEPlIOOUCESSOUNDLEVEL OF 80 dGA
AT SO FT 01STANCE.

• r • • • •
Source Llne_ .........................................

4000rt Lo,,g............................... -_ _-Z ......

A ° 50 ft IO0 ft Spacing
_a LN_ell Sources

B lOG ft
o

o_ C 200 ft

[ [ O "4GO ftNOT TO SCALE

E 800 ft

Sound Level Contrtbution_ (dGA)
Group "_" Group "b" Group "c" Group "d"
Central 9 Ilext lO Gext IO NQxt 12 Total Oifferenc_b
Sources o Sourcus, Sources , Sources, Sound Drop-Off
Hithln 400 ft SOD-GO0ft lOOO-1400 ft lSOO-2000 ft Level Ilate/DG

Pchlt of Center from Center Iron1 Center fro_l Center (dOk) IDEA)

A 82,1 67,6 62,2 *59,0 02,3 3.5.._._..--
I] 7B.3 67.4 52,2 59,0 78.D

C 74.6 67.2 62. 1 58.9 75.7 3.5

O 70.2 G6,I 61,7 58.7 72.2 3.8/
E 65.0 63,4 60,3 57.8 68.4



FIGURE I.IO
PROCEDUREFORESTIMATINGPATHLENGTHDIFFERENCEAND SOUNDATTENUATION

FORA SIMPLESOUNDBARRIER L

?-
PathLength Difference;

6 = (/RI+N _ + /D_+H _1 - (B+D)

D Receiver 6 " 6R + _D ,

Source Barrier where

L
1. Construct the two-dimensional plot as indicated by the sketch above.

Determine the distances R, Dt and H in feet.

2. If the user Is familia= with taking square roots, the total path !
length difference can be determined directly from: _--

6 - (/R_N 2 ÷ /g_÷H j) - (R÷D)

3. If the user cannot readily determine these square ¢ootsl use the
following procedure. L-

a. Determlne H/B and il/D: H/R _ ; H/D •

b. If N/R is between 0.0 and 0.20:

_R " I/2 fl=/R - i/2 /__ __ ft. L-

_If H/D is between 0.0 and 0,20; _-

Then 6 _ 6R + _D " -- + -- -- ft,

c. If H/R or N/D is greater _han 0.20, re_er to chart A on the C-
foliowin_ page:

(1) Enter graph at left axis with value of H/R or H/D;

{2) Move hori:ontally to the right across the chart to the curve;

(3) Drop vertically from that point of the curve to ¢he axis at r-
the bottom of the chart, and read the value of M (the multi- _-
plle_).

{4) The partial path difference 6R or _O is determined by _-

multiplying H by the value of R or D in feet, Thus, i

6R a HR; _O _ ND -J
(This procedure is first followed to obtain _R_ using its
value of M and R, and is then repeated _o obtain _D' using 7--
its value of M and D. Each _ may have a different H Value.)

L
d. Add _R and _D to obtain the total _ in feet.

4. With the total path length difference _ from steps 2 or 3 above, !-,
1a* Enter chart B on the following page with the v_lue of _ at the

bottom axis of the graph_ ',--

b. Elove vertically up from that point to the curve;
f..1

c. NOW, move horlzontaliy to the left across the chart to the left- _ _

hand axis, and read the value of Barrier A_ten_atlon in dBA,

Note; ft is current practice, as reaD.ended by _ICHRP Report liT, to use
a 15 d_A maximum value for automobile traffic ahd a i0 dBA maxi-
mum value for truck traffic as the barrier a_te_uation in trsfflc I'l

noise analyses, because of various atmospheric, geometric, and
'environmental limitatlons on many practical bar_ler designs.

This _hould not be construed, however, _o mean that a barrier ",
should be designed to only achieve these design value_. Many _t _
good battlers can be more effectlve than these limitations imply.

1-28
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TABLE 1.4

REDUCTION OF A-SCALE SOUND LEVEL AT VARIOUS DISTANCES FROM A
VEHICULAR "LINE SOURCE," RELATIVE TO 50 FT DISTANCE, USING THE
DROP-OFF RATE OF 3.O dBA PER DOUBLE DISTANCE

08AREOUCTIDN'IOLO0 +( I
for for !
D>IOOO D>2OOO

DISTANCE REDUCTION DISTANCE REDUCTION DISTANCE REDUCTION

(ft) ,, (dBA) (ft) (dBA) (f_) , j(dBA) !

50 0 398 9 2,340 18.556 0.5 447 9.5 2,480 19
63 1 5DO I0 2,630 19.5
71 1.5 562 10.5 2,780 20

79 2 631 ii 2,930 2D.5
89 2.5 708 11.5 3,080 21

1DO 3 794 12 3,230 21.5

112 3.5 891 12.5 3,380 22126 4 1,000 13 3,530 22.5
141 4.5 I,i00 13.5 3,690 23

158 5 1,200 14 3,850 23.5178 5.5 1,310 _.5 4,010 24
200 6 1,420 15 4,170 24.5
224 6.5 1,540 15.5 4,330 25

251 7 1,660 16 4,490 25.5282 7.5 1,790 16.5 4,660 26
316 B 1,920 17 4,830 26.5

355 8.5 2,060 17.5 5,000 272,200 18



-- I

TABLE 1.5

REDUCTION OF A-SCALE SOUND LEVEL AT VARIOUS DISTANCES FROM A

VEHICULAR "LINE SOURCE," RELATIVE TO 50 FT DISTANCE, USING THE :-°
DROP-OFF RATE OF 4.5 dBA PER DOUBLE DISTANCE

dBAREOHOTION 15L06 + +
for for
D>IOOO D>2000 -

DISTANCE REDUCTION DISTANCE REDUCTION DISTANCE REDUCTION
(ft) (dBA) {ft) (dBA) (ft) (dBA) L.

56 O 316 12 1,670 23.5 r-
54 0.5 339 12.5 1,770 24 J
58 1 367 13 1,8B0 24.5 .4
63 1.5 397 13.5 2,000 25
58 2 428 14 2,090 25.5
74 2.5 463 14.5 2,190 26
80 3 _ 499 15 2,290 26.5
86 3.5 538 15.5 2,400 27 _
93 4 582 16 2,500 27.5 _

iOO 4.5 629 16.5 2,610 28
108 5 676 17 2,720 28.5
117 5.5 731 17.5 2,840 29 _-
126 6 790 18 2,960 29.5
136 B.5 847 18.5 3,080 30
147 7 922 19 3,200 30.5
158 7.5 998 19.5 3,330 31

170 8 1,070 20 3,460 31.5
184 B.5 1,140 20.5 3,590 32 _ I
199 9 1,215 ' 21 3,730 32.5 }
215 9.5 1,290 21.5 3,880 33
233 1O 1,380 22 3,990 33.5

251 10.5 1,470 22.5 4,130 34 !._'
270 ii 1,570 23 4,270 34.5
292 11.5 4,410 35
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TABLE 1,6

NOISE REDUCTION PROVIDED BY A BUILDING (FROM PPH 90-2)

NOISE REDUCTION
.--- DUE TO BUILDING

BUILDING TYPE IqINOOW CONDITION STRUCTURE IdBA)

-- &11 Open lO*
Light ?tame Ocdinar_ Sash

_ Clo_ed 20
With Storm Windows BB

Masonry S_ngle Glazed 25
-- DoUble Glazed 35

*APPROXIMATE NOISE REDUCTION OT EXTERIOR I4ALL HAVING VARIOUS OPEN-

WINDOW AREAS (This portion not in PPM 90-2)

PERCENT OF EXTERIOR WALL APPROXIMATE

, HAVING OPRNWTNDOWS NOISE RE.DUCTION

11 17 dDA
2% 14 dEA
4% ii dHA
8% B dEA

16% 5 dBA
__ 32% BdSA

50% O dBA

TABLE 1,F

A. MAXIMUM L50 A-SCALE NOISE LEVELS THAT WILL PERMIT ACCEPTABLE
SPEECH COMMUNICATION FOR VOICC LEVELS AND LISTENER DISTANCES SHOWN

VOICE LEVEL*

DISTANCE VERY(ft) LOW NORMAL RAISED LOUD

1 60 dBA 66 dSA 72 dUA 76 dDA
2 54 dUA 60 dDA 66 dBA 72 dDA

3 50 dEA 56 dBA 62 dBA BB ,dBA
4 4B d_A 54 dBA BO dEA B0 dBA

-- S 46 dBA BB dEA B8 dBA 64 dBA
B 44 dDA 50 dDA 56 dUA 62 dBA

-- 12 38 dBA 44 dBA 50 dnA 56 dBA

B. MAXIMUM LID A-SCALE NOISE LEVELS THAT WILL PERMIT BARELY ACCEPTABLE

SPEECH COMHUNICATEOM FOR VOICE LEVELS AND LISTENER DISTANCES SHOWN

-- VOICE LEVEL*

DISTANCE VERY

-- (ft) LOW NOR_U%L RAISED LOUD_

1 66 dBA 72 dSA 78 dBA OR dBA
2 BO dBA B0 dBA 72 dBA 78 dBA
B 56 dEA 62 dBA 68 dHA 74 dSA

--- 4 54 dEA B0 dEA 66 dHA 72 dBA
5 52 dUA 58 dSA 64 dBA 70 dBA

__. B SO dHA 5B dSA 62 dBA BR dSA
12 44 dBA BO dBA 5B dEA 62 dEA

*Based ON menlo volces_ stm_dlng face-_o-Eace outdoors.
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TABLE1.8
QUALITY OF TELEPXONE USAGE IN THE PRESENCE OF 5TERDY-STATE . ,

INTERFERING NOISE _,

NOISE lEVEL TELEPHONE
(dBA) USAGE

30-50 Satisfactory
R0-65 Slightly Difficult
65-75 Plffloult

Above 75 NnsatisBactory ";,

I
TABLE 1.9 ,.,

ROCOHNENOEBRESIGN CRITERIA AS TAKEN FRBH NCHBP REPORT 117

OBSBNVRR LSO idEA) LIO (dNA) _ '

CA_EeRRY S_UCTURE LOCATION SAY NICNT DAY NI_,T .... !
1 Residences Inside* 45 40 51 46
I Residences Outside* 50 45 56 51 _- L
3 Schools Inside* 40 40 46 46 I;
4 Schools Outside* 55 -- 61 -- L-: :5 Churches Inside 35 GR 41 41
R HospitalsF Inside 40 GO 46 41

i: ? convalescent homes outside 5o 45 56 51
8 Offlcesl i

Stenographic Inside 50 50 55 56 L_
Private Inside 40 40 46 4_

9 Thsstsrsl
Novles Inside 40 40 46 46
Legitimate Inside XO 30 36 36 I I

1O Hotels, motels Inside 50 RR 56 51 L-

*Either inside OC outside design criteria can be used, depending on the _-

utility being evaluated. _:..

TABLE l.lO

DESIGN NOISE LEVELS AND LANO USE RELATIONSHIPS SRECIFEEG IN RPH 9O-E _"
(TABLE I OF APPENDIX N)

LAND URE DESIGN NOISE

CATEGORY LEVEL - LIO DESCRIPTION R_ ,LAND USE CATEGORY
A 6_ dBA Trocts of lands in which serenity and quiet are _-_

(Exterior) of extraardinsry significance and serve an import- !_
I and public need, and where the preservation Of

" i [_ those qualities is essential if the area is tocontinue ¢0 SerVS i_s i_tend_d purpose, Such p*_
[ areas could include amphlthea_ers, particular j,
I parks or portions of pa:ks, or open spaces which
i are dedicated or recognized by appropriate local

cEll=Isle for aobivitles requiring special quail-

ties of eersnl_y and quiet. T'!

N 70 dBA Nesldenceg, motels, ho_els, public meeting rooms,

/

(Exterior) schools, churches, librsries, hospitals, picnic
areas, recreation areas, playgrounds, active
sports areas, and parks. _.,

C 7S dBA Developed lands, properties or activities not _ J
(Exterior) included in categories A and B above,

R "" _or requi=ements on undeveloped lands see pars-
graphs 54(5) _.d (6), this PPM. t

55 dI_, Residences, motels, hotels, public meeting rooms, i IE*
(I_te_ior) schools, churches, libraries, hospitals, and wl

auditorlt_s.

* Ree Paraqrsph ic of Appendlx E of PPR RO-2 for method of applica-
tion. Partlal quotation from Parag:aph lc_ "The interior design
noise level in category E applies to indoor ac_dvltdes fO_ those

Issituatl°nSiden_ifisd,"Whe_eno exterloc noise sensitive land usa O_ activity _),_

1-1G I
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CHAPTER l HOMEWORK PROBLEMS

r

-_ i. Determine the sum of the following sound levels by
! "decibel addition" to an accuracy of + 1 dB:

a. 86 dB _[ b. 81 dB_ :w c. 90 dB I

"'' 72 dBk_-_ _I" 81 dB / 78 dB2_<.;P "_i
77 dB/ _ 80 dB / " i

Ans. .@I dB _i. dB @/ . dB

--- r

2. Determine the sum of the following sound levels by

__ "decibel addition" to an accuracy of + 1/2 dB_ :

-- a. 81 dB_ , b. 76 dB _ c. 89 dB_

78 dB\>1 _" 59 dB\_h_, _,_'_' 89 d_- .r_;,73 d_/7 35 d_ I* :%, 89 dB ."
69 dB/ .

-_ 73 dB /
b

Arts, c5 dB 7¢ dB _.._ dB

_i 3. Determine the sum of the following sound levels by decibel
"_ddition" to an accuracy of + .i dB. Check the answer by
comparing with the sum obtained by using both parts of

_ Table i.i.

a. 88 dB_q3,_ i ' be 25 dB_ . c. 81 dB92 dB./_,Y_ j '_kk75 dBj7_ 86 dB
90 dB _" _/ '' -75 dB' 73 dB
84 dB / 90 dB

"7

_ Ans, _,4 dB (+ ,i) _./ dB dB

-_ 9_f dB (+ 1/2) _: dS dB

-- .,'9_ dB (+_i) . :.'.,dB dB

4. Suppose the noise level from one noise source (assume a
-= "point source") is 56 dB at a certain distance away. Now,

suppose that 16 of those same noise sources _¢ere turned on
at the same location as the first source, What noise level

would you expect at the same distance away?

A_S, , (,-', dB :. ,-

--- j_ I!, • _:

/z . .'.
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5. Suppose highway traffic produces an average noise level
of 64 dB at a certain position from the road for a traffic 9
flow of 2000 vehicles per hour. What noise level could be
expected for the various rates of flow listed below,I

I assuming the same general type of traffic?

Ans. 5000 vehicles per hour dB

1800 vehicles per hour dB

600 vehicles per hour dB

6. Suppose the octave band sound pressure levels of an auto i....
horn are as listed below. Find the overall sound level and

the A-scale sound level for the horn (_ 1 dB accuracy is
adequate)

Octave Frequency Sound Pressure F-
Band (HZ) Level (dB) I.

' 63 44
125 58 F

' 250 70 L
500 78

:i: I000 06
2000 81 b _?' " 4000 72 .

8000 56 F
.J

Arts. dS overall, dSA '--

7. Suppose the octave band sound pressure levels of a truck ;
are as lasted below. Find the overall sound level and the

' A-scale sound level for the truck (_ 1 dB accuracy is ade-
quake) . _-i.

Octave Frequency Sound Pressure
Band (Hz) Level (dB) M

L
31 74

63 90 _-I[
125 89 ,i;
250 84 _ i
500 02 !

i000 80 ,lJ

 ooo 74 i
4000 72 i
8000 65

Arts. dSoverall, dSA !

s!l
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8. SuoDose the A-scale sound level of a barking dog is
about 76 dBA. Make a guess at the overall sound level Of

the barking dog.

i Ans. dB overall

I 9. Suppose the A-scale sound level of a large propeller-driven

commercial aircraft is about 76 dBA. Make a guess at the
overall sound level of the aircraft.

r

Ans. dB overall

10. A building located near a road is 22 ft high. How high is
_ this building in terms of wavelengths of sound?

at 50 Hz Ans. (wavelength)
at 500 Hz

I-
at 5000 Hz

I-
ll. Suppose a single automobile produces a sound level Of 65 dBA

_ at 50 ft distance. Uhat would its sound level be at the

< l_ following distances, assuming good sound propagating atmos-
pheric conditions?

I

_ at 200 ft Ans. dBA

i _ at 500 ft dBAat i000 ft dBA

I_ at 2000 ft dBA
k.J

12. Suppose the noise level o_ a passing truck is found to be

80 aBA when measured at a distance of i00 ft. What wouldbe the A-scale sound level of that truck at 50 ft distance?

-. Ans. dSA

13. Suppose the sound level of a bus is found to be 76 dBA at
160 ft distance. ?_hat _10uld be its A-scale sound level at
800 ft distance?

_ Ans. dBA
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14. A continuous flow of traffic is found to produce an
average noise level of 80 d_A at the reference 50 ft

distance. For a drop-off rate of 4.5 dBA/DD, what average
A-scale sound level would be expected at 800 ft distance?

What sound level would be expected for a 3 dBA/DD drop-
off rate?

Ans. dBA for 4.5 dBA/DD

dBA for 3 dBA/DD

15. Suppose a continuous flow of traffic produces an average ' _
noise level of 72 dBA in the backyards of a row of houses

having unobstructed view of the roadway. The distance j
from the yards to the center of the main traffic lane is i:

125 ft. The housas average 60-70 ft width and they are
located on 100-ft width lots. What average noise level
might be expected at a 400 ft distance from the roadway,
with the row of houses acting as a partial barrier. Use ' '
Table 1.4 for "cylindrical spreadlng of sound, i.e.

3 dBA drop-off/double distance, j _

Ans. dBA

16. Estimate the A-scale noise reduction provided by a solid j--
barrier wall for noise from a single source for the
dimensions: R = 60, D = 200, H = 4

Arts. dBA

17. Suppose the average noise level produced at a 400 ft
distance from an existing highway is about 72 dBA. The '-
highway now handles about 1200 vehicles per hour. Follow-

ing a proposed improvement program, it is expected that '-_
the highway traffic will increase to 3200 vehicles per _

hour. Assuming 3 dBA drop-off per double distance, at
what distance from the improved highway will the 72 dBA ,_

levelapply.

Ans. ft

18. A school building is located 300 ft from a highway and has _"
unobstructed view of the nearest several hundred feet of

the roadway. Typical truck passages produce peak levels _
of about 70-75 dBA and steady-state auto noise produces ,_I
average levels of about 60-63 dBA just outside the school
building. Will this noise interfere with normal class- _I

room speech communication if the classroom windows are
open? Ans. . Can normal classroom speech com-
munication take-_-9-_ace if the classroom windows are closed?
Ans. _'I

I
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19. If the L,0 noise level of Problem 18 is approximately
72 dBA outside the school, will the classroom meet the

-- exterior and interior Design Noise Levels given in
PPM 90-2?

-- Ans. _J: (exterior)

- ¢7 ,,_ (interior, windows open)

.:5v,= (interior, windows closed)

_ 20. A large number of residences located at 250 ft distance
along an e_isting highway now receive average nighttime noise
levels of 68 dBA. Future traffic is expected to quadruple
the present traffic. The present neighbors are already

-- unhappy with the 68 dBA noise levels. The future noise
will expose still more people to 68 dBA or higher. If

-- nothing is done abou_ the increased noise, how far from
the road will the 68 dBA levels be heard for the increased

traffic condition, assuming 3 dBA/DD drop-off and assuming
that the houses are far enough apart that they do not pro-
vide any appreciable barrier effect.

_ns. ft

J
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CHAPTER 2

_- TRAFFIC NOISE SOURCES

r

-! In this chapter, noise level data are given (_elative to situations havina comparable
for typical single automobiles and trucks, values of Ls0 but higher values of Lt0-_l,).
including the factozs that influence noise Thus, both the L_ and the (Ll0-Ls¢) values
oetput¢ speed, acceleration, grade, and are Important in evaluating the total
roadway surface. The three major compon- impact of highway noise and noise control.
ents of vehicular noise (engine noise, exhaust In this chapter, the L10 and Ls0 levels
noise, an_ tire noise) and their height are introduced by conslderinq idealized

--, above the road suzface ere also discussed, lines of moving vehicles and by noting the.
Then, it is sho_ that traffic duantity and influence of t_affio quantity and observer

_J distance to the roadway influence both distance on the Ll0 and Lsl noise levels
the noise levels and the va=iation in and noise level differences,

noise levels as heard at an observer posi-

tlon near the road. B,_ NOISE EMISSION L£VEL
--: The radiated noise from a hi0hway is charac-

terized statistically by the _edlan noise In Chapter I it is indicated that 50 ft is
level (Lea) and by an indicator of the the measurement distance used for many
degree of _luctuaticns in the noise level traffic noise measurements and that S0 ft

-i (L*0*L_0). These levels in ccmblnation is used as a reference distance from which
provide a means for describing highway noise levels can be e_trapolated to other
noise as heard and _udged by the highway distances. For example, Tables 1,3, 1,4

neighbor. In a very general sense, the and 1.5 provide noise level reductions550 noise level is a statistical value that starting from the 50 _t reference distance.

L_ is somewhat representative of near-average This distance is in general use as the
noise and the Lz0 noise level is astabis- reference distance for highway noise eyelet-
ileal value that is somewhat representative Lions. Hence, the A-scale noise level of a
of near-peak noise. It has been determined vehicle at this reEerence 50 ft distance is

that noises with large variations in level defined as the "Noise Emission Level." Thisere considered more disagreeable than noises term and the 50-ft reference distance will

of fairly aonstant level. Since the he used in this text, unless speciflcally
(LI0-L_¢I value represents a statistical stated otherwise_

measure of the degree of noise level flue-
rustlers, it becomes an indieato_ of the

potential annoyance of the noise, For 2.E NOISE EHISBION LEVEL OF AUTOMOBILES
noises with eonslderable variation in level,
the L_a value will be higher than the Leo The noise emission level (dBA at 50 ft

value by several decibels, and the (Lt0-L_0) distance) of a _yplcal passenger auto-value will he relatively large. Highway mobile on an average roadway surface is
traffic that consists of a fairly steady found in NCORP Reper_ ?B to be
Blow of automohiles, but interspersed with

occasional trucks, may produce relatively Lauto =,16 + 30 log V
large values of (LI_'L$0). In this case,
the t_ucks essentially produce the near- where v is the auto speed in miles per hour
peak L_0 values while the autos produce (mph). This yields the following sound
the nea_-average Ls0 values. The trucks levels (rounded off to the nearest integer

ace clearly identifiable because their ove_ a range of typical speeds_noise stands out in sharp contrast above
the lower steady-state noise of the at BO mph 60 dBA
automobiles+ 40 mph 64 dBA

50 mph 67 d_A
I'_ On the other hand, when the [Li0-5_,) 60 mph 69 dBA

_.j value is guite low, it means that the 70 mph 71 dBA i
noise levels of the peak events (L,¢) are
Comparable to the noise levels of the The octave band frequency spectrum of this

"-i steady-state _low (Ls_). Under these typical automobile is shown by the solidcurve of _igure B.l for the conditions of /
: conditions, the discrete truck passages

_.J are not so noticeable, and the total noise 50 ft distance and N_ mph, The spectrum
may not be considered as objectionable _# does not very significantly for the

_J



speed ranqs of 35-65 mph, although, of are used extensively in the TSC Computer
course, the noise level changes with speed Program. His findings on passenger auto-
as indicated. The spectrum shape does mobiles are summarized in Figure 2.2. The
change slightly as a function of road our- spectrum 8hope changes only slightly over

face. the speed range of 30-69 mph. The sound
level change with speed appears to he about

Zf the total noise of the typical auto 3 dR/10 mph going from 35 to 45 mph,
[the solid curve of Figure 2.1) were passed 4.5 dR/10 mph going from 45 to 55 mph, and
through the A-scale filter of a sound level 1.5 dR/10 mph going from 55 to 65 mph. The
meter, the resulting octave band oontrlbu- distribution of automobile types in this

tions would be as shown by the dashed curve Canadian study would be approximately the
of Figure 2.1. This dashed curve then same as a typical cross-sectlon of auto-
shows approximately the relative importance mohiles, i. the U. S. The large number of '
Of the various Octave bands in terms of autos measured (lOlO) makes it possible to

their contributions toward the loudness or quote significant statistical data for the

disturbance of the noise to people. It sample. The standard deviation for Olson's !
is seen that the center freduency re_ion data is approximately 2.5 d_A. This suggests
of 500-2000 Hz is the strongest contributor that about 605 of any ransom samDlinq Of
in terms of A-scale readinqso autos will fall within t2.5 dR Of the average

level and that about 32% of the sample will

In NCSRP Report 78, it is also found that fall Outside this range. Further, approx-
the condition of the road surface makes a imately 98% of the autos sampled will have _
difference in the noise level radiated by noise levels within 2 standard deviations,
automobiles at the higher speeds where or t5 dS, of the averaqe level.
tire noise becomes the dominant noise.

Very rough, course-grain road surfaces The automobile noise spectra used in the _,
produce higher noise levels, up to 8 dBA TSC Computer Program are given in Figure 2.3
above "average" road surfacesl and very for speeds of 30 mph and 70 mph. These
smooth, fine-grain road surfaces produce curves are similar to Olson's cu_vesl with

lower noise levels, as much as S dBA below the exception that the TSC 30 mph curve is !.
**average*' road surfaces. Zn addition, since 2-4 dB below Olsonls 30-39 mph curve and
tire noise is predominantly high frequency the TSC 70 mph curve is 1-3 d5 above Olson's
noise_ very smeoth road surfaces cause 60-69 mph o_rve. The TSC curves, for 50 ft .-
slightly less high frequency noise and very distance, yield A-scale values of 61 dBA '
rough road surfaces cause slightly larger and 75 dBAr respectively for the two speeds. : :%°-,i
amounts of high freGuency noise Compared to An equation for auto noise alven in Appendix
the generalized spectrum of Figure 2.1. A of the TSC Reportt reduces to the follow-

These effects of road surfao_ apply to auto- Ing version for any speed V in mph: ,--' ;!
mobiles, which are typically equipped

with rib-type tire treads. These varla- Lauto _ 5 + 38 log V. '_ :
tlons should not be presumed here to apply
also to truck noise. [Note that 38 log 12= 3.8 x 10 log V, and

that the i0 log V values can be obtained
At Conditions of high acceleration, auto- in Table 1.2.]
mobiles make increased noise, MCNRP

Report 78 presents limited data on this This produces the following noise levels
effect. At 35 mph, for maximum accslera- (rounded off to the nearest Integer} for _
tion, a small group of automobiles was a range of typical 3peeds:
found _0 produce approximately 8 dBA higher
noise levels than for normal cruise condl- at 30 mph 01 dBA
tlon at that same speed. This woulS be 40 _ph 66 dBA

50 mph 70 dBA ""
significant for ramp approaches to main 60 mph 73 dBA
highways, where high acceleration is re- 70 mph 75 dBA.
quires to enter the high spe_d traffic lanes.

These may be compared with the values given
An extensive noise measurement program on
traffic noise has been carried out and earlleE in this Section as taken from NCHRP

_eported* by N. Cleon of the National Re- Report 78. ft is seen that the TSC values
search Councll of Canada_ Olson's data range i-4 dDA above the NCNRP values over

the low to high speeds. Olson's values of

standard Sevlatlon are used in the TSC * I
approachl and may he assumed as representa-

*"Statistical Study of Traffic Noise", tire fQr any current population of auto-
Report APS-4?6 (1970}, National Research mobiles on U. S. roads.
Council, Ottawat CanaSa; also su_arized in

the paper "Survey of Motor Vehicle Noise" t _ I
N. Olson, Journal of the Aomustioal Society
of A_erica, Vol. 52, No, 5, pp. 1291-1306 +Identlfied in the footnote on paqe l-ll. _
(November 1972).
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All known comprehensive studies of auto 2.3 NOISE EMISSION LEVEL OF TRUCKS
traffic noise show that tire noise becomes

a dominant source at high speed. NCHRP NCHRP Report 117 and some of its references
Report 78 contains daba on the Influence provide a rather detailed summary of diesel
of road surface on the tire noiset as truck noise as a function of speedt engine

mentioned briefly earlier in this Section. power and muffler configuration, Olson's
In turn, NCHRP Report i17 suggests a road study also contains a large quantity of
surface adjustment as Eollows: noise data on truck noise. In additienl

several studies have been carried out on

Surface Description Adjustment truck tire noise. All of this material
Type will be reviewed here briefly.

Smooth Very smooth, seal- -5 dBA Total truck noise is made up of three major
.... coated asphalt

sources: engine noise, engine exhaust noise,

._ Normal Moderately rouqh 0 dBA and tire noise. Each of these sources isasphalt and concrete strong enough that it must always be con-

Rough Rough asphalt with +5 dBA sidered as a potential contribution to the
'- total noise, FOr example, engine noise alone

large voids 1/2 in. [excluslve of the exhaust noise) probably
or largerl also falls in the range of 75-85 dBA {at 50 ft

-- grooved concrete distance)I engine exhaust noise probably

There is no standard foe Eating roadway falls In the range of 90-100 dBA (at 50 ft)
surface roughness or smoothness, but it without mufflers or in the range of 80-90 dBA

-- is seen here that for auto noise the suE- with good stock mufflers; and flnally, tire
face smoothness can be a small factor in noise is very dependent on tire tread and
noise control design. It is left to the speed and can range somewhat predictably over

discretion of the user to apply an adjust- the fpll range of 70-95 dBA. FOE any particu-lar truck taken at random, any one of these
mentt where appropriate, but it is _uestlon- noise sources might dominate, or a mixture
able that a -5 dBA adjustment should ever of all three could contribute to the total.
be USed, For'very smooth surfaces 0 some

-- truck tires become excessively noisy (to be ?igure 2.4 shows a hypothetical example oEhow the three SOUrCes could combine to pro-
discussed later) $ and a surface that is ducea typical truck speotru_ shape as well

-- smoo_h enough to Justify a -5 dBA adjust- as a fairly realistic total level of 82 dBA.
ment for auto nolse would likely be too

_J smooth (or slippery when wet) to be safe, With three such strong sources present_ itis not surprising that trucks are not readily
Thust the followlnq range of adjustments quieted. The components shown in Figure 2.4

_ are considered acceptable, if the user
can _ake the correct selection= are listed here_

Tires 77 dBA
Adjustment of auto noise to Exhausn 79 dBA

reflect road surface: Engine 75 dBA

Add to Auto
Surface Description Nolss Level Total B2'dBA

Very rough surface +5 dBA Now, suppose an improved muffler could reduce
_. engine exhaust noise by 6 dBA:

Mediu_ rough surface +2 dBA

Average surface 0 dBA Tires 77 dBA--- " Exhaust 73 dBA

Meddum smooth surface -2 dBA Engine 75 dBA

I_ is cautioned that a Judgement of road Total 80 dBA
--. surface condition should not be based

solely on how dt "sounds" to the oceu- Only a 2 dBA reduction is achieved in total
-- pant inside a car when the road is driven noise, Suppose the exhaust were not quletedt

on. Small chana_s in surface texture can but that a quieter tread could achieve a

yield slgnificant changes in the "rumble" 6 dBA quieting of tire noise. Then:
-- heard inslde the car. Noise heard inside

the car is due to structure-borne noise Tires 71 dEA

transmitted through the auto's suspension Exhaust 79 dBA
Engine 75 dBAsystem, which essentially transmits .low

--. frequency noise or vibration quite well Total 81 dBA
and he_ce qlvss an exagaerated low fro-

__ quenoy level. This is not necessarily For this effort, only idEA reduction is
related to the amo_t of high frequency achieved in the total noise.
sound radiated externally by the tires.

--J In no case should a -5 dBA adjustment be
used merely because the road _ou_dn s_ooth This example serves to illustrate the heros-

to the occupant inside his auto. sity for an all-out attack on all three major
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noise components, if a large reduction is to The truck spectrum used in the TSC Computer
be obtained. This does not suggestf however, Program is shown in Figure 2.8. The solid

that we should take a resigned attitude about curve is the complete spectrum and the dashed J
the problem because it seems difficult to llne is the spectrum as it would appear when

solve. Good mufflers exist and quie_ tlr_ passed _hrough thc A-scale filter. This
treads exist; it is important to continue to average curve yields an A-scale sound level
strive for the use of these quieter products of 87 dBA, and in the TSC Computer Program

in everyday truck operations. Figure 2.5 it is used for all highway speeds. The stand-
is a schematic representation of these typi- ard deviation for the truck dater based on the
col noise sources, showing that they occur Oleos collectio_*i is 3.5 dBA. Neither the
at different locations. Their height above Olson data nee the TSC Program applys a noise
the road surface will be discussed in more adjustment for up-grade roadways.
detail later.

In several recent extensive studies of truck ; _

The generalized truck spectrum developed in noise for various projects in the United
NCHRP Report 70 and used iN NCHRP Report i17 States, BBN personnel have Found basic agree-
is shOW_ in Figure 2.5° This is based o_ a meat with Olson's data. Statistical averages -_
collection of noise data taken by Bolt of the noise of many over-the-road highway
Beranek and NeWman Inc., LOS Angeles, when trucks give support to 86 and 87 dBA values. ....
s number of controlled trucks were driven
bsslde a known test set-up at specified A comparison of the basic 82 dBA value plus --
spQeds. The tests were conducted on level grade adjustments used in the NCNRF Report 117
roads, and o_ up-grade and down-grade roads, procedure and the 87 dBA value with no grade !
Various mufflers and englnes were included or speed adjustment for the TSC approach aug-
in the tests, and some te_ts were checked on gears a difference in Noise data, yet there
dynamometer stands. Full acceleration _uns is some degree of compatibility between them. "-
and Coasting down-hill runs were also mea- There is the poQslbility that the drive-by
outed. Several trucks were also recorded on tests in the BBN-California measurements con-

level and up-grade ru_s under normal freeway rained in the NCHSF reports involved truck-
operation, without the drivers knowing they driver situations in which the controlled
were being tested. The mean spectrum of 26 trucks were just maintaining the desired
diesel trucks on a level roadway was selected speeds for the drive-bye and the drivers were
for use in NCSRF Reports 70 and I17. This not actually following normal highway practice "

mean gives an A-scale level of 82 dSA. In of "trying to get there" in a hurry, This
the testsp it was found that noise output could result in lower throttle settings, lower "-
Increased with up'hill grades, andF so, a power levels, and less attempt at pressing for

noise adjustment was included: higher opec0, all resulting in lower noise. _
Under actual intentional acceleration tests

Adjustment for Increased Noise Level of Trucks and normal up-grade clin_0s_ higher power was
on Gradients used and the resulting increase in noise _--

levels agrees quite well with Olson's data
Gradient Adjustment for his normal powered runs au speeds of 50-

% dBA 59 and 60-69 mph, with n0 changes reported

< 2 0 for grades or high-power accelerations. This --
may not serve as a complete explanation of

3 t_ 4 +2 the differences in the data, for some of this _..
5 to 6 +3 does involve some conjecture on details not

7 +5 known about the California tests. However,

It was also found that during high acoelera- with this attempt at explanation, the data
tiont truck nois_ may be about 6 dBA above are seen to work toward each other and possi-

bly the differences become quite small for
the nolse at _ormal cruise condition. In the runs of trucks operating under high

geneEalp no significant change of noise with powered c0nditions and with a time schedule
speed was reported, and an objective to meet. !-

Olson's measurements of tractor trailer units _-

are summarized in Figure 2,7. In this group, f.4 TRUCK NOISE COMPONENTS
for speeds in the range of 50-69 mph, average ,.

noise levels are in the vicinity of 05 to In the introductory paragraphs of Section 2.3_
88 dBA_ and a s_all bu_ sig_ifioan_ noise a broad range of possible _oise levels is _-
level change with speed is see_. Cleon also
measured noise levels of a large number of given for each of the three major noisesources. It is of interest to review avail-

various kinds o_ heavy trucks du_ing acoelera- able data o_ these so_roes, where they can '"
ties from a traffic light, although it is not _ _
clear that there was any particularly high be separated or partially separated from the _,

power used during acceleration. For several other sources usually present.
tractor trailers the average noise level was _. T|re _0_se
81.9 dBA during acceleration, which would re- I I
present noise comparable to that at cruising Tire noise has been studied fairly exten-
speeds of about 35-45 mph° sively with rather conclusive results, The
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National Bureau of Standards has conducted 55 mph (eoastiagll and the data are quoted for

a valuable study* on truck tire noise. A the 50 ft microphone. All tires were asses-

brief sugary is included here. Sketch 2.1 tlally new at the beginning, following a suit-

._ shows the "footprints" of ni_e tire treads able break-in and warm-up sequence, and some
i tested on two test vehicles in drive-by tires were also te_ted after their treads had

tests over a speed range of about 30-60 mph. been worn down (by real-life over-the-road

Prio_ to _ach measurement portion of the wear} to "half-worn" and "fully-worn" oondl-

test, ths truck was brought up to the desired _ion,

-_ speed. Then, just before entering the noise
_! measurement road section, the truck engine The f_ent tires of the truck were of Rib A

was _urned off and the vehicle coasted tread, the quietest tread, so that the rear

throu@h the 100o-ft length t_st section. A tires would represent the major source of

series of photosensors was used to determine noise. Noise levels are in dBA.
the t_uck speed at several points during the

coast-down_ a_d a series of microphones was Trlad Road flew Half- ful]y
usQd to record the noise radiated by the Type Surface Tread Worn Worn
tires. TWo road surfaoes were included in

-- the tests which were carried OUt on a A COncrete 73
Asphalt 75

I research runway at the NASA Wallops Island, S Concrete 77 81

J Virqinia airfleld_ one was of smooth con- Asphalt 77 79
crete finish, and the other was of "textured C Concrete 76

--; asphalt". The table bhat follows su_arizes A_phalt 77
the test findings for the single-chassis D Concrete 84 91 ST

, ] vehicle fitted with test tire_ on the four
-_ Asnhalt _ s6 85rear drive wheels (on_ drive axle, dual tire_ S ConCrete

i each sldo). For all these te_ts, each drive Asphalt 82
I _ tire was supporting a load of approximately F Concrete 81 88

J ! 4400 Ibs, the vehicle speed was approximately Asphalt 81 86

- J G COno_ste 73

*'_TrQcN Noise--I, Peak A-Welghted Sound Asphalt 75
! Levels dUB to TrQck Tl_es," Report OST- S Concrete 81 86 _6

I "_ ONA 71-9, dated Sep_et_ber 1970, prepared Asphalt 82
j for the oep_rt_e_t of Trunuportation by the

Cono_utu 96 94

_ational SureaQ of Standards. Asphalt 88 90

--I NEUTRAL _BR_B-A RIE-8 RIE-C

,11111I [I
_ CRO_S-_AR-D CROSE-_AR-E CROSS-_AR-F

_J

RETREAD-6 RETREAD-H RETREAD-I
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i Note that Treads A, B, C_ and O are rib-type, IO0.NEWTreads D, S, F, and H are cross-bar-type r .A_HA_T
: and Tread I is a "pocket design" tread. The ._ADED Jf

four rlb-type t_eads, when new, produced .ATe0_E_r ._--. "_
noise levels within the range of 73-77 dBA _D J
for both road surfaces. The four cross-bar

treads, when new, produced nolse levels 9c z-_within the range of 81-84 dBA for both road R

surfaces. For these rib and crass-bar /_.
designs, there was little consistent differ- _ / _ RIBence between the road surfaces. For the _ J ._/.

"pocket design" Tread I, the smooth concrete _ . /_"

tured asphalt yielded a level of 88 dBA. E-_ _

In general, a quiet tread design is cue in _ ._
r which the air inside the grooves of the tread _ "

can escape slowly as the tread black_ co_s _ /, _']
into contact with the road surface. This is _ _] --
provided in the rib-type treads by the fact
that the circumferential grooves in the sur-
face always provide escape routes for the

air. A noisy tread design is one in which 30 40 _O 60 r-
the air is trapped or has difficulty in
escaping as the air cavities move into con- _EEO, mp,
tact with the road surface. The cross-bar '-"

design does not provide the ease of escape
of the rib design, and the escape must take SKETCH 2.2 r-
place much more rapidly as the tread black
Instantly makes its contact to the road sur- _

*. face. Of course_ with the "pocket design" road today. Cross-bar tires are generally
there is no escape path, and the air trapped used On drive wheels for better traction,
a_d compressed inside the pocket literally and rib-type tires are generally used on
"pops" OUt when an escape route first appears, front wheels for better steering. ] '
The ¢oazse-graln textured asphalt provides

better escape paths than the smQoth concrete, A somewhat similar study was carried au_ at
so the asphalt surface yields a lower noise General Haters and reported by Tetlow*. The -.._

level than the concrete for the pocket design findings also show greater noise from crass- _tread, bar treads, greater noise as the tires be-
come worn, increasing noise with increasing

As the tire becomes half-worn, the air escape speed; and the pocket design retread is the ,._
passages beco_e smaller, so the noise goner- outstandingly noisy tread. The Tetlow paper
ally increases. When the tire becomes nearly also shows that the half-worn cross-bar i

fully worn, there is less air to be trapped tires of his tests produced higher A-scale
in the grooves, so the noise begins to decrease noise at speeds above 55-60 mph than was
again.. Traduced by the truck engine that was used. -

The tire noise da_a summarized in the table

above represents a single speed of approxl- b, fsglne Nolse a,_4 _,%_ine Exhaust _0_se
merely 55 mph for all treads, whereas the

complete series of tests Includes speeds over In an earlier study% of diesel engine noise _--

the range of about 30-60 mph. Sketch 2.2 for the Ca_ps of Engineers of the Department :
' shows a brief summary of the noise level of the Ar_y, Layman Miller obtained and

change with speed for the various new tre_ds analyzed data for approximately 50 diesel
(letters identify the treads shown in Sketch and natural gas reciprocating engines cover- r-
2.1) traveling on th_ asphalt road surface lag a power range of about 150-6000 hp.
under th_ tire load condition mentioned above Fourtee_ of the tested engines fell in the _-
(4400 ib per tire). It is reasonably apparent rated power range of 225-600 hp* From the
fro_ Sketch 2.2 that rib-tread tires would be entire collection of data, sound pou_ level
the q_ietest and _hat they probably would _ot data were derived and a procedure was goner- ' _
dominate tr_ck noise ab high speed, based on ated for estimating the noise of (a) the [
the 82-87 dBA levels for the total noise of engine casing, (b) the unmuffled engine
trucks in highway operation. However, it exhaust, and {c) the air Intake to the engine.
seems highly probable that many cross-bar
treads (especially when halE-worn) could p_ove _ i

to be dominant noise sources at highway spe_ds &"Truc_ Tire Noise," Derek Tetlow, Sound and _
of 60-70 _ph* Of course, the "pocket" retread Vibration, August 1971.
would be a "screamer" on the highways. The t"Tower Plant Acoustics," Technical Manual
Bureau of Standards report states tha_ the T_ 5-805-9, December 1968; prepared for the i I
nine treads tested represent 70-80_ of the Department of the Army by Bolt Beranek and I
total tr_ck tire population in use o_ the NeWman Inc. _

i,
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From that procedure it is possible to esti- c. Summary
mate the octave band noise levels and then

the A-scale levels at 50 ft distance for such Figure 2.9 summarizes a number of the find-
! a diesel englne. This has been done for an Ings mentioned above. The haole 88 dBA and

engine power in the range of 375-480 hp with 87 dBA values of the NCHRP and TSC procedures
the following results. An unhoused bare are shown independent of speed. However,

engine (eMoludi_g exhaust noise)l free to several studies indicate a real dependence
radiate uniformly i_ all dlreotlonsl has a_ of noise on speed: the Cleon data, the

! estimated A-scale sound level of 84 dBA (with B_reau of Standards study cn tire noise and
_" a standard deviation of abou_ 2.5 dB) at the Tetlmw study on tire noise. The Miller

50 ft. The cowl cover of a truck engine may . estimate of engine noise merely suggests that
provide a small amount of sound energy the engine is probably the quieter of the
absorption_ but it is more likely that it present three ma_or noise sources, and the

- modifies the directionality pattern of the killer estimate of unmuffled exhaust noise
engine noise. Thusl it would not be unrea- lndlcates a clear need for good mufflers on

sonable to expect that the engine would have engine exhausts if any traffic noise control
an averagm radiated noise toward the side of is to take place. In addition to the speed
the road Of about 78 to 82 dBA depending on effect, the N.B.S. and Tetlow data emphasize
the details of the engine cover. It was also the need for the truck and tlr8 manufacturers
found in the study that for reasonably con- to develop and use quieter tire treads than

-- start e_gins speed, the noise dld not cha%ige the present cross-bar and pocket-type treads.
appreciably for various engine power settings

_ less than the full rated power of the engine. The following brief summary is given for the
of courser all of these tests were foe steady- benefit of the engineer using the NCHRP Report
state, stationary operatlonl so no data were 117 noise evaluation procedure.
recorded for conditions comparable to engln_
acceleration.

The estimated unmuffled engine exhaust noise (i) The noise emission level of a diesel,'_ truck a_ normal cruise condition at

! _ for an engine in this slze range (375-480 hp)
_, is approNimately 91 dBA for e_gines fitted highway speeds is 82 dBA.

• with eMhaust-drlven turbochargers or 97 dBA

for engines without turbochargers. A fairly (2) During acceleration and high power

poor grade of low-pressure-drop _uffler needs, diesel truck noise increasesI would reduce these sound levels by 8-12 dBA approximately 5 dBA over normal cruise
and 'a fairly good muffler could reduce these conditions.
levels by 18-20 dBA. Thus, depending on
turhoohaEger and muffler, the exhaust noise (3) FOr up-hill grades, truck noise in-

I_ radiated by a diesel truck engine could fall creases as follows (relative to the

!_ almost anywhere within the range of 75-100 basic 82 dBA value)
dBA at 50 ft distance, including the spread
due to the standard deviation, 3-4% grade _2 dBA

5-6% grade +5 dBA

An additional study of interest is contained

7_ grad_ +5 dBA

in a report* by W.H. Close and R.M. Clarke
of the Department of TEansportatlon. In this (4) Even _hosgh engine power may be some-
study, 14 diesel trucks, borrowed fro_ CO" what reduced on down-hill gradesl the

-_ operating truck usersl w_re given a series of tire noise remains a serious noise
I component_ Therefore, noise shouldnoise tests including the SAE J366a accelora-

- : tion test.T The test includes maximum vehi- not be considered to decrease on down

cle acceleration to 55 mph within a 10O-ft grades.

"_'i test CO_rSe, Pot the 14 trucks, the average (5) Road surface condition should not be

A-scale sound level was 87 dBA, with alltrucks falling within the range of 83-90 dBA. treated as a factor in truck noise.
The slgnifiaance of the test is that perhaps Very smooth roads and very rough

this short acceleration run may give a noise roads should be avoided.
'_ level representative of high-speed highway

_j operation, It is also probable that the The following brief sugary is given for the
noise radiated is due to engine and exhaust benefit of the engineer using _he TSC Computer
and does not include tire noise at this low Program noise evaluation procedure.

' speed. (i) The noise emission level of a diesel

-i truck at all speeds and for all grade
• "Truck Noise--If, Interior and Exterior A- conditions is 87 dBA.

Weighted hound Levels of Typical Highway
Trucks," Report OST-TST-72-_, July 1972, (2) Per off-highway use, these trucks may
Depart_t of Transportation. be asstuned to have 82 dBA sound level.

_,: #"Recommended Prac_l_e J3_a - Exterior Sound
Level for Heavy Tr_cks and Buses," Society
of Automotive Engineers, Inc., igTl.

-2
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2.5 OTHER VEHICLES component may play a strong or submerged
role. In terms of frequency distrlbubion, "_

Five oategorles of "other vehicles" are iden- (a) muffled exhaust noise Is usually strong )
tidied in NCSRP Report 78 as additional in the 125 kz band and its 63- and 250-8z
vehicular noise souroest motorcycles, sport neighboring bands_ (b) engine noise is broad-
cars, light trucks, large gasollne-engine band and extends across the full frequency
trucks, and buses. Motorcycles and sport spectrum, although it drops off systema- -
cars are generally noisier than conventional tically in the upper octave bands_ and (c)
passenger automobiles, due to higher engine tire noise, and especially tire "whine",
speeds and poorer standards in muffling and is most noticeable in the upper octave bands
due to operational practices of their drivers. (say 500-4000 HZ).
Light trucks ace usually somewhat comparable
to automobiles in terms of noise output. In terms of height, obviously, tire noise
Large gasoline-englne trucks are generally originates at the road surface and engine '
quieter than dieeel engines of equal sire noise may be taken to be located about 3-4
and performance. Suses seem comparatively ft above the road surface. Engine exhaust --

noisy when heard at the downtown street noise radiates from the end of the exhaus_
corner, but on the highway they are much pipe, and this can vary from 2 ft above the :_
less noisy than diesel brUcks as a result ground for some trucks up to 8--13 ft above
of better mufflinR and maintenance. AI- the ground for large transporb trucks. Per
bogether, these "other vehicles" represent calculation purposes, it is suggested that _-
a relatively small guantlty of the total truck noise be assumed to be located 8 ft
traffic flow on Main highways, and since above the road surface. This wiil'yield a ;-

their noise falls mostly within the range conservative harrier design for trucks
of auto and dle_el truck noise, they are not with good mufflers and short stacks, but it

separately identified and treated in highway will yield an inadequate barrier for trucks
noise evaluations. Rather, their noise is with poor muffling and tall stacks.
assumed to be contained within the total
mix of highway noise generally associated Some automobiles have aerodynamically in- •
with automohile_ and diesel trucks, duced "whistles" at medium and high speed,

some truck engines radiate turbo-charger
For use in the analysis procedure, it is noise at their air intakes and some truck or
suggested that when the quantities of smaller trailer bodies radiated bod_ noise due to
trucks (say, under 10,gO0 Ib gross weight) rattling parts inside empty shells or due ._
and buses are separately identified and known, to body vibration excited by rouqh roads.
that their total number be divided into two These extraneous noises probably will not

equal parts/ one part should then be added modify the Ll0 noise levels for highway _
to the automobile quantity and one part should traffic, but the identifiable sounds may add
be added to the truck quantity, to the annoyance of the noise. FOr local _-

(off-highway) traffic, these noises may he I
For local (off-highway) traffic problems, it of concern.
may be necessary to have a better definition
of the qua_tityl size, uss_ and noise of For the sake of simplicity, all vehicular
trucks serving the local streets, noise sources are assumed to be omni- !-

directional Incise radiated uniformly in all.
directions), although this is not entirely

Z.6 HEIGHT OF VEHICULAR NOISE SOURCES correct.

FOr purposes of calculating the affect of
bscms, wails and other barrier structures, it 2.7 NO)SE OF MOVIHG NOISE SOURCES L.
Is necessary to know approximately the
location of the noise source or sources. For Figure 1.3 of Chapter i introduced the concept

automobiles, tire noise and engine exhaust of the "inverse square law" drop-off of sound _"
noise are the major sources and these occur level with distance from a point source. NOW,
close to the road surface. Per calculation consider the same general geometry, but let k
purposesl all auto noise is assumed to be the point source move from left to right along
located at the surface of the highway, the dotted llne (the source line). Consider

first the sound level that will be produced ' i

There are three major components of truck at Observer Point A in Figure 1.3 (50 ft w,
noisel engine nolse_ exhaust noise, and tire from the source line). Suppose, at the
noise. The relative strength of these three start, that the point source is off to the

sources may vary _rom truck to truck, and no left at a distance of 1600 ft from Point I. I l
study has been completed that shows abatis- AssUme that the point source still pro-
tically the distribution of these sources in ducesa sound level of 80 dBA at a 50 ft
a large truck population. Per the present, distance. (This isvRl 1.rRRselected as
it is assumed that when no mufflers or poor a somewhat arbitrary level of the right order

mufflers are used, the major cause of truck of magnltudef but iu need not be construed as _ 1
noise is engine exhaust. When good mufflers the noise level of an average truck.) Table
are used, it may be generally assumed that 1.3 of Chapterl gives the sound level re-
nil three potential noise components are duction for various distances relative to

prasent_ although from truck to truck each the reference 50 ft distance. From Table i iJ

;i
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1.3 it is seen that a distance of 1600 fb time at which the vehicle passes closest to
will have a sound level red,orion of about Observer Point A; then l-see divisions are

31 dBA, relative to a 60 fb value. Thus, _arkcd off to the right and to the left from
for that starting condition_ the sound l_vel that "0" reference ti_e. Per a vehicle speed
at Point A would he approxim&tely 60 - 31 m of 60 mph, each second of time represents a
49 dBA. distance interval of 88 ft. Thus, when the

r vehicle is 880 ft to the left of Point 1 (on

Newt let the point source move toward Point 1 Figure 2,10}, thi_ represents a time of i0
.... a distance of BOO ft. The source is now seconds before the vehicle reaches Point i.

800 ft from Point A and the sound level, When the vehicle has moved 880 ft to the

--_ according ho Table 1.3, would be 80 - 24 - righh of Point i, the corresponding time
i 56 dHA at Point A. [Note the 7 dBA dif- is I0 seconds after passing Point I. De-

-i ference in coming from 1600 ft to 800 ft. pending on the known data, either a distance
I Why is it not 6 dBA al the "inverse square or a time scale can be _sed,

i __ law" states? Recall that air absorption
and atmospheric effects add a small amount To illustrate the de_rmlnation of a typical

i of exoess attenuation for distances beyond point on the "noise trace" of Figure 2.10,p

! 100O ft.] suppose the vehicle is located along thesource line (the road) at a pol_t 160 ft ha-

l -- Next, let the point Source move into a 400 ft fore arriving at Point i. This point is
distance from Point I. The sound level at shown by an asterisk at 150 ft on the llne

-.: A then becomes 80 - 18 _ 62 dBA° Thenl _ove source and also on the enlarged detail. When
into 200 ft° The sound level at A becomes the vehicle is at the 150 ft position, it is

approximately 80 - _ - 68 dBA. Continua actually 158 ft from Point A, the real point
-_ this sequence until the moving point source of interest where the noise record is being

___ a_rives at Point I where it is 50 ft from made. According to Table 1.2 (for a point
the observer at Al and the sound level is source), the sound level reduction at 158 ft
86 dBA. [Wote_ _en the noise source gets is i0 dBA below thz reference value of 80 dBA

-_ near Point A, it is necessary to estimate at 50 ft distance. Thus, the noise trace
_ the true distance - the hypotenuse of the would show a 70 dBA sound level at a point

right triangle - between th_ source and the 150 ft before Point i. This data point is
receiqer at Point A,] indicated by the asterisk on th_ noise trace.

The entire trace can be so constructed.

!_ AS the source continues to move along the

I_ source line to the right of Point i, the Referring briefly to the time scale at the
distance between the source and the re- bottom of Figure _.10, note that near the

c_iver begins he increase, and the sound point of closest approach to Point At the
r_ level drops off in the same manner as it had noise trace moves rather rapidly up to its
I [ built up while approaching th_ receiver, peak value and then drops off equally rapidly.

This entire sequence is shown in Figure 2,10, For this particular trace_ in 2 seconds of
Let th_ moving point source be a vehicle time the sound level rises approximately ii

moving along a straight road that passes dBA _o its peak, This rapid chan_e is caused
within 50 ft of the 0bsez-;er Point A° AS by the rapid closing of distance between the
the vehicle approaches, the sound level builds vehicle and Point A during the last 2 seconds

of the approach. This ill_strates an _n-up_ when the vehicl_ gets to the point of
clo_est approach, the so_d level reaches its portent factl when the observation point is
maxim_; when the vehicle moves away_ the near the highway_ noise levels change q_ickly

! sound level d_ops off. during the time i_mediately before and after
the vehicle arrives at the point of closest

S_ppose a graphic level recorder is used to approach. Thus_ for close distances_ the
make a permanent _ecord of this event. The noise levels are high and the noise level

"i trace on the r_corde_ would appear generally changes are rapid.
similar to the trace shown on FigUre 2.10,

.c where the horizontal distance along the trace Next, let us repeat the same construction
can he related to the distance of the vehicle procedure for a point that Is farther away

f_om Point i, and the vertical scale is the from the roadway. Osinq the same observer
sound level p_oduced by the v_hlcle. A point designations used in Tables 1.3 - 1.9
s_co_d horizontal scale is shown below the of Chapter i_ suppose we construct a _oise

trace for a vehicle that passes 200 ft to thedistance scale on Figure 2.10; this lower

'-_ scale is a time scale. Suppose the vehicle side of Observer Point C. This is done inhas a speed of 60 mph as it travels along the Figure 2.11. Notice here that the peak sound
i source line (60 mph • 88 ft/seo). Knowing level change is lower (as we have already

-" the speed of the vehicle, or the speed of the learned), and that the sound level change is
advancing graphic lev_l recorder trace_ it is less abrupt at the time of closest approach.

--! possible tO construct the ti_e scale shown. Here, during the last 2 seconds of approaoh_
I_ this case_ "O" _ime is taken to be the the sound level rises only 2-3 dBA.
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Using a different format and a different equals 50 time units; this noise level is
scale of distance and sound level, similar L_e. In Figure 2.12, this procedure is
types of "noise traces" are drawn in Figure followed, and by approximate fitting it is _ ,
2,12. Curves A and C are the same as the found _hat, Ll0 = 78.0 dBA and L_ - 68.5 J

_races constructed in Figures 2,10 and 2.11. d_A approximately. Althosgh the procedure
eKcept for the change of scales. Curves B, appears quite simple here, due to such an
0, and E represent noise traces that could ideal noise trace, it is not this simple in

be expected from a_ idealized point source practice. The concept is of concern here,

(vehicle) that passes 10Q, 400, and 800 ft, rather than the actual values. For this

respectively, to the side of Observer Points illustration, notice that the total noise
0, D, and E in the Chapter 1 figures. The level varies between 65 and 80 dBA, a 15 dBA

five curves on Figure 2.12 practically swing, and that the difference between the
bracket the most sensitive neighbor areas LL0 and Lee values is also quite large (9.5
beside a busy highway. These curves are to dBA). Large differences, such as these,

be used to help demonstrate Ll0 and L_0 sound are characteristic of sparse traffic and
levels, and to show that (a) distance to the close distance to the roadway.

highway and (b) quantlcy of traffic are con-

_rolling factors in determining L,0 and Ls0 Next, let us increase the traffic flow by [
values, providing a 400 ft interval between vehicles.

This is shown in the lower half of Figure

2.14. For this spacing, the new vehicles
_ill in the valleys between the noise peaks
of the vehicles formerly at 880 ft spacing.

This results in a smaller total change in

Z,8 _N/ROOUCTION OF Llo AeD 150 SOUNO LEVEL5 sound level and a smaller difference be-
tween Ll. and Lsa_ although both LL0 and Ls0

Continuing the discussion from the last sec- are larger than in the first illustration. _-

tlon, suppose now a continuous line of movinq Finally, in the upper portion of Figure 2.14,

vehicles along a straight level road. For vehicle separation is reduced to 200 ft. As --
the first example, suppose that the vehicles expected, the sound level differences are
are uniformly spaced at 800 ft intervals, smalle_, but the L_0 and L_0 values are
that all vehicles are exactly alike acous- larger. Thus, increased,traffic flow smooths

tically, and that all vehicles are traveling out fluctuations in sound levels, although _
in the same direction in the same lane at the total sound levels themselves increase.

equal speed. A graphic level recorder set

up at Point A, 50 ft to the side of the road Figure 2.15 present_ a similar series of con- )'-
would yield a repetitive series of peaks and strutted noise traces for Position C (of

valleys in the _oise trace somewhat similar Figures 1.3 to 1.9 in Chapter l), located :-
to the sample portion shown in Figure 2.12. 200 ft from the roadway. As vehicle spacing
The dotted portions of the curve show the decreases from 1680 ft to 800 ft to 400 ft, _-
rise and fall of the noise of each individual the LLa and Ls. levels rise but the fluctua-

vehicle, and the solid curve shows the total tlons decrease, Fo_ 400 ft spacing, the _

noise of the continuing llne of noise sources, total spread in levels is approximately i dBA I
The distance scale is used primarily to indi- and the difference between the L_0 and Ls_ __
cats the distance interval between sound levels is approximately 0.5 dBA.
sources, but it could be related to a known

time scale, such as from the speed of the Per all these constructed noise traces, the [-i
advancing paper of the graphic level recorder assumed vehicle has a noise emission level

oE from timer marks superimposed on the of 80 d_A at 50 ft distance. _-
trace.

In real-life highway situations, autos have ....
Recall that L_a is the noise level that is variable nolse levels, trucks have variable :
exceeded for 10% of any speclflsd suitable noise levels, and the mixing of autos and

sampling time, For the unifomm repetitive trucks yields noise level variations of 10-
flow of vehicles used for this example, a 20 dBA. Thus, the simple noise traces

sampling time can he quite sho_t (it could sketched here are seen to be idealized and I !
include as little as exactly one complete will not be found in the field. Statistical
cycle of signal variation). Now, suppose sampling techniques will be offered later,
that the length of the sample trace is however, to permit reasonable approximations
assigned an arbitrary time interval of 10O of the LL_ and Ls0 sound levels without re- _ '
units. We can then determine the length of qulring graphic level recording equipment.
iO time units and 50 time units on that The constructed noise traces have been used _

sample trace. It then becomes necessary to here _ersly to illustrate the nature of noise

find the noise level whose total duration level changes as a function of the various
just equals the 10 time unitsl this noise distances involved and to observe generally
level is L_0. It is next necessary to find the trend toward more uniform noise levels
the noise level whose total duration just with increased traffic quantity.
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Later in the text, tables of data taken from In s_ary, this chapter has been devoted to

-_ NCHRP Report 117 and the TSC Report will pro- (a) the noise of indivldual automobiles and

i vide a means for estimating the L_ sound trucksl (b) the secondary parameters that
• levels for both autos and truoksp as a func- influence noise, and (c} an introduction to

_ion of quantity of traffic (in vehicles per the use of Lt. and Ls. values using simple

hour), average speed of the traffic, and idealized moving noise sources. In Chapter

-_ distance to the highway° A procedure is then 3r noise measurement techniques wall ba

i giveb for esti_atin_ the dlffcrc_ce (LLo " L_.} presented, ai_d at taking data that can

in dBA, which is a funohlon of the quantity yield the Li0 and Ls0 values for specific

of t_affic (in vehlules per mile) and the situations. Then, Chapter 4 will be devoted

distance from the highway to the neighbor to the noise radiated by highways carrying

: area in q_estlon. We have already seen various quantities of the auto and trucks

somewhat lh_ultlvely from the idealized co_sldered singly in Chapter 2. Tha NCHRP

"noise trac_s" that the factors of quantity and TSC methods for analyzing highway noise

and distance are isvolvedo will be pre_ented and discussed in Chapter 4.

_0 i i i i _ I.... i i _ I _ l i I I i I I I _ _

SPECTRUM

f-- -

//Cn-
Z

=_ =-- 40 _MODIRED BY

_ A-SCALE FILTER

-7 ,,I,,I,, IiIlll II,i,,I, ,
_ _3_ 5 63 |_-5 250 500 1000 _000 4000 8000

OCTAVEBAND CENTER FREQUENCY(Hz)

FIGURE _.1 GENERALIZEDSPECTRUMOFTYPICALPASSENGER
_- AUTOMOBILEAT 50 MPHSPEEDANDAT 50 FT

DISTANCE"FROMNCHRPREPORT78
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CHAPTER 2 PROBLEMS _ _I

_ i

i. One lane of a highway handles 1200 vehicles per hour.
Assume that all traffic is uniformly spaced along the
lane. --

a. How many vehicles pass a given point on that lane i-
during one minute, if the average traffic speed is
30 mph?
Arts. L

b. How many vehicles pass a given point on the lane during F'-
•. one minute, if the average traffic speed is 60 mph? L

(Think about itS)

Arts.
c. How many seconds of time elapse between vehicle

passages, for the 30 mph average speed? _ !_

Arts. see° L.

d. How many seconds of time elapse between vehicle passages, F"

for the 60 mph average speed? _ __ i
J

Arts. sec.

I--

2. Continue considering the conditions of Problem I, in which
one lane handles 1200 vehicles per hour, and all traffic
is uniformly spaced along the lane. (Recall that 60 mph

88 ft/sec.) [m

.... a. What is the average center-to-center spacing of the

vehicles for an average traffic speed of 30 mph? _
: Arts. ft

b. What is the average center-to-center spacing of the _"I
vehicles for an average traffic speed of 60 mph? _ '

Ans. ft

' i

c. How many vehicles are in a one-mile length of the lane, _
when the average traffic speed is 30 mph?

Ans. !_

J
d. How many vehicles are in a one-mile length of the lane,

when the average traffic speed is 60 mph? 'I
AI%s.

JrF
'I
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3. Refer to Figure 1.9 on page 1-27. Forty-one sound sources
are shown distributed uniformly along a 4000 ft llne source,

-_ with a spacing of 100 ft between sources. Each sound
source in that illustration is taken to have a "noise

I _ emission level" of 80 dBA at 50 ft distance.

a. For that layout, what does the table at the bottom
of the figure give for the total sound level at
Point C located 200 ft to the side of the line of

-_ sources?

Ans. dBA
r

b. Now, suppose that instead of the somewhat fictitious
level of 80 dBA, we are to have autos traveling along
the souroe line (road) at 60 mph, and each auto has a

_ noise emission level of 73 dBA, as taken from the TSC
data. Each individual sound source along the line is

then 7 dBA lower than the 80 dBA value assumed origin-ally in Figure 1.9. For this new condition, what total
sound level would you expect at Point C, 200 ft to the
side of the road?

Ans. dBA

c. Continuing the new condition of 73 dBA autos instead of

80 dBA fictitious sources, approximately what soundlevel would you expect at Point C, if there were twice
as many autos on the 4000 ft length of road (i.e., a

50 ft spacin_ between sources)?Ans. dBA

d. What sound level would you expect at Point C, if there
_ were half as many autos on the 4000 ft length of road

(i.e., a 200 ft spacing between sources)?

"- Arts. dBA
-- L

e. For a uniform vehicle spacing of I00 ft along one lane
x _ of a roadway, what would be the traffic count for that

lane, in vehicles per hour, for an average speed of
60 mph?

-- Ans. vph

-- f. Considering the general trend of the idealized noise
_ traces shown in Figure 2.15 on page 2-21, and taking

into account the total sound level estimated above in

-- Problem 3b, give a rough estimate of the L_0 and Ls0
values that might he expected for a line of 73 dBA

'_ autos at 100 ft uniform spacing as heard at Observer
Position C, 200 ft to the side of the road.

Ans. L_0 & dBA; Lsa & . dBA

2-23



4. Refer to Pigure 1.3 on page 1-24. At Point C, 200 ft from _
the source line, the total sound level i• 68 dBA for a
•ingle sound sourcs at Point i, when that sound sourc_ has
a "noise emission level" of 80 dBA at 50 ft distance. -

a. Suppose we now substitute a diesel truck for that
stationary sound source. Let the diesel truck have a
"noise emission level" of 87 dBA at 50 ft distance, as
taken from the TSC approach. What would be the sound
level at Point C for the single truck.

Arts. dBA

b. Now, suppose the source line of Figure 1.3 is extended
1600 ft in both directions beyond Point i, and let a
truck be placed on the extended source llne 1600 to the

I left of Point i, and another truck 1600 ft to the rightof Point i. We now have a source line 3200 ft long, --
with three trucks on the line at uniform 1600 ft spacing,
as shown here. "

2 1 3 -

• 1600 ft T 1600 ft a . :-

i J--

C 20O ft U

[j

For the sak_ of identification, label the trucks "2"
and "3" as shown. Using the "inverse square law" '-,
table for sound level reduction from point sources _i
(Table 1.3 on page 1-32), estimate the sound level at
Point C for trucks "2" and "Y'. Remember that each ,.i
truck has a noise emission level of 67 dBA at 50 ft '_
distance.

Ans. dBA for truck 2 ,{
I

dBA for truck 3

c. What is the total sound level at C due to trucks 2 & 3?
Ans. dBA

d. What is the total sound level at Point C due to all
three trucks along the source llne?

Ans. dBA Jl I

.J
2-24
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i 5. Using Figure 1.9 as a model for auto traffic in a one-lane
highway, we have estimated in Problem 3b above the total
sound level at Point C due to a 4000 ft line of 73 dBA

1 autos with i00 ft spacing. Repeat that answer here:

-_ dBA.

Using Figure 1.3 as a model for truck traffic in a one-lane
highway, we have estimated in Problem 4d above the total
sound level at Point C due to a 3200 ft line of 87 dBA

-q trucks with 1600 ft spacing. Repeat that answer here:

• dBA.

-_ a. Considering the general shape of the idealised noise
_] trace at the bottom of Figure 2.15 on page 2-21 for

1600 ft spacing of vehloles (as applicable to Problem
' 4d above), and considering the results of Problem 3

above for a flow of autos at i00 ft spacing, estimate
roughly the appr_xlmate Ll0 and Ls0 sound levels for
a merging of the autos and trucks onto a single roadway.

Remember that the sound level of each of the assumedsources of Figure 2.15 is 80 dBA at 50 ft, whereas the
autos and trucks considered here have noise emission

.._ levels of 73 and 87 dBA, respectively.
Ans. L:_ = dBA; Ls0 = dBA

b. For a uniform truck spacing of 1600 ft and an average
speed of 60 mph, what would be the traffic count of
trucks in vehicles per hour?

Ans. vph

: Note: The individual auto and truck "noise emission levels"
used in the above problems are those used in the TSC

-i prcgram. The L_0 level derived in Problem 5 by
-- considering the data and procedures of Chapter 2,

based on single vehicles and idealized conditions, can
IT be checked against the TSC Nomograph after the TSC
--! procedure has been presented and dlsc_ssed. By using

slngle-source noise data taken from the NCHRP procedure,
i these problems could also be worked out using the

Chapter material, answers checked against
2 and the

the values obtained from the NCHRP analysis procedure.
These checks are.left for the reader to perform at a

r'-T, later time, if desired.

2-25
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CHAPTER 3

"_ ENVIROHMENTAL NOISE MEASUREMENTS
J

}

-i
This chapter contains (i} a discussion of desired for this work. The total tolerance

,,-_ the charscteristic_ and general use of sound llmlts foc sound at random incidence Eor the
level meters for making outdoor ambient noise Type 2 meter with A-scale filter are appro-
meanurementst (2) a dlscuaslon of the faobo_s ximately as follows (see ANSI 51.4-1971 for

"q involved in the selection of locations and more precise valueg}:

, tlm_s for carrying out _mbient noise measure-
-' ments, and (3} a suggested sampllng tech- 20-40 Hz ±4 dB

nigue for obtaining ambient noise data in a
--" form _hat perk/to reasonably valid detez_nl- 50-80 Mz _3 dB

_ation of representative LI. and Lea noise
levels. This material is directed toward 100-250 Mz _2% dB

the use of _imple equipmen_t and the proce-
dures are r_stElcted to the type of field 315-1600 MZ _2 dB

-- measurement_ deemed necessary roe highway
noise studies. More sophisticated equipment 2000-2500 Mz ±3 dB

-- set-ups and methods of data analysis may be
used by persons o¢ groups having more ex- 3150-10,000 Hz ±S dB

-- perlence or expert knowledge in this field.
In th_ classroom coverage of noise measure- For ambient and traffic noise measurements,

_, ments, a few samples of tape-recorded a_b- the A-scale filter of the sound level meter
lent and hlghway_sounds will be played, and should be used (do not use B- or C-scale
course attendees will be given an opportuni- EiltersI. The meker--'_hould have both a
ty tO make noise mQasureme_ts of these se- "slow" and "fast" meter response _ovement.
lected samples.

r_! It is reco_ended that the sound level meter

be purchased frem a reliable manufacturer
3.] SOUND LEVEL METER FOR NOISE M[ASUREMEN_S who has been in the field of sound measure-

r_= merit equipment for many years a_d who has

Per several y_ars_ the American National an esta_llshed service organizatlon foe
Standards Institute ("ANSI") and its fore- ta_Ing care of equipment servicing and re-
ru_ner, the ANerican Standards Association pair.

("ASA"), have had suitable speclflcatlo_s

I_ and a_horlty to control the acoustical and The Instruction of
Manual the sound level

electrical r_sponse of sound level meters, meter should be studied carefully while
ANSI Standard Si.4-1971 spe_Ifles Eour types learning to use the instrument, and it
of sound level meters; should be referred to when guestions arise

-- On _Se_ testing, maintenance and cars of

Type I Pre_Islon th_ equipment. In addition, handbooks and
"_ Type 2 General Purpose text books are available on noise measure-

Type 3 SurVey me_t equipment, procedures and data analysls_
_. T_pe S Special Purpose

In the general dlsc_ssion that Eollows, se-

-- The Type 2 l_strument ha_ performance oha- venal suggestions are made that may be help-
raoteri_tlcs _hat are c0_sidered acceptable ful in planning a_d carrying out field _ea-
for amble_t _olse measurements fo_ FNWA su_ement work, and that may _ssolve some

-" highway noise studies. The Type S Instru- problems e_cou_tered during field work. This
merit can be used for any special appllcatio_ is not to be construed, however, as a com-

-- but it _ust _hsn meet the appropriate speci- plete set of instructions on instrumentation
fications of o_e of the other three types, a_d field testing,
and it must be labeled to indicate which type.

j For example, a Type S2A meter would also be In addition to a sound level meter, at leastsuitable for highway and ambi_nt measure-
me_ts_ since it would m_st t/Is Typ_ 2 spe- *For eaample_ "Handbook of Noise Measurement"
elficatlons _nd would contain an A-scale Ell- by Arnold Peterso_ and Ervin O_oss (General

tsr, The Type 1 Sound Level Meter has a Radio Company, 1972); "Acoustic Noise Measure-
greate_ accuracy tha_ roq_ired_ and the Type ments" by Jens Tramps Broth (Brdel and kjaer

--" 3 _eteE has a lower grade of accuracy tha_ Co_pany, 1971); "Measurements in Mechanical
Dynamics" by Davi_ M, _east (McGraw-Hill Book
Co. 1967) .
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four pieces _f auxiliary equipment are re- The batteries of the callbr_tor should also
quired for making the desired outdoor mea- be checked periodically and replaced when ne-

surements: a eallbrator_ a windscreen, a cessary. _fl at the time of a calibration,

set of head phones, and a tripod (see Sketch the sound level meter appears to have shifted _ _
3.1). more than about 3 dB from its last oalibra- J

tionf this is a clue that something may be

The calibrator is a "must" for all nmlse _ea- wrong with either the calibrator _r the s0und
surements. A calibrator is a standardized_ level _eter_ Zn this event, check the bat-

stable sound source that produces a certain terles again or even replace the batteries,

k_own sound pressure level at the microphone making sure that the battery contact points
of the sound level meter when the calibrator are clean. If this does not return the in- _;

i_ coupled to the meter. It is good practice strument to reasonably correct condition,
tO calibrate the meter before and after tak- refer to the Instructlon Manual for assistance

i_g each set of noise dater and to make any or send the meter and calibrator back to the _--

s_all adjustments in the "gain" of the sound manufacturer for a check or repair. It is _ !

l_v_l meter to k_ep it reading correctly. A fool-hardy to take questionable data.

"small adjustment" might be up to _I dB. Be-

fore making _ adjustment to _he gain of the A windscreen is a porous sphere that covers -_
sOu_d level _eterl ib is suggested that the _he microphone to reduce the wind turbulence
SOLL_d l_vel _ter have a warm-up tim_ of at without reducing the sound signal. Without

least 2 minutes and th_ callbrator have a a wlndscreene eve_ low-speed wind _ovemsnt

warm-up time of at least one-h_if mibute (or over th_ microphone produces turbulence noise

follow the p_¢edure recor_onded in _he In- that may be greater in level than the quiet
st_uoti_n Hanual). If a quick check call- anlblent noise that is to be _sasured. In

b:ation shows meter a_reement with the call- high winds and/or in quie_ a_bients, false _'
brator level (within a_out _% d_), it is not sound level readings may by _btalned even

necessary to _ak_ a_ _d_usbmenb or to wait with the windscreen in place. TO listen for

through the e_tlre warm-up ti_e. Al_o, be_ wind _oise, or other false non-acoustic siq- !

fore making aby adjustment to the so_nd is- nals, a set of well-fitted high-quallty, '.._.

vel m_ter, check the battery level of the hi_h-lmpedance ear@hones should be used when
meter. If th_ needle deflection is below ambient noise levels are being taken. (Low

the app_opciat_ lower limit line of the me- impedance headphones load down the output of !_

tee scale o_ battery cheak_ new batteries the s_und level meter so that falsely low I
should be installed in the sound level meter, readings are obtained.) The headphones ._

[-

(''''_--WINDSCREEN 9 __

CALIBRATOR :-'

SOUND LEVEL HIGH'IMPEDANCE !
. METER HEADPHONE

ANSI TYPE 2
OR EQUAL

!

P-SOARO

_'.,.// STOP-WATCH ,]
TRIPOD _ DATA SHEETS _

,!

SKETC__.1 '_

11
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z= lsgoodpracti_efortheperson_kl.g SOUND SOURCE OR SOURCES "_
t_e readings to stand back a_ Ear as possl- j :-
ble from the meter, so that hls body re-
flects minimum sound energy bae_ to the me- _ _ _

tot, The body will represent minimum fron- \ / //tel area to the soumd wave and minimum p0s- .--
slble interference with the sound field \ / /
near the microphone, if the meter reader _ /
will stand to the side of the meter, some- \ -- / ; :

what as shown schematically in sketch 3.3. \ / //Of CO_ISe_ when the a_ibient is made up of _

sound f,om many pos.lble sound sources corn- .\ /////

lag from ma_y dlrectio_ss the meter reader i.:

shauld locate hi.self so that he represents \

minimum bar=ier or reflector for the sound \ /. _ _-that is being measurod. ,/

ERecall, also, _0m Section i.ii that athos- _'
pheric effects maF influence sound levels
at any one locablon. Without fairly sophls- SOUND

bloated _teorologic_l field equipment, it LEVEL F
kS not pOssible to knOW the wind and theZ- METER _
m_l gradients that sometimes play an impor-
tant role in the bending of sound waves. _ METER

Thus, it is wise to include enough readings READER _-
near and on opposite sides of known sound
SOUECeB to know if reaBo_E_ble values &ce be- _,,._
ing measured.

=f _r, i, anyq.estlon abo_tthev_ildi:y plaN vIEw I Zof the _olse lev_is, relative tO atJ_ospbellc r
effects_ additional c_leck readings should be
taken at later times.

SKETCH 3.3 _

As shown in Sketdb 3.1, a clapboard, a stop- _i
watch [or a watch with a large readable j
sweep-seCONd hand), and a p_d of data sbeots
complete the auxiliary materials needed for
the ambient measurements. The need for these i '

materials will become more obvious whea spe = _.
clflc procedures a_e discussed in later sec-
tions of this Chapter.

Some ancient noises vary from day to night/ l_'some an_biests differ by the day of the week; _Il._ AMBIENT NOISE and some ambients vary from suff_e_ to winter.
Where a_ients involve commuter traffic

Th_ "a_blent" noise in a_y area is the "back- routes, these a_bients can even vary by the _ 1gro_d" _oise made up of all the natural a_d hour.

_-made noises generally considered to b_ _i_
co.rained wlthi_ _he _oousblcal environment For purposes of highway noise studies, a_-
of _hat general a_sa. Near aN alrpo_t_ the blent noise measurements are taken I_ order

a_mlent _ay l_lude alrc_sft _oise, either to establish a base for existing noise con- I I
from nearby flights or from ground operations ditlons. This makes it possible to have a
at bhe airport. Near a _ailroad track_ the refere.ce for comparison when roadway chart- |=_
a_ient _ay i_clude frequsmt or oocaslo_al ges_ i_proveme_ts_ or new hlghways are co.-

traiA passages. Near a fi=e-station or a templated for an area. The difference in >_'
hospital, sirens _a_' be a part of the cross- _oise levels "before" and "after" the _hange ' I

tidal enviro_snt. In or near industrial gives an indication of the impact of the
area_, various kinds of industrial Noises noise on th_ area affected. In additlo_
_ake up large parts of the total a_lent. In the n_,_ber of people, or residences, or

suburban and rural areas, barklsg dogs_ rust- acoustically sensitive buildings i_ the _ Illng leaves_ chirping birds, and crickets area affected by the change represents an_-
may be a signlfican_ part of the an%blent, ther dimension of the extent of the impact. _I
Near lakes_ motorboats in the daytime a_d Of co_rse, it is desirable that the highway
"peepers" and frogs at nigh= may be a pa_t changes have _inimum impact o_ the area; i=

of the ambient. Ne,_r school grounds, re- ks the intent of PPM 90-2 to minimize impact _ l
creation areasl parks and swi_uning pools_ by highway desig_ coNside_atlo_s_ and ic is
childreN's voices may be a pa_t of the a_- tho purpose of this textbook a_d course to
bie_t. Similarly, near streets, ma_or provide data and procedures fo_ helping _he

arte=les_ and highways_ traffic noise may be highway designer and @farmer to carry Duo _.. ,

part of the ambient, this objective.
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"_ SO, in order to have a fair reference base A relatively slow private plane at its cruis-
i. for the "before" or existing conditions, a ing altitude or a co_ercial airliner at its

representative collection of ambient noise cruising altitude can be the dominant sound

data must be taken, Perhaps, one of the in a ve_j quiet background for a limited

_r more difficult questions to be faces is; time. Should it be 10eluded in the a_bient
i , What should he measured and what should not reading? This is on_ oE t]_ mor_ difficult

be measured as ambient noise? Should a questions. Aircraft noise is commonplace

chirping birdl barking dog, fi_e-engine si- almost eve:ywhere, but for some "out-of-the-

,-_ rent aircraft flyoverl jackhah%mer_ snow-no- way" places that are not at all near prinoi-
bilel _otor boat, forging hanuner_ policeman's pal air traffic routesf aircraft flyovers

. I whistle, screeching brakest bus start-up, or do not occur frequently. Yet, one such fly-
piledriver be included? Should the crickets, over during a 10-minuto monitoring period
rustling leaves_ screaming ohlldrQnt or a could completely dominate the peak noise and

,_ neighbor's loud radio or hi-fi be measured? establish the 510 noise level. That wouldShould a single ca_ panslng along a quiet not appear reasonable; whereas along prinoi-
residential street, but sear the sound level pal air traffic routes_ a few airorafb per
meter, be meassred? Should the _ail truckt hour might pass by, and SO that noise would
or the school bus, or ths garbage plck-up appear to be a reasonable part of the ambient
trUckp or a passing dump truck be i_cluded of the are_. For such types of noisesl it is

_J in the ambient? Each of these may be a fair- wise to record the noise level (using a spe-
lT normal so_d ab one tim_ or a_other, at oial designation such as "a" for aircraftl
one place or another, or "t" for trucks or "d" for dog_ or "s" for

_i siren, etc.) during each monitorlng time in-
, The a_swer to the above questions _ust be pro- terval {to be discussed In a later section),

L_ vld_d by the pe_son taking the data. The and to de_ermlne later if that noise is re-
r_al gu_stio_ to be asked and a_swered first p_esentative o_*nob. Per exa_ple_ while
isl Is it representative? setting up the equipment, be aware of _he

sound_ in the area; begin to decide what

_) Sf a house is being built o_ the last avails- so_nds seem typical, begin to formulate the
ble l_b in several blocks of residential area_ symbols -- the "o's", "t_s ", "d's ", ere.--
the hammering a_d _he power saw and the dump to he used for special sounds. If an air-
truck re_oving debris probably a_e not repre- craft passes over during the first monitoring

i sentative of continued sounds i_ that area, period_ s_ay for a second monitoring pe_iodl
_ so those so_nds should not be considered as and then while preparing to leave the site_

representing long-_ime ambients and they continu_ to be alert to possible repeat
should _ot be measured. A fire-truck siren events. This will give some assistance In

_;_ in a quiet residentl_l area may be the most helping decide what sounds are representa-

If_ ex_itlng outdoor sound all day, and it is a rive. A further note cn aircraft noise:
completely reasonable sound, but fire trucks you will undoubtedly he making several _ea-
make _atheE infrequent visits into residen- surements i_ a general location; that will

!_ ]_ tial areas (remote from fire stations), and give addlti_nal time to learn if flights

i _% that sound would not be representative and are common O_ unusual._i perhaps should not be measured for that par-
_" tioul_r area. Yet, near a flr_ station or Finally_ of course, near highways_ traffic

near a hospltal_ wi_h frequen_ emergency am- noise is a significant part and sometimes
._{_ bulande arrlvals_ sl_ens may b_ quite com- a controlling part of the ai_blenb noise.

_,_, monplace and should be measured as a real
This should he measured at appropriate in-

part of the environment, cations and times_ as discussed next.

,_ Near industrial ar_as of long-standing, in-
: % dustrial noises of either day or night oc- 3.3 SELECTION 0_ MEASUREMENT SITES FOR
--' cu_r_nces should be included in the a_ienb AHB|E/IT ?_OISE MEASUREME_IT5

of thab area. The sounds of a passing school
b_8 or a garbage pic_-up truck are completely When selecting measurement sites, keep in

!_] reasonable in a community. BU_ are they r_- mind that the objective of the ancient noise
I pres_ntative of the aznblent environment to survey is to collect the Information required

be described? DO bhey OCCUr every hour? to assess the impact of the new highway pro-
ject on the community in terms of the expec-

__ If a dog starts barking at you because you ted change in =he noise environment. Thehave set up your noise measurement equipment noise report will have _o describe this im-
pact in a way that is sufficiently detailedin his front yard, you a_e a part of the

cause of the noise _nd that dog's barking and specific, but also in a way that pre-
should _ob be measured, seats the results in summary form from which

'_'I the reader can easily draw meaningful con-

I If the wind blows so hard that rustling clusions. The noise level cannot be mea-
-_ leaves produce co_trolllng sound levels_ sured at every poin_ in the study area. Fur-

measurements should be discontinued at that ther, separate descriptions of the expected

site u_til less wind and less noise is pre- noise impact for every point in the study
area would be more information than the re-:_ sent.

; pOEt reader could assimilate in his mind.
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All especially noise sensitive locations All of thes_ ambient noise levels should be

Should be studied separately and in detail, identified as to exact locatlont and included
But, for most projects covering lar_e land in the final Noise Report.
areas, a way has to be found bO dlvlde the
study area into roprcsantatlvo _action_ wlth- b. Residenhial Ar_as. This category includes
i_ each of which the noise envirom_ent car primarlly the places where people liver re-

be typified by a singler or a few noise lax_ and sleep; na_slyl their homes. Zn ad-
measurements. For the _eise report, the dltion to private residences, it includes -_
s_udy area must also be divided into repre- apartment buildlnqst hotels and motels, nurs-
sentative sections within each of which the inq homesf etc. Several city blocks of an : i

impact of the new highway project can be area may be involved, so i_ is necessary _o
typified by a single humbert or a rang_ of select representative sites that are meaning- ..
nt_tbers, indicating _%e change in the noise ful. Mmaningful site selection requires the i
envlronment. The engineer will find the oh- general knowledge of the existing and future ;_
_ectives of the ambient noise survey better noise sources provided by the preliminary
served if he tentablvQly divides the seedy noise contour estimates. If the residential
a_ea into the above rapresentatlve sections area is too large to be typified by a single :-_
before selecting his measurement s_tes, ambient noise level or a single range of le-

vels, it should be subdivided into appropriate r :

L_nd use maps should be used in this planning smaller areas.

phase to help identify the present noisesources in the area° The traffic noise pre- ., For example, a large residential area n_a_ an

diotlon methods dlscussed in Chapter 4 can , exisEing truffle'arterial may be broken down
be seed be get a rough approximation of the ' into three groups of sitesl one group loca- '....

existing noise environment due to traffic, ted at the edge of the area adjacent to the
a_d to estimate the noise levels expected from existing highway where the ambient noise is
the new highway project. Preliminary noise clearly due to the highway traffic; a second
co,tours for both the existing _olse environ- group located toward the interior of the _e- i..,
merit and the new highway pEojecb _oise can be sidential area where the arterial traffic is
sketched on the land use map. From this data, still a major factor in establishing the noise
thOSe noise sensitive locations can be iden- enviro_ent, but other noises of the com-
billed where impact is liksly. Also the study munity are beginning to make significant

area ca_ tentatively be divided into smaller . contribution; and a third group deep enough
ar_as throughout which the existing noise into the community that the only noise mea-

environments are approximately uniform, and/ sured is from the community itself, and per- _ :or the anticipated noise impacts are apprex- haps very distant traffic and aircraft. At J
imatsly uniform. Measurement sites should be the conclusion of the measurement survey,
distributed withi_ these representative areas the ambient noise environment in the com-
as _eguired. munity can b_ summarized by the noise levels

typical of these three areas.

Essentially, for most highway projects (ex- _--
eluding those through dense urba_ areas), The precise location of the measurement site
four general categories of _easure_ent site is de_ermlned by the answer to the question
areas can be defined as described in the fel- posed in Section 3.2 above, regarding the _

lowing paragraphs, determination of what constitutes a_bient inolsel Is it representative? Just as the *_,

a. Es_eoiall_ Critical Noise-Sensitive Sites ambiests to he _easured should be represen-
SohOols_ h_splbals_ and places ot worship are retire, so also should the sites be repre-sentative. Site selections that are so _"
three spoclfic types of buildings tha_ must .
be sought Out for ambient m_asu_ements in unique as to appear to show bias one way or
a_y neighbo/hood. These _e_sitive areas re- the o_her are to be avoided. Fair represen- '_
ly strongly on the maintenance of adequate ration is essential. FOr the residential
quiet to be able to carry o_ speech co_uuni- sites, it is preferred that a_ient measure- _
cation indoors (and to some degree outdoors me_ts be made in the locations where h_/_an
as well) and to hays minimum disturbance of use typically OCCURS, i.e., in the front or _
sleep. School playgrounds add parks and cer- back yards_ (as appropriate) of the houses
tai_ oivia or co_nercial interests_ such as or buildings selected, usually within 10 to
o_tdooE theaters, outdoor music shells, _ut- 20 feet of the building. The exact location '_will make little difference for most of the
doo_ sports arenas, recreation parks, etc., ambient levels but i_ can make a difference

have need for ¢onside_atlon of the effects on noise levels arriving at the sound level
of noise on the functions they serve, meter from vehicles on the road or street

Spedific measurement sites should be located only a shor_ distance away. !_t
at the side of the building or along the side c. Sires Near Noise Sources. A number of _

of _he outdoor area that will face the pro- sites should be specifically selected near
posed roadway. Additional sites _ay be se- noise sources in the study area. These sites _
l@cted on more remote parts Of these land serve to help calibrate and refine the pre- I
spaces if future noise may be of concern liminary noise level contours. Several sites _4
thews also. Remember the importance of tak- should be selected having as nearly as possi-
ing upper floor outdoor readings, also, as ble full view of any existing major roadways _

mentioned in Section 3.1. in the area. These measured values can the_ !I
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be compared with the estimated levels for 3.4 SELECTIgN gF MEASUREMENT TIMES FgR
-- those positions, It will be qrafitying to AMBIENT NOISE MEASUREMENTS

find moderately good agreement (say, wlth
±5 dBA) between the measured and calculated The design noise levels given in Table i of
values, and it will lend confidence to the Appendix B OC PPN 90-2 {reproduced as Table
engineer and credence to the method. In fact, 1.i0 on page 1-36 of this text} are based on

-'_ if the measured levels and calculated levels L_0 levels for the design hourly volume of

} do not agree reasonably well (and if it is traffic. For comparison purposes, then, thls
-- clear that the ambients are largely made up suggests that as many measurements as possl-

of known traffic noise)l thl_ is an indication ble should be made at or _ear current peak
that either the calculated values do not pro- hourly volumes. When this is done, the "be-

i i perly represent the operational data or the fore" and "after" comparisons are most mean-
_--_ measured levels do not correcbly reflect the ingfui because a minimum of other adjust-

traffic, and that 5ome unusual effects should me_ts are mode to the data. However, when

I be sought and explained, current traffic flow rates are gui_e varlabie
'_ from hour to hour and from day to night, ib

i If the special sites near the road have yield- is not practical to wait many days just los

ed good agreement between measured and oslcu- measurements to be made at those peak hour
fated levels, calculations should also be at- conditions. Thus, as a practical matter, if

-, tempted for a few of the sites measured under is usually necessary to take many a._olenb

i Items = and b above. It adds _trength to the readings at off-peak traffic conditions and
prediction method to be able to show that it abte_pb to make reasonable extrapolatlons to

l confirms existing measured conditions, of the current peak-hou_ traffic or to expected

I course, ths agreement will become poorer as fubu_e conditions.

_ One penetrates into the deeper parts of theI__} _o_/_u_ity because obhe_ sources may begin to When ambient measurements are made during
control, and th_ prediction mQthod is too off-peak periods, and it is known that the

I general to handle all the variables of spe- noise is largely attributable to traffic on, _ Gifio locale,, the highway in question, it is posslble with
i ! uhe Chapter 4 procedures to calculate rough

_f other souroe_ are known to contribute to L_a estimates for uhe measured off-peak fl0w
_he an%blent noise in a_y of the co,_unity io- (ass_ing the traffic count is known] as

_ cations, it is desirable to locate those well as for the probable peak flow rate.This oalculabed difference can then be ap-sources and make noise _easure_ents at one

ii I_ or two sites having essentially foil view plied to the actull measured off-peak con-
of them. Then_ using the general outdoor dltion to obtain a reasonable estimate of
noise reduction effects with distance (dis- the peak condition. The current peak hour

_ cussed in Sections 1.1g - 1.14), estimate noise can then be compared with the calcu-
the drop-off of that noise as it penetrates Isled or p_edict_d future design hou_ noise.

_ into the c_m_unity and check its calculated By the sam_ general approach_ a_bient read-levels against the measured ambients where
i_ Was heard and known fo exist. Agai_ it ings at peak daytime flow can be compared to

adds strength to the study to he able to nighttime average or minimum flow, giving a
_.._ show agreement between actual measured and general trend between daytime and nighttime

estimated ievels_ ao_d it shows that sosrces amblents.
other than highways sometimes influence the

'--7 acoustic environment. Thus, through this process of adjustment_ it• is possible both by calculation and by mea-

J d* Remote Azeas for "Noise FloOr", Selec_ surement to arrive at r_asonable estimates
several_it_s in areas _hat are r_mote f_om of f_affic noise that varies over a range o_
obvious and identifiable existing noise peak to off-peak or day to night traffic VO"

;_[ SOUrCes. These sites will probably yield lu_es. For these adjustments to be fairlythe lowest ambients (or the "_oise floor") accurate, it is necessary to make a t_afflc
of bhe a_ea. This noise floor should _epre- cou_t simultaneously with the measu:ed a_blent.
sent the quietest regioss in the whole area

_,, _der co_slderation. TO illustrate the procedure, suppose thaf a
, _ set Of an%blent noise measurements is made ab

.J It does nob matter whether the a_bient is due a given location nee: a highway and that the
fo natural or man-made sources. It is desir- L*0 Level is found to he 71 dBA for a mea-
able to identify on the data sheets the outed off-peak flow of 2420 autos and 163

_ SOUrCeS of the sounds that are heard at these trucks p_r hour. Suppose that by calcula-

' I positions, tion (a Chapter 4 prediction method), it is,_i found that the peak hourly vol_e of 3800
autos and 420 trucks per hour will produceIf the noise environment differs so greatly

within the area that it cannot be typified approximately 3 dBA greater L_ than that
calculated f_r 2420 autos and 163 trucks

'_ by a single ambient noise level, or a single
1 =_ge of levels. _he area should be subdivided per hour. This suggests, then, that for that

-- into smaller representative a_eas that, to- particular _easurement sits _ peak-hour El_W

gethe_, _an sea,afire the situation for the would yield an Li_ level of approximately

--I whole ar_a. 71 * 3 = 74 dgA.



Comparison of peak and off-peak measurements 6. Be aware that rustling leaves, katydids,
and calculations are also valuable because crickets, peepegs and bird chirps are '

they show how much the LLQ value_ may be ex- rich in high frequency noise (Influenc-
petted to drop below the puak values for ing the A-scale readings), and may give
c_rtaln parts of the day or night. For ex- false readings when other ambient sour- _ ;
ample, if peak hour com_uter traffic is oal- ces are presumably being measured (See- " i

culated or measured and found to produce an tions I.II, 3.2). i
Ll_ level of 68 dBA in a given community Io- i
cation, and nighttime Ll0 levels are talcs- 7. When setting up for ambient measurements -- i
fated to be 8-10 dSA below this value_ At at each site, listen for the sounds of :
can be predicted with moderate confidence the neighborhood and make a list of ; "
that nighttime Lie levels m_y range 58-60 dSA. those to be oonsldered reasonable a_d

representative as opposed to those that _,

In the a_lent survey, a nuatber of off-peak a_e not (Section 3.2).
amblunts should be specifically Included _-
where c_itical nigbtti_ conditions exist, B. Select amblent measurement sites to meet
and where these off-peak hours are the most the fo_r categories listed (Section 3.3}.

important times of day fo_ some of the noise "_:
sensitive locations. These _easured resul_s 9. outdoor ambient measurements should be

should then be compared to e_tlmated levels made at upper floor elevations if thos_ _
for the same traffic volumes to further es- elevations £epresent inhabited spaces
tablish the validity of the overall analysis (Section 3.1). _.

system. I0. Select an%blent measurement times to co- :
incide with peak hourly volume of traf-

5 CHECKLIST OF "O0'S" AN0 "0014_T$ ' I_ Eic for key sites, but also include
_OI$E _EASUREM_NT5 off-peak and some ,ighttime measurements

Isectlon 3.4}.

_y way of su_m_ary of _any earlier suggest-

Ions_ this lis_ of practlea_ reminders is ii_ Repeat some a_bients st a later time

offered. For reference purposes_ the loca- (several days later) as a check agalpst _,
tlcn in which the suggestion appeared is the first data and as a test of whether
_iv_ in parenthesis, or not unknown atmospheric effects may .7

have altered significantly some of tl_e ._--
i. The mlnimt_ required pieces of nois_ data (Sections 1.Ii, 3.i).

_easurement equipment are: a sound {'-,
level meter, a calibrato_ a pair of 12. Follow caref_lly the meas_Eoment ro_-
headphones_ a windscreen and a tripod rises given In the material that fel- _--
(Sectlon 3.1). lows for determining and testing the

validity Of the L.. levels (Section 3.6).
_ 2, A-scale sound levels are specified, i-

The "slow" meter response will be
_sed for most _easureme_s, but the

"fast" response may be used o_ oc-
casion to ob_ai_ sbort samples of T-* :

: desired sounds i_ the m_dst Of U_- :

wa_ted interfering sounds. _-_ i

3. M_ter c_llbratlons should be made De-

fore and after each set of measure- I"
_ents (Sec_lon 3.1). _,

4. Whe_ readl_g th_ meter_ stand back away
from the meter as far as practical and

place the meter and your body in such
a way as to repgesent minimum inter- _.
ference wi_h the sound field (section
3.1).

: 5. Avoid noise measurements in high winds,

during raln_ and at times of very high
humidity if abe microphone produc_s pop-
plng sounds (Sections I.Ii, 3.1). Tire , ,
noise on wet streets has a higher-than- _ !

_sual a_ount of high frequency noise i
and could produce ml_leadlng results
(Section i. Ii).

,...:
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! 3.6 ROISE MEASUREMENTPROCEDURE should be wo/n at all rimes. The meter
.t should generallybe se_ on "slow response"

This section describes a suggested method foc (see paragraphs 3.1 and 3.7 for exceptions).
_- measuring the Lt 0 noise level in "real time"

(without the need of tape recording equip- b) Procedure

* Every ten seconds, on the markr read the
The statlstlc_l basis for calculating the A-level from the sound level meter. Per
confidence ll_its and accuracy follows £n an this survey technique, the A-levels ace
appendix to this chapter. NO _ssumptions grouped into "wlndows" - each two deci-

,J concerning the time pattern of the noise are bels wide (_ee the data sheet, Pigura d.l).
made. (The noise is not assumed to he Gaus- The range of noise levels between 50 and
sian.) 60 dBA, for example, is divided into these

windowsl 50-52 dSA, 52-54 dSAt 54-56 dBA,
,j a) 8e_u_ 56-58 dSA_ and 58-60 dSA.

A suggested setup foc the inetc_entation is • Record the A-level on the data sheet as a
described ha_e Csee Sketch 3.1}; The sound check-mark in the appropriate window.

'_i level meter is mounted on the tclpod so that Work from left to right within each win-
._ the person baking the readings has beth hands dew, a_ shown in Sketch 3.4.

free, A watch (oc stop watch) is s_rapped to
the top of a clipboard holding the data • After 50 sa_ptes (8 minutes, 20 seconds),

-- sheets (Figure 3.1}. with the clipboard in test the samples by the crltecimn dis-
} one hand_ the sweep _co_d-hand can be watched, cussed below, If the samples meet the

-- and thQ A-level _ecerded on the data shee_ oriterlonf then the measurement is tom-

every ten seconds. The earphones, which are plebe. If nott then another 50 samples

t -n connected to the sound level meter outputr- _ust be taken and the test repeated.!

4-dill IIII III I IIIII II_llll II

I 8-8 IIIII IIII IIII III I llllIl II IIII II !
4-8 fill _llt fill Ill lllll i_ [I IIII II '

"J 6, illl III lJ
_o-o II_I II¢III tl I II II (II II

_ 8-5 llll ,,ll , II,ll ,l, I_,,i ,l ,, ,i, '' I
1 4-s_I lli(_li..L_ILLLLLJ ill ill_l _II, III !I

1_0.2_ t{ll lllli* FII II Jill II

[ z-4_|lilli I I_I I}11 _llill411 Iili ill
I_o-_II ll_I II_ i} II i! IIi _I_ lli II III I_

"'I 8-0 ' _ II !I i[,_

I 1 ,I r I!II_ III II
-- 8-8 l I IIII I Ill, , ,I l,,,llll[I I!i IJ
" I o-,11 I1,1I,I Illl ,I Illgllllll ftll II[

--_ L_VELNISE 10 20 50 40 _0
5,, {dam SKETCH 3,4

J
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C) EvaluatioQ and Criterion requiring further sampling. However, if the _.
c_iterJo, i_ still not met after skewing,

After each group of 50 sampl_s ha8 been taken, then a_othe_ S0 samples must be taken, and
nne following test is made: SQ on.

• Counting down from the top of the data
sheet (and from left to right within each d) Results
window), circle the "test samples" shown
in the acoompanylng table. O_ce the test ariterlon has beer metw then _he

Lz_ has been determined with 95 peroen_ confl-

FOr i_stance, after 50 samples have bs_n ta- dance to fall between the upper and lower er- --
ken, then the ist_ the 5_h, and the lOth sa_- rOT limit test sampl_s. _ ,
pies from the top are circled. These three
test Samples constitute _he 5z_, flanked by The final step is t_ken by asslgning A-level
its upper and lower erro_ limits, values to the three test samples. It is not

pQssible to know exactly what noise lev_l

. Crite_ion_ Zf these three test samples each of these three check marks represe_tst + :
slnc_ this information was los_ when th_ two-

fall into these contiguous windowse then dBA window was chosen. TO hm cons_rv_tive_ --.
the m_asur_e_t is complete. O_h_rwise, A-level val_es are assigned to overestimate
another 50 samples _ust be taken and
tested agaln. (Sometimes the test s_m- the error. This is done by choosing the
ples will be even more closely packed_ highest A-level in the upper limi_ window

and the lowest A-level in the lower limit

falling into only two (or perhaps just window• For uniformity, the L_. i_ chosen =-one) co_tlguous windows• In these cas_s,
the c_iterlon is also met.) to he the cente_ of the Lz0 window, _or ex-

ample, in Sketch 3.4 the Eesults would be '_:

• If i00 o_ m_re samples have bee_ taken_ a stated as follows_
process called skewing is allowed. By L[_ - 49 dBA, within maximum limits of _-
this process, thu two outer test sa_p1_s 46 dSA and 50 dSA
{the error limits) can be shifted by one i_.
sample (_ot one wl_dow), both in the sa_ In another notation_
directio_•

L*0 = 49 +i-3 dBA
For exampl_ if the criterion is _ot _et after "_t
10O samples by testing th_ 5th, 10th and 17th _/
samples, the ¢_ite=ion can bs _ested With Ch_ I_ Figure 3.2, a more complex sequence of
4th, 10th and iSth samples or the 6th, 10th ambient readings is shOWn - in 50-sample in- _
and IBth sa_pl_s. Although this skewing pro- c_e_ents. As ca_ be s_en, the error wl_dow
cedur_ will nob chang_ the Lt0 value - nor will becomes progressively narrowe_ _z_ _ore _i
it change the number of s_ples between the s_mples are taken. Note that th_ test sam-
upper and lower error limits - it can some- ples have been skewed downward for the 100-

tim_s provld_ the n_¢essary accuracy without sample best. i"

TABLE OF TEST SAMPLES %_'

Total IIu_ber Uppe_ Error Lower Error k]lowable _ ,
of Samples LImlt LIO Limit Ekew_ng '._

50 lac sa_Iple 5_;* sample i0_;_ sample none . ,

i00 5_h 10_h 17_h one %.

150 8C_ 15:_ 23_d one

)

200 12:;* 20_;I 29ch one _.

250 16_h 25cA 35=h one

300 20_h 30_ _!ss one _ I

3_0 25_ 35_ _7_ one
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3.7 MZASUREMENTHX_TS 3.8 HATHEMATTCAiBASIS

. a) AttenuatorSetting A.e_amlnationof Figure3.2 visuallyindl-
oabes the meaning of the LL0 noise level.

Be prepared to make quick changes in the at- Graphically it is apprenb that the noise ex-
--_ renumber setting of the sound level meter as ceeded the Ll0 for I0 percent of the time.

trucks Or cars, passing qulckly byt cause Notice that the total time period was of no
'--" significant changes in sound Levels. For importance in determining the L_0. Whatever

example, a close truck passby may cause the the _ime period is, the Li0 is exceeded for
noise level to rise Quickly from 70 d3A to i0 percent of the total time.

_ 90 dBA. In this case, you should anticipate
,j the higher level and shift the attenuator For any time period, we wish to sample the

ahead of time. After a bit of practice, you noise to determine the Ll0. If we sample it
should be able to anticipate the attenuator continuously, then we obtai_ the exact LL0

_" setting that will be required when the second for that time period. If we do not sample it

1 hand of the timing watch reaches its 10-second continuously - but at 5- or lO-second inter-
-- point. It is better to lose som_ 10-second valsp for instance - then we obtain only an

readings off the bottom end of the scale than a_proximation of the exact Ll0 for that time
off the bop. The readings _ssed off the top perlo_, The error involved depends upon the

-I of th_ scale are meet likely to be important n_llber of samples we takp. The _o_e s_Jnples,

__ in dete_ining the (near-peak) L|a. the less error.

b} F_st Meter Responses The mathematlcians can tell us our error if
we sample in the proper manner. The most

Sometimes certain noises will not be consi- stralghtforwaEd sampling procedure is to sam-doted part of the ambient to be measured (see ple randomly, i.e., to sp_ce the _amples ran-
SectiQn 3.2 above). When this is t.he case, domly over the total time period. This is a

Very inconvenlent procedure to follow in theAt is necessary to read between these noises.

I ! If one of these noises controls the noise it- field. Luckily, the mathematics is equallyvel aba 10-second ma_k, then the mark is valid if the sampling is performed at regular
skipped and no reading is t_e_ until the next tlme intervals, say every 5 or lO secon_s_

!i _ark. The "metronome" character of the I0- provided the noise level itself varies ran-
_i _ second _arks should be retalned_ since it is dcmlyl we are going to assu_e it does in co_-

_'_ important to avoid introducl,g operator bias puting our measurement error. Because thisi_to the saunpli_g procedure, assumption is not strictly correct, the actual
error is less than computed; so we are erring

i' Erroneous readings due to some unwanted on the safe side.
i" @_, noises, such as wind noise on the microphone

or barklng dog noise, are dl_flc_It to avoid. The full mathematical basis for determining
{_ For this type noise, it is recommended that the measurement error is contained in the ap-

t_e meter be switched to the "FAST" response, pendiM to this chapter. It requires unifom_

_-_ On this _esponse, the meter will quickly set- sampling, i.e., spaced equally in time. The
) tie back to the ambient n_ise level between procedure then p_edicts the 95 percent confi-

-J wind gusts or dog barks_ to allow readings donee limits of the L._ independenb of the
on intermediate 10-second marks, character of the noise fluctuations. (The

distrih_tio_ does not have to be gaussian_
-- Reme_%ber that the measured Lt_ is the L_ for instance.) All that is of importance is

t for the _eas_=_enb time period only. For the nu_er of samples taken. The more samples,
example_ if i00 samples were t_ken before the greater the acc_rary.
the criterion was met_ then the noise was

-] s_pled over 1000 seconds (approximately 20

_ minut, s). The L_o pertains to that 20-minute
period only. Zt says nothing abou_ the prior
or subsequent ti_s periods. For this reason,
it may be desirable to collect further sam-

'_'_ ples, to extend the betel time period. As
1 discussed above, the accuracy depends o_ly

_'J upon the _u_er of samples t_ken. Therefore,
if it is desired to sample over a longer time

period_ then the sample Initial may be
I _ ch_ged to 20 Or 30 seconds, to save work.

I_ this manner, a smaller _u_er of samples
will be spread unifo_ly ove_ a longer time
psriod, that might more realistically be said

f_ to typify the measurement site.

t.-,
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AMBIENT NOISE SURVEY ,.
DATA SHEET

e

POSITION:
ENGINEER: JOB NO, --
DAYOF WEEK: BATE: TIME: BEGIN FINISH: " "

GAL: BEGIN FINISH: : '
NOTES ANO SKETCH: SKY:

WIND:,
dBA LIO:
LIMITS,dBA: r
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: APPENDIX

METHOD OF DETERMINATION OF CONFIDENCE

LIMITS AND COEFFICIENTS

Assume that a total of n statistically inde- are higher than Lp is the probability of ex-

_ pegde_ noise levels Z have been measured actly k "successes" in a set of n Bernoulli
from the S_O populatien. ASsume, furth_rl trial_, where the probability of the "success"
that the_e goiae levels are ordered accord- of a single t_lal is p. In such a sltuatlon,

_7 ing t_ bhoir magnitudes, and let the sequence the p_obability of k successes is

_ pe_..aorderedlewls hed._otedby_,, /._
Zz*..._n, where the highest measured level (_} pk(l-p)n'k {2)is deno=ed by _; and the lowest is denoted ' '
by _n. where

_J Lut L dehote the pth percentile noise level " (n-_)_: ' (el
aa deuerm_ned by the l_finite papulation from
whleh th_ n samples have been drawn. Lp i_ Thus, the probability of the above described

compound event is obt_iNQd by suturing the pro-defined by,

_ babilltles 121 for k-r, r+l, ..., s-2, s-i;

,j f(_)d_ - p* (I) that is
"p

f II_ pk(1.p) n'k
(4)sil,_ where ,,isthop=OtlttydeN.tyfuoc-1.6fl tion of the noise levels Erom which the sam-

ples hGv_ bee_ d_aw_. Thus_ the pr_babillty
is p that a r_ndc_ly drawn sample will have Equation 4 expresses the probability that

a level _ higher than the lev_l Lp. The pro- at least r but less than s noise l_vel msa-

I_' blem i_ to estimate Lp_ Eor a given value of suremente fall above the level Lp. Notice
p_ f_o_ _ finite set of ordered samples _, that at _o point h_ve we _ade any _s_umpticns

_z_...* _n' about the form of the Noise level probability

that have been'd_awn and or- density function f(_).
Assume n s alllDle 8
der.d as described above. Conalder the event r 1

_r>;p>_s where reel _at is, the even_ that Let u_ now des!gnats Pc L_r>np>_
b_ Y; i.e.,

the rth nois_ level is higher than Lp and

tab a_h noi.e level la lower than _p. This g 1
event £, equivalent to the compound event Pr [_r>Lp>_sj - y. CN}
that exactly c measured levels are higher

than Lp or exactly r÷i measured levels are Then, by definition, y is the conEidence co-

I_ higher than Lp ov ,.. or exactly s*2 measured efficient that the r_ and sON measured 1e-levels a_e hlghe_ than L or exactly s-i mea- vels satisfy the relationship _r>Lp>_s _ _r
,_j sured iovel_ are hi_her _han Lp. These events and _ are known as the upper and lower con-

are mu_ually exuluaiv_ therefore, the probe- fidenee limits foc the pch percentile noise

bili_y of this compound event ie the sum DE level Lp.
,_ the pcobabllitie_ of _he individual events.
_I Now, aocordln_ to Eq. i, the probability is Table 3.1 lists values oE y for selected set_
• • p that any one holes level measurement is la_- of values of n, r, and s, where all values

get than Lp. Since the measured levels are listed are foc the case where p = O.lO. The
assumed statiatloally Independent, the probe- value_ were computed using the clght-hand side

_!_ billty that exactly h of the measured levels of _q. 4.
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:!--7 SAMPLE NOISE MEASUREMENTS

r*'_l'- I. AUTO PASSAGE (Record Peak Sound Level during repeated passes)
,,J

Slow: , doe , dOA

,_] Fast: , dBC , dBA

2. TRUCK PASSAGE (Record Peak Sound Level during repeated passes)

_J Slow: , t dBC ,. , dBA

"-I Fast= , dBC . ,,, dBA

_J 3. PILE DRIVER (Peck Sound Level during continuous operation)

"-_ Slow: , .. dBC . , dBA

-- Fast: _ dBC , dBA

4. DOGBARGING(Record Peak Sound Level in each series of barks)_J
Slow: , dBC , dSA

i

i _ Fast: , dSC , dBA

5. BIRD CHIRPS (Record Peak Sound Level of various cells)
.i

i ,* , , ,. , dBA
$Io_:

Fast: , , ,., o , dBA

:_ _' 6. CONDENSERMICROPHONE"POPPING" DUE TO HUMIDITY
(Oo not record; listen only)

(_ 7. AUTOS ON WET STREET
(Do not record; ltsten for high frequency noise)

8. WIND NOISE ON MICROPHONE

Slow: _ dSC , dBA

FOSt: , dBC , dBA

9. RECORDTRAFFIC NOISE BETWEENWIND NOISE BURSTS

__J Slow: (a11 dBA) , , ,

Fast: (all dBA) , , ,
I) "

L_ I0, TRAFFIC NOISE (Record "Snapshot" Reading every I0 seconds)
Use Slow, A-Scale:

-t
r

i

L . . ........... !
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CHAPTER 4

'- TRAFFIC I;OISE PREDICTIOtJ

The material presented in the first three speed sound of automobiles may be attenuated
_ chapters was inhended he provided the reader quite nicely by a low wall or beam; whereas,

--_ with an understanding of the fundamental the truck stacks may project over the top of
Concepts of sound and sound propagation, the wall and propagate the exhaust noise
a_d a facility with the measurement of directly to the area to be protected.

"_ sound ouR-of-doors. In the present chapter,
} it i_ assumed that the reader has now acquit- Tire noise is rather strongly dependent upon

ed a working familiarity with these basic speed. But, since in the interest of effi-

concepts because the fundamentals will be ciency, the trucker selects a transmission
-_ applied to the tasks of predicting the traf- gear _atlo that causes the truck engine to
: fie noise level at some point given the operate at nearly constant engine speed,

-. vehicle volum_ and speed data, roadwsy char- the exhaust noise is thought to be almost
aotQEiltlcs, and a descriptlon of the path independent of the vehicle speed. A_y uee-

-_ of _o_d propagation from the highway to the ful t_afflc noise prediction scheme must
' reoelvor, take account of the great difference i_

_' speed dependence between these two noise
4.1 PARAMETERS OF MIGHNAY NOISE sources,

Befor_ turning dlractly to the highway noise In order to simplify the method, most traffic• predlction method, perhaps some time should noise schemes lump th_ contributions of the
_,4 be devoted to relating the fundamental con- various noise sources into one source typl-ooptsofsoondto ohlclotr.ficnoiseeeltrucandonesourcetypic01or0
L situations. The single source associated with the truck

4.1.i Source Characteristics noise is assigned a single noise emission

t'_ level, spectrum, height, and speed dependence.
The sources of highway noise are_ of course, Similar properties are assigned th0 single,
the vehicles themselves and the interaction lumped car noise source. I_hen traffic no_se

i_ between the vehicle tires and the roadway, predictions are required for usual and un-

_ ,In Chapter 2, the principal vehicle noise complicated traffic, roadway and p_opsgatlon
sources were identified sad compared. It path sltustions, the iumped source assct_p-
was shOWn, for exa_ple_ that for trucks the tion causes only minor error in the computed

principal noise sources are the exhaust noise level. However, where adjustments ere
! noise propagated up the stack and the noise made tu the general method to account for

_-_ f_om the ti_e-ro_dw_y interactlo_, followed special complexities, e.g., special road
by the engine Caslng _dl_ted noise. AI- surf=c= material or barrier walls, care should

._ _hough in the general _ethod of traffic be taken that the edjus_ents are _pplied
noise prediction_ these indlvldusl source correctly to the proper source. _ore will

i._ contrlbutio_s are often lumped together as be said _hout this subject during later dis-
& single truck noise level, there are se- c_ssions of noise prediction methods and noise
veral reasons why it is important to differ- reduction design.

_'_I e_tiate betwee_ the sever_l separate vehl-
_ Gle _olse sources. In th_ gener_l prediction methods, the only

O_r ears and the A-welghted sound level re- distinction _ade between highway noise sources

8pond differently, not only to the different is the recognition of the two rather gross

[,_ noise levelu produced by _he various sources, classifications, _ars and trucks, This classi-
, but also to the dlffere_t f_equency spectra, ficatlon comes about naturally through the

• difference in the sources typical
_' e.g._ the low frequency stamk noise versus of thehhe mid and high frequency tire noise. More- two vehicle _ypes. Automobile noise is typi-

_ over, _ost avail_bl_ machanlsms of sound rally generated at pavement level, is speed

_t_n_atlon work more effeotlvely on the mid- dependent, a_d contain8 a predominance ofand high frequency components of sound. Thus, mid- and high frequency sound energy. Truck
over Iong distances, for example, tire noise noise is typically 15 or so decibels higher
is reduced more than stack noise, in level than automobile noise at highway

,,.-_ speeds_ is emitted both at pavement level
I Different noise _ources are at different and from the top of exhaust stacks some 8

_._ heights. The tire r,oise typical of the high to 1O feet high, is only partially speed
I dependent, and co,rains a predominance of

I ! lOW frequency sound energy,
i,: 4.z

i -



Of coursel there are a lot of vehicles, Cog., On the ave_agel noise emission levels for
light t_uoks and buses that do not fall automobiles range from 69 dgA to 75 dSA at

clearly into either classification. For- 50 feet, depending upon the speed and pave-
tunatel_, in Bout highway situations these must type. The average noise emission levels

vehicles are comparatively small in number for highway trucks range from 82 dRA to 87
and thQ predicted traffic noise levels do dBA at 50 feet, depending upon the speed, _-
not suffer largQ errors because of the im- the road g_adient, and general state of
preclso classification of these vehicles, repair of the trucks.
It was rQcommanded in Chapter 2 that when
seperafe volumes of such vehicles are So much for this review of individual vehicle --

available, 509 of their number be asslg_- noise sourGes, at least for the present. The

ed to trucks and 50% to automobiles, purpose of this chapter is to instruct the ,
_eader on the methods for making predictions

The classification definitions differ slight- of traffic noise as emanating from many
ly according to the prediction method used. vehicles together. The reader may remember_
For the NCHRP Report 117 method, automobiles at this point, that the traffic noise level ,
are dQflned as, "passenger vehicles o_her at any point is continually fluctuating, and
than motor cycles, trucks of less than that in an attempt to describe the fluotua-
10,0OO-lb gross vehicle weight, buses having ring level in terms of a single number, the *-"
Capacity foe 15 oz less passengerS." Trucks descriptors LSQI Ll01 L_.I Le atc. t were in-
make up the remaining vshicles_ "trucks of troduced. In order not to weaken the instruc- ..-

greater tha_ 10s050-1b gross vehicle weight_ tional worth of the next few paragraphs with

buses having a capacity for more than 15 _tatistical complications, the parameters .,passenge£s." of traffic noise to follow will be discuss-

ed in terms of their effect on the mean ,_

The TSC Computer P_ogrsm method define_ the energy noise level, Le, or generally, some
vehial_ classifications in conformance with descriptor of what could be thought of as

the H_Hk_a_ C_pao_t_ Manful 198f* classifl- _hs "average" noise reaching the observation "-
cations, where a passenger car is normally point independent of the fluctuations°
defined as "a free-wheeled, self-propelled _

vehlclu generally designed for th_ tress- Knowing the noise emi_slon levels and posl-
portatlon of persons, but limited in seat- tions of all the vehicles on a _oad, one ._
i_g capacity to not more tha_ ni_e passengers, could calculate the resulting noise level
including taxicabs, llmousines, and station at anF point of observation using the compu- "_
wagon_. Also included, foe ¢apaclty purposes, tatienal methods introduced in Chapter i. J'-
are two-axle, four-tired pickups# panel and Unfortunat_ly_ eve_ vehicles very far away
light trucks, which hav_ operating character- may have a _ignlflcant effect on the observed

isticB similar to those of passenger ears_ average noise and the required calculation :
but _o_ _otorcycles." A highway truck is would become long and c_mberso_e. If the _

defined as "a free-wheeled vehicle having traffic is fairly dense_ it could be assualed

dual tires on one or more axles_ o_ having tha_ the noise sources are spread out unl- _*._
more than two axlss_ designed for the trs_s- formly ov_r the roadway_ and a little mathe- , ,
port_tion of cargo rather than passengers. _latics would g_ickly yield an estimate of ,_,
I_cl_d_m _ra=tor-trucks, trailers and semi- the average noise levels.
trailers when used in combination. Ex-

ciudes those two-axle, four tired vehicles The _aterlal presented in the introductory _'_
that may be classified as a truck for regis- p_rt of this chapter borrows heavily fronl _ '
tration purposes, but which have operating NCHRP Report i17 because the computational _;
Charac_rlstics similar to those of a passes- p_ocssses described is that handbook lend
get car.*' Per noise prediction purposes, themselves to illustration of some of the

buses are included in the definition of basic principles of highway noise. There '_
trucks, are ether prediction schemes, howev_r_ and

they use much of the same data a_d methods
PPM 90-2' d_fln_s a truck as a vehicle having of analysis, There are also differences

a gross vehicle weight in excess of 10,500 its between the prediotlon schemes. Som_ of _';
or a bus having a o_ating capacity in excess i those differences are simply matters of
of eish_ passengers, format and minor procedural variation,

whil_ some of them are more fundamental

in nature and will be discussed in detail i ,
at the conclusion of this chapter. I

*H_ghua _ Capua_ Mun_=l 1865, Highway Re- Figure 4.1 shows the _ICHRP Repor_ 117 rela-
search Hoard Special Report 87. tion_hips between hourly auto,shale vol_me

and speed, and the rseultln9 noise level _ I

'Policy and Procedure Memorandum 50-2; Trans- observed a_ a point 100 feet from a straight,
mlttal 279, Sub_ectl Noise Standards and flat and infinitely long roadway carrying
Procedures; U.S. Department of T_ansportatlon, the automobil_ t_afflc. The fa_illar 3Fodaral Highway Administration, 8 February

decibel increase in noise level per doubling _J
1973. !!

4.2 !!
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; ,-_ of the nur_ber of noise sources can be found It is important to remember that the sound
in this graph by oomparingl for example, the level produced by an individual truck is

; 61 dBA level corresponding to a volume of assigned, _nder this method of analysis, to
10Q0 vehicles per hour and a speed of 40 mph, he independent of speed. O£ course, for
to the 64 dBA level corresponding to an auto- any fixed vol_e, the automobile spacing

_'i mobile flow of the same speed hut of twice also increases as the speed increases_
the hourly volu_e. While thle law will hold hut, the noise emission levels produced by

.... for L or the "average" nolso_ it ceases to Individual automobiles increase so sharply
bold _or Ls0 at the left side of the graph with increasing vehicle speed that the re-

,?7 where hourly volumes are 10w and the statis- duchies in noise due to the greater vehicle
, I tical aspects of the noise SOUrCe di_trlhu- separation is more than balanced by the

-. riots become more and more important, The higher emission levels, thus the noise level
general rule still holds, however -- for a versus speed relationship for automobile
fixed average vehicle speed, the greater traffic shown in Figure 4.1.

'--_ the automobile volume, the higher the
average noise level at the observation point A word of caution should perhaps be inter-

I00 feet away. _ected at this point rega/dlng the llmita-
tion of the above two graphs to highway

Figure 4.1 alas shows the ralatlonship between situations where the traffic is essentially
"i the average automobile speed and the noise freely flowing. 'Of course, there are many
_ Iov_l observed at 10O feet. For any fixed situations where the traffic flow is in,or-

automobile volu_e flowf the i00 foot noise mittent, where cars and trucks operate in

_. level incre_les with increasing average accelerating and decelerating nlodes, or
1 vohiclo speed. Knowing how strongly the where the principal sound source is an

_j spe_d of an automobile affects its soles inter_ittent line of _ow _peed, low volu_e
emisslon luvell we might have expected that trucks oli_%blng a steep ramp grade. Sinlple
result, and reliable noise prediction schemes for

such complloatod situations are not avail-
,._ The relationship between the noise level able. Some guidelines for making noise pro-

observed 1O0 feet from a llne of trucks and dictions for ramp traffic will be presented
the hourly truck vol_ and average speed is later in this chapter. But for the present,

I_" shown in Figure 4.2. The truck noise level, in order to build steadily an understandingllko the auto noise level, increases with of the principles of traffic noise, the

i_- inc_eamlng vehicle volum_ (at the rate Of discussions will be limited to noise predic-
three declbuls per vol_e doubling in the ties methods for steady, moderately high
high volume region of the graph]. Notice, volu_.e automobile and truck traffic.

however, that for any fixed hourly truck
vol_e_ the _oise level at 100 feet d_ul,s_uea 4.1.2 Roadway Characteristics
as the average truck speed increases. This ""
depende_cs on spe_d is quite different from The _raffic noise level observed at some
that of automobile traffi_ and is accounted point distant from the highway depends up-

I_ for by the comhln_d effec_s ell i) the on the summed effects of a number of cha-
_,. ass_ptlon that the individ_al truck racterlstlcs Of the source and propagatio_

amissio_ levels are independent of speed/ path. Every characteristic describing _he
a_d_ 2) the fact that for constant truck roadway actually manifests itself as a cha-

!'q vol_e_ as the av0rage speed i_creases_ racteristie of either the so,roe, or the

1 the truck density (number of tr_chs per propagation path, e.g., an upward grade of
_I _ile_ for example) decreaees_ i.e., the 5_ increases the noise emission level of

trucks become farther apart. The average the truck; a depressed roadway embankment

noi_e lev_l so_e distance from the road interrupts the path of sound propagation.
: I d_creases because the now wldely-spaced Nevertheless, some of these characteristics
_ trucks simply appear to be fewer in can be more conveniently defined in terms

_t_ber. If the rsade_ will refer to home- of _he roadway geometry and surface.
work problem_ Nu_er 1 and 2 in Chapter 2, lien=e, part of _he input data necessary to

,'_ h_ will recall that for a lane of traffic determine the trafflc noise level has been
carrying 1200 uniformly spaced vehicles classified as roadway characteristics.
per hour, the number Of vehicles per one-
mile length was 40 when thQ average speed An obvious characteristic of the roadway is

,-_ was 1O mph. When the average vehicle speed its alignment. _Io highway is infinitely
I _ wa_ increased to 60 mph, th_ _ber of long and straight. A useful highway

v_hicles per on_-mil_ length was found to noise prediction scheme must take into
be o_ly 20. Problem 3, parts c and d, account the fact that a highway that curves
d_o_strated that the "average" sound level away from the observer, also places the
at a_ observatio_ point so_s dls_ance from sound sources farther fro_ the observer

the highway should he lower for the more than would a straight highway. The sound
_J widely spaced line cf vehicles, lev_l contribution of each of these many

, {
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sources could he treated separately and Now, instead of computing the noise level i
then added t_gether at the observation point; fronl each lane ranging frm_ 10g to 200 feo_
howeverl an easier _athod, to bs discussed awayf _hs distance to the single-lane-
later, is available consisting of breaking equivalent is assumed to be 141 feet, and _ i
a curved road into a few short segments of the traffic on all eight lanes is assured ! i

straight road_ for which _le sound level to be located, without cha_ge in speed or _ _ i

contribution can be computed quickly, opera,ions, on the single-lane-equivalent, i

8o far, _hs discussion has been limited to Simila_ computations have been made for a "_' i
highways having only one lane of traffic, wide range of geom_trles, and the results '
although such si;_ple problems would only have been plotted in Figure 4.3. TO illu5- _ i
rarely arise in practice. One method of trate the use of this graph, for the above
a¢cott_ti_g foe r_ore _han one traffic lane examplsl having an ohservur-_ear lane dls_
would he to analyze =he sound level contrl- tance, DN, o_ IQ0 feet, and a log foot-
bution of each lane separately and then add wid_ highway, the equivalent lane distance,
them together at the observation point. DE, =sad from the vertical axis of Figure

4.3_ is about 140 feet.

Indeed, under osrtain circumstances, and _"

with certain prediction models, this method The _ype of road surface is another eharaG- !..
is requi_ed to yield the accurate results teristic of the roadway that affects the
desired, generation of noise, and he_c8, the noise

level observed at some distant point. The _

For many situations a simplification can noise level computed by a standard noise
be made without a slgnificant sacrifice in prediction method can be simply adjusted _, I
accuracy, Th_ simplificatio_ involves find- upward or downward according to the type
ing the location of an imaginary single lane, of road surface as defined in Chapter 2 on ,,
that. given the total trafflc volt_e for the page 2-3.
highway_ would yield, at th_ observation point, '
the same sound level as the actual several Al_hough it is convenient to acco_b_t for *_ :

la_e geometry. This "equivalent lane" is variatlon_ in road surface by si_ply adjust-
always located within the bounds of the In9 to total computed noise level accordingly, _
several lan_s, but never exactly at the some judgments should he exercised in apply-
centerline. The distance from the observe- ing the tabulated adjustments. The adjust-
tion point to the equivalent lane is called ments should be applied u_ifsrmly to automo- J
the "singls-laee-egulvale_-dlstance", DE , bile noise; for trucks, however, because __.
and is computed as follows_ the exhaust noise is usually the controlling

factorl the type of road surface generally _
- D=t_.D_-- does not signi£icantly affect the noise0E

levels produced by trucks. Occasionally,

where DN and DF are _ha distances from the whe_ the surface is very ro_gh_ and the _'"
observer to the ce_terlines of the near vehicle speeds are above 60 mph or so, the
lane and far lane respectively as shown in addition of 5 decibels to truck noise is

justiflabl_. The negative adjustment for
the following sketch, smooth pavement should not be _pplled to .,.

truck _iss.

S_V_*LL_N_S Trucks laboring on gradients generally have

..... %L_E3 slightly increased noise levels. The in-

APP_ ..... _ L_S Creased power demands cn the engine are re- _fleeted in the higher noise levels radiated

..... %_ANE2NEI_QUA_ 1.2a3 from the enqine casing and exhaust stack.

The gradien_ adjuse_ents used in one traffic

O_E_ER_ _| 0_I D_ n_ise p_cdiction scheme were tabulated in ,OBS(RV_R_ I Chapter 2 o_ page 2-4.

These adjustments are to be applied directly
ATAOISTAN¢_D_._O,.D# tO _he co_pstsd tr_ck _oise levels. NO

adjustm_ent is believed to be necessary for I"
SKETCH 4.1 the automobile traffic, tlote that all

adjustments are positive, i,e,, increases
in noise level. Where a two-direction read

For exa_ple_ consider an observation point segment is on a gradient, the adjustment can
at a distance of 10g feet from the near lane, be applied equally to both sides of the high-
and 200 feet from the far lane of an eight way without regard _c whether the near truck
lan_ highway. Then lane is an up-grads or a down-grade. No

ad_us_lent should be made for an isolated,

- 10O feet, D_ • 200 feet on_-dirso_lonal, doWn-grads road segment. _1' :DN
The reader is invited to review Chapter 2 J

regarding these surface and g_adient adjust- "_
DE =_F "ql0i'x 200 = 141 feat _entm.
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i_" 4.1.3 Propagation Path Characteri.tlcs the p_th of _ound propagation between the
sound source and the observer. _lora will bo

Givu_ a_y combination of source _haEaot_ris- said _bout these topics later in this chapter

_ tics and _oadway characteristics, th_ noise and al_o in Chapter 5.: level observed at a point some dlstanc_ from
I,,_, the highway is strongly influenced by the Other, less obvious noise attenuation mechan-

propagation path the generated Bound must isms include molecular absorption of sound

{:_ take to reach the Observer. energy in the air and meteorological effects.

Air absorption was discussed in Chapter l
The m_st obviou_ characteristic of the _ro- and has been shown fo be important only at
pagatlo_ p_th ie the distance between the distances of over i000 feet or so_ Meteors-

! noise source and the point of observation, logical effects such as variation_ in tempera-
; _ FOr a tEQQI continuous li_e source of sound, ture, wind a_d humidity were also dlsaus_ed

and where there is clear llne of sight from in Chapter i, and under the right conditions
i I-J the observer to all parts of the line, the can substantlally reduce the sound level

sound level decreases as the sound propaga- reaching the observorl but, cannot slgnifi-

(_ tee away from the source at _he rate oantly increase the amount of noise propaga-ted over the moderate distances of interest

_-- or 3 decibels per doubling of here. Wind and temperatur_ gradients however,
,_i -1O _ogl0 DO ' cannot he depended upon on a regular basis

• to reuuce the highway traffic noise levels,
of dlstanco, where D is some reference dis- and for purposes of traffic noise predictions

i_ ta_c_ and D is the d_st_n_e to the observe- are g_nerally ignored. This simplificationtion point in question. _ractically, h_gh- results in p_edicted noise levels that are
way traffic is not quite _ true line source, the highest levels expected to occur. On

and there is rarely clear line of sight to days when the meteorological conditions

[_ ever_ part of the _oad. Relationships are adverse to the propagation of sound_developed f_om an experimental investlg_- the observed noise levels will be lower than
tlon and an emperically derived _odel of those predicted. The effects of air absorp-
traffic noise resulted in the noise level tint _nd the average effects of humidity are

_ vs. dlstancQ _rVes presented in NCHP_P taken into account in a general way through

_ _ Report I17 which show the noise reduction the distance adjusts,eats.
with distance to be so_lewhat greater than

i! ,. 3 decib_l_ per distance doubling for hi_h- 4.1.4 Statistical Descriptors of Traffic

! i__ way traffi_ situations where nearly clear Noiseline-of-sight is had fro_ the observer to

! }_ most of the highway. _n the first part of this chapter, an at-
tempt has been made to bridge the gap be-

The above relationships apply only to cases sweet the noise emission levels p_oduced
' I_ in which the highway =an be considered in- by individual cars and trucks, a_d the
i_ finitely long, straight, end flat. In noise level produced at some distant point

practical situations_ accounting must be by a collection of vehicles on a highway.
take_ of the distance relatlonshlp_ between The p_esentafion of material has been ge-

thu observer and a roadway of _o_plloated _eral, with the purpose being to convey togwom_try. _hu specific computational pro- the reader a certain understanding of the

_ ceduzes for _%e more complex analyses are principles of traffic noise and an intui-
e_nbodied in the individual prediction tint in how to analyse highway noise pro-
s=homo a_d will be dlscusued in context, blems.

There are ca=fain o_her characteristics of In order to present this overviewl most o_
the propagation path, however, which can be the discussion has been dirccted toward

discussed at this point i_ rather general the t_affic _ois_ parameters dete_ining

i._ ter_s, These chara=teIistlcs are respo_slble the energy m_an level_ or the "average"

for sound attenuation factors which serve to noise level. BUt very near the trafficreduce th_ highway noise level at a point of lanes, or when the traffic density is low,
observation by an amount in excess of that the fluctuations in the traffic noise level

due simply to distance, The clearest ex- are large and the rules governing the
"_ ample of such a characteristic is a wall or "average" noise level are not so successfully

herm that breaks the li_e of sight _re_ a_ applied to the more precise statistical
observer to the road. Shielding of the noise descriptors of traffic noise.

, source can be a very effective method of

decreasing the noise level at some poinu Since the Design Noise Levels defined by
i . of interest. The shielding need not strictly PPM 90-2 are in terms of the i0 percentile

take th_ form of a wall_ b_t could be due level, the c0_p_tatlon procedures must
to roadway cuts_ scattere_ houee_ and _aybe result in a prediction of the traffic _olse

_ ,-'. even t_ees and ground cover. The first al_o in terms of this statistical descriptor.

' i_,,_ requirement of an effective noise shield or Sefor_ studying the details of the predi_-
_ou_d a_tenuating d_vice is that it li_ along tion methods, several concepts involving
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the meaning of the 1O percestile level The entire prediction method is based upon
should be reviewed, the prlnciple of adjustment. The 50 percen-

tile level is establishes for a reference

The I0 pereent!!_ level, L._, 14 _Imply the distance 10O feet from the near lane of an !

noise level hhat is' exceeded only 10% of the infinitely long, straight, flat roadway. ,_
time. The time period in question can ha Adjustments are then made to this reference :
any length. For examplel the noise envlro_- level to account for other dlstancesf road- ,
meat that a particular Llo describes could way geometryp road surface oharacterlstics,
include seasonal trends in noise level, day- and shielding. Since the end result is to
to-day vaEiatlons, hour-to-hour and moment- he in terms of the 1O percentile level, an r-
to-mom_nh fluctuatlo_s. Such _ Li0 could appropriate adjustment is al_o made to the
be determined simply by monitorlng the computed 50 percentile level.
nolsB level at some point over the period

of a year, But prodlcting the Lt_ for a In the next f_w paragraphs, these adjustment ,-
one-year period would rQqulre a great deal procedures are illustrated by example. All

of £nfoz1_atlon and a large number of cal- the tables and graphs in NCHRP Report 117 ,
culatlona. MOreOver, there is not much needed for tme computations are included

l_for_atio_ available on how pmople mlght at the back of this chapter for convenience.

res¢_ tO various I0 percentile levels into- 4.2.1 Reference ConditioNs .,
grated ov_r a year's time. A batter use Of _.
such extensive nolse _o_itoEi_g data would The first step in the predlcti_ method is
b_ to help u_ select the most m_anlngful to find the 10g toot Lso refer_nc_ noise
tlmu of day and tlmo of year he make our

level _rom Figures 4.1 and 4,1. The graphs -- 1
L_. measurements, have been discussed in general ter_s earl-

ier in this chapter. However_ an ex_ple _
The iS p_Ece_tile level becomes a mo_ con- at this time would serve to illustrate

v_nlent and useful tool for evaluating high- their use. .--
-- way holes if th_ time purled of inve_ti_atlon

is a _all pa_t of a day. If the fi_e porlod Suppose the _raffic situation to be investi- i,
is short e_ough, the traffic parameters of gated consists of an hourly volume of 7200
volume and sp_ed ca_ be considered to be vehicles with 7 percent trucks, or 6_96 auto-

constant ovec the period, and the va_iatlons _obilus and 504 trucks, t_avellng at an _
in level that _he co_espondlng LI_ describes average speed of 50 mph. __ ['-are thos_ moment-to-moment fluctuations in _,

lev_l observed as various vehicles pass the From _igu_e 4.1, the refer.nee noise level at
obsOEvatlon point. On the other hand, the a point i00 feet f_om the highway due to _696
time purled should not he so _hort that the automobiles at 50 mph is 71 dBA L_o. "_
LI0 d_ucribee the passage of a single vehicle.

Prom Figure 4.2, the reference _olse level at

The fac_ that _o_ S traffic volumes are cited a point 10O feet from the highway due to 504

in PPM 90-2 fo_ use in the computation of trucks at 50 mph is 74 dBA L_.
tcaffic noise levels is really a matter of

convenience. One hour appears to be suffl- Of oou_se_ the cecal sound f_om the highway
uiently sheet that the traffic volume_ are is the decibel sum of automobile level and

fairly constant ov_r the period a_d yu_ the truck level, However, some adjustments ,.
sufflcio_tly lo_g _hat a statistically large _o the r_ference levels will be applied to
_umbe_ of the moment-to-moment fluctuations the truck level in amounts different from _
_o sampled, MOre importantly, the traffic those applied to the automobile level. The
data is nor_lly available by the h0_. The engi_oeE Should get accustomed to keeping
Lit corresponding to a paztlculac hourly th_ car level separate from the truck level '
_zafflc volvo and speed may be taken as until the fl_al computation. The 1SO foot

reference levels are usually not very inter- "-repco_=nblng the level exceeded for i0

percent of any purled of time within that esting a_yway. Usually one would like to

hour. know th_ noise level at some pscticular ,
point of interest, or perhaps construct
a graph of noise level versus distance. ,_

4.2 COHPUTATION OF TRAFFIC _OISE USinG

T_E _C_RP I17 HANDBOOK HETHO0 4.2.2 Adjustments _ ',
General considerations in the prediction of a) Distance Adjustment. The noise le-

highway t_afflc noise have been discussed vel at an_ distance from a highwa V can be _J
above. The purpose of this sectio_ is to found simply by making a distance adjust-

instruct th_ _uader in the use of one patti- meat co the 10O foot reference level as I
culs¢ method of prsdlct_ng highway thaffl¢ defined by Figure 4.4. The standard dis- ; !

noise --that of NCHRP S_port i17. ta_ce adjustment is made to the 50 patten- ,

tile coise level and follows the form }

I
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-15 Logla (D/Do), corresponding to a de- Since the slngle-lane-equlvalent dlstunoe is
crease in noise level of 4-_ decibels for requlced for the computation of some of the
a doubling of distance. There are several adJ_st_en_, it will he found for this ex-
curves on this graph, however; and to de- ample road using Figure 4,3. For an observer-

termine the distance adjustment, one must near lane distance of 100 feet, the single-
know the distance from the observation _ lane-equlvalent distance, DE, for a 10g-foot

_ point to the center llne of the near lane _' wide highway is approximately 140 feet as
and the width o£ the entire highway. ,_i,i computed in Section 4,1 2 For an observer-

" , ; I," .,,;neaL lane distance of 500 feet_ the single-
Suppose the highway has three lanes each lh_e-equivalent distance, DE, is approxl-

I_ direction with the directions separated by a mately 500 feet.25 foot-wlde _edian strip; and there are two
___ points of interest -- one at a position i00 Actually, the equivalent la_e distance for

femt from thm near lane and one at 8 position the latter case can he computed to be 547

SOB feet from the near l_e. In _iguro 4,4, feet, The resolution of Figure 4.3 simply
the proper ad_us_ents for this example can does not permit reading the graph to this
be d_termlned using the curve labeled i00 (8}, degree of accuracy. Fortunately, for a
• eanlng a hlghw_y width of 1O0 feet which is I00 foot-wlde highway, any observer-near
approx_atQly equlvalent to eight travel lanes, lane dlstance of B00 feet o_ more is satls-

'_i {Note that it is the actual highway width factorlly close to the correspondlng single-that determines the proper curve, not the lane-equlvalent distance that the difference
:-,' actu_l nurse of travel ICL_eS, Which in can be ignored. In genernl, whateve_ resolu-

this example is six. l The adjustment for tlon Figure 4,3 provides is close enough,
the 1OO foot observer-near lane i_ minus

_-_ two ds¢Ib_Is. For a distance of B0O feet

_ the distance adJ_stmen_ is approximately c) LI_ Adjustments, So far, the L_ noise
t_/_us i0 decibels, So far_ the computations level for hhe example problem has been tom-
can be su_arized _s sbow_ in Exhibit 4.1. p_ted for observed-near isne distances of

_ 10O feet and 500 feet, But what is really
EXHIBIT 4,1 required is the i0 percentile nois_ leveL,

. or LIe, Since the LIe is (_xceeded only 1O

_'_ OISTA_¢[. _IOTH A_J_$_[_. _ p_reent of the _i_e as opposed to 50 percen_Of the time for L_, an Upward sdjus_lent of

I _he Ls© can be expected to yiel_ L_0. S_w:_" lO0 fee_ _00 fe_ _oh of a_ _pward ad_us_e_t is re,oiled
D_._. _$_*,¢_ depends on three parsmeters calF:

s. The hourly vehicle Volu_, V.

l_em n

}_ _ reticence a_ i_0 [eel I _ _ _ R
, b. The average vehicle speed, S.

_5 c, The slngle-lane-equlvalent distance_

_ A little discusslon co ho_ the adjustment
LI0-LI_ depends o_ these three parameter5

The dlstanae adjustment is applied equally can perhaps give the reade= an intuitive feel

_'_ to a_tos and tr_cks, for how the L*0 should differ among various
hlghw_y situations, Remember that while Ls_

_] Note thab the predicted 100 foot noise level is so_ethl_q llke the "aVerage" noise, the
is low_r than the 10O foot reference l_vel L_ pet_ s little m_re emphasis on the noise
by two decibels. This dlffere_ce is duo to peaks that occur as vehicles pass the observe-

',i the f_ct that thu traffic is not all concen- tlon point, TO a degree, the difference he-
rr&ted on the near la_e _S assu_ed for the tween Ll_ and L|_ LI_-L_, is a measure of
refeccnce level computation, but rather the size of the fluctuations in the noise
_pread over a highway width of 10O feet. level.

i_ Figure 4.4 oo_talns both the distance
; adsorbent and the single-lane-equivalent Imagine yourself standing quite near a _oder-

dlsta_ce adJus_J_U_t, ately tEa_flcked reed. The L|_ is dete_ined
in pact by the noise levels of the individual

'_ b) Sin_le-La_e-Equlvalent Distance. The Vehicles p_sslng, and in pact by the sum of
six lane_ cOUld be replaced _ _ single lane the noise levels of all the other distant

_'-J yielding thu sa_o acoustic result_ provided vehicles on the road, The Li0 is more in-

th_ single l_n_ 10 located at a dlst_ce flue_ced by the noise peaks of in_edlate
-- fro_ thm observer called the slngle-la_e- vehicle pass-bye, t_uw, if the vehicle
! equival_t distance, a distance so_ewha_ volume should double without affecting any

_j _E_t@D,_h_J_i tb_ ObB_EVer-ne_ lane distance, =ther p_r_eter, the "average" noise _nd

:!
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_ L=_ %_culd increase accordingly by noise. PluQ_uations would be smaller.

several decibels. But thG peeks would not Hence, the adJustmQnt, Ll0-Ls_, decreases
change significantly; and some of _he pie- with increasing distance.
vlous periods of relative quiet would now
be filled wi_h the noises of the additional

vehlclao as shown in SkQtch 4.2. The flue- 0RIGIN_UDISTANCE " '

tuationn wOuld not bQ au large. Hence, U.,_N.LU_._

czeafli_qthQad_ua_a_t_voluma.Ll0-Ls,decreases with in- _ __. "_'-..- . _-...-_" ". ..DOUaLE VOLUM_ --_ ...

TiME

_ORIOLNAL VOLUME SKETCH 4.4 _r.+

TO summarize, the Ad_u=t_ent Ll0-Ls_ c_n be Y"

related inv==oely 6o the single parameter
TIME VDE _'

S shown in Figure 4.5, where|

SKETCH 4.2 V = hou=ly vehicle volume. _'

I_nqi_= thQ o=iginal traffic Bituntio_ again. DE - slngle-lane-eguivalent distance, "-'
Now Imagine that the volu_o is u_chanqed in feet. ,

while speed is doubled. This ti_e the peaks S = ave=age vehicle speed, in miles
•ny i_¢¢_ao@ he=cuss of the aphid in¢_esse; po_ hour. ' . :
b_t the "average" noise would _o_ inc_olce __
go much b_oa_s¢ =he vehi¢l@= would he mo_e j

wldol_ s_ced _¢eating do_pe_ valleys of The _so of Pigure 4.5 to find the L_-L_0

_olntivo qui=_ a= ¢how_ i_ Sketch 4.3. _d_uatnent oa_ be illustrated by continuingThe fluctuation, _ould be largo=. Hence,
the example problem left in the previous

the ad_u_nt, Ll0-Ll0 increases with in- section. The _olovant date was as followslcreasing spe_d.

hou=ly vehicle volume, V _ 6696 autos and
504 trucks _,_

OOUO_£OSPEE_/-_-- average vehicle ep_ed, S _ 50 mph

+._ single-ln_e-eguiv_lent distance DES !+I

/'_ I _ /'_ fO_ i00 foot near-lane dlst+, D E 140 feet _

-EO r S00 foot _ee_-lane d_t. t DN m 500 fe_t i_IThen for the lO0-_oot noa_-lane distance_ _,I

VDE
--_- ogu&l_ iH,?0O for auto_ with co_responding i]

TiME ' L_0-LIo • 2 decibels, &rid equals 1,410 for
trUCkS with Corresponding LI0-Ls. - 6

SKETCH 4.3 do=ib.ls. _ ,

It is extremely important _o notice that _.
Imagin_ the otlglnal _itu_ti_ _gain. Now the Ll0-L$0 adjustment is computed separately
i_aqi_e tha_ tho dlsta_oo fre_ tho highway foe a_tos a_d _rucks. If th_ total vehicle

to _ho shoo.varlet point is doubled. This vol_me w_re sr=eneoualy u_ed in thi_ compu- _ I
ti_ All the _olse levels would be red_ced; tatio_ th_ truck_, which aEo no.ally
b_ tho poaks would appear to rlss _d gall respo_01blo fo_ _h_ groatost fluctuations in
so slowly that they would overlap more as noise level, would appear to be high in

show_ i_ Shobch 4.4, I_ fact_ at • qro_ VOZUJ_ =esulti_g in smaller fluctuations,
_ough diota_ca+ the packs wo_Id be i_- a_d, hs_co, a 5_oll L_0-L|o ed_uscJuont - "-_ ' I
distinguishable f_o_ the backg=ot_d _affi¢ loss than 2 declbsls in thle example. _j .
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I_ Similar computations forths observer peal- without bound for lower and lower values of

"_" tlon 500 feet from the highway results in VDE
an L10-Lsa ad_um_manb of slightly more than _ but rather, levels off quickly to a

'""/ one decibel for flutes, and approximately 3 S
declbels for trucks° maximum of 13 decibels,

The example computations so fa_ can be summa-rized in Exhlbit 4°2, d) Road So,meat Ad_us_ent, What good
is it to--_ave learned to predict the L_0 at
some distance from an infinitely long,

i__ EXHIBIT 4,E straight and level highway when no such high-
LIO*LSO ^OJSS?8£NT,'d6A wayn exist? There are two answers to this

_ question* Firstly, many highways are
sufficiently lung, straight and level that
the_ may be Assumed to he so without sig_i-

r_ I00 _nt 500 ¢_1 flcant error° Secondly, simple adjustments
_I Itu A ? x T can be made to the infinite hlghway results

to yleld a solutlon for a finite road sog-
LSO re_erence at los _eet 1_ 14 _l _ merit having slmllsr geometry and traffic,

:'_' l_4_an_o, wld_h _..t °_ "_ "_ "_ While the adjustment method strictly applies
i_ L_O _t o_erve_ _ _¢ _* &4 to the mean energy level Or "average" noise,

. [LIO'5_O ndJ_.tment .¢ .& _% o_ i_ost practical sltu_ionl it Also Appliesto L_0 and LI_ with only minor error° Per-
_ LI0 at obnerver,_y veh._po _ _ _% _ hnp_ the best way to explain the 1ogle behind

_ Ll0 at o_erve_, a_od _ k_ the _othod is by example° Suppose the noise
level at some distance from the infinite

hlghway shown in Sketch 4,5 were 70 decibels,
L_

The bot_ li_e has flnally combined the _N_NIT£ROAO

/auto invels with _ho t_uck level to obtain

_ _.. n Dingle noise level of 79 dBA Li0 for a _ F .....

point I00 foot from this highway, A_d a .........
t_.. single noise level of 5H_ dBA Ll0 is ob-

tained for a point 500 foot from the high _

i__ way, The only place it is truely safe tocombine the auto levels with the truck

6_ levels is after all adjustments have been @

_pnde, The leVelS wore combined in scoot- 09$ERV£_ 7008
dance with the simple rules for combining

the levels of two so_rcns given in Table i,i,

Notice _hab some of the flguros in this SKETCH 4.5exhibit hav_ been computed to one-half deci-
bel accuracy. Zt may be meaningful to com-
pute indivldusl adjustments _o a one-half

:_ decibel securely to avoid a ou_mulstivo _ow the single highway could be considered

error in summing several adJustalente. How- to be two highways, each starting at the
ov_r, little significance should be asslgned middle and extending infinitely outward as
to half-decibel refinements in the final shown in Sketch 4.6.

--I answer. HWY #ERWY #I HALF'INFINITE ROAD

adjustment that should be discussed before
moving o_ _o the _oxt _opio. FigUre 4.5 has
been modified from the original NCNRP lit :: ::

_ , graph to extrapolate thu curve to lower values
VOE

of the psramote_ --_-, Many situations may

_ arise in making noise p_edictions

___ wh_ _hls parameter fo_ trucks is quite
a_ll. For example, foe a point 25 feet

from a local hlghway where the hourly t_uck OBSERVER 7Od8

_'-[ VOI_O i_ 'only 40 at a speed of E0 _ph, the
VDE

,. parameter T would he only 20. Figure 4.5 SKETCH 4.6

i !_-J, shows that the adjustment doea not increase

i]

I

..........: _. -- _.. . : .... . .....



Of course, the two highways p_oduce equal _ubtended angles are equal." For examplel
amo_ts of noin_ - -- exactly half that if a certain segment alQng a road oontri-
of the original hlghw_y. Prom Chapter 1 it betas 64 dB to th_ total noise _ovol aL s_m_
was learned that halving the noise Sources observatlon point, then any other segmQnt
_hould reducQ the noise level by about 3 subtending an equ_l angle would _iso con- --
decibelu, or that two equal noise sources tribute 04 dB to that point.
produc_ a co_bined level that is higher than "_
the level of either by 3 dB° Hence, it is The foregoing _omarkG on road s_men_s are

obvious that each half of the infinite road all e_lbodied in the Flgure8 4.6 and 4.7 -_
mua_ contribute 3 dB less Deism to the ob- borrowed from NCHRP Rupert ll?. Consider

se_atlon polar than the wholep or 67 decibels. Figure 4.7 first for flnlt_ road segments.
Th_ adju_nt for a 90" seg_ent is shown

A raath_meticel inv_stlgatio_ of the _oise to be -3 dB, For a 45 ° se _nt the adju_t-
l_vel contcibutlo_8 of _ead s_g_ts w_uld mo_t i_ -6 dB. For an iRO_segmsnt, the

show that the sagmen_ contribution is not adjustment i_ -10 dB. Figure 4.7 is simply • _
Strictly related to the length of the Sag- a _rnphic form of the adjustment rule dis-
meat, bu_ ao_a_ _o _he an_a sub_andad b_ cussed above,
_ha road oa_musc, with the vertex of the
a_le at the observation point. FO_ BUt JUSt as the EUI_ applies to the general I
_xa_ple, the a_gle a_btended by the original ca_ of either finlt_ or s_i-flnit_ road _,

infinite highway was 180 d_grees, The segments, so does Figure 4.7. In fact,
anglo subtended by eithe_ half-infinite high- Figure 4.6 for the special case of se_i-

w_ya is 90 degrees. Th_ adjustment from finit_ roads is not needed. A brief int_o- 1"-
th= infinite highway noise level to th, half- dottles to its use will, nevertheless, be i.
infinite highway noise level can be exprea0ed presented for the ssko of completeness and

000 _ hecau.e it has had wid_ dlstEib_tion ini0 Log 180"_ _ "3 d_o NCHR_ Report 117.

Th_ following _kstch illustrates two more The confusion in using this graph _riscs in
_xa_plos of th_ relationship, trying to deterzvine wh_ther the size of the

angle O is positive or negative, All _/ill ._
be clear in the use of this graph if the

gure 4.6 is replaced by the altecnate illus-
.... :::_: tration for the angle _, and if the angles

"'" ,5_0, / for 0 on the absciss, _f the graph are re....
_ _ plac_d by _he bold lettered an_les for 4. i 'UOW the graph co_responds exactly to the _-

_It_ graph i_ Figure 4.7 and to the adjustment
O_SE_VER _O_DWM rule. Per ex_mple_ when the a_gle 0 is 90_ _.

the _d_ust_o_t i_ -3 d_. For an included r
$_TCg 4,7 angl_ 0 of 18% the adjustment is -i0 dg. --

AS an illustration of th_ mei:hod for ccm-

p_ting the sound level contributions of _-

00"). road seqmentm, the example p¢oblem left offThe adjustment for Segment A is i0 Lo_ 180", in the proceeding section will be continued. _-

-3 _B. The adjustment fo_ s_ment B is i0 Log Let the geometry now be described as shown

(45") in Sketch 4.8.180" m "6 dB, *'"

,DO' _'-SEGMEN7-_ _.-

_n qen_al, the rule f_r ad_ustlng from in- _ ..... __--fl.lt, hlqh.sth ighwoys,gme.ts be ..... 222222:::2

AdJ_=_GnCe dB m 10 Log , [ 60" 6-LAN£ INFIN;TE
5DO' ROADWAY

whoE_ O is the sngl_ in degree_, subtended "

by the highway s=gm_nt° SKETCH 4,8 _"

Clearly the angl_ 0 could intercept any
segment on th_ highway whatever. A corollary
of the rul_ could b_ stated, "so,meats of a Prom Figure 4.7, the Adjustment for the 140" 'I
Straight road make equal contributions to a angle at the observer at 100 _eet can h_
common obs_=vation point at the vertices of' found to be -i dB, F_= the observer at 500

the _ngles subthnded by the segment when the feet the adjustment iq -5 dB.

_m
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'" The computations for the ex_ple problem of EXHIBIT 4.4
; dete_inlng _e Li0 naise levels from a road

sa_ant are summarized in E_Ibit 4.3, SUM,ATION Ot S¢_"["T ¢0,Tm[IUT[0N_.dl*

EXHIBIT 4.3 ..t No.z .=._
SI , S|g. $1|,

FINITE SEGmEnT AOJUSTME_T, d|A IJ Ite* * |_ A T _ T
I

I I |00 felt SO0 fel¢

kS k_

!_ LI0 reference ac _blerver I 7; ?6 _% _ L_0 ac _a*_.r, =el. _oc_ 1

I
L10 ac ob=arver, by veh, typ. lo _ _% bt Hotice that the 69 d_A contribution fEom

LIO ac o_,erver. _._ _ _ ueg_ent I is within 2 decibels of the
total 72 dSA foe the enti_e _oad. _lysis

_' b_ segment not only tells the englne_r the

total noise level at the observe=; hut, it

In.st practical highway noi_e problems, the tells him where noise control measures

: I highway ia bast deacrlbud as _ade up of would have the _st beneficial effect.
sever_l highway segments. The noise level

contributions are computed separately for f_otice also that the segment ad_us_ent for

I_ each _egment and are _en _dded according segment n_b_r 1 was only -i dS_ i.e., _eto the _ules of d_ib_l addition to yi_Id 69 dSA contributions of the segment is only

_e _oise l_v_l due to the traffic on the 1 decibel less than the 79 dgA contrlhutions
.nti_o road. A_ a flnal example of the from an infinite road under similar conditions.

m_od, suppose that the highway _egm_nt In practice, many ca_es exist where, although

shown in Sketch 4.8 ia me_ely the center a road is not infinitely lon_, =tralght and

i_ segment of the cu_ed hlghway sho_ divided flat, it can be treated as suehwith _nlyinto three st_alght llne segments in a _mall error in the computed nolae levels.
Sketch 4.9, All se_ents h_ve the sa_e _n ge_er_Ii _or practical pu_po_eff, _ road
eraffie conditions, segment can be considered an infinitely long

Ii_ highway I£ it extcnd_ in each direction a
$EG02 distance of at least four times the _bserver_

SEGO3 near lane dlstanc_.

el Other Adjustments. The badlc compu-
tations discussed in the previous sections

_ describe adequately the noise levels gene_-

SEGOI 700_ _ abed by smoothly flowing traffic 0_ level

[_ • 60" roadways of normal surface _ate_lal. In
section 4.1.2 it was pointed out than the

_ noise level produced may be altered by

roadway gradients and by especially rough

---_ O_ERV_ or smooth surface materials. The resulting

change in the noise level observed at someS_ETCH 4,9 distant point c_n he trounced for by a slm-
ple adjustment to the basic computations.

i_ For vehicles traveling en very rough or ve_

The _eadec should make the required c_m- smooth pavement, the basic noise level tom- .
putations himuelf for this example ca_e, putatlons are adjusted upward o= downward,

aga_ing a _adway wi_ Of 100 _eet end as the case may be, by 5 decibels in accord- :

/-] hourly traffic vol_e_ of 6696 autos and ante with T_le 4.1. Reme_er that only
504 c=ucks _ving at an average speed of ra_ely should such an adjustment be applied

_J 50 m_h. Comp_tatlonal results can be to truck noise, and then only upward for

i(--/_'_ ccmpa=ed wi_ theme shown in Exhibit 4.4. trucks traveling at speeds _ove 69 mph and

"_ 4,11



when the pavement is particularly rough. 4.2,3 Simple Noise Contours
_or thQ great _ajority of new surfaces, no
adjustment is warranted. Ocoaslon_lly, an Very often it is informative to represent
old suEfaoel wor_ badly by studded tires_ or the noise levels over a broad area by _oise

an ints_tlo_ally grooved surface is encous- level contours, or lines of equal noise le-
tered fo_ which a 5 decibel positive adjust- vel. Usually when the computational re- ;,
_ont is justifled. Loss frequently, a very suits are displayed in contour form, it is
Smooth-coated surface warrants a 5 decibel not expected _hat the contour lines are
negative adjustment. Such smooth surfn¢s precisely a=ourste at every point, but that

roads, however, are rare because of their they are approximately accurate everywhere i
, i_heEent low friction characteristics, and show the general "shape" of the noise

environment. When the noise level at a

The positivG adjustments to _¢count for the particular point is desired Very accurately,
increased _oise Of trucks on gradients are it should be calculated for that point ex-

show_ in T_ole 4.2. Rumembsr that these ad- plicihly. Thus, generation of the contour .....
Juotmo_ts are made o_ly to truck noise le- lines involves a certain amount of estimat-
vels, and are never negative, i.e., there ing and smoothing.
is no adjustment for a downhill gradient.
In most situations, whQre the two'direction - The first step in developing noise contours
al lanes appear together on a gradient, the about a road is ta draw a graph of noise le-
adJustmsnt _ay be applied equally to both vel versus distal%co from the road. The LIO
sides of the highway without regard to who- noise levels at distances Of I00 feet and _"

thor the near lane is an up-gradient or a 500 feet were calculated for the example in- [
down-gradient, finite highway discussed throughout this _-,

chapter and were summarized in tabular form
Consider roadway segment 2 of the example i_ in section 4.2.4. Suppose the computations
the proceeding sectio_ to be on _ 5 percent were expanded to include several other dis- I ;
gradient_ _J1d to have a Very smooth pavemen_ tastes with results shown in Exhibit 4.6. i,_
surface. Adding 5 decibels to the truck

noise levelSI and subtracting S decibels EXHIBIT 4,6
from the auto noise levels results in the _]

table Of computations shown in Exhibit 4.5. ,_I$(t_v£t_. nlsTa,c_ _!.,,j

_tt#.cl from 79 72 6_ 63 55 _1

_*#e L#.*_ ft 50 100 _00 $00 1000 ]000 5000 _": i;

dBA LIO
tloi=. 1eve1, 85 _ :

EXHIBIT 4.5

The reader should verify the_e results by
computation. These values are then plotted

GRADIENT A_O SURFACE ADJUSTHENTS, dBA AT on _ semi-log graph paper with noise level
500 FEET in dBA LZ0 _ the ordinate and log of the

toni-lane distance on the abscissa as shown _-%
in Sketch 4.10,

A T 555--_ ,':Ztim

Distance, width adjust *_ -_0 'i

LZO-LSO adJustm.nt *I_ *l d_ _i

LIO reference a_ observer _ _? _ _Jsegment adjustment -. -s _ _ ' 1
Gradient o _S _-i

Road surface -$ , o l _ }
LIO at observer, by veh. _ype b'?._l _" _ * * , _,_ ',a_oo

I

ClO at observer, s_ed 65 SKETCH 4.18 J"_i f
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The contour lines for each road have been A few comments of clarification regarding

drawn as though th_ oth_r wc_0 not the_e, the uue of Figure 4.8 should be made here
The combined levels at _h0 intersectio_ before continuing the example. The barrier
points of the two sets of contour llne_ section drawing accompanying the graph in --

have been computed by the simple decibel Figure 4.8 is a little misleading. While
addition method shown in Table i.i. For the noise source is pzoperly shown at pave- i

example, the combined level where the 65 dBA ment level for automobile traffic, the ob-
contour intersects the 70 dBA Contour is server is usually _ot at ground levell but

actually 71 d_A. The 70 dBA contour line at 5 feet or more above the ground, depend-
is drawn through all points of 70 dBA. ing on the terrain. Sometimes _he observer
Conaldorable visual interpolation is re- is even at an upper story window of a build-
gulfed; but _hs rssultlng _t of noise ing. The point is, the height "N" shown in
contours _hown here for only one quadrant Figure 4.8 is not _hs height of the barrier --
ca_ be quite informatlve and a real visual above the pavement, but rather the pe_pen-
aid to u_derst&nding the noise environment dioular penetratlon (or "effective height") --
at the intersection. If more accurate con- of the battler above the line-of-sight from
tours had been deslradt we could have de- Source to observer as was shown in Sketch

veloped _hem by starting with contours for 1.4 on page 1-15. _-
each _oad in 1 decibel intervals. Much less ".

visual i_tsrpolatlon would have bee_ re- Wich the line-of-sight co_nectlng the pave-
quirad° More will be said about contour ment surface to _he observer, the graph
drawlng in later sections of this chapter, shown in Figure 4.8 yields the noise reduc-

tion achieved by the barrier for automobile
4,2.4 Barrier Attenuation noise. TO account for the fact that the

acoustic center of a llne of trucks is not

Th_ subject of barrier attenuation was dis- at pavement level, but several feet in the
cussed in general ceres in Chapter 2 and air, NCIIRP Report 117 reco_e_ds that the _-

will be discussed again in detail in Ch_pte_ noise reduction computed using Figure 4.8 _..
5. Th_ only purpos, in mentioning the sub- he decreased h_ 5 decibels when applied to
_ect in this section is to acquaint the the, truck noise. Hence, the noise reduction

reader with how the noise reduction comps- du_ to this example noise shield would be . D"

rations for barriers are integrated into 15 decibels for cars and 1O decibels for "_
th_ total NCHR_ _port 117 m_hod for high- truo_s. _/ i._
way t_affic noise computation.

If a noise barrier of these dimensions were

The 0_ou_t of noise reduction achieved by a plac_d 50 feet from the ex_ple B lane high-
beetler wall, berm e depressed roadway oE way used in this chapter for illustration of

othe_ for_1 of noise shield is dependent on procedures, I:he noise level computations for
what a_gle of diffraction the sound must _ point 500 feet distant would be as follows:
Pa_ through in traveling from noise source
to receiver. Thus, the noise reduction is EXHIBIT 4.10 _"

d_p_d_nt upon the interrelationships of _he
so,roe a_d receiver locations_ and _he bar- _I_ C_t_P_TA_IO_$,0_A ""

tier h_ight, le_gth_ and _ocation. In ,o ,ft_

Pi_Ee 4,8_ the relationship between these I_rrle_ B_rl_r !_
patterers a_d the noise red_ctlo_ achieved l_m A r A T •
is shown for an infinitely long, straight,
and level noise barrier at s constant dis- r.cer.ne_.t lOG Fae_ "11 _4 "_1 _$

ta_e fro_ a_ infinitely long_ straight and Oiatan:.,_th a_Ju_ -_o -,e "_0 -_ !-
l_vol road. FOE example, suppose such a r
p_Ir of roadway and noise barrier ey.lsted L_0.Lg0_Ju_en_ *1% o_ *_ *5

such that_ . r)reran_e ac o_aerve_ I_I._L _,1 _x.% _._

EXHIBIT 4.9 Scm'_an_a_JusCmen_ ,

Obse_ve_ - IIeaPL_e Die,ante. _ll • 500 Fee_ a_ ob=u_e_, py van. _-¥pe &_ &_ 4_

_qulv_.lenl: La_e - B_,'ie_ Dl:cance, OR • 100 Fee= _ obeerver, _urr_ed , kB_. _'7_. ' ;

Obse_ve_ - 5ar_le_ Dl_ance. DB " _0 fee_ _/et :J01_eReduutios If _

B_pIe_ Hei_, H • 15 feet

Note that the actual _olse reduction worth *
HZ/DB " 0,5 and Hz/DR • 2.] of the b_E_ier is n_ither 15 nor i0 decibels, . i

but ii decibels. NOt _41tll all computations
are completed a_d the a_to _nd truck con=rl-
hutions are added can the actual noise r_" D

FOE the_ two parameters, Figure 4.8 indi- d_ction for any _articula_ traffic volume, _ 1
c_t_S a noise reduction of 15 d_A. speed and mix be determined° LJ

!i
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Another important point to notice is the re- Without the barrier, the noise level 500 feet
_I latlvo domination of the traffic noise by from this infinite road was found to be 68%
' the tr_cks. In View of the i_nportanoe of dBA LI0. With an Ii decibel ba_ier s_btend-

_: the hEuck nolsa, Care should be taken to take ing an angle of 120 ° the noise level was
accurate aocott_ti_g of the influQece of the found to be 64% dBA LI0 - a noise reduction

r'_ bEUG_ aouEc8 hBight on the noise reduction of, 0or ii decibels, but only 4 decibels.
I provided by barriers and shields. Simply Clearly, the length of a barrier is a very

.- subtrauting 5 dealbels f_om the automobile important noise reduction parameter.
noise red,orlon is only accurate wi_in a

llmitud range of traffic conditions. A more The purpose of the foregoing exercise, how-
I_ general and _o:_ accurate approach to noise ever, was to introduce the reader to the
,_ reduction Computatlons Is contained in concept of finite length barriers usin_ the

Chapter 5 Of this text. basic rules of decibel addition and segment I

adjustments. FoEtunatelyt such computation- I
SO Earl th@ computations for noise reduction al p_ocesses do not have to he worked out

J have ass_ed that the noi,e shield is infi- separately for each problem. The ocmp,ta- i

J nitely long yielding a nolse reductian of tions for a range of barrier situations have
Ii decibels. For practical noise shields been worked out for NCHRP Report 117 and are

-I of less than infinite length, _he nolo8 re- presented here as Table 4.3 where ¢ is the
duction can be far less impressive. Suppose angle subtended by the barrier, and _ is the

_ the length of the battler in the previous angle subtended by the road (_-180 ° for an
example is as shown in Sketch 4.13. , infinite road}. In the example above, the

ratio =/_ would be 0.00 o_ approximately 0.7.
For the 11 decibel infinite barrier noise re-

INFINITI_ROAOW_ duo_ion, the corresponding finite barrier
/ 0AHRJfR noise reduction read from Table 4.8 would he

______ / // ______ 4 decibels as computed ea_ller by the 19ng_ ------ ------ method. A 15 decibel bar:let that shields

[ _ _ . I _ the observer from one-half the road (=/_ -

.- tion in total noise from _he _nfinite road
_j" . as expected.

{ i" 0_E,VER The asgle 8 does not have to be 180 ° as for
_ an infinite road. If the angle _, subtended

$_TCH 4.]3 by a _oad segment less than 100° (e.g., a

(_ 120 ° segment}, the ratio _/_ determines the

' ' This road withou_ a noise barrier produced shielding adjustment _hat should be applied
_ 08% dBA LIO at the 500 foot obse:vatlon _o the noise level contribution of that

point, aund with an infinitely long noise road sepment.

r_1 barrier produced 57_ dBA LI0. The road

Could now be broken into three segments - Noise reduction computational methods forI two 300 segments of a 68_ dBA road and one depressed roadways_ elevated roadways a_d
120 ° segment of a 57% dBA road. From Ti- other variations of the noise barrier will

g_Ee 4.7 the segmen_ adjustment for a 80o be discussed in detail in Chapter 5.
:-_ subtended angle is -8 decibels. For a 120 °
: segment the adjustment is about-I decibel. 4.2.5 Check Lis_ fur Handbook Computations
_I Presented in tabula_ form. the computations

for the summed noise level of the three seg- A suggested form for Traffic Noise Computa-

"'I meats would bel tio_ Tally i_ shown in Figure 4.9. Thisform does not provide work space for compu-

EXhiBiT 4,]1 tatlons, but rather provides a storage placefor the traffic da_a and for the _omputa-
Z_I_IT_O_A_ wiTHrl,lr_ s*_lE_,dl_ tional results in an organized fashion. The

i'_ four _olumn headings on this form have beenleft blank because they could r_fer to any

E of several variables of interest_ Cog., four
" I_.. _0" s._,I IZ0"s._. _' _'_ different observer distances, four dlffe_ent i

0 _r.r.,_,at :_,_ I _ _ _ road segments_ _o_r different highway eleva-

c'i _._,_ _._.,_ ._ ._ tionsl etc. The only common restrictions ofi
i_,r_:.ra_j,_©_.n_ _ -II the four problems are that they m_st have

' the same traffic and highway width. The

I

_ _,_,r ,.I _% _% _ reasons for having four columns on the tally

._: _ o_,_.r. _ _4_ are simply that it is ofte_ convenient to i
: ! have more tha_ O_e on a sheet; and no _ore

i i

i _._s

i .... ...............................................................................
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EXHIBIT 4.12 Sheet I of I

TRAFFIC NOISE COMPUTATION TALLY

NOISE LEVEL, dBA

Project. _eu'_ _'-_., "boq?An'_4 Engineer

Segment _os_-_ -r__s" - _ 13_ Date i APP-JL R_

Autos/hr.. fvo_'& Trucks/hr. _ Miles/hr. "I _

l

Highway Width /{9_) feet. Observer _AS l_,CA-n_O +

Comments.. l_J.u_ u,s_ _ s._u,,_r_R_AO- ]),F-_r_zr__),_'A_c_ _-
L*,

Item A T A T A T A T F"P
k.,

LSO reference at i00 feet "/I "/4 'll 0¢

Distance, wid'chadjustment -'2-Z -loI-i(} ).
LIo-Lso adjusgment +Z +& +lJ_ *_

., ["

LIO reference at observer "/I "tp' f'_ &7 1

Segment adjustment -I -I -&" -_-

L,
.RaPriez"adjustment -is" .Io -t', -_"

Gradient _ +3 0 +_ _

e_ Road surface -_ o -_ m
eg

_ Foliage O O -5" -_ '

(_= Rows of houses O O -4 -4

.= _.,

p L

LI0 ai_observer, by veh..type ._o '7_ _ _'I _'

LI0 at;observer, summed 70 ffl !lr

D !!
i
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than four would fit. Exhibits 4.12 and 4.13 4.3.1 Romo@raph Method for Mi_hwa_ Noise
show the form filled out for the examples Prediction _ -"
discussed in earlier sections of this chap-

tar. Two different uses of the form are il- This "Nomograph for Approximate Prediction
lustrated. Note that all addition within a of Highway Noise Levels" can be found in
Column is simple algebraic addition. Adding Report NO. DOT-TSC-FMWA-72-1, Manual for
the results of one column to another must he HighwaF Noise Predictiont and Is shown here

performed according to decibel addition, in Figure 4.10. Stric_ application of this
Where the noise contributions from several homograph is limited to continuous, freely

segmeNtS are added, the blank _pace at the flowing traffic o8 a single infinitely
bottom llne of the tally sheet can be used long, unshielded, straight and level road-for _e summed, segment total as shown in
Exhibit 4.12. way.

The use uf the homograph may he explained
through the following example shown in Ex-

4.3 CUHPUTATIO{t OF TRAFFIC NOISE USING hibit 4.14 for an observer 500 feet from
THE COMPUTER PROGRArt OF THE TRA_SPORTAUON an infinite highway carrying 2400 vehicles
SYETEHS CritTER per hour with 5% trucks traveling at a

speed of 60 mph;
There are many computaEional schemes availa-
ble fOE the prediction of t=afflc noise; the I. DraW a straight line from the left
method of HCHRP i17 is but one of them. Ate- pivot polar on the flomograph _hrough

thor methodr a_d very useful method_ is the the "5%" truck point on the "60 mph" ,
Computer progra_ of the Transportation SyS- line. Extend the straight line tc -- ,

toms Center of the Federal Highway Ad_inis- the Turning Line A. In this example,
tratioN. In qen_rale the computer program the intersection is marked "Al". --
applies to the same highway traffic situa-
tlo_s, and has the samD limitations as the 2. Draw a second stralqht llne from the --

method of NCHRP Report 117. intersection point A1 to 2400 veh/hr.
on the vehicle volume line and note

I. The procedures consider only freely- the intersection, El, of this line
flowing highway traffic. Stop-and- with the vertical llne B.
go traffic, and the effects of ve-

hicle acceleration and braking are 3. Drnw a third line f_om point Nl to "_
nob included in the model. 500 feet on the "Distance to Obser- J

vet" line. The intersection of this

2. The procedures assume a uniform third llne with the vertical line

i : standard atmosphere. Effects of between marks the predicted A-weight-wind and temperature gradients a_e edl iS-percentile noise level. For
ignored, this example problem, the predicted

noise level is 71 dBA Ll0 ....

2. The procedures consider all noise
Sources to radiate sound equally The homograph method is particularly conve-
in all directions, nient in developing noise contours, since

the distance corresponding to any desired

The main advantages of _he computer program noise level can be found simply by pivoting _i
method are that it can consider very many, this third line about the point BI. For
a_d very complex, situations quickly and this example, noise contour llne distances

accurately. The program performs the eta- corresponding to 5 decibel steps would be:
tistlcal _omputations efficiently and leads • _
dire=fly to the answer in dBA LI0. A dis- contour line, dBA LI0 85 80 75 7S :
advantage of the computer method is that .w

meaningful answers to complex problems often distance, feet 22 65 190 590
require copious quantities of input data. , , !
The computational results are no better than
input data upon which the program operates. The reader is reminded that results of this _ :

• And even for very simple problemS, preparing nomograph method apply only to infinitely
the computer program input data, then wait- long straight and flat highways and should
ing for the resultsr can be a nuisance, be used only for first approximations of _ +

the noise level predictions. For the ideal-

In orde_ to provide a simple and direct me- ized conditions for which this method was _

thcd of predicting the traffic noise level intended, however, the homograph estimates
for simple situations, the Transportation noise levels typically higher than, but

Systems Cen_er used the computer program to within 2 dSA of tho_e levels calculated by I
develop a homograph, the computer program.

]
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)The homograph is more flexible that it ap- 6 LANE R_0WA¥ SSGMSN_

75' WlOE 15' MIEN 5AIRIIRseparate cars and trucks in the use of this

homograph Just as was done in using the
NCHRP Report I17 method. For example, the

2400 vehicles/hr, with 5% trucks could just | 25' --
as easily have been written 2280 cars per

hour and 120 trucks per hour. TO find the _ ,

in this example, simply use the 60 mph llne I
at 100% trucks to find point AI. Connect 500' "-
A1 to 120 vehicles per hour to find Bl. And I
connect Bl to 500 feet to find the truck, iA-weighted, 1O percentile noise levels.

This proceaa and its counterpart for find- _SERV_R a. 80" --
ing the automobile contribution to the 808
foot noi=e level is shown in Exhibit 4.15 _.90" L_.

yielding 59 dBA LID for trucks and 56 dBA
LIO for cars. Nots that the truck noise 5K_TCH 4.]4

level and the ear noise level can be added Enter the traffic and roadway data into the
logarithmically to yield the 71 dBA L 1
combined level computed first in Exhibit Traffic Noise Computation Tally sheet as
4.14. shown in Exhibit 4.18.

Sut the point of computing the truck noise ,._
contribution separately from the car noise Determine from the homograph the LI0 refer-
contribution is that now, separated, the enos levels, for cars and trucks separately,

• levels san be adjusted for barrier effects, for an infinite roadway carrying the given C-
gradients and road surface effects, etc., traffic. The distance is the single lane i

which treat oar noise and truck noise dif- equivalent distance, 535 feet. Then, from ,-
ferently. The separated car levels and the segment adjustment rule,

tr_ck levels ,ay be entered into the Traffic Adjustment, dB=10 log i_0_i0_ log .._Noise Computation Tally, Fig. 4.9, at line _=-3dB "h --

4_ "LI0 Reference at Observer"t adjusted as The reference levels are reduced by 3 dB _
appropriate according to the methods of for _he unshielded segment of roadway.
4.2.2, and added logari_hmically just as
was done for the NCHRP Report I17 method.
Only the steps of calculating the LSO 1OO- Determination of the tarrier adjustment re- ,
foot reference level and the LI0 - L50 ad- quires two steps - one to determine the ,_basic effectiveness or worth, of a 18 foot

ju_tment have been omitted from the oompu- high barrier, and one to account for theration.
I fact that the ends of the roadway segment r-

! HOW is the roadway width accounted for in are not completely shielded by the barrier, i..
using the homograph method? The "Distance
to Observer" line in the hOmOgraph always Assume that the observer height is 5 feet

above the pavement level; then, a computa-refers to the equivalent lane distance, DE,
which can either be found from Figure 4.3 Lion for the "effective height", H, for a

barrier 15 feet above pavement level, 50 ,.,.,
or calculated by the relation feet from the single lane equivalent and

475 feet from the observer would yield; DE " H : 14.5 feet. From Figure 4.8, the offer- _'_

tiveness of this b_rrierl roadwayl observer
: geometry is 15 dB noise reduction for cars,

where D and D F are the distances from the and 1O dB noise reductlen for trucks. Note
observe_ to the centerlines of the near lane that the distance of the barrier from the [•

and far lane, respectively, single lane equivalent is I

'As an illustration of the method, consider DR "_-'_F _5 x 108 - 50 feet _"

the problem shown in Sketch 4.14 for a traf- and does not involve the observer or the !'
fic volume of 2400 vehicles per hour with 5 single lane equivalent distance to the ob-
percent trucks and an average vehicle speed server. ,w
of 80 mph. The objective is to determine

the LiD noise level at the 500-foot obser- From Table 4.3, the adjustments for a 15 dB ! i
ration point due to the traffic on this 90 ° car/10 dB truck barrier that shields only

road segment. 60 ° of a 90° road se_ont are -5 decibels

' r
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EXHIBIT 4,]6 Sheet _ of

TRAFFIC NOISE COMPUTATION rALLY

NOISE LEVEL, dBA

Project _Mpu_ _m_ _u_ Engineer _es

,w Segment .---:, Date ,f A_%.._'/}

Autos/hr. aze_o Trucks/hr, _.o Miles/hr. _O

Highl_ay Width Im_ feet. Observer ar _'

Comments _ s_'c._.__,f_

..Q' _0'

i:] , , Item A T A T A r A I"

/50 reference at !00 feet

(.j__. Distance, width adJustmen_

LIo-L50 adjustment

"LIo reference at obzerveP Id_ b9

Segment adjustment -_ -5
Barrier adJus_mem_ -£ -_

Gvadlent

= _ Road surfaceO_

_ Foliage

= Rows of houses
-- 0"_

'-1
_ ,

LIO at observer, by veh. type if8 _Z

LIO a_ observer, summed _$_z

C

1
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for cars and -4 decibels for trucks. E_hlblt i. Program initialization parameters )

4.16 shows the segment adjustments and the /

oarrier adjustments entered in the tally 2. ROad and vehicle parameters
sheet, and the SLUed result of 63% dBA

LI0 at the observer. 3. Barrier parameters _

Generally, when the nomograph method is 4. GroUnd cover parameters

used, the gradient adJust_nt and the ad-
Justment for accelerating trucks are as 5. Receiver parameters
sumsd to be zero. The reason for this sim-. _-

plification stems from the mean nolse emis- All data must be entered in the form of
sign level assumed in the computer program punched card.
for highway trucks. Recall from Chapter 2

that NCHRP Report 117 truck noise emission The program initialization parameters must
levels are assumed to be uniformly 82 d_A appear, one to a card, in the first of each

under normal operating conditions and 5 series of problems and generally remain un- _
decibels higher for accelerating trucks, changed throughout an entire study.

The TSC computer program mean truck emission
level is assumed to be 87 dBA under all a. Receiver height adjustment - With a

operating conditions. It is probable that single initialization parameter,
this 87 d_A emission level is higher than the coordinates at all the receivers '-.
the levels typical Of trucks in low speed may be adjusted vertically upward
cruise conditions, but is about right for by the number of feet specified. T-

trucks operating under the wide throttle For example, if the input card data
conditions typical of accelerations, cli_.- specifies all receivers at ground _....
ing gradients, and high speed highway cruise, level, a simple receiver height ad-
Therefore, no further adjustment is made to justment at the beginning of the in-
the highway truck-noise levels to account put data could move all receivers to

for gradients and accelerations, ear level or second story window L,level,

4.3.2 Method for Computerized Prediction b. Nu_er of frequency bands - The pro- --:
of Highway Noise gram is capable of performing the ,, !

noise level computations for eight _=octave bands of frequency, or forThe TSC highway noise computer program,
known as the Traffic Noise Prediction Model only one band, 50C Hz, which approx- _

MOD 2, was designed to run on the IBM 7094 imates closely the net behavior of
computer at TSC in the batch mode. The pro- the eight octave bands. Generally, !

gram is Written in the FORTRAN IV language th_ single frequency band compute-
and ca_ be used directly on Tm3st computer tlons are sufficiently accurate.
systems, and modified to be used in an in-
teractive mode. In the present format, in- c. The standard deviation of nolse Is-

puts a_e provided through punched cards, vels of passenger c_rs - The standard
_d Outputs are provided through a llne deviation of automobile 50 foot emissign levels has been set at 2.5 dB
printer. The details of the organization
of the computer program itself, main program, and should not be changed (see Chap-
subroutines, and card listings can he found ter 2}. _-
in Report No. DGT-TSC-FHWA-72-1, "Manual for

Highway Noise Prediction (Appendix B)". , d. Source height adjustment for passen- '_

The main body of the above report is a user's get cars - The height of the automo-
manual for the computer program, while the bile noise source is usually at the

"Appendix A" reviews the basic acoustic con- pavement level where the tires in-
cspts and mathe_abical expressions embodied terser with the road. This parameter ,,should be left zero. [
in the computational procedures. The user's _ :
manual is complete with sample cases and must
be studied carefully by each new user. The e. Standard deviation of noise levels i
dlscussion of the computer progr_method in of highway trucks - The standard i

deviation of highway truck 50 foot ' i I
the present section will be limited to a emission levels has been set at 3.5

sulnmary and clarification of the instruc- dR and should not be changed (see _"
tions, a few precautions to take, and sug- Chapter 2}. i
gested methods for problem analysis.

f. Source height adjustment for highway I
trucks - The vehicle location data

The input data is divided into five major is defined by the roadway input da_a.

classifications as followsl TO accost for the fact that the el- _ F
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fective truck noise source iu really the source is assumed to be entirely re-
several feet above the road surface, floored in the direction a light ray would

a single height adjustment is enter- be reflected by a mirror. Second roller-
, ed at the beginning of the program, tions are ignored. All sound energy in-

The effective height of a truck noise uident on an absorptive barrier Is assumed

source in this program has been set to disappear. Vertical cuts and constructed
at 8 feet and should not he changed barrier walls, and building facades are ex-
(see Chapter 2). amples of reflective barriers. Sloping

earth berms, hills or other obstacles that

I q. Three other initialization parameters reflect sound either weakly or toward the

are avallable but not required. The sky can be considered absorptive barriers.
parameters define the source charac-
teristics of a third type of vehicle High grass, shrubbery and trees are consi-

r as yet undefined. The third vehicle doted noise attenuating ground cover in this
-_ was originally intended to be a "new" program and can be entered as planet rotten-

or future vehicles but can be any re- gular patches. The location and limits of
hicle for which an emission level, e patch are defined by the Cartesian coordi-

standard deviation and source height nares of the end points of the centerline
can be defined or estimated, and the width of the patch, all units in

feet. In general, the program significantly

The remaining input data is unique to each Overstates the noise reduction due to ground

problem and is also entered in the form of cover and its use is discouraged except in

.i pL_Iched cards. In the following paragraphs, the case of tall and very dense trees and
the data format and requirements are su_- folliage completely blocking the line of

_rizad. sight to the roadway.

' Associated with each roadway must be the ap- The points at which the noise levels would
propagate traffic data consisting of four like to be known are called the receivers

quantities - the hourly a_tomobile volume, and are also entered by their Cartesian co-

:_ average automobile speed, hourly truck go- ordinates in feet. A receiver cannot belum_ and average truck speed, located on a road_ nor on, over, or under

"" the top line of a barrier, nor on a ground
The roadway data is entered by the Cartesian _over strip. In each case, the distance

w_ {Mty,z) coordinates, in feet, of points o_ from that receiver to the roadway, barrierr

, _[ the roadway surface. _t requires at least or ground strip would be zero; and the co_-
i_. two points to define a _u_way. If the purer cannot handl_ a zero distance.

roadway changes grade or IP curved_ it is

divided into straight-l_ _J_ents, each The output data printed is more than is

segment defined by its two end points. If needed for most problems. For each re-traffic'enters or leaves a road, o_ if _he ceiver, the following computed noise level
vehicle speed changes, a new roadway must results are printedI

be defi_ed, each roadway having constant

t_affic vclu_e a_d speed. How many road- I. Octave band levels, reduced accord-ways and roadway segments are required to ing to the A-welghted filter network,

describe accurately the noise level at a of the mean sound energy level reach-
recelver depends upon the geometry. For ing the receiver point.
a receive= located far from a multi-lane

highway without ramps, consideration of _ 2. The A-weighted energy mean level,

single roadway is sufficient, with that LE(A ).
single roadway assigned the total traffic

flow of the multi-lane highway. For re- 3. Th_ noise poll_rion level, LNp , of
csivez locations close to the highway, each the A-weighted sound level,

_ trafflc lane might be described as an indi-
vidual roadway. Ramps also are treated as 4. The A-weighted 90 percentile level,

separat_ roadways. Lg0.

Noise barrier data is entered in the same 5. The A-weighted SO percentile level,
way as roadway data, by the Cartesian co- Lh0.
ordinates in feet of points on the top
contour of the barrier. NO s_d is as- S. The A-weighted 10 percentile level,

sumed to penetrate below the barrier con- LI0.
to_r.

Usually, only the 10 percentile level, L 1 ,
Barrier top contours that are curved in and occasionally the noise pollution leve_,

I pla_e or varying in slope are approximated LNp, are needed in describing the noise on-

: _ , - by straight line harrier segments. Barriers vironment near highways; and the oth_r four

i _ j may be d_slgnat_d either reflective or a_- output data can be ignored. In further dis-i sorptiv_ to sound. The sound energy inoi- cussions of the computer program results,
denb on a reflective barrier directly from only the LIO and the LNp will be considered.

I --
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Before continuing with suggested guidelines an elevated roadway unless the "_ _
fo_ problem a_alyBis _nd some examples, a roadway edge is entered _s a J
few suggestions and p_ecautions in the use barrier.
of the progra_ are offe_edo

co Failure to extend the roadway in-
1. The program cannot be expected to put data to a diatance well beyond --

raliQve the e_ginee_ of _he burden the s_udy area°
of thinking° Judgement is still

requized. 4.3.3 Suave=ted G_idelinQs _or Problem
Analysis- _

2. The complexity of each highway situa-
tion should bG zedu¢_d to _imple terms Every engineer, as he g_i_s more experience
when possible _o limi_ the amount with the use of _he handbook and co_pute_
of input data and _o_put_tional _ethods for noise c_mpu_ation, will develop
_ime _equired° To _ first app_oxi- hi_ own system for a_aly_ing highway noise "-
matio_, the ¢o_put_tion time used i_ problems° Some suggestions are offered
proportional to the p_oduc_ of _he h_re, however_ es guidelines to p_oble_ _n- ""
n_u_be_ of roadways, _he nu_er of al_sis that may speed the learning process

barriers and _he nu_er of receivers, and encourage a unifo_ a_d organized ap-
DO _o_ h_ve more roadways no_ ro_d- preach.
way segmunt_ _h_n necessary to _a-
tisfa_to_ily describ_ the so_r_e Exam_e - For most high_y problems _ map
geometzy. Limit the harriers _o o_ suitable scale can be _ound that describes

those that will have a _ignificant the road a_d the _tudy a_e_, e.g., _n aerial ;
effect on _he receivers of l_te_est, photograph o_ planimet_ic_. A simplified _.i
Rely on _ou_ undezstanding of noise example of such _ m_p is shown in Sketch 4.15.
propagation and nois_ contour shape_ Suppose this segment of a 6 l_ne road _uns
_o _educe th_ nu_er Of _eceivers t_ through _ai_ly open countryside. The _e_- _-
a reasonable _ew° r_in i_ gently rolling, while the road is

comparatively fl_t, running _hrou_h a modes_ L_
3. When _he distance= from the highway cut at one end, and on fill _nd s_ructu_e

_o th_ receivers _re smell com_red ov_r _ Sm_l_ stream v_lley a_ _he othe_ end. _,
to the highway length, the study ar_a
and zoadway should be broken up into Whac da_a should be prepared _or the com_u- _i_
s_g_en_s_ each _egme_t to he ru_ on te_ i_ order to p_g_ th_ n_ise produced J
_he computer as _ separate prohlemo by traffi_ 0_ _i_'- ¸ road? How detailed should
This _rocedure saves gzeatly on com_ the input d_ta b_. Hew many receiver points :-

puta_ion time. Should be designated?

4. Prepare the input d_ta carefully and Suppose _hat we are not i_terested in the
m_tic_l_usly. The outpu_ d_ta is precise noise prediction _or any one point;
no bet_eE th_ _he i_put_ a_d mis- but, Eather_ sinc_ i_ is _pen countryF we
takes are hard to find _nd Some_ime_ wo_ld like to know the general shape _nd
go unnoticed° location of the 75, 70, _d 65 d_A L10 noise

5. I_ Bo_e case_ er_r_ involving in- _

p_t d_a that is lnco_patibie with By a guic_ calculation wi_h _he homograph,
the p_o_ram _re dete_ted by the com _ _s_umin_ a_1 _he traffic _o be concentrated
p_tsr. Error messages are p_in_ed on a _ingle l_ne, infinit_ly long and
An the _ollowing cases= s_raigh_, the 75, _0 and 65 decibel con-

tours can be _ound to f_ll at distances j
a° A barrie_ intersects _ roadway from the zoad of approximately 200, 600 and

1800 feet. Hence, _eceivare should be lo-

b° Th_ center line o_ a gro_d strip ca_ed _ various distance_ be_we_ say_ 100 . _
intersects a roadway, feet and 2000 fee_,

_m
c. The nu_er of reflections from 'Sketch 4.1_ shows _ _chem_tic of the road

reflective barriezs e_ceeds _he _d the locations of possible choices of
upper limit. _nput dat_ _o_nts for the roadway, b_rrier _ '

and receiver_. A coordinate sy_t_ is lo- : '
6. Frequent errors no_ diagnosed by the cated in the map _i_s particular _ocation "_

computer include= is only a macter of convenience) and grid
lines are dr_wn _nd l_beled i_ _eet. The '1

_ie_ _d_ _ g_nd _t_ _ _d_ _ted i_ _he _e_ _ne_ _
_h_ _ d_ie_ _ di_e_ _te_

_° _iu_ t_ n_e that _he _g_ _ _ _e_ _ _i_ _a_e_ _d _e se_
d_ _t _e_g_i_ _hi_di_g _ _ted _ £_ _i_i _e_i_ _e_e _II
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required in _he computational results. The The homograph also indicates, however, that

-:-- curvature of the road is approximated by the 70 dSA LI0 line would be about 500 to
several straight line segments. 600 feet from an infinite highway; and might

extend into _he residential development.
Similarly, the cut barrier is approximated This area should be studied in some detail.
by only two segments, where the cut is

-" about 5 feet deep at the ends and 15 feet Sketch 4.18 shows a schematic reduction of

j deep _ear the center. FeE contour lines the problem to a level that can be handled

2Q0 feet or 8o from the road, 101 high fill by _he homograph method. The roadway has
segments can be assumed to be on grade hay- been divided into 4 straight llne segments.

_- ing negligible barrier effect. The earth mound top contour has been appro-
ximated by a single straight line. The

-: Receiver points are more densely populated noise contours shown were estimated from the

in regions where the contour line locations results of nomograph computations based on

-- are somewhat difficult to predict. In other this schematic problem map. It is clear
a_eas only a few receiver points are re- from this estimated noise contour map where
quired. The results of the computer program the receiver locations should be concentre-
should not be expected to draw the noise ted and what level of detail should be in-

contour lines for us, but rather to guide corporated in the roadway data.
us in developing the approximate shapes and

distances of the contours, of course, the Sketch 4.19 shows a possible selection of

input data points for this problem were so- roadway, barrier, and receiver points. The
letted with the objective in n_nd to develop computed dBA LIO noise levels for these re-

- rough noise contours for this highway situ- ceivers are also shown along with estimates
atlon. If precise contour locations were of the 75, 70 and 65 dBA LIO noise contours.

". desiredf the required precision and quantlty Compare these contours with those originally
of input data would increase acoordlnqly, estimated based on the hOmOgraph method.

, i All the data input points shown are entered
_-- on punched cards by x,y,z coordinates. Don't The point of this example has been to de-

forget that the road does not end at x = 0 monstrate the utility of first analyzing

_ and x = 3000 feet. A usual method of inclu- a problem roughly by the homograph method.
i ding the effects of distant traffic, beyond The input data to the computer can then b_

I_ the study area, is to enter an additional greatly reduced in quantity with the more •flat and straight road segment at each end strategic selection of meaningful data
of the roadway shown, extending a distance points.

P_ some 4 or 5 times the distance from the road

I_ to the farthest receiver location. The
exact location of the point defining the 4.4 SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS IN TRAFFIC
far end of this segment is not important ROISE PREDICTION

and is usuall_ estlmated. The prediction methods presented so far
have been straightforward, for the most

Example - A four-lane hl_hway with the two part, with little deviation from the in-

__. directions dividing to two, two-lane roads structlon8 given in NCHRP Report 117 and
separated by about 240 feet is shown in the TSC Manual for Highway Noise Prediction.

Sketch 4.17. Part of the roadway is eleva- A few points need a little qualification,
ted 30 feet. A community is located some however, and others require expansion in
350 feet to the south; and an industrial order to apply to the broader range of

"" complex is located 200 feet from one of highway noise problems encountered in prac-
the divided highway segments. A railroad rice.

-J spur, slightly elevated on fill, separates

the highway from the industrial complex. 4.4.1 Propagation of Sound over Lar@e
The objective is to co_pute _he highway Distances

I traffic noise levels along the highway.
-- Equipped with the handbook and computer

An efficient method of analysis is to first methods available, the engineer is usually
_, use the nomograph method to determine the able to make meaningful traffic noise level

; study areas of special concern, and to help predictions at points within 5go or 600 feet
reduce the a_ount and complexity of input of the highway. At these relatively small

data. For example, a quick calculation in- distances, local disturbances in the sound
dicates that the 75 dBA LI0 contour, for field caused by a few scattered buildings

- an unsbielded infinite highway with the here and there, trees, rolling terrain,
traffic given in this example, lles about etc., can be ignored and the overall des-
200 feet from the road - not quite to the oription of the traffic induced noise on-

industrial complex. Zt is hardly worth a vlronment is still pretty accurate. At

_, , detailed study of the contours in this area. large distances, howevert say over 10O0
8once, the possible shielding effects of feet, the presently available computation

-- the railroad spur will be ignored; and few methods simply cannot account for, in a re-
receiver locations will be needed, liable way, the cumulative effects of build-

I
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i lags, trees, and terrain. Also the humidity, A recent series of highway noise measure-
f and wind and temperature gradients affect, ments has indicated that noise propagating

_i quite markedly, _he propagation of sound near the surface of grassy terrain (e.g.,over largo distances. It cannot be claimed 5 feet high, or so) decreases with distance

: ; the predicted noise levels at distances over at a higher rate than noise propagating
i000 feet are more meaningful than simply high above the surface. This propagation

:._ guidelines to expected noise levels, characteristic is shown clearly by the ver-
tical plane noise contour lines displayed

__ An idea of the uncertainty in predicted in Figure 5.27, "Increase in Noise Level
noise levels at l_._ge distances can be with Increasing Receiver Height", found in
found by comparing levels predicted by Chapter 5. It is thus appropriate to ex-

the NCHRP Report 117 method with these pert that_ for many highway situations ty-predicted by the no,graph at i000 feet. pically encountered in practice, the noise
- For example, at lOO feet from a single levels should fall off at a rate sabst_-

la_e roadway carrying i000 cars per hour tially greate_ than 3 decibels per distance
"-- at 60 mph, the homograph a_d the NCHRP doublings especially for receivers sear

[ Report 117 method each predict 65 dBA LlO. ground level.
" But at i000 feet, the hOmOgraph predicts

55 dBA LIU. There are no clear cut rules for deter_n-

-- ..ing which rate of noise reduction (which

i ..method of analysis) should be applied be a
The reason for this difference involves the particular problem. So_e guidelines are
assumed rate of decrease in noise level with offered as failows_

._ increase in distance. The NCHRP Report 117

I me,hod assu_es that the L10 noise levels i. If there is elearl unobstructed line-
._ drop off at a rate typically ranging be- of-sight to all parts of a highway

tween 4_ a_d 6 decibels per doubling of dis- for distances, bo_h directions, of

tahoe from the source. The homograph (and more than 5 times the observer-hlgh-

,_" co_putor p_ogram) have an LIO rate of de- way distance, use the three decibels

I_ crease slightly greater than 3 decibels per per distance doubling rate ea_odied
doubling of distance. Which is the more in the TSC hOmOgraph and computer
accurate rate of decrease depends upon the methods. If there is clear line-of-

,_. highway sibuation, sight, as above, except for a limited
nu_er of well defined, solid oh-

The mathematical model upon which the rum- structions to the propagation path,
pater pEog_a_ is based assumes that the use the _hree decibel rate; but con-

road is at grade level, is infinitely long, sider each obstruction as a noise
straight, and flat, and the surrounding barrier, and compute its effect on

terrain is also flat. Under these oondi- the noise propagated to the observa-
tions, _he llne of vehicles does, indeed, tion point. This method should go-

act nearly like a true line source; and nerally be applied to elevated re-
. I_ the 3 decibel per doubling rate of decrease ceiver loca=ions at second story

is as it should be for "average" noise from window height or so.
a line source. Any buildings or variations

in terrain that may act as noise barriers, 2. If the line-of-sight to _he highway

"_ a_d trees a_d ground cover that may affect is only partially blocked by rolling
the propagation of sound, must be put into terrain, scattered buildings, and

-J the computer program explicitly as input perhaps somewhat spare vegetation,
dat_ if accurate computational results are use the reduction with distance rate

to be obtained for points far from a highway, assumed in the NCHP_ Report i17 me-thud. This situation almost always

The 4% dBA L50 noise reduction per distance applies to distances of over i000

doubling e_bodied in the NCHRP Report i17 feet, not only because of partial
method was originally introduced as a result shielding, but also because of me-

!_'; of a computer simulation model of highway te_rological effects that tend to
i _ traffic noise. A series Of measurements reduce the sound propagated over

was obtained to compare with the si_ulatlon large distances. In addition to the
results. The distance dependence charac- assumed average shielding effects

"! teristios i_ the two cases were found to inherent in the 4_ to 5 decibel rate,
I agree very closely. Consideration of the conspicuous barriers to the highway
-- field best location geometries suggested noise should be considered explicitly

the possibility the=, in many practical in this method also.
11 situations, the length of roadway that ef-

j fectively contributes to the noise levelsobserved at a particular point is nob in-
finite; but_ rather the extremities of the At very large dis_ances the rate of noise

!_ roadway are shielded somewhat from the oh- decrease with increasing distance is accel-
: , server by t_rrain, trees and other foliage, crated in all prediction methods because of
:_ and miscellaneous buildings and structures, the effects of atmospheric sound absorption.
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A noise reduction of fiv_ decibels was sug- noise level for low volume traffic are of -_
gested in Chapter i for a one hundred foot uncertain accuracy. Very little field ve o J
depth of dense forest having trees extend- rlflcatlan data for low traffia volum_
ing at least 15 feet above the _ine-of- nols_ has been available.

_Ight between the highway traffic noise

sources and the observer, provided there is Zn the final step in the L_0 computation,

abundant foliage above and underbrush or the TSC computer program assumes that the /.
ground cover below. For an addltional time distribution of ne£se level a_ any
depth of we_ds of 100 feet o_ move, an ad- point from a hlghway £_ Gausslan. For a
ditlonal 5 dBA atteNuatlen can be aBsumed_ randomly distributed, high volume of traffic, M
but the total attenuation _lalmed fo_ all _his assumption is probabl_ nearly true;
such plantings should not _xceed i0 decibels, however, for sparse traffic th_ dlstr_bution

Approp_lat_ reductlo_s of th_ predicted i_ far from Gaussian. Th_ volume lln_ in
noise iQVel_ a_ S_eClflC observer locatlons _h_ TSC trafflc prediction hOmOgraph shown _

can be made as wa_ s_own in E_hlblt_ 4,13 in Figure 4.10 has been extra_olated down- _ i
and 4.14 when the lo_a_lon is shielded by ward to 10 v_hlcles _er hour. T_e nomog_aph , j
a s'ubstanti_l forested ar_a. Or th_ nois_ will new yield the same results as the co_-

cont_ur lines can b_ adjust_ to sh_w _he _u_r program. The _redlc_ed levels for
forQs_ noise reductlon in the same way they th_s_ low trafflc volumes, however, will _"
were drawn ta show the effects of b_riers in many situations be higher tha_ should !
in Sketch 4.19. Usually, e_pllcit noise reallstl_ally b_ expected. '"'
reduction values are not a_sig_ed to sparse
woodlands, occaBional trees, shE_bs and Th_ Ll0-L$_a_just_ent para_ter_ _ in the

i

_round cove_, on the average, over large NCHRY R_o_t 117 method has also been ex_ _ I
dlstances_ the eff_ct_ of _h_se items ar_ trapolated downward to _ermit the compute- _'_ i
accounted for in t_e NCHRP Report lit rate tion of levels at _eints nea_ sp_rs_ traffic.

of _olsQ _d_c_ion p_r dlstanc_ doubling. This extrapolated curve, shown in Figut_ 4.5,
was _enerated from the theoretical model _f i

Johnson and Sounders _ for the i0 percentile _L
Llkewl_Q, well defined rows of hou_e_ having l_vel p_oduced by a r_gular arra_ of moving

50_, o_ less, o_en sp_ce between _o_ses ma_ v_hicl_s. A_ high v_lumes this mo_el is not

p_od_e si_nlflcant r_duc_ion in naive level expected to be very accu_at_ because of the r_

_a the a_eas _n the si4e of the h_us_s opp_- periodic ow_lap of so_rce influence. At "'i

_Ite _h_ highway. In chap_e_ I, ch_ reduc- large values of th_ p_rametev VD/S, the de- __ _
_ian estimates recommended for the first r_w sign curve in Figure 4.5 d_arts considera-
of he_ses w_e_ 3 d_A for one row o_ build- bly from the Johnson and Sounders theory. N_

ings _ccupying 40% t_ 60% of the length of However, _t low val_es of VD/S, wher_ t_e !
t_e _w; 5 dBA fo_ one r_w of buildings oc- sources appear _o be widely sp_eed, _here
cupying 70% to 90_ of the length. More rows is no appreciable overla_ of source influ-
equally dens_l_ packed may be assigned c_m- ence and the regular _rr_y theory should
p_rable _ise r_duc_io_s up t_ a maximum of closely _pp_oxima_e _he _esults for a ran- _"

10 decibels r_ductlen f_r th_ combined el- dom dis_ributlon of vehicles as well. _n
feet o_ mul_l_le rows. Single large build- the limit, _ the vehlcle spacin_ approaches

ings can b_ conslde_ed indivldually a_ noise infinity, the L_-Ls_ adjustment apgroaches
bartlett; and_ scattered _ou_s and s_all _e ma_imum of 13 decibels. Thus the L_0 .....

buildlng_ are usually ignored, or taken into Ls_ curve quickly l_vels off as VD/S drops
account impli_itl_ _n _he NC_RY Repo_ i17 below 200 and reaches an upper limit _f 13
_ate Of _oise _ductlon with distance doub- d_olbals. An even slm_le_ m0d_l of th_ L_
ling. Again, _he shielding adjustment can noise l_vel of _ slngl_ vehicle pass-_y ..

be _de for any o_sez_atlon _oint by _n- (_ regular a_ray of vehicles of infinite
_erin9 _he value in the _lly shee_ or spacing) llmi_s the L_-L_ adjus_men_ to _,
noise co_t_ur_ c_n be appropriately adjus- a m_imum of 14 decibels. _ence the John-
ted to yield a be_te_ visuallzation af the son _nd Sounders theory is thought to re-

shlelding _ff_cts. p_esent a satisfactory description of _he * _

4.4.2 Interchange and Ram_ Traffic _oise adjustment, L1a-55_at points near l_w t_af- :. flc Volume reads.

Not evezy _ighway n_ise problem i_olves

cont£nueu_, freely flewlng t_afflc. Zn A quick comparison between _he results of 'I
many _ases the severest noise problema _c- the homograph method and the NCHP_ R_port _
cu_ at t_a interchanges an_ ramps to _xpr_ss- _17 method can be made by _h_ following ex- ._

wa_s. The high nals_ level_ associated w_h ample_ Suppose ther_ are 20 trucks _er
vehicle a_celeratlons, _nd th_ close p_oxl- hour traveling at a speed of 40 mph on a

mlt_ _f th_ _am_ _ffl_ t_ _e_ _n_ _t_ _ _£_g_ l_ne ram_ _t _ _ t_ _

_ _il_i_g_l_¢_te__leng1_¢_ _e_

_ f_ _t_et_ _n eft_ _r_ _n _ • _T_ _l_ti_n _f _ei_ f_ _re_y _
_en_ f_ t_e _r_i_ely _ ram_ _ _g _ _r_ffi_ _°_ _n_n _ _°_o \

lu_ _n_tu_t_ t_e _£1ab_ e_- _n_ _o _n_ _ _i_ie_ _io _ _ _
_t£_l _ _ _et_rmin£ng t_ _© _° _ _ _ _ _ i
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• noise level at lOS feet? The Figure 4.10 the computer program to handle such
homograph yields the solution 70 dBA Li0. situations. This method consists of

"_ From the Figure 4.5 extrapolation of the substituting 15 automobiles for e_ch
HCH_ Report ll? method, the computed pars- truck when gP/S is less than 200, and

_-_ meter VD/S - 50 indicates an L_ noise level reccmputlng the predicted noise level
of 62 dBA. Not all the 8 decibel discrepancy for a new augmented volume consisting

-- here is due to the computational method. Re- entirely of automobiles. This method
, ! call that the average truck noise emission will not, in general, yield an aoouz-

_-, level for _he TSC program is 5 decibels high- ate pro-_iction of the truck contrl-
er than the level used in the NCHRP Report buticn to the noise levels at the ob-

117 method. Thus, allowing for this differ- server location in question. The
ence in assumed source level, the nomograph computation will satisfactorily des-

'i_; and NCHRP Report 117 methods differ bY per- crlbe the total noise environment at [i

haps only three decibels for this example, that point only when the automobile i
For smaller values of the parameter VD/S, volume is sufficiently high aS to

-_ the discrepancy increases because of the render the truck noise contrlhution i

: _ Gaussian distribution assumption inherent negligible. The situation can be i
_ in the computer program mathematics. The remedied by modifying the computer

objective of this little exercise is not so program to calculate the LLo-L_0 ad-
much to compare the results of one method justment for VDZS less than 200 from

with those of another, but rather, to point the Johnson and,Saunders relationl_._ out that under certain conditions where the

receiver is near a road of low vehicle vo- [ cosh (i,19 x 1O-_pD) ]fume, the TSC computer _ethod and homograph L.a-L_Q-1O Log ! !

'_ may tend to overstate the noise level. The Leech CI.IgXI0-_D)-S.RSlJproblem ist of course_ minimal when a suf-

ficiently hlgh vol_e of automobile traffic In the meantime, hand computations
dominates the noise environment, can be made using the graph shown

One lest item should be discussed regarding for L_0-L_0 in Figure 4.5.
the computation of noise from low traffic There are yet three other special consider- i
volume roadways - the "Michlgan Noise Pre- atlons in determining the noise levels near

I__ dictor Computer Progr_n". The complete ra_ps and isterchanges. TO facilitate dis- i•I prediction method of HCHRP Report 117 has cussion of these three considerations, ima- ibeen computer proqramnled by the Michigan gins that an interchange can be broken dow_
"" Department of State Highways. Given the into three roadway categories:

traffic data and geometry data as required

I,_ for hand computations by the NCNRP Report 1. Roadway segments on which the traffic
117 method, the computer program can per- is neither accelerating, nor climbing
fo_ the table search, data storage, and up a gradientl e.g. feeder roads,
summation functions quickly and accurately distributor roads, and off-ramps
to determine the resulting Ls0 and L*0 where vehicle speed is nearly con-
noise levels at a particular receiver lots- stunt;

J rich. _ecause the program was designed for

us_ on a tide-share oo_puter terminal_ the 2. Roadway segments where traffic is

results of modified input data to the pro- cll_bing up a gradient, but not ac-
_ gra_ oa_ be rapidly generated, per_ittlng celerating, e.g., category I above,
_ the efficient investigation of the effects b_t the road is also on a gradient;of various alternate highway and barrier

designs. 3. Roadway segments on which the traffic
"_ is accelerating to attain the final

TWO precautions regarding the progra_ should
be mentioned= highway speed, e.g., on-ra_ps for

autos_ and perhaps the first _ile or

I. Like any other computer program, this so of the highway downstream of the
"q one requires that the user understand ramp for trucks.

, . the basic physical principles in- The first of these segments can be treated
volved in the cemputatlons. Since in the usual way using as traffic data the
the program is based on the compute- estimated volume and average speed of vehl-

-_ tional methods employed by NCHR_ Re- cles on the ramp segment. The computations

i port i17_ the user should have a work- for the second segment type are also per-
ing understanding of that document, formed in the usual way with the exception '

that an adjustment is added to the truck is-
_ 2. Since the NCHRP Report 117 graph for vels in accordance with Table 4.2 to account

' determining the adjustment L_o-L_0 for the increased noise levels produced by
_ ! dees not accommodate values of the trucks on a gradient; This gradient adjust-

parameter VD/S below 200, a sabstl- ment, however, should only be added to the

_,_ tution method was devised to enable levels computed by the NCHRP Report 117

I
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method where standard highway trucks are segment tc which they apply is eatended in -_
asstuned to have an average noise emission accordance with the guidelines offered in / -
level of 82 dBA. Recall from Chapter 2 the Highway Capacity {4anu_l, 1965.
that the average truck noise emission is- !

vel used in the TSC computer methcd is 87 For accelerating automobiles, the two-decibel
dBA under all operating conditions. This reduced vehicle spacing adjustment, added to --

emission level is typical of highway trucks the B9 dBA noise emission level typical of
at hlgh cruising speeds where the throttle accelerating automobiles, Just about equals ':

is in the nearly wide-open position for the 69 to ?3 dBA noise emission level typi- I
much of the time. Buh, it is also typical cal of automobiles traveling at E0 mph.

of diesel trucks unde_ certain lower speed Therefore, the levels due to accelerating _ i
conditions when the throttle is opened automobiles on ramp segments are computed
wide for gradient segments and for accel- without adjustment, in the usual manner us-

oration. Thus the gradient adjustments ing the specified ramp automobile volume,
and the acceleration adjustment are al- but using the final highway speed.
ready embodied in the 87 dBA emission level

assumed for th_ TSC computer program trucks. The treatment of interchange and ramp traffic ._
Additional upward adjustments for gradients noise can be summarized as shown in _xhibit

would result i_ ccrrespondlng overstatement_ 4.17 belowl
of the resulting nois_ levels.

EXHIBIT4.17 I
For noise comp_tation_ involving accelera- "'
tion roadwa_ t a slight _dification of the RANp ANOINTERCHANQE_RAFFICNOI$[
standard computaticn _ethod is required to

aCCOUnt for a roadway segment that does not I _d1_gm(_¢.de_ i

have a unifom ttaffi_ speed throughout. All s,g... _r.¢¢ic ,_._pI17 cTth_ computational _ethods discussed so far ¢*teQoe_ O*ta

have the Co.on £eguirement that the traffic JZ) tI0_d_ent Specified_p '-
on OF_y one segment _ust have a conStaL_t tr_f- no _¢_l_atl_n WI_ and =_.e_ 0 0 0 0 I

fic VOI_ and speed ever _h_ entire length t_)_p-_r_ien_ 3_.¢ZC£._r_ _* _'_
of the segment, _or _ segment on which the no _©_.lera_on vol_e and _..4 0 Io 0 0
speed v_ries, the question beco_es_ "which _

8p_ed should bQ used in the _omputations?" _]} _el._tln_ _pecirled _amp
Zf a 1cw sp_ed is chosen, the Vehicles will _r_ffL_ volume_n_ /(.al 0 _7 o +2 _ i
appear to be closely spaced over the entire , _s_z ape._ _
length of the _ccele_tion roadway, result- *Dep_n_n__n _ _dten¢. so. _le _.2
ing in an artificially high noise level. On ,_

the other hand, the choice of a high speed r
would result in too l_w a predicted noise When using the TSC ccmputer progra_ method,
level, the e_fect_ of accelerating vehicles ca_

more a_cerately be taken into account by di- _
A compromise solution that leads to a simple viding the accele_atlon roadway into smaller i

result is to assume that each vehicle areal- segments each assigned an appropriate speed. L
_rates _ccordi_g to a const_lt power rela-

tionship. The average speed over the length 4.4.3 Summary of Differences between the
of the acceleration roadway wc_Id then be I_CHK_ _eport 117 and the TSC Method_. _"
2/3 the final speed where the ramp entrance

speed is _ero. Compared with the final Throughout Chapters 2 and 4, comparisons have
highway speed, this average speed results been made between the WCffRP Report 117 and
in a reduced vehlcle _pacing that increases the TSC highway noise prediction methods.
the truck noise level by two decibels. All major differences have been discussed.

Thus, to compute the noise level due to However, before concluding this chapter on
trucks on an accelerafion roadway, simply the prediction of highway noise, perhaps it
add two decibels to the levels computed for would be helpful to summarize these differ-
the specified _a_p truck volume and the ences in method, results and application. :
final highway _peed. _f using the NCHR9 Re- Those items that are easily tabulated are m
port 117 method, also add 5 decibels more to shown below in EXhibit 4.18.
the computed level to account foc the in-

creased source noise levels corresponding A few other earlier discussions of the two !I

to accelerating trucks. Only the two-deci- prediction methods, not so easily tabulated,
bel, average spacing adjustment should be should also be summarized here. _"
made to the TSC Computer method results for

trucks. Generally, these adjustments should i. The TSC computer program calculations _ [ :
apply to a mile long stretch downstrea_ from car_y the traffic statistics all the
the _amp entrance if hhe expressway is flat, way through the problem geometry with t,_
straight, and wide. _f the trucks are ac- only minor simplification. The compu- h
tolerating up a gradient, all the adjust- rations involving barrier noise re-

meats are the same/ but the acceleration ductions_ and roadway segment contri- ; I
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butions are very accurate and useful. 3. The NCEIRP Report i17 4_ to 6 decibel

.... The program is especially handy in decrease in noise level with distance

performing the complex geometry com- doubling is more usefulwhen studying
-_ putations involved in predicting the the ground level noise environment

noise from inb_chaNges, over a relatively large area of rol-

ling terrain, ground cover, and scat-
tered trees and buildings; and a

2. The NCWRP Report 117 truck emission noise level estimate in terms of a

levels are more applicable to lower "local average" is sufficiently ac-
speed highway situations or off- curate.

blghway roads where the cruise con-
,dition is at somewhat less than full The TSC method 3+ decibel decrease in

I-! throttle, The flexibility pe_itted noise level with distance doubling isi_ the adjustments to source levels more accurate when, except for well-
for gradients_ accelerations, and defined noise barriers_ there is clear
surface materials is useful and line of sight from the observer to all

should be employed wherever applicable, parts of the highway. This situation)I-. often occurs when the observer posi-
The TSC truck noise emission levels tion is somewhat elevated, e.g., at

are likely to be more accurate in the second sto_y bedroom window.
-7 high speed highway 8ituablons, and

other situations requiring high power, With experience in the use of the prediction
--" where trucks are operating at nearly methods and a willingness to make some

wide-open throttle. The program can thoughtful judgements, the engineer will
-- be simply modified to handle a broad- find that the two prediction _thods are

sr range of situations encountered in not so much in conflict as may have seemed
--" practices e.g., emission level adjust- at first encounter, but rather, together

mentss acceleration roadways, non- make a fairly complete and efficient set of

-_ Gauseian treatment of low volume pro- highway traffic noise prediction and analy-
dlctians, sis tools.

EXHIBIT 4.18

SUMMARY OF DIFFERENCEE BETWEEN PREDICTION METHOD5

Item NCHRP 1"17 TSC Method Comments

Emlsslon levels TSC level at

Trucks 82 dgA 87 dBA observer ¢

Aubos 60 dBA @ 30 mph 61 dBA @ 30 mph pondfngly hlgher

P_! 71 dBA @ 70 mph 75 dBA @ 70 mph than NCMRP i17
levels

Decrease in 4-1/D to 6 de- 3 + decibels per Significantly
_ nolse level eibels per dis- distance grea_er reduction

with increasing tahoe doublln_ doubling over large dlstances
disbance wibh NCHRP 117

LOW trafflc Johnson & Assumption of For small values at
-, volume extra- Daunders Gausslan dlst- VD/Sj TSC sllghtly

polaticn equation for rlbutlon over-s_ates the
-- regular array levels

Acceleration +5 dBA Hone Adjustment makes
adJusbment to emission !evels for
brusk emission for _ICHRP 117 and

-- levels TSD the same

Gradient ad- +2 be +5 dDA None Adjustment brings

Justment to dependlng on NCHBP 117 and TSC
truck emission gradient emission levels

-- levels in closeraereemenb

Surface ad- -5 _o +5 dBA tJone Usually of mlnor

Justment for dependinE on Importance
automobiles surface

Barrier noise 5 dgA less Computation IJCMRP 117 method

._._ r_duotlon fop effective than based on source oversimplifies for
trucks for a_tos and barrier hl_h truck volumes

8eometry
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4,4.4 U;ban Noise qompllcations Could these results and models be applied di- _--
rectly to any other city? Perhaps the traf-

While the prcdlction methods for freely flc types and patterns in some of the larger
flowing highway traffic noise are fairly cities are sufficiently similar that the re-
well developed, the noise emission and pro- sults would apply. £nsuffloient data is "_r
pagation characteristics for urban noise available at this time to allow a comparison. _

situations are complicated and have not yet Certainly the methods do not apply to all - ,
b0en reduced to simple p_sdlotlon methods, cities.

Typical urban traffic can not be desorlbed There are other noises of city traffic that !--'
an freely flowing, but as stop-and-go traf- are not included in the available traffic i ;

fic controlled by traffic signals and flow noise prediction methods, e.g., idling traf-
constrlctions on congested city streets, fic where noise is produced by trafflo of
brldgesl tunnels and frontage roads. Re- zero speed, and rattles and horns which are

liable models of stop-and-go traffic, suite- not described by the prediction model, but _ j
hle for general application, have not been nevertheless, contribute heavily to annoyance.
developed. The HUh Noise Assessment Guide-

lines* makes adjustment f0r points within Pescrlblng the propagation of noise _hrough I"800 feet of sic -and-go traffic through a cities is also a very Complex problem. For
traffic multipl_ . the noise propagation down a sideer approximately equivalent exampl_, ,;
to adding 3 to _ dBA to the freely flowing street could not be desorlbed as "f_ee field"

traffic noise prediction. At points where propagation. The rate of noise reduction with
the noise level is dominated by accelerat- distance depends on the street width, on tnQ
lag traffic entering high-speed highway number and size of sound reflecting and scat- ;_.._

lanes, the ramp traffic model suggested in teeing surfaces along the propagation path,
Section 4.4,2 of this text adds 2 or 7 de- and on the amount of sound energy distributed

¢ibels to the freely flowing traffic noise to cross streets as shown in Sketch 4.20. of- _-
predictions dependlng on whether the TSC ten the noise from the traffic activity on L
method or the NCHRP Bepo_t 117 method is used. the side street dominates the noise propaga-

ting down the street from some other noise

But measurements in New York City, made both source, say an expressway or high traffic vo- _.
very near, and far from t_affic signals iN- itu_e route, In such cases, the noise predio-
dlcated that no adjustment should be made to tion requirements for a new highway may be ' '

freely flowinq--trafflc noise to describe stop- simplified rather than complicated. If we _ _-
and-go traffic noise. Although it is gener- need only concern ourselves with the Impact
ally agreed that accelerating vehicles pro- of the new highway on th_ buildings that are

dute more noise than vehicles traveling at Very near the travel lanes and have clear ;
unifor_ speed, in the highly urbanized line-of-sight to all =he highway, the oondi-

traffic situation only a fraction of the re- tions are then satisfied for whlch the pre-

hicles were accelerating at any point in diction methods are most accurate. The pro- -
time - some vehicles were idlingl some were blem is well suited to solution byl for ex-
decelerating_ and some were continuing at a_plet the TSC homograph method for an in- _-
a unifo_ speed. Yet heavy trucks it was finitely long, level and straight highway.
concluded _ha_, Gn .ha average, the NCHRP

Report 117 prediction method could he ap-
plied directly to the stop-and-go traffic _ i
sltuatlon asst_ingt for volLIm_ and speed,
that the flow is u_interrspted by the traf- II |

fioslgnalthetrofferoondltio smea < . ii

Lsured, the automobile contribution to the
noise level wan insignificant. The nu/_ber ( "

of medium slzed trucks was so large, however, _< _ 'ithat they could neither be ignored, nor in- _ I

ol_ded in the standard "ca_" a_d "tr_ck" _I [ :

_lasslfications without significant error. _ - w _ "

'A special prediction model was developed to
include these medium sized trucks in the

prediction method for stop-and-go traffic
in New York City. \ : !

(

" See Noise Assessment Guidelines Technical ) ._I
Background, U.S. Dept. of Rousing and Ur-

ban Development, office of Research and

Technology. Washington, D.C. 20410 SKfTCH 4.20
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-_.... Vertical p=opag_ti0n of noise to upper floors AS another complication, there is the opinion
in multl-stozy buildings is particularly dif- sha_ed by many that the it0 traffic noise

" ficult to describe under the reverberant standards that apply to land uses along ms-

"canyon" conditions shown in Sketch 4.21. jot highways are not as appropriate in high-
_'_ The noise level at the upper floors is not ly urbnnized environments where the distances

only increased because of the confined re- are SO small between dwellings and traffi_• lu_e, but has a more diffuse sound. Even lanes. For example, i0 trucks per hour ira-
the standard vehicle e_nlssion levels are vellng at 30 tph should produce an ll_ of

likely to be inappropriate for application 73 dBA at a distance of 15 feet; but, every
-] to airy street traffic because of the modi- six minutes, on the average, the truck pass-
I fie_ _tive_ habits i_ 9o_fi_ed a_d co,gashed by 8else level raises to 92 dBA, almost 20

areas. Noise _asurements made at second decibels higher than the Lla.

story height in narrow, confined streets,
-- wheEe a reverberant increase in sound level Other questions regarding noise ¢tandards

was expected showed no such increase over arise in city environments. Often the exist- '
-_ measurements made in broader streets, ing noise level exceeds PPH 90-2's 70 dBA

Li0 design noise level. He amount OE noise

-- red_=tion planning for a new highway will
servo to _duce the noise level below the

__ design noi.se level. On the other hand, if
the existing noise level is due he low speed

I SECTION I truoks, e.g., on a Erontage=cad, the reduo-

tio_ in vehicle engine and exhaust emissionlevels expected in future trucks may reduce

" the frontage _oad traffic noise to the point
that the new, high-speed highway becomes the
domlnant source.

_ Criteria for allowable increase in noise le-

vel _equire a critical review before appII-

LOUDER_ PLUS J _ cation to urbon noise situations, What al-

low leinore--ionoi=eleveliso,p,op l-ate when the existing noise level is already
as high as 7g dEA L_?

%1 Finally, as a point of interpretation of the
PPH 90-2 design noise l_vels, protectlcn of

SCATTERING the hiqhway's neighbors is the final objec-

_///_ rive. Self-serving interpretations to the

detriment OE the highway neighbors are _rtl-
ficial, and weeken the usefulness of efforts
to assess and control traffic noise. It is

conceded by all that many of eu_ high_a y
and urban noise problems are tough ones.

'-- WIOTH But progress is being made by earnest p_o-
fessionals in many fields as more and more

-- lear_ and use the fundamental concepts in-

SKETCH 4,21 volved in highway noise.

i'"i

I

! .
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TRAFFIC NOISE COMPUTATION TALLY

NOISE LEVEL, dBA ',.

Project Engineer _.

Segment Date

Autos/hr. .Trucks/hr, Miles/hr. _,

Highway Width feet. Observer

Comments

Item _ T A T A T A T

w. J,

L'ob reference a_ ZOO feet 7"

Distance,widthadjustment J)"

LIo-Lso adjustment ,

LIO reference at observer p_

I

Segmentadjustment

Barrier adjustment _'i

Gradient

o_ Roadsurface

C_

_ Foliage

e= Rows of houses

LIO at observer, by veh.. type _I

LIO at observer, summed ._ _I
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TAOLE 4,] .-%

ADJUSTMENTS TO ADTOHOU[LE NOISE LEVELS FOR ._
ROAD SURFACE TYPE

Surface Adjustment

T#pe Description (dB) _ :
Smooth Very smoothb seal-coated

asph_l_ pavement -5

:lorJn81 Hoder_e_y rough s_phalt and I
¢ono_e_o su_ce 0 _-i

Rough MouEh asphalt pavemenC with

larEe voids 1/2 i_. or _ i
Z_PEer in dl_etey+ SPoored
con=reCe +5 '"_

TABLE 4.2

JOIEE LEVEL ADJUSTMENTS FOR TRUCKS Otl GRADIENTS !

G'_---d12 u, L:
3 _o R +2

5co6 +3 '3 _,7 +5 {_

mThe ln/luence of Eradlen¢_ ot 2¢
or les_ is considered ¢o be ne_-
llEible

TABLE 4.3 _

ADJUBTMDt4TTO ND_SE LUVEL FOR FINITE BARRIERS, dBA

_nftllite N_tio _/S

Barrier +2' IPePformance 0 ,1 .3 .4 .B ,S ,Y ,B ,B 1,0 p-;
-5 dE 0 O -1 -I -1 J -2 -2 -3 -4 -_ -B

-I -i -3 -3 -_ -6 -7 _'lO _-1OdE 0 0 -2

"15 dE 0 0 -i -2 -2 -_ -_ -5 -7 -I0 I'15 ab
r

ROAOW_

4,44
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EXTENDED BARRIER PROBLEM
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: CHAPTER5

"(-- NOISE ABATEMENT

In Chapter 51 we di_ouQs the several methods upon the barrier attenuation desired. Here
_J of t_affio noise abatement available to the will be said below about this transmitted

highway engineer, as design options• The noise.
design of roadside acoustic barriers is em-

phasized. A newly developed design tool for • The final path shown in Fig. 5.1 is the
..i roadside barriers is presented and discussed, reflected path. After reflection, the noise

Examples are included that illustrate the is of concern only to a receiver on the oppo-
power of this design tool in quickly pre- Bite side of the roadway, across from the

dieting the reduction in both the LIO and b_rrier. For this reason, acoustical absorp-
the of highway traffic noise• tlon on the face of the bar_ier will reduce

'-_ LIaP this reflected noise, but will not b_nefit

The other methods of noise abatement through any receivers in the shadow zone. Their

highway design are reviewed, and various pit- n_ise is diffracting over the top of the
falls in thei_ use are discussed. In addi- b_rrier, unaffected by the absorption.

-_ tion, anticipated reduction in indlvidua_
vehicle noise is briefly reviewed. In stunmary, a receiver in the shadow zone

-_ hears the noise that has diffracted over the

I 5.I BARRIER ATTENUATION OF TRAFFIC NOISE top of the barrier. The resulting noise le-vel is less than it would be without the

I -_+_ 5.1.1 Review of Some Basic Prln¢IpIes barrier; the net benefit is called the "bar-flee attenuatioN." If the barrier transmits

_I The principles of battler attenuation were an excessive amount of noise, this transmitted
discussed in Chapter i. Several of these Nolse may "short-circuit" the barrier atten-

'_ .principles will be reviewed here, before the uation•
details of barrier attenuation calculations

.-_, are presented, A_o_her short-circuit path is shown in Fig.
, t 5.2, a pla_ View of the same barrier. The

A section through a roadside barrier is noise diffracted over the top of the barrier

shOWh in Fig. 5.1• Noise emanating from the is reduced by the barrier attenuation. How-
roadway on th, lef_ can follow four paths ever, part of the roadway is unshielded by
that ate important for OUr purposes. These the barrier. The receiver can see the road-

paths are shown in the figure, way beyond the ends of the barrier, up anddown the corridor. If the barrier is not

. The trafEic noise follows a direct path long enough, then this noise from around the

• I_ to receivers who cnn see the traffic well ands may compromise, or short-circult+ theover the top of the barrier. The barrier b_rrier attenuation. The required barrier
does not block their line-of-sight EL/S) and length depends upon the net attenuation de-

therefore provides no attenuation. NO matter sired. When some i0 to 15 dBA attenuation is
how absorptive the barrier is+ it cannot suck desired+ roadside'barriers must be very long,

_i the sound downward and absorb it• as indicated by the example is Chapter i.
I Therefore, barriers must not only break the

-- • The noise follows a diffracted path to lines-of-slght to the neares_ section of
receivers in the shadow zone of the barrier, roadwayt but also to the roadway far up and

_] The noise that passes just over the top edge down the corridor.
of the b_rrier is diffracted (bent) down into

the apparent shadow shown in the figure. The one other general principle is worth review-
large_ the angle of diffraction, the more the Ing at this point: the relation between noise
barrier attenuates the noise in this shadow attenuation expressed (i) in decibels, (2) in

zone. In otter words, less energy is diE- energy terms, and (3) in subjective loudness.
__ Erected through large angles tha_ is dif-

fracted _hrough smaller angles• Table B.l stunmarlzes the relationship be-
tween decibels_ energy_ and loudness. As

• I_ _he shadow zone, the _olse tran5- indicated in the loudness oolu[ms_ a barrier

mitred directly through the barrier may be a_tenuation of 3 dBA will be barely dis-
- significant in so_e cases. For example_ fo_ c_r_ed by the receiver. To cut the lo_dness

extremely large angles of diffraction, the of _he highway in half requires a reduction
diffra¢ted noise may be less than the trans- of iO dBA - equivalent to eliminating 90 per-

mitred noise. In this case the transmitted cent of the energy initially headed towards
-- noise is compr0mlsinq the perfoz_ance of the the receiver. As indicated above, this draB-

k j, barrier, and it must be reduced - _sually by tic red_ction in energy requires very long
constructing a heavier barrier. The allow- barriers, as well as very high barriers.
able amount of transmitted noise depends

5-I
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Often this reduction is the p=actical limit also slants away from the vertlcal. Figure

in barrier design - a goo_ rule of tnun_ to 5.8 belQw illustrates this slant geometry.
remeTilber.

The source end of the L/5 terminates ah the
pavement for automobile traffic and g _eet

I BARRIER ATTeNUATiON ( _ove the pavement for truck traffic. Atthe recelver end, _he D/S terminates at theI
receiver's ear height, which may be several
stories above the ground for bedroom win-
dows, etc. The figure drawn in Report 117

5 dBA - SIMP'LE is quite misleading (Figure 5.5). The dou-

10 dBA - ATTAINAELE ble llne drawn between the equlvalenc lane ,-
and the observer in Figure 5.5 is the llne-

15 dBA - VERY DIFFICULT of-_lght, non the ground plane, with this
in mind, te_-_--twosets of parameters are the _

20 dBA - NEARLY IMPOSSIBLE same. 4

TO achieve a 20 dRA reduction - An addltlo_al complication enters when the

thereby cutting the energy by 99_ - requires noise source consists of several lanes of _-
traf£ic, and it is desired to co_ine allenormous sthuotures_ supplemented by great

ingenuiby to prevent sho=t-ci_cuiting lanes into one equivalent lane, For such w_
a_O_d this 99% "flltec". cases, the equivalent distance from bar_ier r

to source must oe computed, The comphtation _i

5,1.2 NCHRP Report 117 Barrier Procedure uses the same equation as the equivalent dis-t_ce De from receiver tO source, discussed

above in Chapte_ 4. HOWeVer, for the bar- _
TO Compute the barrls_ attenustion using rler attenuation calculation, it is the
NCRRP Repo_t 117, the following procedure equlvalent barrier-to-source distance that ,-'

is followedl is computed. The computation Ls carried out

First the roadway is broken into segments in g_ample 4 below. _.

with uni_o_mbarrler ch_racterlstics, as AS a short-cut, Report i17 allows the ba_rler "_i
illu_tra_ed in Figure 5.3. Then the segment calculation to he made only for automobiles, -J*--
contribution is computed for e_th o_ the
segments indlvldually_ using the procedures with the trucks automatically assigned 5 dBAless attenuation. This 5 dBA truck cotter- _'

described in Chapte_ 4, For the segment tlon is a rough average for many barrier '
shielded by the barrier, the segment con- situations, and was suggested in Report 117
bribution is reduced by the barrier athens- for situations where truck noise does no_
atlon. The complete routine ls performed
twlce_ once for a_t0mobllee and once for dominate. Since we now are restrlctln_ur _-

calculations tO the ten-percentile level L ,
trucks. Finally, the segment contrlbutl_ns, this 5 dBA ad3_s_ment should be restricted I0
for both auto_ a_d trucks, are co_olnsd by to highways with extremely low truck patten- "*
dB-addltlon to yield _e net noise at the
observer. Then a comparison of the shielded rages, say below 1 percent. Rathe_ than use
with the un_hlelded noise indicates the net this short-cut of Report 117, it is suggested '_"
barrier attenuation. _or the c_se of Figure that the barrier calculation be performed in ifull for the _rucks (with their eight-foot --
5.3, the 12_-degree segmen_ would control the
nols_ at _h_ observer, without the bar_ier, source height) and then 5 dBA added, to a_-
With the bar_ier, it is likely _hat the proximate the automobile noise attenuation. _:

noi_e would be conhrol_ed by the 3P-degree With this revised shoat-cut, the dominant i
segments, unless the barrier were ve_ low,
The_ it mlqht be controlled by the truck truck noise is afforded the _ore accurate
noise _o_ the 120-degree segment. Only a calculation. It is highly recommended, how-

ever, that the calculations be made sepa- _ Iseparate calculation for automobiles and
trucks can indicate the true =ela_ionshlp. rarely for both autos and trucks, as des- , t

crlbed above, _ather than relying upon _"

TO compute the barrier attenuation of the either shortmcUt.

120-degree segment, the parameters shown in _ i
Fig_ze 5.4 m_s_ b_ k_. These a_e the a_e Another shoat-cut described in Report 117
par_L_et@rs discussed i_ general tenors in involves the use of Figure 5.6 to avoid the ._initial break-up into segments. Whenever
Chapte_ i. First the llne-of-sight (L/S) a ba=_la_ shields only a pa_t o_ _he road-
between the _oise source a_d the observer is

drawn; the_ H equals the perpendicular break way (noo-ln_inite barrier), this figure can _ !
in this llne-o_-slghn. Aa can be see_ fzom be used to correct the infinite barrier per- ifor_ance. In this manner_ the noise co_ing
the flgu_e_ H is not the barrier height.
AS a matted-of-fact, if the line-of-sight a_ou_d the ends of the barrle_, f_am the "_unshielded segments of the roadway, is taken
slants up or down from _e source to the l_to account. For example, i_ the p_evlous
receiver, then this por_sndicular break H : _

5.2



figure had indicated a i0 dBA bar_ier at- of the barrier system. What is needed is a
,- tenuatlon (infinite barrier), and the bar- quick and inexpensive approximation to the

tier subtended an angle of 12E degrees (out computer program - one that indicates the re-
., of _he total 1RE-degree roadway) then the latlve contribution of the various components

ratio of u to B would be 0.67. The table of the noise, in addition.
would then indicate that the finite barrier

"_ attenuation is 4 dBA.

5.1.3 Additional Barrier Research "1SARRrBNPNOCEEUNES]

m

-_ Since the barrier attenuation curves of
Figure 5.5 were drawn, much additional bar-

_! mier research, both theoretical and experl- BENEFSTS OR_WeABkD
mental, has been undertaken, The theoreti-

-- ¢al research indicates several departures TEe • STATE-OF- • EXPENSIVE
from the curves of _igure 5.5. First, in THE-ART TJMECONEUMJNG

_, the region of low H_/D, more attenuatlon is
CANNOTINDICATE

expected than shown in the _igure. In fact, • "_EAKLINKS"
fo_ H _ O, the di_fractlon theory predlcts

-' 5 dEA attenuation, rather than the OdnA at-
tenuation shown. This addibional work is REPORTII7 • HANDOONE • LOWACCURACY

*_ included in the battler calculations of • COmPLex
Pie. I.IB in _haots_ i. As I_ evident, there

._ is a significant increase in complexity in- ' '
volved. For lnte_ediath values of H2/D_ *HOMOGRAPH • HANSDONE • SYRAJGHTF_AOW_YED_Y
the theory has been extended to incorporate •GOOOOES_
battler attenuation fmom llne sources. AS TOOL
showh in Chapter i, the b_er attenuation • APPROXJMATE5

for vehicles far down a roadway is less than TSCACCURACYfoc the closer-by vehicles, since both the
barrier-to-source and the barrier-to-observer

/.- distances have increased. AS a result, thenet attenuation from a full llne o_ noise

,_'- sources is less than if they were all concen-trated at the _losest point of the roadway.
This results in lower barrier attenuation _,1.4 _omograph Barrier Procedure

fo_ traffic noise than is shown in Figure 5.5.
The calculation procedure described in the

Parallel to the theoretical work, much ex- present chapte_ has been developed as a de-
pedimental work has been undertaken over the sign tool, to enable quick barrier calcula-
pest several years, both on laboratory me- cions approximating the TBC compute_ p_ogr_.

-_ dela and on full-scale field installatlone. It is less precise than the computer program,
All of this work confirms the most recent but more convenient as a design tool. It is
cheo_y, recommended as a substitute for the calcula-

tion procedure of NCHRP Report if?. It will
The barrier attenuatiom computations co_- be referred to as the "Nomog_aph Barrier Pro-
rained in the TSC compute_ program Incorpor- ordure".

- ate the results of this most recent theory
and e_perimentation. As such, the TSC bar- This procedure assumes an infinite straight
tier _ttenuablon is state of the art. In roadway, with a ba_rler of uniform height
addition, the complex geometries involved that parallels the roadway at a constant dis-

-_ in a complex barrie_ system design are pro- hence. It can generally be used with c_nfi-
pe_ly treated by the computer program. Both dence when the geometry is mostl_ straight
roadways and Oa_lers are divided fully into and parallel - as it usually appears to very

-_ segments, the attenuation for each is calcu- c_c_e-by receivers, The barrier can be of :
luted, and then the conglomeration is recom- fln£te length and the receiver can be located

--: blned properly (in a statistical sense) for anywhere wl_h respect to the barrier - he
the total noise level. This computer program need not be centered on the barrier, fo_ ex-

-_ provides the ultimate tool for evaluating a ample. The pro=lem can be treated in all
system of noise barriers, once desiBned. Un- its complexity, as seen in sectlon_ edges
fortunately, the program is very expensive of elevated structures, lips of depressed
and time consuming to use as a desisn tool. sections, re_lectlon from opposite retaining
Even when used during preliminary te_ting of walls, complete breakdown by lane if de-

.... a ba_rler design, the program provides molt sired, etc. Proper source heights are used" hint of the "weak links" in the d_slgn - throughout, in aBreement with assumptions
--_ does not indicate the relative contribution in the TSC computer program.

of various segments, lames, vehicles, Or re-
flected noise to allow intelligent redesign

i
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" TOT*Lt.*.¢ ZOO_,UtO,.. Provides a more accurate approximation te-

l . q_ov.uc.s,., wards the Isftp where the noise level
is*o is_pw

,,_si,_ ._ _ controlled by sound coming around the end.

___ As is apparent from these two homograph bar- i i' c*.T. . ,_.....__... tier solutions, the requirements of straight,_"__-'_''--JE.''-_f.. roadways and parallel barriers need not be

# t r ."
** y-

SKETCH 5.1 [_.
slozpc(s

The harrier nomograph gab been applied to _ .
one of the bar_iets from Chapter 4, to in- [

dicate th_ errors i_troduced for non-pa_allel 0m_m _'

_uom_tries. The map of Sketch 5.1 is repro-
uced from Chapte_ 4. Sketches 5,2 and 5.3 SKETCH 5.3 --

indicate two possible nomograph solutions.

*o (_luu_._)'o_,,) O_e additional _o_e; As mentioned in Chap- " )

_:. ter l, barriers of insufficient hel_ht can

._"_-_ increase the annoyance potential o_ t_affic "_'__
hesse, Such barriers reduce the steady

_" _),r,) noise of the automobiles without reducing i
the peak noise of the _rucks, The increase l--
in noise fluctuation can offset the reduc-
tion in _he L , producing a worse condition

_ than without _e barrier. The Nomcqraph '_"
Barrier Procedure incorporates a cheek to

*(_ ¢o._u_z_.0.o determine whot_ler or not the barrier syste_ it ii |_ ....

| i_ i| _ w_¢¢ s_ve this effect.

SKETCH 5.2 [ NO"OGRAp. a_SSl£R PROCEDURK[ i

ASSUMPTIO;_ CAN HAN_L_ _r

Th6 tWO _el_tio_s h&ve different assu_d • INFINITe STRAIGHT • FINIS[OR INFINITE :
_oadways_ both i_finl_e aL_d straight. _or ROADWAY EARRI[R$
each solution, the barrier is positioned pc- * BARRI£R PARAL_[_ • O[P_[SS_O
_allel tO _he roadway, where the linG'Of- TOROADWAY [_[VAT[D ROADWAYS )''
sight from the recelve_ CEO_BeS _hs _C_i • SARRt[R UNIFORM • R[FL_OTIO_5

bar_ier. A Co_pariso_ of the _o_o_£_h _0- H[IGHt _R[AKDOWN_¥LAN£
lutlon with the computer solution indicates * _ V[HICL[ Ty_E
that even in _his rather gross approximation, ,
the error is _ob extreme, • NOlS[ F_.UCTUATIONS i

Solution #i duplicates the roadway-barrier

relationship more exactly, and therefore pro- An overview of _he barrier homograph is In-

video a more accurate approximation well be- cluded as _igure 5,7. Just the salient fee- ' i
hind the beetler, where the noise level is tures are included. The d_rk horizontal line

i

co_trolled by sound diffracted over the bar- across the botto_ center is the line-of-

_ler, Solution 12 duplicates more accurate- sight (5/S} between the noise source and the

ly thu roadway, as seen around the left end receivs_. The simplest llne-of-sight is ..J! ]of the barrier, This solutio_ therefore) used - from the receiver perpe_dlcular to

5-4
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t : _, the roadway. The top of the barrier pens- to the L/S. This is the break in the L/S,
i trates into this llne-of-slght, as shown by always perpendicular to the [./S. Finally

the wavy llne. The relation between the the harrier position is measured along the L/S

' i source, the receiver, and the top of the to the perpendicular break boinb. This, too,
{ barrier is drawn in this pictorial way to is a slant dlstamce, not horizontal. _t is
! __J aid in the nomograph's use. The top of the measured to either the source or thc r_celver,

barrier falls on a curve of constant atten- whichever is closer. Note that the vertical
uabion. For example, if the barrier were and horizontal scales on all sectional draw-

moved closer to the left end of the L/S, it in_s must be identical. Otherwise, slant dis-

...._ would not have to penetrate the L/S as much ranges cannot be measured.
for the sa_e attenuation.

The barrier position is read on the small r BARRrE8 PAeAMETERS [no_ograph at the bottom, under the D/S. The

'_ harriet's break in the L/S is read similarly

at the left. The attenuation is read to the LENGTH OF L/S • HOelZONTAL DISTANCE
-_ right. This attenuation is _ function of
i the angle that the barrier makes at the re- BRfAK IN L/S • BARRIER MEIGMT

_ oQivero

All of these quantities will be more clearly
defined below. First, however, it is in- As further illustrations of the geometry in-

structive to talk through the nemograph, volved, the parameters have also been drawn
The length of _he L/S is used throe times in for depressed and elevated sections in Figs.
the nomograph, to normalize all distances to 5.9 and 5.10.

the scale of the pictorial sketch. Startingat the bottom, a line is drawn from _he L/S For any type of section, the receiver can be
_ length, through the barrier, p0sltlo_, to the either left or right of the roadway, the L/5

turning llne. The position is measured to can slant either up or down. In all cases,
either the source or the reoelver¢ which- the _erpendicular break in the L/S is re-

I_ ever is closer. After turning upward, this qulred,-and the barrier position is measured
line se_s the poslbion of the barrier role- to the closer end of the D/S.
rive to the source and the receiver. Then

17'_ starting at the left, a lane is d_awn from The angle is defined in the plan view ofthe L/S length through the harrier break-ln- Figure 5.11, It i_ the angle s_btended at

_" D/S to the turning line, and then horizon- the receiver by the barrier. The receiver
tally into bhe attenuation curves, Where position relative be t_e barrier is not im-
_hese two lines meet is the top of the bar- portent. The receiver can be centered on

z_ tier, It will lle on seals particular _ar- the barrier, off-center, at the end of the
rler attenuation curve. This curve is fol- barrier, or even beyond the end of the bar-

_| lowed _pward to the right, then turned to tier, All Oases are shown. Of coursel if
the L/S length. From where this crosses the bhe receiver is at the end of the harrier or
pivo_ line, a llne is drawn to the right, b_yond, the largest angle possible is 90 de-

_ reflected straight upwards from the proper grass, and not much attenuation can be ex-
;_ angle li_e, to the harrier attenuation. Peered. All definitions of parameters havebeen condensed into Table 5.2 for convenience.

Notice that the homograph can he used in

"_ other modes, to solve for _he barrier posl- Example #i
tion, or the harrier break-ln-L/s, or

-_ the angle subtended - if the other At this point, _he reader is asked to try a
factors are _newn. For example, if sample barrier proble_ with the fully de-

-- the attenuation and angle are known, the bailed nomog_aph (Fig. 5.12) before a sample
attenuation llne is determined. Then the is talked through. It ls hoped that the var-

I break-ln-L/S can be found for any barrier ious scales are self-ex_lanatory. In any
case, the reader will benefit by resolving

positlo_, Or vice versa. As another example, his ow_ confusions with bhe hOmOgraph beforeif we wanted _;e sa_e attenuation with a

"q smaller angle, we would end up on a higher a full explanation is given. The example isa_benuatlon curve. If the barrier 8ositlon simplel a single lane of automobiles, shown
-_ remained _nchanged, the, the break would hav_ in S_etch S._.

to increase to reach this new curve.

,-_ The earth-harm barrier subtends an angle of
i ! At this point, let US define our parameters 170 degrees at the receiver. A_swer to s a/n-

-- more carefully. Figure 5.8 shows a section ple problem; The harrier provides ii dBA
view of a roadside barrier. The section is reduction from the automobile traffic to the

_.-, perpendicular to the roadway, in the normal fourbh floor Of the residence shown. Again,
: manner. The lln_-of-sigbb (L/S) slants down- the reader is urged to attempt each example

'' ward from the noise so_rce to the _eceiver. before following bhe explanatory discussion.
-_ Tb_ L/S length is this slant distance, not

the horizontal distance. Fro_ the top

"I the barrier, a llne is drawn pe_pendlcular

.!

i



_$ECTJON II ' _ barrierposition?_obicethatAtisthe

longer of Me two dlstancQs, SO should not

hc used. Notic_ a_ain that Me barrier

%_-^_ 1%_% break ln the L/S is Me pe.rpendicular break,
not the vertical break. Notice else that

this break is not the barrier height. The '.i
L/S is slanting upward towards the fourth-
floor window: the break in L/S is less than
Me barrier height.

Please correct your homograph if it is in- _ i

_ _ correct. Using the corrected nomograph,

what is the barrier attenuation if Me angle
_ s_tended is reduced to 160 degrees? Answer:

_ 9% dBA attenuation. With this smaller angle, _ _
what size barrier must be constructed to re-

gain Me original Ii dBA reduction? _swer:
w the _sw barrier must break the L/S by 20-25

feet. 1

SKETCH 5,4 One further comment: note that both the po-
sition and break scales ace logarithmic.
This overemphasizes the barrier height and
the distance of the barrier from the near i

The completed barrier homograph is included end of the L/S. For this reason, the sketch
as sketch 5.5. on Me nomograph is pictorial only. NO at-

tempt should be made to place the bazrier
top an the sketch by inspection only, from
the section view, The small homographs to _-Did you use _e full L/S distance? DAd you

try to use _e barrier-receiver distance for the left and at the bottom must be used.

I

1

"1!

SgETCH 5.5 "_1
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tx_mpl_ #2 Startina fro_ the left, the roadway lip
breaks the L/S hy 3 feet (_hviously msas-

Let us now work through an ex_ple knowing ured on a lar_er scale drawing than the

the barrier attenuation desired - is dBA. actual sketch). From 200 feet on the L/S

"_ The section is shown in Sketch 5.6. scale, a llne is therefore drawn through 3

] feet on Me break-in-L/S scale, to the turn-
ing line, and then horizontally to the right.

Then starting over at the botto_, from 200feet on the L/S scale, a line is drawn up-

wa=d _rough the barrier position of 25 feet

...... _ to the turning line, and then vertically up-

ward until it Crosses the first line drawn.

This cross point is the top of the barrier.

_ can be seenl both its distancQ from the

_ _ source and its break in L/S are exaggerated
_ by_e Io9scales.

From the top of the barrier, _e attenuation
- curve is followed up to the right, then

_ _ _ ' turned to pass through 200 feet on tha L/Sa m scale. Where this crosses the pivot llne,
proceed horlzontally to the right. Since

$NETCH 5.6 _is roadside lip extends the full roadway
[ distance in bo_ dlreetions_ the barrier an-

gl_ aquals 180 degrees. Reflect the llne

First, does the lip of the roadway itself from 180 degrees upwards to the L 1 attenua-
provide enough attenuation? The hOmOgraph fish, 7 dgA. This is nee enough _ttenuation.
is worked out (llne_ hankered "i") in Sketch

I_ 5.7.

'i

/-

-_ SKETCH 5.7

]
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A_ • second attempt, let us place a berm along _he angle fines, the user might be tempted
the top of the ridge that already breaks the to hit an a_gle line, and than follow the
L/S slightly. How high mast the berm be to line upwards to the right towards the bar- _-
achieve 1O dBA attenuation? The lines nu_- tier attenuation, If this is done, then r

bared "2" on the sa_e nomoaraph(Sketoh 5.7) only the angle has been taken into account; e ,
trace through the reasoning in this case. all other p_rameters would be ignored in th
The atte_uatlon a_d the posltio8 are fixed; hOmOgraph u_e, TO avoid both mistakes_ the

the break-ln-L/S and the angle subtended are user should consult the example at the lower [
variable, startlng from an attenuatio_ of I0 right, untll he is f_iliar with the _omo- , :
dBA, a line is dropped ve_ti_ally, Then graph.
starting over at _e bottom, from 200 feet on
the L/S scale, a line i_ drawn up through 75 _"
feet on the position scale, and then turned Example #3
vertically into the attenuation curves. _

For different s_htended anqlesp different For Example J3, two additional complexities
helaht barriers are resulted. _o solutions will be addedl (i) trucks will be added to _-
are shawhl a ten-foot break, suhtendinu the automoblles, and (2) a worksheet (Work- I
170 deerees and a twenty-foo_ break subtend- sheet 5.1) for combining multiple lanes and/
inq 155-160 deqrees, or vehiclQ types will be Introduced. The

worksheet is included as Sketch 5.8, pro-

It is possible, of oourse, that for smaller perly camp_eted for th_ last example's ridge i
angles (for example, 140 degrees) the desired barrierz
attenuation cannot be achieved with any

height barrier. IN such situations, the
noise =or_ing around the end of the barrier --"

exceeds _he allowable nolse_ and even a [ m**_ta,_ I ct. *_", 'I.
tunnel s_ation ov_ that small angle would .___ ....._.j
not achieve the desired attenuation.

As a third attempt, let us try to achieve i0 _,

dBA _ttenuation with a barrier close to the *.;.. 7_,Q I_O (_,0 _-resldefl¢_. A likely position is at the

ledge some S0 feet in front of the residence.
The proper lines for such a barrier _re hum- _r,_- -_
bared "3" o_ the _omograph. The position
and attenuatio_ are both know_/ the break- *.,..
in-L/S and the angle subtended are variable.
one _l_tion i_ shown. A large angle (160

degrees) was chosen, since the barrier ks t_*
olose to the residence and th_ required !

length is therefore proportionately les_; *_te.
the _equired bEea_ is 13 feet for this angle.

The barrier design chosen depends upon the
_a_y non-acoustical constraints at this io- "-
cation. Perhaps extending the lip of the *_'

road upward on the side of the receiver is *'i
a de_irthle alternative. How high would the *_.©_.
lip h_ve to be_ A_swer: It would have to
break the L/S by 5% feet. The roadway llp ._._.

on the opposite slde of the roadway could
not be raised _iso, or reflections from ib

wo_id co_pro_i_e the barEler's perfo_nce. _"_"
Ho_e will be saldabouh this complication
below. *_o,

Two possible mistakes should be pointed out 7_._ _ I _.O' ; I
here_ OnCe the top of the barrier is found _*t
on the homograph, the user might be tempted

to move horizontall_ towards the right, in- I .......'"_ ......._ ...... t_]
stead of following the attenuation lines , , _ ]
___uward to the right. If this is done, then SKETCH
_rr-'_e_osinlon would have been ignored

f

in the nomograph's use. Another mistake - i

might occur in using the angle lines. In- _J_ I i

stead of reflecting vertically upward from ._ :



I

i

The no-barrier LI0 has been arbitrarily by dB-addition at the bottom, they are sub-
filled in; the barrier a_tenua=_on is sub- fretted to obtaln the net barrier attenuation

....' tracted, resulting in bhe with-battler L 1 of 7_ dBA. This is slgnificantly less than
in the right-hand column. The two LIB co_- the attenuation for automobiles alone.

umn5 are added by dB-addition at the bottom
-_ of the worksheet, and then subtracted to oh- Let us backtrack now to find the truck atten-

-J rain the net barrier attenuation. It is uation, The revised section is shown in

hardly worth using the worksheet for this Sketch 5.i0,

simple case.

+_ The woEksheet becomes more useful for Ex-

ample #3, in which the lane of traffic in-

eludes both automobiles and trucks. At the __t----.,...._

risk of getting ahead, the completed work-

sheet for Example #3 is in¢luded as Sketch
_- 5.9.

_"--- "+" """ "_ S -
+.., _o,O ?,Q ?3.0 < m ¢

+..+J '.to, "+e_,O IO'Q +_.0 [+LAN I wilh dlslOrto= |cWo

sSl.I =7_!

_vcll . --. ROADWAY ..=BARRIER

_.tat _

Autn|

il ......
_ The barrier desi_ne_ for the previous example

is shown in place, mhe automobile L/S is
'"=°' unuhanoed _rem the previous example, _he

truck L/S is new. It terminates 8 feet above.. ;_|

w.+,, the discussed In 2. _s
pavement, as _haptec

can he seen, the hrea_ in the truck L/_ is si=-

A.to, nificantly less than in the auto L/s (5 feet

compared to in _eet). How much less depends

up0n the slant an_ the relative distances in-
_*_ _.0 +pe,P_ _3._ volved, and cannot he oenecalized. The ceader

should solve the harrier attenuation from the

i [ dimensions in this sketch. _h_ completed homo- i,_. ._ ._.s=, *_u*+t.., ?'_ _.* _., h0 _rsph is included as Sketch 5.ii.B

..' SKETCH 5.9 Both the automobile and the tcuck solutions

are shown. The break-in-L/S is the only si_-

niflcant difference between the two.

-- All the geometry is the same, except that

t_ucks have been added. Again the truck no-

"-" barrier L was chosen arbitrarily. As canIo
be seen fro_ the wo_ksheet, the barrier at-

--. tenuatlon for trucks is less than for auto-

__ _obiles. Afte= both L_0 columns are added

5-9 !







For this example, the no-barrier LI0 was ob- , +,,.H.,_ ,:..+....-' _)_:,,,,,.,,,.I _i_i_,_..i._J
rained Eros th_ LI0 _omograph wi_h thQ fol- ',+
lowing traffic inp_ _

Aubamobiles: 1000 autos/hour in each E_st_.

-_ Trucks: m I,.S GZ.S
LJ Lanos I _ 6: 50 trucks/hour AH_,S,_ ......... ?1i0 7h._

i_0_0

+o miles/hour |_.av, '.+a,$ .l_,S
..... _+ lO,a S 0,o

-- OtherLanes: i0 trucks/hour m_ *&_¢
' ++ 60 mileslhou+ .......
,.++

The trucks in the nea_ lane are least atben- ,,,,-

;-- uated by the barrier. Since they are also
+ closest to the residence they te_d to con- ._+..

+1 t+ol _he net noise with the barrier in place.
The traffic at the far side would be atten- _....

r ua_ed by the lip of the structure, without

any additional barrier. --_-

Pot this r0ason# the _o-barrler LI0 is un- *_,+,

realistic. A true no-barrie£ LI0 would In-

-_ oludo atte,uation from the structurets lip. ..... i

__i This case is included below as Example #5. I

Before proc0edlng to Example #5. let us ex-

-- amine a simpleFsolutlon to _his same ele- _+,L _.S --_ &$.S

! rated barrier. Let us concentrate all of
--J

the braffi_ into two lanes - on_ in each di- I i5 ......_I
rectlo_. The resulting worksheet and no_o- . ._...i_* _-..._._. _

graph a_e included as Sketchss 5.14 and 5.15.
r.

SKETCH5.14

;_jj

1
i

-.J'

, i

.. "'i _ss,,ss i _t Ill_llI"
e +

!
, i
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AS discussed shovel when AS is apparent+ the near-lane trucks receive

combining several lanes into one for barrier no benefit fr0_ the 2-foot barrier, and the

calculations, the equivalent lane is placed resulting overall attenuation is minimal.
ah the equivalent distance from the barrier,
rather than from th= r_caiv_r. Po_ t/lie ex- How much er_o_ would be In_roduoed by con-

a_ple, the equivalent distances are computed centrating the traffic into two lanes for
as follows I this example? The trucks would be located

further £ro_ the structure's lip than in

reality, and the overall attenuation might

FOr Lanes 1-3: D e . _(45.5 ft)(2].S ft') be artlficially high. The resulting work-sheet is included as Sketch 5.17. --'

31ff

For Lanes 4-6: D e - ](]01.5 ft)(77.5 ft)

8E. 5 _t soIgP_mmC_. fl_O_In._ASI_.A._.I+I'I0,^_. l WIT"I+1,mam_tl,l _.

LA_ I._.°, 72.o B,O kq.D
Example #5 _N. --

.+ i
'The same elevated roadway with only a _wo- *.to, 7_.S II.O 62.S' _.

foot high lip harrier is discussed for Ex- _._ m_+_

_ple #s, I.R_.q,_,t,_u+. 75.0 0 "/5.0

Aqain the homograph is left to the reader. _J_l_. m'_ _7_,_

The resulting worksheet is included as *.,o. ",_ i% I_'_ _6_

'"'' G0.S II.0 $%3 _._o, '_
-72.$ .&3.q +

• 7}, m +.&_ .Zz ""+_'

*.... SP..S ll,l_ 57.5 _'_

"7+t,s "&'_._ _"_"' + h.

,,,,.. _ ll.O 55,_

..,+.. 70,S iO,<_ _+_ +m'r+,_. _,_ 'P'". 7_,.0 :
="FA,_ "sa,u "

++, "..... _.,s S,S _'1.0 l (

..t., 71,0 I0,0 61. 0 SKETCH 5.17 _'+
, ,-'R,Q "t_,S.

.,,,.* 73.S 0 ,73.,&

_,,_.. _.O IO*O _._ A5 ca_ be see_ oven in this rather 5ever_

=_.m aT_.O case, combining Lanes into one equivalent
lane does not result in a significant error

"_,_. _- _'_+. "_SoO in the calculated barrier attenuation. _n + 1general, the barrier hOmOgraph is of great

I' ..... _,.,..............___ ....... , lI value in testln9 the _eometry of the sit,za- "tion, to determJ.ne whethe= or not lanes can -h
be combined in this msnner - Co simplify the

SKETCH E.] 6 TSC compute= i_put wheneve_ possible. +
IMM



"_ What would be the error if an unrealistic i _ll_ _Xt@ ] .n _A_IFM LL0 MAmM. W_ #_MMIII
"_ truck proportion were assigned the various %0 A_. h. '

l_a_s - for example, if equal truck volumes _.- -_.._._-

--! were assumed for all six lanes? Would this l_i _"2 Q
be important for a roadway on grade?

Exampl e #6

In Example #6, the concept Of noise roller- _R I _" 8@.Q 0 _.O

tlon is introduced. The roadway is depressed _tF_&TfD m_.G • _7.O
-_ with reflecting retaining wails os both sides

I a_ shown in Sketch S.le. _AM& *"'°' 7@_a 5,5 7_.S
.... _B_S 18?.Q

-q, The traffic has bee. condo.sod into only two _.A_ _ ,r.c. _.O 6.O*
lanes to simplify the discussion, although it

i should _ot be condensed before testing with _ *,_. _.O _,_ _"2.S
the no_ograph. The reflection from the re- _S _.O

i_i raining wall is incorporated by adding the _Z "°"' _ _.Omirror images of the b_affic in the wall, as _ I_._

.Z shown in the figure. Again, the barrier is _ j_._ _
assumed to subtend a_ angle of 180 degrees _M_ *"_" _3_._ _._
at the recolver. The full line-of-sight

(L/S} distance is used in the nomogra_h - _"'
the distance from traffic to reflecting wall
to E_ceiveE. The corresponding workshest is *._._
included as Sketch 5.1_.

-_ Notice that the reflected noise dominates

the LIO. Without cefleotlon, the noise is- *._o.
vel at the receiv_ wogld be 82.0 dBA, a

significant underestimate of_he impact. _'_ 9_,o _ _.S

Xn some oases, especially fo_ very high rs-

oeive_s, the reflected pat,* may miss the op- I ......,,.._._..,..,_.S,.... _lr i

I:_ P°'ite rstat_ing wall - o_er its top. Inthis ca_e, the reflected path does not exist SKETCH 5.19
an_ should not be used.

i_ If the _eflectlng wall was m_de acoustically be reduced in level, For example, i_ theabsorptive, then the reflected noise would absorption coefficient (of A-weighted traf-
fic noise) were 0.6, then the reflected noise
would be reduced by 4 dBA. This reduction is

i_ _ discussedInd.tollbelow.

It is also possible that noise due to multi-
le reflections is signlfioant. For exampl_,

_the reflected noise in the example had

been atte,uated by the barrier (higher bar-
_ _. _ _ x _ tier), then perhaps some multiply reflected

_Z _ _ > noise - reflected first from the right, then• - _ from the left, then over the barrier - would

_ _d < a< _ _ not be _ttenuated by the barrier and mightcontrol the noise at the receiver. This pos-

_ sibility is discussed below also.

S_ETCH 5.18

i I L/S length Barrier position Break in L/S
Reflected Lane 2, trucks I_0 ft .........

autos 122 ft .........

,-- Reflected Lane i, trucks 93 ft .........
, r autos 95 ft 16 ft i ft

-- Lane I, trucks 61 ft iS ft i ft
autos 64 ft IS ft 3 ft

} Lane 2, trucks 34 ft 14 ft 5 ft7 autos _8 ft 13 ft 8 ft

ii 5-15
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Some general comments can be made concerning 5,1,S Points to Remember In Ustng the
the attenuation of depressed and elevated 8arrtcr Rcmogr_ph and Work_heet
roadways. As Figure 5.13 indicates, the at- ' ,
beaus;ion of depressed roadways increases for
more remote receivers, since the line-of- . The simplest llne-of-sight (L/S) is al-
sight is broken more and more as the rarely- ways used - from the receiver perpendicular "_
er distance is increased. In an opposite to the roadway, i i

man_eE, the break in the line-of-sight de-
creases for more remote receivers adders--at • At the roadway, this L/S terminates el-

to elevated roadways. For this reason, ele- thor at the pavement for automobiles, DE 8 y-!
rated roadways are not effective in reduc- feet above the pavement for trucks• _
i_g the noise at larger distances° In addi- , _ '
tlo_ when t/le roadway is elevated above the • The barrier position is measured to el-
terrain, the natural barriers afforded by thor the roadway or the receiver, whichever

scattered buildings, rolling terrain, etc., is closer. J"_
areusuaily lost. ii

• The L/S generally slants from roadway
to receiver. The L/S length is this slant

distance, not the horizontal distance.
Example _7 i _

• The amount the harrier breaks the L/S I _

The final ex_J_p_e will reconsider Example #1, is always measured perpendicular to the L/S,
this ti_e with a gap in the barrier - perhaps _ot vertically.
necessitated by an underpass. The plan is
sllown in Sketch 5.20. • The barrier position is also a slant i,_

distance, along t-he L/S.

_wRh di_t0rf0dsc0[0 • The vertical and horizontal scales on _I

all sectional drawings must be identical, i_
ROADWAY

...... • The sketch on the nomogragh is pictorial

SAflRIER_ only. _o attempt should be made to place _!
the harrier onto the sketch by inspection
only. _

. When concentrating traffic into a re- ___
H duced n_mber of lanesl place these lane_ atSKETCH 5.20

the equivalent distance from the barrier. __

• For depressed roadways, use the full
In such a situation, the problem is ap- L/S distance for the reflected noise. "-
proached in two steps. First, the net noise

coming over the barrier is computed, ignor- • For depressed roadways, or roadways
ing the gap in the barrier• Second, the flanked by barriers on both sides, in some

noise from the small piece of exposed high- cases multiple reflections within the con- _
way is oomp_ted_ and added to the noise tom- fined roadway space are important.
ing over the barrier,

5.1,6 Three AddJttona] Compl|catJons
• This second noise contribution can be calcu-

lated using either NCHRP Report i17 or using a) Receiver Beyond the End of the Barrier
the LIO homograph• In either case_ the an-
gle of the exposed roadway is only 20 degrees When the receiver is just at the end of the
as shown in the skebch, i0 log 20°/180 ° is barrier (receiver #i, Figure 5.11), the far-

used to adjust the infinite zoad level, as gest angle the harrier can subtend is 90 de- ' '
discussed i_ Chapter 4, to account for the grees. A full one-half of the roadway is _ r
finite length of the roadway segment, i0 unshielded by the barrier. In such a situs- _"

log 20o/1800 • -9 dBA. ;ion, the maximu_ attenuation achievable is

3 dBA, as can be verified on the homograph. _ I
FO_ o_r example here, the no-barrier LI0 is For receivers beyond the end of a barrier
70 dBA. The 200 exposure reduces this to (same flqure, receiver _4), the attenuation

61 dBA. Separately, the with-barrier LI0 is is even less. The nomograph is inaccurate
59 dBA. Adding fil dBA and 59 dSA by dB- for these receivers; it is recommended that
addition, we obtain 63 dBA, a oompro_ise of no attenuation be attributed to _he barrier _I
4 dBA on the ba_rier's performance, for receivers beyond the ends of oarEiers.
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b) Barriers in Series of 3-tlmes-D or 4-times-B down the roadway,
where B equals the distance from roadway to

Sometimes two or more barriers break _he receiver. This 145- to 188-dearee segment

i i [ line-of-sight Between the receiver and the directly in front Of the _eceiver controls the
, _ roadway. This was the case in Example #2 noise; the remainder contributes less than

above. When this Occurs, both barriers at- I dBA to the total.

tenuat_ the noise and should properly be
, ; _ considered "in series". This additional However, if a barrier shields the receiver

q.r complication is not worth the slight im- from this central seament, then the hiahwav
provement in accuracy. Even in the TSC com- far down the road becomes immortantl it is
puter program, only the individual attenua- no ionaer i0 dBA down from the nearby segment,

17 bion from the most effective barrier is con- because the nearby se_ent's noise has been
_I sidered. The ethers ate ignored. The error reduced by the barrier. _t is important to

is generally ve&_ slight, realize this, and to include enough of the

exposed roadway in the computer input.
,'_ c) Bnrrier Attenuation for Receivers Just

__' Outs_e the Shadow Zone h) Imprecise barrier elevation I relative
to roadwav

I_ reality, receivers just outside the bar- _iaure 5.17 illustrates a common mistake made

tier shadow zone (Figure 5.14) do receive in preparln_ the computer input. _he actualsome benefit from the barrier. -_b is the_J situation consists of a roadside harrier that

noise that was headed their way that passed follows the roadway qrades_ always remain-
very close above the barrier and that was ins a constant hel_ht above the roadway.

-_ diffracted downward into the shadow. Just
The proper input is shown at the top of the

I on the grazing llne-of-sight for example, figure, where the barrier follows the road

the attenuation is 5 dBA. It drops off precisely. At the bottom, the barrier input
quickly then above the grazing llne-of-sight, has been simplified, and althouah the slmpli-
For these cases where the barrier almost - fication does not look extreme_ the inaccur-
but not quite - breaks the L/S, no attenua- aries introduced can be great. The height of

tion is given by the hOmOgraph. The computer the barrier, relative to the roadway, is a
program, however, does incorporate this at- very sensitive parameter in barrier perfor-tenuation.

¢_' manta. The simplification shown at the bottom

{] _" These three complexities are st_arized in should not he used.
L_ " Tigure 5.15.

c) Imprecise harrier position t relative

'! In highly urbanized areas, the barrier no- to roadwaymograph may overestimate the barrier at- Small-scale maps are often used to _etermine

! tenuation, say from a building shielding the coordinates for the computer input.
a courtyard area. In such situations, il- Relative positions - say between the roadway

lustrated in Figure 5,18, other large Bur- and the receivers - are sufficiently accuratefaces tend to reflect noise energy into the on such maps to allow an accurate compute-
shadow zone behind the building, Such re- tion of the noise level. However, harrier-fleeted noise fills in the shadow zone with

roadway distances are sometimes very small I

_! 0else, and therapy reduces the amount of and in such cases, lar_errscale maps must he

i_ shielding provided. It is good practice to used. The distance between harriers and
assume a maximu_ of 10 dEA shielding in roadways is a very sensitive parameter. ItSuch urban areas,

should not he obtained bv subtractina two

i_ very large distances ohtalned from a small-

_j _,1.7 Pttfalls |n 5arrler _nput - TSC
scale map.

Comp0ter Pr0g_am d) Hoise cannot pass under elevated harriers

•,4 The mechanics of using the Transportation
"i _ Systems Center computer program, includina Fiaure 5.18 indicates an inflexibility in the

the barrier input routines, were discussed TSC computer program that should be understood.

in Chapter 4. In this section, several com- In the fioure, a barrier has been explicitly
•on pitfalls concernin_ this barrier input input alon_ the lip of the elevated ramp, to

/'I will be discussed, shield the receiver from the ramp noise.
Unfortunately, this harrier will also shield

_ r a) Insufficient exposed roadway the receiver from the main llne noise. All
barriers extend downwards to the =round; no

:-] ?or receivers with no barrier blockina their noise can pass under any barrier in the TBClines-of-siaht, the traffic far down the road- program. Such situations usually reuulre two

-_ way is insignificant co,pared to the very computer runs - one with and one without the
I " nearby traffic, For this reason, it is gen- barrier on the ramp.

; _ _r orally sufficient to co,elder only a distance

! -

ii
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Parenthetically, the computer does not auto- turned up and down as the vehicle cruises and
matically assiqn such a barrier to elevated then s_ops for traffic signals. While cruis-
roadways. First, there is no input that tells ing, the interior noise of the automobile
the computer when a roadway is elevated, masks the radio, and it _ust be turned up.

Second, the flexibility has been retained to It is then uncomfortably loud when the yeLl-
input such harriers exDlicltly - at the proper cle is stopped at a signal, and must be

position and proper elevation, turned down. In noisy environments people
stand closer together during conversation to _.

e) TOO much harrier input be understood. When the noise fluctuates, no
equilibriLun distance can be established, in-

It if very easy to input too much information creasing annoyance. _-
On barriers. It is recommended that the bar- i

rler _o_o_raph be used to determine if a bar- Most important, falling asleep is more diE-
tier effects the noise at the receivers in ficult in fluctuating noise than in sbeady
_uestion - as an aid in eliminatina suDerflu- noise. Just as a person is dozing, a truck

cue i_put. It is also a seed idea to run the passes and wakes him. It is common practice
prooram in sba_es, with small blocks of re- for people living close to freeways to in- _ , ]
ceivers and their associated barriers. In stall some steady noise source in their bed- [

this way. the computer does not waste time room to cover up _he fluctuations - sources _ [

testing superfluous harrlsrA for large nu,_0ers such as the commercial sleep machines or Iof receivers, window air conditioners. These devices in- _. ;

crease the total noise, including the LI0, !
f) Very low battlers but decrease the fluctuations.

The computer assigns too much attenuation to Now important are these fluctuations? If i-_ I
very iow barriers. As mentioned above, 5 dB_ the LI0 drops by 5 dBA, how much can the
reduchion is calculated _or receivers Just on fluctuations be allowed to increase without [

the grazing line-of-sight. _he missino energy negating the benefit? !_
has diffracted int0 the shadow zone. However, i i,:_
as indicated on Piqure 5.19, very in_ harriers B.2.1 Noise P011uti0n Level I.,

have no shadow zone. EVen in the li_it of
zero h_ight - as shown a_ the bottom of the No completely acceptable method has been i

figure - the program assigns 5 dBA abtenuatior agreed upon for dealing with noise fluctua- -i'I [

if the barrier is entered as input. Lions. TO date, the most promising format _,. {in the literature that _akes fluctuations

into scooter in a fully developed form is !

I P_TFAL_SINOARm(,INPUT-t_CCO_U_R I the Noise Pollution Level, LNp. The LNp ["was derived to account for general ovserva-
Lions common to a number of studies of dis- _-• INSUFFICIENT_#OSED RO_AY

• l._R_Cls_aA,m_,¢_v_rl6N tinctl 7 different character.

.[_t,vE to.o_ow_ It is p_eoisely the fact that the LNp explains _

• I_pSEClSEB_m_R P0S_tI0_ convincingly the results of several unrela .... _
._v£ TO,0*_W_V ted studies for which no other explan_tlon

• NOISECaNnOT_SS UNO_ _L_V_TEOBASSI_S can be offered_ coupled with the a_ply-demon-
• t_o.u_ _AS._[. ,NPUt strafed reliability of the A-weighted sound _I

• v_v _ow _sm[ss lev_l_ that constitutes the stostest argu- _4
ment favoring the LNP over competitive rat-
ings.

' 5.2 COMPLICATION IN BARRIER DESIGn{ CAUSED ,!
BY NOISE FLUCTUATIOM Most encouraglngly, the Noise Pollution Level I

can relate steady freeway annoyance to very _

As mentioned i_ Chapter i# roadside b_rriers intermittent aircraft annoyance, under the

may cause an increase in the fluctuation of same formulation. The same definition of LNP _!traffic noise_ and _hereby a possible in- and the Ba_e criterion of acceptability apply
C/CaBS i_ a_no_a_¢e to th_ road _s neighbors, to these disparate noise sources - one quite _

This is most likely to occur when _he barrier steady, the other very intermittent.
is effective in reducing the automobile noise,

but does nothing to the more intermittent The same comparison is necessary in a full _r
truck noise, consideration of traffic no_se annoyance. It

is common for traffic noise to be much more

The increase in annoyance caused by noise intermittent during the early morning and
fluctuation is a common experience. People late evening than during peak hours, especial- _I

living near alrpo_ts are annoyed during fly- ly along intercity freeways. In fact, late
overs that cause them to miss parts of their at night, the noise in_ermittency is quite

TV programs. It is annoying to have to turn similar to some typical aircraft flyover his-
the volume up just for the flyover, and then borise. A pro_er measure that incorporates _
to turn ib ba_k down again when the aircraft

is past. Often automobile radios must be



" fluctuations is needed to compare peak-hour The procedure is outlined in Figure 5.21.
"_ noise with late evening noise. More than half the work has b_en already

completed during the L 1 barrier design.
One example is included to indicate the full The new steps are included in heavy outlines.
concern. Wecent measurements were made a-

-_ long a freeway in New Y_rk State, Figure No, battler calculations:

i 5.20 shows 5-mlnute time histories 250 feet- from the freeway. The top history, measured First, the Ll0 for both automobiles and
at midnight, shows large fluctuations. The trucks is transcribed from earlier calcu-

fluctuations during rush hour continuousare much less lotions. Ll0'S are converted to LN_elow,'susingsevere, since the traffic is re- an additional n0mograph, discussed
_i thor than intermlttent_ Note that the LI0 and then added together for the total LNpo

is nearly identical for both of these his-
borise, however. With-barrier calculatlonsl

_ How do these two histories compare by the LI0 First, the imp for both automobiles and
1-- measure and by the _NP measure? From rush trucks is transferred from above. Then

hour to _dnlght, the LI0 went down 4 dSA these are reduced by the barrier LNp atten-

-_ and the LNp went up 18 dSA, In other words, uation, obtained from the basic barrier no-

taking fluctuation into accounts midnight mograph. Finally, _he two LNp_S are added
_ noise is much more disrupting than rush hour together f_r the total LNp.

noise; and LI5 doesngb indicate this at all.
A comparison - with and without the barrier -

i_ Of COUrSe, automobiles cannot be enticed _o indicates whether the barrier design is suf-travel at midnight to reduce the annoyance, flcient. The new steps can be su_arized as
B_t on the other hand, we can avoid construe- follows_

tint barriers that turn our highways into
midnight conditions throughout the day - _hat i. Conversion of Ll0 to Lwp_ very simple

i i attenuate the automobiles without attac_ing homograph.

L_ the real source of _hs problem, the trucks.

The procedure described below is intended to 2. LNp barrier attenuation: essentially tom-
prevent such barrier designs, plots already.

t _! _ow is gNP incorporated? DO we have to work 3. Addition of _Np_S: complex.
from the basic deflnitlon_

_! al Convsrslon. og LI0 to LNp

i_ L_' L.,.Z,56e Conversion _rom LI0 to imp is accomplished
with the homograph of Figaro 5.22. This

L.,' I01=, "'Y " "--" °-[_/IO_dll.256'_/(L{l,.+/L(ll,l)l_fj_,6 _ _ _ _ conversion is similar to _he conversion in

NCSR9 Report 117 from L50 to LI0 - it depends
only upon the dimensionless parameber VD/S.

NO, fortunately. The Transportation System A single example will suffice to illustrate
Center program has incorporated this equation the homograph.
into its mathematics. The computer program

for of roadways Fara_etsrs; voltune = i000 vehicles/hour
prodlcts the LNp any system
and barriers, no matter how complex, For (either autos o_ trucks]

this reason, it offers the ultimate test for Speed = 50 mlles/hour

_._ whether fluctuations are increased or de- L/S l_ngth = 50 feet
orea_od. The results from the computer pro-

--_ gram have been _ondensed into the procedure
below, which can be used as a design tool to The completed nom0_raph is included as
check the bar_le_ design. If the barrier Sketch 5.21.

-_ system increases the Noise Pollution Level
imp _ then it is highly recommended that the
barrier not be built. 5tarblng at Volume = 1000, a llne is drawn

to 60 On the speed scale. Where this line

-i 5.2.2 Graphical Procedure _o C0mpare crosses the pivot llne_ a line is drawn to

: LNp, w_th and wjth0_t B_tr_er _/S = 50 _eet. Th_ result is thenLNp,- LI0 = 7_ dBA.

-_ The procedure described below predicts the Then,LNp = Ll0 + 7_ dSA.
Noise Pollution LoVe1 both with and without

_ the barrier as designed. A comparison then

of these two LNp'S indicates whether or no_
the barrier will increase or decrease the

i traffic a_noy_nce.

r!
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.)
Ll.*t._ Please recall that this example concerned a _

vaLu_.. IL_'_J L,.,._.s,_r.,m single lane of traffic containing both auto-
mobileB and trucks. AS the nomog_aph show_,

"" . _he barrier reduced the LNP slightly more

-" ,._ / than it did the LI0:12.5 dBA compared to i0: Jail

-i- "_ dBA for automobiles and 8.5 dBA compared to _-
/

7 d_A for trucks.

i

_" For this example, the receiver was centered

_ along the barrier. When this is not the case,
_ a different angle must be used _or LNp atten-

,_/ _ uation. This is illus_rated in Figure 5°23. '_.
FOE receivers that are not centered, only a

_I part of the full angle is used in the barrier _

nor_ograph - just the centered piece, as

_. shown in parts {b) and (c} of the figure. ',.i
As is apparent, when the recelveE is opposite
the _nd of the barrier, the heftier angle be-

*_ _ comes zero, and no LNp attenuation is ob-

_._m e* f._ m.b,_ belted. Also, foe receivers beyond the end !
of the barrier, as in part (d) of the figure, _.

SKETCH 5.21 the barrier does not attenuate the LNp.

Therefore, when the receiver is off-center, !
the homograph line wilt have to be reflected

h) Battler Attenuatlon of ,T,Np upward from a different angle to the LNp
scale. In generall for off-center Eeceiversf _-

The barrier homograph for Example _3 above the barrier h_s less effect upon the LNp I

iu repeated as Sketch 5.22. than upon the LI0.

OF • q_t (g/_l

SKETCH 5,22 f-_
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_ c) L_m Addition E_ample #8

"_ Addition of individual LNp.s to obtain the A single lane ef traffic carries both auto-
! overall LNp is complex. Indeed, adding 70 mobiles and trucks.

dBA for automobiles with 75 dBA for trucks
may yield 85 dSA for the total. This is

I LNp_LI01 LNP

hardly normal dB-additlon. Yet the addition LiS
of automobiles to the truck noise can reduce

the fluctuations enough to reduce the LNp. Trucks 70.0 12.0 82.0

,_ A review of normal dB-addition is in order. AutOs 68.0 4.0 7_.0

Table 5.3 is reproduced from Chapter i. It
_. has been expanded to explicitly include all First the proper table page must be chosen.

half-lnteger values in the left column. To Trucks have the higher LNp , which satisfies

add two Ll0'S by dB-additlon, first find LNp - LlO = 12. This determines the page.
-7 their difference in the left column. Then Second, autos have the lower LNp, which

add the tabulated value in the right column satisfies LNp - Ll0 = 4. This determines
to the larger Ll0. The reader should be the column. Once these are determined,

very familiar with this process, then the addition proceeds as with normal

dB-addltion. The LN_ difference {I0 dBA) is
A similar procedure is followed for adding found at the 'left, ahd the corresponding
two LNp'S , using Table 5.4 instead, First table entry (-& dBA) is added to the higher
their difference is found in the left col-

- unto, and then the tabulated value is added LNp'

to the larger LNp. Sketch 5.23 shows the Therefore, _he net LNp is 82-8 = 78 dBA.__ similarity with the L10 table. The com-

plexity comes in (i) choosing the proper
page of the table and (2) choosing the pro-
per column of babulated values. Example #9

i A single lane of traffic carries both auto-

-" J L.p'AOOITION J mobiles and trucks.

r

WHCN Lim't THiN A_0 TmS AUOUNt Trucks i0,5 81.O
OIF_ ty= TO HI_N_ LIj

_j Autos 61.0 2.g 163.8

First, the proper table page is chosen.

V" Trucks have the higher LNp, which satisfies

LNp-Li8 = i0, rounding off to the nearest
even _nteger. This determines the page.

Secondt aubos have the lower LN_ r which sa-
-- tisfies LNp-Ll0 = 2, again rounding off to

the nearest even integer. Thi_ determines

_ the COlUmn. For this page and this column,
the LNp difference (18 dBA) is found at the
left, and the corresponding table entry is
-4 dSA. Then the sum equals 81-4 = 77 dBA.

-- When will LNp-addition increase the total?
Examination of Table 5.4 reveals that the

"-- table entries are positive in the upper left-
hand corners of each page. The highest an-

- try is +2 dBA_ on the first page. This entry
is _sed when adding two identical noises

.-- with low fluctuations: the LNp difference

is _ero, and both noises satisfy LNp-LlO=2

I_##¢_ Col,m,_j dBA. If we had entries for LNp'L_0 = 0 dBA,theR the table entry would be _3 _BA, as with

normal dB-additlon. In general, these posi-

IWh/:h ###b _J tiv_ table entries occur for iow-fl_ctuation

noises with nearly identical LNp's.
q- SKETCH 5.23
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!
Example #10 therefore 78.5 - 0 = 78.5 dBA. The final

tally is
Next, another lane of traffic is added to

Exampl_ #9. The fi_st lane i_ identical. Ll8 LNp-LI0 _ LNp | _

Lane i_ Truck_ 70.5 10.5 81.0 The last lane of autos neither increased the

nl0 nor decreased the LN_.

Autos fili_ 2.5 __2_i-- Problem: The reader is asked to work the

_l.O 6.0 177.0) following problem for himself. 7-Lane 2_ Trucks 72.0 7.5 79.5

Auto_ 60.5 . 3,0 63.5 L_p'L10 I LNP ' I :

Trucks 70.5 14.5 85.0

The results of the first addition have been , '-_

oircl_d. The LNp _esult came from the Trucks 70.5 14.5 85.0
above example_ the Ll0 sum was accomplished "

the _ - result is [by normal dB-addltion; N8 Ll0 ..
_be difference between thee two. Trucks _5.'0 10.5 85.5

This intermediate sum i_ needed as a start-

ing point for the next addition, when the "- J
second lane of trucks iB added, For this Autos 73.0 2.0 75,0 _

nexn LNp addition, first the proper table

pag_ is chosen. The second lane of trucks ....
has the higher LNp, which satisfies LNp -

L 0 = 8_ after rounding off. This deter- Su_
m}nes the proper page. The intermediate sum _"

has the lower LN8, whlch satisfies LNp-Ll0=6. d) _orksheet fo_ hNp Addition and
Tbi_ determines th_ coltu_. Fo_ this p_ge Darrler _tt0nuation

and this column, the LAp difference (2 dSA)zs found at the left and the table entry is
read as -I dBA. The sum Is therefore 79.5 - Exactly the same procedure is used to add

i._ = 78.5 dBA. The intermedlat_ sum, in LNp'S, whether there is a barrier along the
roadside or no_. The examples above did not f_

total, is include roadside ba_rlers. If a barrier had Ib-
existed, then the wlth-barrler L O and the

with-barrier L_p would be oarrle_ along in

J ] LNp'LI0 the addition p_ocess in an identical manner. _Ll0 J 4.0 :' LNP78,5

I

74.5 TWO additions, one with and one without the __
barrier, must be carrled out to evaluate
the effectiveness of the _arrler - to deter-

mlne if the barrier decreases the LN . A ' '
AS befoEe_ the LlO sum was obtained by nor- wo_ksheot for carrying out both of t_ese ad-
mal dB-addi_ion_ and then the L_p-L1O was _-
obtained by subtraction cf the outer two dltions together is included as WOrksh_et5,2. The _o-bar_ier addi=icn is carried out

colum_, down the left side, the with-battler addition , _

NOW we proceed to add in th_ second lane of down the right side. Note that the LNp
autos. First, the proper table page is cho- barrier attenuation separates the two sum-
sen. The la_er_ediate s_ has the higher motions. Also note _hat the three right-

LNp, which satisfies LNp-Li0 = 4. This de- most coltu_s are duplications of the Ll0 - *
te_mlneS the page. The autos have the lower addition workshset. Whenever this new work-

sheet is used therefore, the LlO barrier
LNT, which satisfies LNp-Ll0 = 4, rounding ,u to the nearest even integer. This deter wcrksheet can be eliminated.
_nes the prope_ column. For this page and 'I
_hls COILI_JI, the LNp difference (16 dBA, 8xample _ii i_
rounded up) is found at the left, and the

table entry is read as O dBA. The sum is To illus_rate the use Of this worksheet, the
barrier of Example #3 abov_ will be =eared

- J

.... _÷, .......
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to see if i_ reduces the LNP. The sketch
-_' a_d woEksheet for this example are repeated [ .nls_ _nlrB¢_ II !m .^e_l_. I I+io,^._. I u_I m*_.;_"

a_ Sketches 5.24 a_d 5.25. _ln ^_,.,. r'lo

'PP++k| _Z*_ 7.0 LS. s

_. -..._..=_ _.... G'/,O I0.0 S't.O

t

, _ _
,_ i _ ?ruel, n

wffh tilfOrfOt JIlOJO ,IIR_I

"+_i; ROADWAY

J _

SKETCH 5,24 _ _m.

ALI¢O_
In this worksheet, the traffic volumes

have been changed f=om those used in J• Exampl_ #3, The harrier attenuation, _nL ._,S I "m+P;'L{ _,0
separatoly for _ruchs a_d automobiles,

' r" Theremalnsunchanqed of¢our_e.ba_rler [ ]
shields th_ r_ceiver fre_ a sln-

• gle la_e of _rafflc that _a_ries both auto-
mobiles and trucks, we shall proceed from SKETC_ 5.25

, _ -_ the beginning of the p_oblem. Th_ _ra£Eicparameters a_e as foll_wsz 1000 aut_s/hcurl
_+L 100 trucks/hour; 60 miles/hour.

Firsu, th_ LIO nomugraph is used to oh- _e_ v(_H_
_ _ain the _o-b_rrler LI0*Se _s sh_w_ i_ ,m ,o- _o,o_

_ Io. tooo

. Second; _he ba_ie_ no_o_raph is used _ ,__ '_ ,o- ,ooo_,_*+ i¢1oo

"_ to obtain the barrier attenuation for LIO, ,o:pOl,_T -
1 a_ shown An Sketch 5.27. The bar_ier a_:- ,_._

tenuati_n fo_ LNp is al_o obtained An the o, _ ,ooo

• Third+ the _N_ homograph is used to ob- _(,¢[.rr.uc_s
taln the LNp-_I0, as shown in Sketch 5.28. .,oo

• Ne_C the worksheet is fill_d in+ as 0,sty. =",o

- show_ ig Sketch 5.2_. _'.(_,CT[Oo_s_,_( = sottOi_ * +o
I.[VE_" * _o

/'+ +. $_ETCH 5,26
i/ VCH_CL£

' j VOLU_[
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"- . Finally, we add down the columns for . Finally, we add down the colunms for the
- both the no-barrier and the with-barrier no-barrier and the wlth-barrier oase_. The

oases. The L 1 +s are added by regular dS- results are shown at the bottom. As can be
addition using0Table 5.3. The LNp'S are seen, the barrier did reduce the L1 • HOW-0

added by LNp-addition using Table 5.4. The ever, the barrier increased the LNF, result-
-, resulting Llg'S and LHF'S are shown at the ing in no noise improvement.
' bottom. As can be seen, the harrier reduced

the LHp approximately the same as the LI0. The following problems are _e_t to thereader:

-_ Example #12 ' It is desired to shield a ground-floor
I receiver from a highway 10o feet from his

- ' Let US now reduce the height of this barrie_ window (L/S distance). The traffic inuludes_
so that it breaks the llne-of-slght he the 16 trucks/hour and 1200 automobileshour,

"_ autos by only 5 feet_ and does not break the both at 40 miles/hour. Computed total LIO

i line-of-slght to the trucks. For this sltu- is 71.0 dSA. AS a first design, a barrier
aries, the barrier will reduce the automo- is constructed 25 feet from the traffic, and
bile noise without reducing the truck noise, 7 feet high, subtending 180 degrees at the

--- The resulting increase in fluctuation may receiver. The terrain is flat. Sow much

very well _ncrease the LNp. will this barrier reduce _le L107 3mswer:
1.5 dRA, to 69.5 dRA, below the FHWA eras-

The basic Dlg nomog£aph is unchanged, dard. What will this barrier do to the LNF?
Answerl Increase if 5 dBA. A higher barrier

• The new barrier nomograph shows a re- must be built to avoid deterioration of the

_._ duction in the automobile noise by 7 for noise environment.
L I_ and by 8.5 for _NP. The homograph is
le_t to the reader. . The barrier height _bove the ground is

p- increased to 1O _eet. Now how much is the

I_ The LNp homograph is also unchanged. Ll0 reduced? Answerl R dBA, to 63 dBA.What will this barrier do to the L_p?
+ The filled out worksheet is included Answer_ Reduce it 5.5 dBA.

!i as Sketch 5.30.

;:.:/_ . Another receiver's window is the _amedistance behind the 10-foot barrier of pro-

_? Dlem 2, except that he is at the end of the
!_ barrier, rather than centered. T e_'e_e_ore,

!_ [+_ the barrier subtends as angle of 90 degrees.

rI_;_ All other distances are the same. How muchdoes the barrier reduce this second recei-

ver's LIO? Answer: 3 dBA, to 68 dRA.

l_i What does the barrier do to his LNp?

_ Answer: it does not chang_ it. Although
the barrier reduces the LIs below the FHWA
standard, it does not reduce the LNp, and
would therefore be difficult to justify for

[_ this receiver alone.

5.3 BARRIER CONSTRUCTION - ACOUSTICAL
CONSTRAINTS

I i_ The primary requirements of acoustical bar-
rlers have alread_ been discussed - the po-
sitlon, length, and required break in the

line-of-sight, L/5. The remaining constraint
- the required resistance to sound transmis-
sion - will he discussed in this section.

AS Figure 5.1 indicated above, the noise
transmitted through the barrier can short-

:_ circuit the barrier attenuation, resulting

,_ in less attenuation than calculated from th_
barrier homograph. TO prevent this, restrio-

-- _ _.+,o,_, tions are needed to the minimum allowablesurface weight of the barrier and the mail-

; mum allowable open area through the barrier
- SKETCH 5.30 (slots, louvers, undercut openings, etc.).

%1 ;
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reduce the diffracted noise i0 dBA then it

,l aA_HI[RS- ACOUSTICAL CONST"A'_'SI mus_ have a minimum surface weight of 3.5 --,., lb/ft2• %t can be heavier than this, of
course•

• BBfA# IN L/S
TWO important points to remember in using _

• POSITION the table: i
• ANGLE SUBTENOEh ....

• The surface weight does not include the I
• SURFACE WEIGMT weight of bracing, framing, e_-'c_.It includes :
• HOLES only the weight of the skin material. In " ,

some cases such framing can be included in
the weight calculation (for orthotropic, i

5.3.1 Surface Welght stiff panels, for example), but it is beyond
the scope of this simplified table to in- --

The technioal term for the "resistance to elude such cases. DO not use the weight of

bransmlssion" is the Transmission LOSS, TL. framing members. *,.,

This is the ratio of incident noise energy . The transmltted noise must be compared

to transmitted noise energy, to the noise diffracting over the top of the 7
barrier. The left colunt_ in the table is L.
the attenuation of this diffracted noise.

I I This is obtained from the barrier nomograph,TRANSMISSION LOSS I assuming the barrier subtends IS0 degrees. "-
This is the attenuation over the top. [For
smaller angles, the nomogEapb gives the net _'

[ ] attenuation - over the top plus around the

INCIDENT NOISE ends. )

TL • 10 10g TRANSMITTE0 NOISE !
It is a common design error to design very _.-
high barrlers that subtend only a small an-
gle. A small piece of the noise, from di-

The larger the TL, the less energy gets cectly in front of the receiver, is thereby

through. The TL of any wall depends in a reduced greatly, while the great hulk of the i
complicated way upon the wall's weight, stiff- noise is not blocked by the tarrier at all. "-
hess, loss factor, the angle of incidence of AS can be seen from the nomograph, for ex-

the approaching noise, and lastly the fre- ample, a S0-degree barrier lets so much _
quency of the nois_. It is beyond the scop_ noise around its ends that it cannot pro-

of this text to describe the complex inter- vide more than I•5 dBA reduction in
10,the _-

play between these parameters. Instead, no matter how much it breaks the line-of

we shall present s_me conservative guide- sight. If this is not noticsd_ the barrier --

lines here to avoid underdesigning barriers, will be built much higher than is of any
use. For such cases, Table 5.5 will also _--

The surface weight density of the barrier is cause an overdesiun in the barrier weight.
the most important parameter affecting the Both design errors go hand in hand and
Transmission LosS• HeaVier barriers allow should be avoided.

less Ooise to pass thEough. How heavy must
a roadside harrier be? This depends upon In some oases, this surface weight table is "
the attenuation expected from the barrier - very conservative. Technically, it assumes

in other words, upon the expected reduction a critical frequency in the worst range
i_ mbe noise diffracted OVer the top of the (500 to 1000 H_), and assumes no extra he-

barrier. For example, if a barrier is de- nsfit from a high sub-panel first resonance

signed to attenuate the diffracted noise or from a double wall construction. For
only 5 to lO dBA, mben quite a large amount this reason, it may be desired to measure
of noise ca8 be allowed to pass through the the Transmission Loss of a proposed test
barrier without compromising the attenuation, panel. The faeilitles of an approved fever- _.
If however, the harrier is expected to pro- berant-room test laboratory must be used.
vide 20 dBA attenuation over the top, then The technicians will measure the TL in third-
it must be much heavier, to reduce the brans- octave bands, and will be able to compute the

mitred energy a comparable amount. Our sim- net TL for A-weighted automotive noise, us-
plifled rule guarantees that the transmitted ing the spectra in Chapter 2. What must he
noise be some 3=6 dhA lower than the noise determined? The A-weighted TL, for traffic

over the top. Therefore, the transmitted spectra, must be at least 4-6 dBA greater _
noise will increase the total by I dBA, at than the barrier attenuation of the diffrac-

mmst. ted noise over the top of the harrier. As- ,--
sistance is reccr_ended here.

The wsigho requirement is shown in Table 5.5. i
For example, if the harrier is designed to ,,
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5.3.2 Holes In Barriers Holes in barriers provide two further compli-
cations.

How much do holes compromise the Transmission

LOSS of barriers? More than would be cxpec- • The 6 dBa amplification discussed above
ted, by far. For examplew let us assume we is due to an averaging over the entire fro-

have 80 dDA at the source side of a barrier guency range. Throughout most of the range,

-, and that the TL of the barrier is 30 dBA. the noise is attenuated. But at th_ rose-
Without holes, the noise on the opposite side nanoe frequencies of the holes, it is a_-
would be 50 dBA. Now let us open up one- pliBied, sometimes by 15-20 dBA. The re-
tenth of the area bE the barrier. The bar- sulting noise through the hole is not only

tier surface is now 10% open. What is the amplified an average of 6 dBA, but its oha-
_, net TL of the barrier-plus-hole? ratter can be changed Brcm a broad-band
i noise to one with discreet pu_e tones.

1 First, ninety percent of the noise energy These pure tones would be moP_ objectionable
hits the barrier itself and is reduced by than their A-level indicates.

-q_ 30 dBA. Ninety percent is converted to
decibels using Tabl_ 5.6. From the table, • Figure 5.24 demonstrates another com-

• i ninety percent of 8b dBA is 80-0.5 = 79.5 plication due to holes. When a harrier is

dBA. In decibels, nearly all the energy slotted vertically at regular intervals, the
- hits the barrier itself. This 79.5 is re- slots could behave as a diffraction grating.

duced by 30, yielding 49.5 dBA. The noise emanating from a single source
passes through all the slots and can produce

Secondt te_ percent of the noise energy sharp constructive interference bands on the
hits the hole, and is increased by 6 dBA. receiver side of the harrier. The more slots

i From the table, iO percent of 80 dBA is 70 the more localized would be these bands of
dBA. This is Increased by 6, yielding 76 constructive interference. As the truck

_J dBA. Finally, the total energy is the dB- moves along the highwaT, these bands would
sum of 49.5 dBA and 76 dBA, which is 76 dBA. move with it, sweeping past the receiver.

The barrier has provided only 4 dBA reduction. The effect might be similar to an explosionor cannon shot as the truck passes by.
One reason that the hole compromised the
harrier attenuation so drastically is due to' 5.3.3 Absorptive Battlers

i_ _ the logarithmic nature of noise. Th_ bar-

I I Pier itself'essentialLy eliminates 90 per- In Figure 5.1 above, the reflected energy is
_J cent of the nois_ energy, but this is only shown _o be important Eor receivers on the

a reduction of i0 dBA. Even more extreme, opposite side of the roadway from a refleo-

if the barrier got _id of 99 percent o_ th_ tire barrier. En Example _6 above, the el-

noise energy, the reduction wo_id be only feet oB this reflected noise was calculated20 dBA. explicitly. _f the barrier walls could be
made acoustically absorptive, then this re-

The second _0ason for the poor performanc_ fleeted component would be reduced. In some

[ of the battler-with-hole is the 6 dSA in- cases, this would provide significant bone-crease in noise _hrough the hole. -- fit to the opposite receivers.

How much is the reflected noise reduced7

[HOLE AMPLIFICATION II This depends upon the absorption coeffioien_
I of the barrier wall. FOr a full answer, the

__ absorption coefficient must be known as a

_L,0LI _°0dEA function of frequency, Then the traffic
spectrum (most importantly the truck spec-

_i trum) is reduced by the absorption at each
J This increase is due to so-called "pressure- frequency_ to obtain the reflectsd spectrui_.

.-3 doubling" at _he ba_rier's surface. More After the A-level Of this new spectrum is
energy passed through the hole than was calculated, it is compared to the original

-_ stEaight-inoldent on it. The phenomenon is A-level to Obtain a reduction in dBA. This

! I oo_plex_ but real. A very good absorptive procedure is CtL_berso_e_ and can generally
treatment of the source side of the barrier be simplified as described below.
can eliminate this 6 dBA a_pllficatlon

through the hole. In the example, then, the A single-number absorption coefficient is

_-] net attenuatlon would be i0 dBA. The absorp- catalogued by the Acoustical and Insulating
,_ tiQn must be broad-band, rather than confined Naterials Association, This single-auger

to discreet _requencies, such as provided by coefficient is called _he Noise Red,orion

resonant absorbers, coefficient, HRC. It is an average Of the
_! absorption coefficients in the frequency re-

Table 5.7 combines these phenomena to indi- glen from approximately 200 to 3000 Hz.
_ cabe the maximum Transmlssio_ Loss of a bar-

i _ Pier with a hole. As can be seen, very

I_, , small holes indeed can put low limits on the
TL of barriers.
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from the receiver, then this additional con- J

L NOISE REOUOTION CGEFFIOIENT I tribution is important; othorwise, not. A --
planned DoT study should answer this impor-
tant question.

NNC. AOB|_ eAO0_g._ + AOS_.I_ AOSI_. f b) Drivers Within Vertical Depressions4

Row important is this reverberant build-up
to the driver in such a depressed section

Since these frequencies are most important (with vertical retaining walls)? Again, thein speech communication, and since the A-
level of traffic noise is controlled by the answer awaits further study. An upper andlower bound on the noise level can be esti-
energy in this frequency region, we can use i
this single number NRC. For any NRU_ the mated however.
reflected noise level is reduced by the
amount shown in Table 5.8. The mathematical Upper bound: The noise inside most existing 7-
relation is tunnels is certainly an upper bound on the

noise in vertical depressions. In such tun- in.

.INNc] nels, the lack of shoulders, the narrow lanesReduction in level - i0 lOg[l and the low ceilings all increase the rever-
berant build-up beyond anything that would "-

If a barrier wall is absorptive, then the be encountered in vertical depressions. The I
reflected level should be reduced by the lack of a roof over depressed sections will
amount in the table. Nothing else is allow most of the energy to quickly escape

changed in the calculation, and not contribute to the reverberant field. _" i
Noise in such tunnels is certainly an upper i

It is necessary that barrier absorption be " bound.
"broad band". In other words_ the battler

should absorb energy over a broad range of Lower bound_ When driving alongside a single :"
frequencies. Most absorptive surfaces do wall, the driver hears the reflection of his
have broad-hand absorption, with correspo0d= own noise (mostly tire noise) from the wall.
ingly large NRC's. Some structures however, If he is a shoulder-width from the wall, then

only absorb energy in narrow frequency bands, it sounds the same as another oar travelling
Such structures include Helmholtz resonators with him some three lanes over (the shoulder, _-
and similar resonant-cavity structures, the reflected shoulder, and his reflected .__
Such structures leave most of the energy lane). This is a lower bound on the driver

unabsorbed, and have _esultingly low NRC'S. noise in a vertical depression.
The bulk of the broad-band traffic noise will _
not be absorbed, and the A-level will be re-

duced very little. J DR_VERS WITHIN V[RTICRLOEPnESS_ON J "-

a) Receivers Opposite the Barrier y
NOISE LIES THAN IN ?UNNEL

HOW important is this reflected noise for

receivers opposite the barrier? When the NOI_[ GRBATEN THAN DRIVING ALONG
direct noise is blocked by a barrier, then $IROLE WALL
the unblocked, reflected noise can control, r-

I_ much Cases, barrier absorption can sig- c) Increased Barrier Attenuation due to
nificantly benefit the receiver• When the Ausorpulon

• direct noise is not blocked however, then

the reflected noise ca_ add 3 dBA at most, When noise is diffracted over the top of a _

since at most it can double the energy at barrier, absorption along the top edge and
the observer. Usually it does not fully on the faces of the barrier can reduce the

double the energy, since the reflected noise diffracted noise level by several dBA, above
has further to travel to the receiver, the amount predicted by the hOmOgraph• The
With no thsorption, the resulting in- actual amount depends in a complicated way
crease is usually not significant_ little upon the angle of approach relative to the

' benefit would be derived from making the barrier (and even the angle of retreat from
harrier absorptive, the back side of the barrier, if this side

is also absorptive}. In practice, no more ;,
For depressed roadways, with vertical retain- than 3 dBA _n be obtained by such absorp-
ing walls on each side, multiple reflections riot, even if the absorption coefficient is
_ay be important. Insufficient information unity. An additional 3 dBA can generally be
is known about this phenomenon to estimate obtained with a higher harrier at much less _ I
the reverberant build-up and resultant spil- ¢os_.

lags of noise out of the depression. It is
suspected that when both the direct noise

and the first-reflected noise are shielded I_
I

,J
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5.3.4 Non-acoustical Cons|deratlons In manes. Averaged ouc, however, they provide
Barrier 0esIgn no permanent noise reduction, exoepb in the

- mos_ UnUsual circumstances.

It is beyond the scope of this text to dis-
cuss non-acoustical con_ideratlon in detail, b) Grade Beparation

The highway engineer is generally better ac-
__ quainted with the n0n-acoustical constraints Traffic signals are eliminated by grade se-

than are the authors of this text. paratlons, and therefore the more annoying
stop-and-go-traffic is eliminated. Whether

--_ Obviously cost and esthetics are important• or not this produces a net benefit is ambi-
COSTS Vary Considerably from barrier to bar- guousl however.

-" tier, depending in general upon the height
required and the construction materials. Where most traffic is passing through with- !

'-_ The cheapest barrier is generally the earth out turning, the benefit is generally signi- !
be_, which at times can be built from sur- flcant; where a large percentage of the traf- !

-_ Plus fill at very low cost. The esthetics fi_ is turning, there is generally little
' of earth berms are also generally superior difference. Even though the stop-and-go

• to other types of barriers. Landscaping can traffic at the signal is eliminated, the
virtually hide berms from sight, or disguise turning traffic will still accelerate onto
them as natural hills. Even depressed see- the freeway• This full-throttle accelera-

tlons, with retaining walls, ca_ be improved tion produces much noise.
_i esthetically by breaking the interior wall

with a l_dg_ and slight set-back. If the In addition, the on-ramps may be located olo-
retaining wall is continued upward above the set to residential a_eas, because of the

" terrain, by perhaps ten feet, the terrain ca_ greater land area required for such inter-

; I be sloped upwards toward this wall to leave chanqss. Also, some ramps, or even the main
L_ only a flve-foot wall exposed to the neigh- line, may he elevated above the terrain,

bore. Many esthetic improvements have been thereby decreasing the shielding from the

_ suggested by both architects and engineers terrain. Zt is definitely a good design po-

I who have examined the feasibility of noise licy to depress the main line at such grade_ barriers• separations. In this way, the loudest traf-
• rio is shielded by the depression, and up-

_' " Barriers on both sides o_ a freeway tend to hill grades are not required for the on-ramps.

*_ decrease the air quality for the drivers.

_ Even single barriers can cause significant c) Decks Over Depressed Roadways,
snow drift. At ti_es, barriers may interfere

with necessary sight-lines for the driver, if Decks over depressed roadways obviously re-
_ care is not taken. And of course, free-stand- dues the noise adjacent to the highway. The

ing walls must be able to withstand large amount of actual reduction depends the
upon

wind loads. Transmission Loss of the deck itself. In

urban situations, it nearly always reduces

_I The probl_ms are solvable battler-by-barrier, the noise below the general a_bient - in
with imagination and good engineering know- other words_ it essentially eliminates the

ledge, noise for completely decked roadways.

_, 5,4 NOISE CONTROL OESIGN OTHER THAN At times, vent openings are left in the
' ! ROADSIDE BAHRIESS deck. Such openings seriously compromise

the nolse reduction of the deck. The amount
Beside the construction of roadside barriers, of compromise is always serious; but is very
other methods are available to reduce the difficult to compute. It depends upon the

'_ noise impact adjacent to highways. Some of size of the vent opening, its relation to

thesel such as the use of quieter pavement the various lanes of traffic underneath, and
1 materials_ have been discussed above• Oth- the _mount of acoustic absorptlon inside the
I ere involve common-sense application of the decked area• Also, the noise will emanate

( c_ propagation laws Her Bighway traffic noise• from the opening with different intensities
I I Others, such as atmospherics, provide no in different directions. Without absorption

[ _ permanent relief. For completeness, all in the tunnel, nearly all _he noise energy
will be listed here. Rather than repeat in- will escape through the vent opening, no mat-

i formation given above howeveu, this section ter how narrow it is (_or practical size

; : will be devoted to pitfalls that may be en- openings). Since the effective source is

_, countered when putting these methods into now narrowed to a thin vent opening, shield-
practice, ing of the receiver may be easier than from

the entire undecked roadway. Apart from this

;- however, little benefit is gained without ah-

a) Atmospherics scrption. If the tunnel has absorption, then
-- the deck can provide significant benefit,

At any given time, atmospherics can signifi- even with vent openings.
'- rankly red_ce the .else level, and thereby

confuse the results of single noise measure-
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The seriousness of noise emanating from the f) Use of Ouieter Surfaces
portals of tunnels is generally overrated.

Figure 5.25 shows noise contours around a Although _he calculation procedure allows a

typical tunnel portal. Half of all the 5 dBA reduction for quiet roadway surfaces,
energy generated within the tunnel is assumed _his is generally not attainable. First,

to be emanating from the portal. Even so, quiet means slippery; such surfaces are very ; :
the resulting bulge in the noise contours is rarely used for new highways, Second, the
small. The noise generated by the traffic benefit applies only to automobiles, and the

in direct view outside the tunnel predo_/nates is often controlled by trucks.
over the portal noise. Further_re, spberi- LlO

cal spreading was assumed from the portal, New surfaces will require detailed measure- ,

when in fact the noise la more likely to be ments before they can be certified as "quiet-
ai_ed somewhat down the roadway, where it is er". It is not necessarily true that a

even mo_e effectively masked by the outside quieter ride, judged from inside the automo- i-
traffic noise, bile, means less noise outside.

Al_hough most deck structures are very sub- g) HeaVy Woods and Shrubbery
stantlal, noise and vibration passing through --
them must be considered if sensitive air- The tabulated values for attenuation due to

rights uses are contemplated. The problems heavy woods is given in Chapter 4. It is :-
are very complexi b_t amenable to an engineer- necessary to warn against a quick measure-

ing solution. Difficult trade-ells must be ment of tree attenuation, sometimes a=tempted _-
made betwee8 cost and weight of the deck and to justify larger attenuatlon_ tha_ _abu-

the chance of success, fated. Such measurements are subject to all
sorts of error, some actually tainting data

d} Right-of-way Ao_uisltion in the professional literature. The attenu-

ation is not linear with distance; some edge _-
Purchase of additional right-of-way can be effects are significant; wind and thez-_al
effe_tlve i_ preventisg future sensitive gradients often produce additional attenua =

laed use from developing directly adjacent tion, transient in nature; in a simila_ way,
to a highway. The additional land needed is ground reflection can introduce serious

usually great. For example, if the eguiva- errors. The attenuation ascribed to h_avy +
lest distance from the highway to the right- woods in the Transportation Systems center _-

of-way fence is initially planned as 150 computer program is very optimistic. It
feQt, then bhis must be increased to 200 feet should not be used. For the same reason,

to gai_ 3 to 4 dBA reduction in noise at the TSC attenuation ascribed to tall g_ass :_
the fence. Generally the increased die- and shrubbery should not be used.
tahoe alone will not provide enough reduc-

tion to justify the o0st. However, if the b) Intervenln_ ROWS of Buildings
additional rlght-of-way is heavily wooded, _-

then the additional d_stance, plus the tree Tabulated attenuation values were given in _.
attenuation, can be very effective. For ex- Chapter 4. These should only be used when

ample, if the additional 150 feet is wooded, the buildings actually block the lines-of-

thon some 5 to i0 dBA additional attenuation sight _rom the roadway to the receiver. For i 'will be derived from the trees. This, added tall apartment buildings looking over single-
to the dlstance attenuation, results in a 5emily structures, no attenuation is obtained. --

total reducbion of some 8 to 14 dBA, ver_ Similarly, for elevated highways, less than
signiflcan_. Such a co_ination of effects the tabulahed values are often observed.
is far bett_r than allowing development _p "
to the 150-foot fence, with the resulting i) Ground Effect
loss of the trees.

O_e additional phenomenon must be discussed
e) Change in Alignment at this ti_e. When noise travels from _ _

source to receiver above the ground_ it tra-

Cha_ging the alignment can produce very sig- vels along two separate paths - one directly _"
nifioant changes in the noise impact. The to the receiver, and one reflected from the

benefit depends completely upon the relative qm_und. The situation is illustra_ed in ! ¢
positions of the highway and the adjacent Figure 5.26. I
land uses for the tWO alignments. However,

a slight shift in highway position away from Noise arriving by these two paths is coherent_
a sensitive land-use generally results in a the two contributions may therefore inter-

negligible reduction since the distances f_re with one another, as in the analogous * 1

would have to be do_hled to yield _ - 4 dBA optical situation. Whether they interfere
reduction. Sometimes the alignment can be constructively or destructively depends up-

judiciously chosen to preserve shielding by on (i) the path length difference of _he _heavy woods or by the natural terrain. Some = two rays and (2) upon what happens at the

times a shift of only i00 feet can preserve reflection. For source and receiver close -_
a small knoll that was effectively shielding _o the ground, and for large source-reoei-
a row of residences, for example, vet distances, the path length difference
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is nearly _ero for all audlble frequencies.

"- FOr a mirror-type reflection, this would I NON-HIGHWAY NOISE CONTROL' I- c_use the two rays to constructively in- I

barfers (add) at the recclver for _p to
6 dSA Increase in level. However, over

• 0UIETER VEHICLES
soft _rouadr there is a phase reversal up-

-- on reflecblon, for small g_a=ing angles.
AS a result, =he two rays destrucOively in- • LAND ZONING

._. barfers. The resulting reduction in the A- m iMPROVED OUTDOOR-TO-INDOOR
level at the receivec is oEben severe. It NOISE REDUCTION
is not uncommon to e_erience a 1O - 15 dPA

-_ reduction in noise level for distant re-

! colvers. The phenomenon requires relatively 5,5.1 £_oI$e Control at the Source
- flat terrain between the rQcelver and the

q=oab bulk of the Eoadway. Mureover, the The Department of Transportation is c=rrent-
effect is less for trucks than fo_ automo- ly funding,three pro_ects to design quiete_

, biles, and far less for receivers on the (slow-speed} trgcks. The goal is to reduce
second and third floors than for ground- the emission level from the present average
floor recelvers. Although n_ atbempt will of 87 dBA down to 75 dBA (at 50 feet, full

.. be made here to fu_ther, explaln the phone- throttle|. It is likely that such effozbs

m_non, its c0nsequence_will be pointed OUt= will succeed in bhe near fuoure. This reduc-
-= tion will b_ing a very substantial reductlon

• Some i0-15 dBA additional noise reduc- in urban truck noise, where _he noise is do-
t/on can he obtained for grou_d-floor re- minored by engine and exhaust. At freeway

-_ celvar_ when the barrels is nearly fla_ and speeds, however, tire noise remains an un-
[ the noise is dominated by automobiles, for solved problem and puts limits upon the a-

rQceiver dlsta_ces g_eater than several hun- chievable noise reduction.
drad feet,

We have looked several y_ars into the future

L._ Very is afforded re- and estimated an intermediate, half-quiet
little _eductlon

ceivers at second and third-floot elevations. _reewa_ t_uc_. We have not assumed the ulti-
In fact, this phenomenon a_counts in pa_t mace goal of 75 dSA trucks, nor have we _ust
for the observed increase in noise between

considered the first step in enforcement -
"_ the first, and second/thlrd floors (Figure the 90 dBA limit of California. We have es-

_ • timated a hal_-quiet truck population go-
ve_ned by an 86 dSA t_uck limit. The quiet-

• Since the mathematics in the TSC compu- esc trucks have not changed, but the noisier

Oer p_ogram ignores this phenomenon, it is ones have been successfully oontrolled co 86i_ more likely to correctly predlcC upper-floor dBA_ ac freeway speeds. We assumed that I0
noise than gr0und-floor noise. The data up- getcen_ o_ the Ocucks would violate the limit,
On which N¢S_ Report i17 is based were ob- in the same patte#n as now exists in Callfo_-

p_ rained at _ro_nd elevation, and presumably nia.
have this effect incorporated, espe_ially

singe most of the data were taken in simpli- The noise em_ssioO levels for present-day Ca-
_! fled (flat) geometry conditions, lifornia trucks a_e shown in Figure 5.28.

I The percentage of tr_cks above any given
_I I _"_U,= ¢''¢c;'1 noise emission level can be read directlyfrom the graph. For example, 10t of the

trucks (read on the vertical axisl are above
• _GNORE0t_SC_ V*_I_F_Upp¢_I 90 dBA (re_d on the horizontal a_is). On

_ INCLU_ED_II? --_ V*U_6_OU_OCLCV*_ION this type of graph paper_ the ve_tlcal axle
i_ is distorted so that a GaUssian distribution

will plot as a straight llne. AS can be seen
_._ NO_SE C_TROL NOT _T_DR_L _ITH from the figure, the California truck _oise

!_ HIGHWAY OESIG_ emission levels approximate a Sausslan dlstri-
'! hubion.i_

The thrus_ Of this chapter has been to give
the reader the skills to build noise control Two characteristics of these Califo_nla da-

'-I into highwa_ design. Although not within ta have been used to approximate the half-

r' _he highway engineeEts direct influence, quiet truck distribution= (i} 8% of the
'_ noise control is possible 08 two other trucks in California are below 83 dSA; and

fronos= at the source of the noise, and (2) 10% of the trucks are above 90 dBA, the
current California noise emission limit.

at the receiver's end. The _alf-qulet truck distrihuoioa shown is
this same figure was constructed to dupll-
oats _he 8% below 53 dBA, and to duplicate

_" 10% violators above an 86 dBA emission li-

_ ,J mit, Figure 5.29 shows the same infoZT_a_ion
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i drawn in histogram form. This makes the involved are generally large, unless heavy
Gaussian charact_ristlc of the distributions woods and/or industrial buildings provide

more apparent, additional shielding.

How much benefit then can we expect from nJ Improvement of Outdoor-to-Indoor
these half-quiet trucks? HOW much will they Noise Reductlon _- !

reduce the LIn and LND adjacent te freeways?
Such an analysis has _eoently b_cn made a- For public buildings, PPM 90-2 authorizes ,-
long an east-coast interstate, for typical money to be spent to improve the outdoor-to-

traffic conditions dominated by trucks, indoor noise reduction of the structure. It
Close to the freeway, the LIE would drop by is beyond the scope of this text to discuss

only 2.5 dBA, the LNp by 8 dBA. The benefit the cnglneering principles and procedures of I
i_ aignificant, but not sufficient to ellmi- use here. It is generally difficult and ex-

note the impact, pensive. The tabulated values for average
outdoor-to-lndoor noise reductions ate re-

In summary, freeway noise will be slgnifl- peered from PPM 90-2 in Chapter I, Table 1.6.
cantly reduced by quieter trucks, but not This table provides some estimate of the "-
sufficiently reduced An the foreseeable fu- increase in noise reducti0n pesslblc from

_UE_ to satisfy the nesds of the adjacent one situation to another.Communities.

Measurement of this indoor-to-outdoor nolse L
_.S.2 N01se Control at the Receiver reduction can be difficult. Simultaneous

tape recordings are generally requlred to
a) Noise Zenin_ allow correctlon for the source spectrum J

used. Estimates can be made of the noise

PEOpCE zoning along newly constructed free- reduction from knowledge of the wall and
ways can greatly reduce future noise impact, window areas and Transmission Losses, the

Highway officials have been asked by the source spectrum, and the so-called indoor
FHWA to encourage such zoning. The distances Room Constant. __

T

i-

d

_J

rl
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-- FIGURE 5.1 NOISE PATHS FROM ROADWAYTO RECEIVER

t_, _oAowAY

W

_ °
FIGURE 5.2 SHORT-CIRCUIT OF BARRIER AROUND ENDS

INFiNiTE ROADWAY

--- / BARRIER/
/

I

O_$ERVER

FIGURE .5.3 ROAr_WAYSEGMENTSWITH UNIFORM BARRIER
CHARACTERISTICS
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FIGURE 5.4 BARRIER PARAMETERS
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FIGURE 5.5 BARRIER ATTENUATION, PER NCHRP REPORT 117
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FIGURE 5.6 ADJUSTMENT TO BARRIER ATTENUATION FOR
FINITE BARRIERS, PER NCHRP REPORT 117
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FIGURE 5.8 BARRIER PARAMETERS FOR SIMPLE
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FIGURE 5.11 BARRIER PARAMETERS, PLAN VIEW
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FIGURE B. 13 DEPENDENCE OF BARRIER ATTENUATION UPON
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.... NO BARRIER

;=I

_I TRUCKS LNp- Lio

"_ I ADO J NO BARRIER'i
'_ LNp
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COMPARE
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TABLE 5,2. BEFINITI88 OF BARfllER PADAHETERB

TABLE 5,1. BELATIOfl BETHEEH DEC[DELSj ENERGY. AIiD LOUDNESS Parameter Bef|nitfon

Line-of-eight. L/5 gbzaighb" line £rom tile receiver to Che _ouree

_ouroe endj the L/g munt terminate at tile

Re_ove % of noise. For roadway _oureea. CDIB L/g 1_
A-Level Down of Ene-_'y Biv|de Loudness Oy dream perpendicular be bhe roadway'. At the

3 dgA 80_ 1.2 J proper _oup0e Ilelghb; 0 ft £or alJtomoblEe_j

I
D Ct rot truol(_. At bhe ruoelver end_ tlze

6 dBA 75:1 1,5 L/_] mu_b termlnabe ab e_r helghb: 5_ LB, 25m
• .. ft _b_vo the ground depending upon bhe

]o dBA 90_ 2 number oP £1ooz._. _ee Flg_. 8._ bhpough 5.6.

20 dBA 99% II .The L/S length 18 the 81ant-lengCD of tlll_
L/B_ nob the boPlgonbal dtBblJnoe onlb,.

80 dBA , 99.9_ 8 _reak in the L/g Tile perpendloular dE,tenor £rom bhe top oC

L 80 d_A 99.9911 16 tile ba_rLer to the L/g. 1£ the L/S _l_ntsDthen bhts break dlat_noe will _l_nb al_o.
This 1_ not the height o_ _he bar_le_ above
the tepPaln. See Pigs, 5,11 through _.8.

Barrle_ poalblon Dl0tanoe From the pe_pendtoul_r bpenlc point
In tile L/g be the cloeer end or bile L/g.
'?ht_ l_ al_o u _anb distance, gee PLg_.
5,_ through 5,6,

An_le _ubbended Measured _t tile Puoe_ve_ In the horl_onta_L
plane, tile angle eub_ended b_ the end_ of
bhe b_eP. gee P_g. 5,7.

For a b_r_Jep alway_ paral_el to tile z,oadwa_.
an InfEn_to barrier would _ubtend 180 °. For
flnlte ba_rlop_ the an_le rn_*yal_o be 180 °
In _he l_ollo_lng eaeee; (1) I£ bhe barrLe_
end_ bend _WQ_/ _rolil ChB roadwa_ _O that the
actual an_le _ubtended la 180 ° or _ore; (2)
If the observer eannob see the roudwa_ p_ab
the end_ or the barrier, due perhap_ be
terralnl and (3) If the barrler bloek_ tbe
noise froln the full length of a Claire or
_eln1-1nfllllte road_a_ segment.

{'
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TABLE 5.4. LI4p ADDITION
TABLE S.:L LIO ADD]TIOll

Then Add This hrnaunt
'Then Add Th_S Mllen LKp'S to the Higher LHp_

_llen bio's _mQunt, to iLi_e
Differ by: ilgl;er LIO: Differ by__ ' Q 0 0

-, 0 2 I 1 1 rj
0 3,0 0 0 0 0 0
0._ 3.0 _ 1 1 1
I _.5 r] ] 1 0 0 0 0 0 0

1,5 _.5 6 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 02.0
22.5 _,0 , 0 1 0 0 0 O O D 0

2.0 O 0 O 0 O
1,5 I0 _ O 0

i'_ |,_ l_-J]2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

hHp - LIO I

4,5 1,5 2 5 8 10 12 ZJ_ 16 1B =
1,0

_.5 1,0
HI_'II 911N

6.5 1,0 LOWER LI_P
1,0

7,5 0.5

9 0.5
9,5 0.5
10 0.5
zO,5 0.5
11 0.5
11,5 0,5
i_ 0._
1_.5 0



TABLE _.4 (colrt_rl_o_/) TALILE _.4 (eon_mud)

Whon Lf+p*S Thell Add lh{S Ai,oun_ Whun Lflp'_ Thu,_ Add This Amount
O|ffer by; to £ho Iligher Ltip: l)iffer by: to the Htgiter Lttp:

0 ] ] (I 0 0 0 L I ] 0 0 0 0

2 ) 0 0 0 0 ,_ 0 0 0 0 O 0 0

%& 0 O 0 0 0 I& -1 -). -1 *.] 0 0 0

6 0 0 0 0 0 6 -_ -_ -.I -i -] 0 O

O -1 O 0 0 (_ 8 -2 -1 -] -! -1 O O

_]O -I 0 0 0 0 ]0 -_ -] -I -I 0 O

1_-112 0 O 0 0 [) _2 -I -] -I -1 0 0

m_ 2 G tO 12 it# It_ lU _ ]'lII' " I'lo 1 14 -1 -I -1 0 O D
OV l@()l._[_ ]_ -] -2 0 0 0 0

_4I'i'll 'HiE I ]U -| -1 0 0 0 OI,()W]_I_ L_II, 20 0 0 O 0 0 0

_2-,_ o o o o o o

I_ '_ _ u zo z_ z_Jz6 zB-Lt_i,-_ol
OP _OIS_

l,OIVFiIi,,6Np
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TAhLE 5.4 (co.e_.,ed) TABLE 5,4 fcotJ_L..ed)

PARTIAL U$£ WILED hOiS[ I/ITll Ili(;!E5 Lt/h PARTIAL 55E YtlE8 NOISE WITh HIGDEJ; Ltl P

When Lltp*s TherL Add This Amount i_hen Lyp'S Then Add This Amount

Differ by: Lo Lhe Ilt55er Lsp: DifFer by: to the 819her LMp:

0 1 1 O 0 0 0 O 0 1 0 0 O 0 0 "O 0 O

5 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 2 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1

4 -2 -2 -1 -1 -I -1 -1 h -3 -5 -2 -2 -2 -2 -1 -1 -i

6 -3 -2 -g -1 -1 -1 -1 6 -h "3 -3 -2 -2 -2 -1 -I -1

8 -3 -2 -2 -i -1 -1 -1 8 .Q .l_ -3 -Y -2 -a -1 -1 -1

lO -3 -2 -2 -I -1 -1 -1 10 -5 -_ -3 -2 -2 -1 -1 -1 D

12 -3 -2 -2 -1 -1 -1 12 I -5 -/t -3 -2 -2 -I -1 0 0

l/i -] -2 -1 -I -1 18 -5 -ll -3 -Y -1 -1 -1 0 O

16 -2 -Y -1 -1 O 16 -4 -3 -Y -I -1 -:1 0 O 0

18 -2 -I -1 -1 O 18 -II -3 -2 -1 -1 D 0 0 0

YO -1 -1 -1 D 0 2O -3 -t -1 -1 -1 O 0 O 0

Y2 -I -1 0 II 0 22 -2 -2 -1 -1 (1 O O O O

Y(_ -I O 0 O 0 tJi -_ -1 -I O 0 O O O 0

Y8 O O O 0 O 56 -I -i 0 O 5 O O 0 0

30 0 O 5 0 0 58 -I -i O O 0 O 0 0 0

32-52 O O 0 0 O ]O -i O 0 O 0 O O O O

II 6 8 iO 12 lh 16 l_] • LI_i_- LI( I _2-JI2 0 0 0 0 '0 O O O O

' 01_ IIOIYY g 4 6 l] 10 lY III 16 18 " LII P - I,i0
WITII TllD OF DOI_

WI'I*}I ?lie

LOI_ED LIIP



TABLE 5.4 fconL_odJ TABLE 5,4 _Co_r_*_uad)

lthen Ll(p*s Then Add Thl_ Amount I_hen LNp'S Then Add This Amount
I)lffer b_,: to the Iltgher Lflp_ to the lllg_;er Llip_Differ by:

Q 0 0 0 _) Q -1 -;I -1 -I Q Q Q Q 0 0 -J. 0 O 0

2 -7. -Z -l -2 -_ " -_ -2 -1 -! 2 -2 -2 -_ -2 -2 -2 -! -1 Q

_l --_ -3 -3 _3 -3 -2 -2 -2 -1 JI -3 -3 -3 -3 -3 -3 -_ -2 -J.

6 -5 -_ -JI -3 -3 -_ -_ -2 -1 6 -5 -5 -_ -_ -J_ -3 -3 -_ -Z

10 -7 -_ -_ -q -3 -2 _ -Z -Z _0 -? -7 °_ -5 -q -3 -2 -_ -Z

l_ -7 -6 -_ -_ -3 -_ -1 -1 0 ]2 -B -7 -_ -5 -_ -3 -_ -1 -I

Zh -7 -5 -_l -3 -2 -l -! 0 l_ -_ -7 -_ -5 -3 -2 -2 -1 -Z

_J 16 -6 -5 -3 -2 -_ -! -1 o 1_ -8 -7 -5 -_l -_ -'2 -1 -1 -1

ltl -5 -_* -3 -_ -! -! -Z O 18 -_ -6 -5 -_ -3 -_ -! -Z -Z

_Q -_ -3 -2 -] -_. -] 0 0 _Q -7 -6 -_ -3 -_ -Z -Z -1

2_1 -3 -_ -1 -1 0 Q 0 Q 2q -5 -14 -3 -_ -1 Q Q

26 -2 -_ -_ 0 Q Q 0 26 -_1 -3 -2 -1 -1 0 Q

28 .7. .1 ¸ _ 0 Q 0 o _8 -J_ -3 -2 -1 -1 0 0

3Q -1 -_ 0 Q D Q Q 30 -_ -_ -] -1 0 0

3_ .1 0 0 0 Q 0 0 _ -2 -1 -1 0 0 0

2 _ 6 0 _O 12 lq 2_ 1_

ILC_I_ L_p



TADLE 5.4 (Cont_:_u.d) [ADLE 5.4 (Co.¢_,ll..dJ

PAI_TIAL USE WII[N DQISE WITtl JIIGIIER L p PADTIAL I IJS[ Wll£ri flOlSE WITil IIIG_EJI LNp,ADL SA+ID.. , I,D°l+lD .
When LDp_S TIIo. Add TDIs Amoun_ Whel= LNp*S lhen Add This AmounL
Differ by_ Lo [he IHDher LHp: Differ by; to Llle DIghor LDp;

D O fl 0 _} -,] -1 t) 1 0 O 0 0 0 -Z -1 0 1 2

2 -2 -_ -2 -_ -2 -_ -I II 2 -_ -2 -2 -_ -2 -2 -1 0 g

JJ -ll -I I .3 -3 -3 -3 -2 .._ .1 JJ -JI .8 -JI .Ji .8 .8 -3 .2 -1

D -5 -_ -5 -D .Aa -8 -3 -_ -] 6 -_ -6 -5 -5 -5 -5 -8 -3 -I

O -7 -7 -_ -D -5 -5 -s_ -3 -_ D -8 -? -7 -7 -6 -_ -_ -3 -2

10 -0 -8 -7 ,-G -5 -_J -3 -_ -_ ]0 -8 -9 -8 -7 -6 -5 -8 -3 -2

12 -9 -D -8 -_ -5 -3 -3 -_ -1 12 -1D -Io -9 -8 -D -8 -J_ -3 -2

iXl -10 -9_ -8 -6 -5 -3 -_ -_ -! _D -Zl -ll -10 -8 -6 -8 -3 -3 -2

16 -lO -9 -7 -D -8 -3 -2 -_ -1
16
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TABLE 5.5 HIfIIHUH SURFACE WEIGIIT FOR ROADSIDE UARR]EB$ TABLE 5.6 CONVEfiS]OI] OF PERCENTAG£ AR_A TQ QEC[O£L$

If Percent of Total Then Subtract Th|s Amount
Surface Area Is: From the incident Leve];

If B4rrier is DostBned ]her_ 1¢ Must llave " (_) . (dl]A)
To Reduce tile Olffracted lhl_ Minimum
llols¢ OF This Amoullt: Surface _eight: ZOO 0

{dBA) (]blf "tz ) 90 0.5

5 3 O0 1

10 3,5 G3 2

12 3,5 50 3

14 3.5 IlO h

IG _,. 0 25 fi

In J_,5 ]fi 8

20 S.O 10 10

22 (+.5 fi 12

2Ji II. 0 J_ Xq

m_ 2.5 ]6NOLOIZ: ], _lll'J'_taU Weigh', tJC*ull t_O& |llcltld L_ I_ho wolllh& Ill' 1'_ l_

bPaClrlg, frtlmlng, _£o. 1 20

_. 'l'he petltlt_t, lon In dll'l'P/ietod £I01_0 [_O]lllllll 11 0.6 22
lu Fouled fI'_llo the llllppler llOl[lONlqlph * 141xg+lj/
lOB +l_reoa au the orrOle a+,btandad. O.q 211

], +J*Jllll +dUl'fl£P,e ktetllht. _Ill IIllltl'flrltol+ t-hzJL t+llO 0'_'_ 2_
LPIIIIIIIHILL_d not=e In '3ollte]-_ tlllA lOWul' th;lll Q,16 2_
Lhu dll'Fract;_d 1_ol;_0. POp eqllIll e[*rll,l'IbttLlorl;l--
Lpllll_mll_ted gild dlrl*t,llctod - tht_ _upft_ee WelL,hi 0'I 30
lll_lyb_ IIl_]VOd,

II. [_P m_lny inizLel'l_11_, {-BILL{¢lll[lllll&II+1 m.,raee _ell_h£ Th 0 pe_{gl{_ +z{ £h 0 ppuoUlon of +._llOpgy (Itl dooibl)l_) iZlold_}11_
_lIl,_ b_ VOp.'_ _O[I!I_*VIILIVO+ if{forI ¢B{{I_polsl_OlT 01" _]I_ ICOt_. _Up{_gQO _p_.

_{, _III'I+_OU YCeJgll_ oquII]l_ Lho WoSght dutt_tll*y
(Ill Ib/FLB) LII_OU I,lle tll|CR4U_ (In I'r.)+
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nEFLECTER [flE_GY
I_0]$C RSDUCT]O_ REDUEEOBY THIS
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Area That _s Open Loss Posstble

nr_ Snur _ d_
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Ro Absorption (d_A_(dDR)
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_tl it 3 O. 85 R d_A
%o R I¢_

*, y I_ 0,1_0 7 diJA

l I¢1 ;!0 0,75 6 dLIA

O.r, 17 :_.4 0.70 5 ddA
o, ] ;!R 3(J

D.£J_ 4,5 ditA

0.60 R dbA

0.55 3.5 di_A

0.50 3 d_A
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_ U.S. DEPARTM£NT OF TRANSPORTATION

; _ , _ FEDERAL HIGHWAY ADMINISTRATION

POLICY AND PROCEDUREPI_fOILA.ND[_[

Transmittal 279

February 8, 1973

:_ HEV-IO

i. MATERIALTRANSMITTED

_; PPH 90-2, Subject: Noise S_andards and Procedures

' 2. EXISTING ISSUANCES AFFECTS)

Supersedes Advance Copy of PPM 90-2 doted April 26, 1972.

I _ 3. coH_._s
PPH 90-2 has been revised _o incorporate suggestions and respondto commen_a rosultln g from clrculatlon of a draft envlronmen_ol
aca=esou=. SiSni£iaont ehonses are:

/'_" a, Table A, Low Nolse Level Highways,has been deletedb. The level of detail required during location phase has
bean clarified

c. The use of qulst vehicle nolse prediction methods has beendeleted

The doeignnolea levels in Eho standards represent a bolanalnH of_ha_ whlah may he desirable and that which may be achievable.
Connaquoatly_ no,so Impacts can occur even though the desi_ noise
levels are achieved. The values in Table 1 should be vlewod as

,] mnxlmum values_ reeogn_slng that in mnny casesj the oehlevemen_ of
--3 lower no_se levels would reaul_ in even grea_er benefits _o the

¢o_u_i_y, Highway aHanelea arc urged_ _herafora_ _o strive for
_olee levels below _he values in Table 1 where the lower levels can

_! be achieved e_ reasonable cos_, without undue dlfflcul_y, and whore
tho benof_te appear _o clearly outweigh the costs and efforts required.

_) ProJecta which received loca_ion approval prior co July 1, 1972, are
not required co adhere _o the standards provided design approval is

NOTE: This PPM is being reissued due to Incorrect assembly of the

; _ -- original printing
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It

obtained before July i, 1974. However, the Federal Highway Administration

encourages application of the noise standards to such projects
whenever po.sible. ,

For e 12-month period begi_nln8 with the date of this issue, _,
copies of eaah exception approval letter together with the State's
tnquast shall he forwarded to both the'Regional Administrator and direct
_0 the Waehing_on offisQ (HEV-IO), unless advised to the contrary by the
Rog_onnl Administrator. !,

i;

4. Effective Date

7
The a_featlve data of this PPM is _he date of iesuanoe. ,,j

f.f L.
R.R.'go I

Acting Federal Highway Adminiatrator _'I
L.

DISTRZBUTION:

Basic _

Remove Tn_Prt
Page(s) Page(s)
I thru 6 April 26, 1972 1 thru 4 "_ _

A_tachmena i I April 26, 1972 Appendix A )_
Attachment 2 i ch_u 2 April 26, 1972 Appendlx B, B-I _hru B-4

Attachment 3 I ahru 4 April 26, 1972 _.
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90-2
: POLICY AND PROCEDURE MEMORANDUM

"_ February 8, 1973

I NOISE STANDARDS AND PROCEDURES

Par. t. Purpose 3. NOISE STANDARDS
2. Authority
3. Noise Standards a. Noise standardsare appended as
4, Applicability Appendix R. Federal Highway Adminlstra-
S, Procedures ticsencourages applicationof thenoise

standardsatthe earliestappropriatestage
Appendlx A - Definitions in theprojectdevelopment process.

:-' Appendix B - Noise Standards

; _ '= b, There may be sectinnsof highways
: where it would be impossible or impracti-

cable to applynoise abatement measures.
r- I. PURPOSE This couldoccur where abatement measures

would not be feasibleor effectivedue to
To provide noisestandards and procedure_ physicalconditions,where the costsof abate-

for use by State highway agencies and the meat measures are highin relationto the
Federal Highway Administration(FHWA) in benefitsachieved,or where the measures
the planningand designof highways approved required to abatethe noiseconditioncon-
pursuant toTitle23, United StatesCode, and f11ctwithother importantvalues, such as
to assure thatmeasures are takeninthe desirableestheticquality,importantecologt-
overallpublicinterestto achieve highway cat conditions,highway safety,or air
noise levels that are compatible with different quality. In these situations, highway agencies
land uses,with due considerationalsogiven shouldweigh the anticipatednoiseimpacts

_" toother social,economic and environmental togetherwithother effectsagainsttheneed
effects, for and the scope of the project in accordance

C: witother HWAdirootives, PM'sS0-S._. AUTHORITY 90-i, and 90-.l).

Sections10S(h)and (1),Title23, United 4. APPLICABILITY
States Cod_, state that guidelines shall be

I'_ promulgated "to assure thatpossibleadverse in order to be eligible for Federal-ald
economic, social, and environmentaleffects participation,allprojectsto which tilenoise
relatingisany proposed projecton any standardsapplyshallincludenoiseabatement
Federal-aidsystem have been fullyconsidered measures to obtainthe design noiselevelsin
in developing such project, and that the final these standards unless exceptions have been
decisionson the projectare made In the best approved as provided herein.
overallpublicinterest,t_Jcingintoconsidera-
tionthe n_edfor fast_safe and efficienttrans- a. Projects to which noise standards

-- portatton,publicservices,and the costsof a_y _ The noisestandards applytoatl-'--
eliminatingor minimizing such adverse highway projects plannedor constructed

-- effectsand the followln_ I) alr noise and pursuant to Title23, UnitedStatesCode,n _t
water pollution;, and that ,The Sects- exceptprojectsunrelatedto increasedtraffic
tnry_after consultationwith appropriate noiselevels,such as lighting,signing,land-
Federal, State,and localofficials,shall scaptng,safetyand bridgereplacement.
develop andpromulgate standards forhighway Pavement overlays or pavement reconstruc-
noiselevelscompatible with differentland tinncan be considered as faI_ingwithinthis
uses and afterJuly l. 1972, shallnotapprove category unlessthe new pavement isof a
plans and specLfinations for any proposed type which produces more noise than the
projecton any Federal-aid system forwhich type replaced.
locationnpprovRihas potyet been secured
unless he determines thatsuch plans and b. Approvals to Which Compliance

" apeclfinntionsincludeadequate measures with Noise StandardsIs Prerequisite
toimplement the appropriatenoiselevel
standards," (1) Projects forwhich locationwas

approved prior toJuly l, 1972: Compliance

_ i
t

, I
"i
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with noise standards shall not be a prerequisite (2) Noise Analysis. For applicable _/_
to any subsequent approval provided design projects, analyses ol no|se and evaluation of
approvalts secured prior to July I, 1074. If effects are to be made during project develop-
design approwl is not secured for such a proj- ment studies ustng the following general steps:
ect prior to July 1, 1974, compliance with the
noise standards shall be a prerequisite to (a) Predict the highway-gener- :
securing bothdesign approval and approval of atednoiselevelas describedin the standards i !
plans and spealflcatinns.However, such foreach alternativeunder detailedstudy.
compliance shallnot be a basis forrequiring
reconsiderationof the highway locationor any (b) Identifyexistinglanduses '_'i
other approvalactionwhich has previously or activitieswhich may be affectedby noise _ :
been takenforsuch projects, from the highway section.

(2) Projects forwhich Iccatinnis (c) By measurement, determine ,'_:
approved on or afterJuly I, 1972; the existingnoiselevelsfor developedland

uses or activities, t ,
(a) If location approval was

requested on or before December 31, 1972, (d) Compare the predicted noise
compliance with the noise standards shall be levels with the design level values listed in the
a prerequisitetoobtainingdesign approval and standards. Also compare the predictednoise ,....
approval of plans and spectfinations, Corn- levels with existing noise levels determined in
pliancewiththenoise standardsshallnot be paragraph 5a(2)(c).These comparisons will
a prerequisitetoobtaininglocationapp"_6_al, be the basis for determiningthe anticipated _-
nor shall such compliance be a basis for impact upon land uses and activities. [..
requiringreconsiderationof the highway
locationor any other approval actionwhich (e) Based upon the noise impacts
has previouslybeen takenfor such projects, determined inparagraph 5a(2)(d),evaluatealter- "-
Combined locationand design approval shaR nativenoise abatement measures for reducing ;_
be handled inthe same manner as separate or eliminatingthe noise impact for developed
design approval, lands.

(b) If locationapprovalls (i) Identifythose situations

requested after December 31, 1972, corn- where tt appears that an exception to the design ._-plinnce with the noise standards shall be a noise levels will be needed. Prepare recom-
prerequisitetoobtaininglocationand design mendatinns to be includedin thetrafficnoise _,_
approvals as well as approval of plans and report. (This report may be a pvvtinn of the
specifications, locationand design study reportsor itmay be ,_

a separate report.)
5. PROCEDURES

(3) Location Phase and Environ- _-
The noise st_ldards shoald be lmple- mental Impact _tatement Hequtrements. To the _.

merited at the earliest appropriate stage in extent this PP_v_ ts applicable to the location
the project devsinpment process, These phase of projects under paragraph 4, the noise
procedures have been developed accordingly: report shall describe the noise problems which _!

may be created and the plans for dealing with _.,
a. Pxo_ectDevelopment. A report such problems for each alternativeunder

on traffic noise will be required during the detailed study, The level of detail of the
locationplanningstage and the projectdesign noise analysisinthe locationphase should be ,,
stage. The reports may be sections in the consistent with the level of detail in which the
locationand designstudyreports, or they locationstudy itselfis made. This thforma- _'_
may be separate. The procedures for noise tlontncludihga prelimthary discussionof
analysis, identification of solutinns, coordt- exceptions anticipated, shall be set forth in the =
nationwith localofficials,and incorporation locationstudyreport and summaxized in the
of noise abatementmeasures are as follows: environmental impact statement (ifone ispre- _ I

pared) and, as appropriate, at the location i
(l) NonapplinahlePro_ects. Ifa hearing (forlocationhea_Ingn afterDecember

Statehighway department determines (in 31, 1972). Studiesand reports for highway _ '
accordance withparagraph 4a' thatnoise locationsapproved before December 31, 1972,
standards do notapply to a pRt_tinalarproject, need not includean analysisand report on
the requests forlocationapproval and design noise. In such instances,the noise analysis
approval shallcontainstatements tothat and report willbe required onlyfor the design _ J

effect,includingthe basison which the State approval, t_
made itsdetermination.

;J
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-_ _ (4) Design Phase Requirements, The thus Rmiting local gnvernment's ability to
' _ noise analysis prepared for the location phase maintain control over adjoining land uses.
:1 is to be updated and expanded using the refined

alignment and design information developed 2 The benefits to be
during the design studies, The report on derived from the _e of highway funds to

"_ traffic noise will include a detailed analysis provide noise abatement measures is deter-
of the anticipated noise impact, alternative or mined to outweigh the overall costs.
proposed abatement measures, discussion
of coordination with focal officials, and 3 The noise abatement

_" recommended exceptions, measures can be _rovtded within the hlghway's
proposed right-of-way or wider rights-of-

[ - (5) Coordination with Local way or easements acquired for that purpose,
Officials on [Jndevelopecl Lands. tltghway

,--- agencies have tbe responsibility for taking (e} There are some situations
measures that are prudent and feasible to where the design noise levels shouId be
assure that the location and design of highways applied to lands which are undeveloped at
are compatible with existing land use, Local the time of location approval. Some of these
governments, on the other halqd, have respon- instances occur where the development of
xibllity for land development control and zon- new land uses or activities is planned at the
ins, Highway agencies can be of considerable same time ns the highway location studies.
assistance to local officials in these efforts Other instances occur where planning for
with a view toward promoting compatibility the new development has preceded the high-

_'- between land development and highways, way location studies but the development
J Therefore, for undeveloped lands (or proper- has been delayed. These types of situationsties) highway agencies shall cooperate with should he treated as though the land use or

local officials by furnishing approximate activity were in existence st the time of
r'. generalized future noise levels for various location approval provided:

_ distances from the highway improvement,
_ and shall make available information that may 1 The State highway

be useful to local communities to protect agency is appriseS'of such prior planning,
future land development from becoming incom-

_ p_tible with anticipated highway noise levels. 2 The construction of the

:'J _ (6) Noise Abatement Measures for highway construction or there is good reason
._ new land use or a_lvity ts started prior to

Lands Which are Undeveloped at Time of to believe that it will start before highway
_],'_ Location Approval construction,

{a) Noise abatement measures (7) incorporation of Noise Abate-
are not required for lands which are unde- meat M_asures in Plans and Specifications,
ycleped at the time of location approval; how* _or those projects to whteh the standards

i j ever, the highway agency may incorporate apply, the plans cad specifications for the
noise abatement measures for such unde- highway seetfon shall incorporate noise
ycleped lands in the project design [if abatement measures to attain the design
approved by FHWA) when a ease can be made noise levels in the standards, except where

-i. for doing so based on consideration of an exception hes been granted,
_.. anticipated future land use, future need,

expected long term benefits, and the difficulty (8) Requests /or Exceptions,
a_d increased cost of later incorporating l_equirements and supporting materials /or

r abatement mea_ure_, requests for exceptions to the design noise
levels are described in paragraph Z ot

i: (b) For land uses or activities Appendix B to this PPM, To the extent
which develop alter location approval, noise possible° consistent with the level of detail-

.... abatement measures should be considered for of the location study, identifiable exceptions
I . incorporation in the project in the following should be reported in the location study report.

situations: The request for location approval shall con-
tain or be accompanied by a request for

,_ 1 It can be demonstrated approval of exceptions that have been identi-
' i that all practicabl_" and prudent planning and fled in the location stage. Supporting
:-- design were exercised by the local govern- material may be contained in the location

meat and th.= developer of the property to study report. Subsequent requests for review
make the activitycompatiblewiththe pre- and approval ofadditionalexceptions,t_any,

_ dfotednoiselevelswhich were furnishedto the wlllbe similarl_,processed inconjunction
localgovernment and especiallythata con- with design approval,
siderableamount of time has elapsed between

locationapprovaland highway construction
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b. Federal Participation j"

(I) Shiftsinalignment and grade
are design measures which can be used to
reduce noise lmpa_ts. The following noise
abatement measures may nice be incorporated

highway-generatedin a project to reduce
nolae impacts. The costsof such measures i,
may be included in project costs.

(s) The acquisition of property _-
rights (either in fee or a lesser interest) for _ '
providing buffer zones or/or installation or t-/
construction of noise abatement harriers or
devices. _-

(b) The installation or construe- ",
ties of noise burriers or devices, whether

within the highway right-of-way ov on an _..
easement obtained for that purpose.

(2) In some specific oases there may
be compelling reasons to consider measures

to "sound-proof" structures. Situations of _ ithis kind may be considered on a ease by
case basis when they involve such public or
non-profit _nstitutional structures as schools,
churches, libraries, hospitals, and audi-
torinms. Proposals of this type, together I
with the State's re_ommendatinn for approwd, _
shall he submitted to FHWA for consider_ttion.

c. Approval Authority i

(I) Exceptions to the Deslgu Noise
Levels. The FHWA Division Engineer is
_zed to approve exceptions to the design r_
noise levels and alternate traffic charac- __
teristics for noise prediction as provided
in paragraph _b.:Appendix B,

r"i

(2) Noise Prediction Method. Noise
levels to he used in applyiog the notes stan-
dards shall be obtained from a prediction
method approved by FHWA. The noise pre .... -
diction method contaioed Is National Coopera-
tive Highway Research Program Report 117 ,-
and the method contained in Department of
Transportation, Transportation Systems _,.
Center Report DOT-TSC-FHWA-72-1 are

• approved as of the date of thimissue for use
in applying the noise standards. Other
noise prediction methods or variations o£ the
above should be furnished to the FHWA Office * '
of Environmental Policy together with sup-
porting and validation information for approval b..

H. H. Bartelsmeyer _ IActing Federal Highway Administrator

:I

Wal

j ' L
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! C
: : DEFINITIONS (As used in this PPM)

Dest_n Approval - the approval (described in PPM 20-8) given by the Federal Highway
._ AdrninlstPntton (FHWA) (at the request of a State highway depzLriment) based upon a design
, study report and a destgn puhlio he_ring or opportunity therefor. Thin actinn establishes

FHWA acceptance of a particulardesignand isprerequisiteto authorizationof rlght-of-way
acquisitionand construction.

iwl Design Noise Level - thenoise levelsestablishedby the noisestandardsset forthherein
for various land uses or activitiestohe used for determining trafficnoise impacts and the

_' assessment of the need forand type ofnoiseabatement treatmentfor a particulmehighway
section.

f_
r Design Year - the futureyear usedto estimate the probable trafficvolume to he used

: :--- as one of theprimary basesforthe roadway design. A time 20 years from constructionIs
common for maltflaneand othermajor projects. Periods of 5 or i0 years are not uncommon
fop low volume roads.

.... Developed Land Uses or Activities * those tracts of land or portions thereof which con-
tain improvements or activities devoted to frequent human use or habitation. The date of
issueof a buildingpermit (forImprovements under constructionor subsequentlyadded)

Y ' establishesthe dateof existence.Park l_ds in categoriesA and B of Table I0 Appendix B,
_.j includeallsuch lands (public_nd private)which are actuallyused as parks on the datethe

highway locationis approvedand thosepubliclands formally set asideor designatedfor"
such use by a government01 agency. Activitiessuch as farming, mining, and loggingare not

_, connldered developed activities.However, the associatedresidencescouldbe consideredI L
L,_ as a developed portion of the tract.

Highway Section* a substanti_1lengthof highway between logicaltermini (major cross-
/--, road_, populationcenters, major trafficgenerators,or similar major highway controlele-

i_ monte) as normally includedina singlelocationstudy.
L1O - the sound level that is exceeded 10 percent of the time (the 1Oth percentile) for the

period under consideration.This valueis an indicatorof boththe magnitude and frequency

[J_ of occurrence of the loudest noise events.
Level of Service C * traffic conditions (used and described in the Highway Capacity MoJRU_l-

Highway Research _oard, Special Report 87) where speed _Jld maneuverability are closely

[_ controlled by high volumes, and where vehicles are restricted in freedom to select speed,change lanes, or pa.s.

Location Approval - theapproval (describedin PPM 20-8)givenby the FHWA (atthe

request of a Statel_tghwayDepartment)ba_ed upon a locationstudyreportand a corridorpublichearingor opportunitytherefor. This actionestablishesa particularlocationfor a
hi_twny sectionand isprerequisitetoauthorizationtoproceed withthe design. (Concurrent
locatinnand design approv_ Issometimes given for pro ectsinvolvingupgrading existingroads,
In these instances,locationapproval isnot a prerequisiteto authorizationof design.)

Noise Level - the weighted souhd pressure level obtained by the use of a metering charac-
terlstic and weighting A as spooL/ted in American National Standard Specification SI. 4-1971.
The abbreviation herein used is dDA.

_ Operatin_Speed - the highest overall speed at which a driver can travel on a given highway
under favoranleweather conditionsand under prevailingtrafficconditionswithoutat any time
exceedingthe sLfespeed as determinedby the designspeed on R sectinn-by-sectlonbasis.

r_
I ! Pro eel Development- studies° surveys, coordination, reviews, approvals, and other
_'= activities normELLly conducted during the location and des gn of a highway project.

Truck - a motor vehicle having a gross vehicle weight greater than I0.000 pounds and
:"-i_ base_ having a capacity exceeding15 passengers.

A- 1
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i, Q
, b NOISE STANDARDS

! ; i. Desl_n Noise Level/Land Use Relationship

: a. The design noise levels in Table I (page B-41 _tre to he used during project development
] of a highway section to determine highway traffic noise impacts associated with different land
J uses or acttv_tles in existence at the time of location approval. In addition, the table is to be
[ used to determine the need for abatement measures for trmffin generated noise for developed •

t Iand uses and activities in existence at the time of location approval, Exceptions to the designnoise levels may be granted on certain types of highway improvements or portions thereof when

' the conditions outlined in paragraph 2 are met.
; _- b, The exterior noise levels apply to outdoor areas which have regular human use and In
] ': which a lowered noise level would be of benefit. These design noise level values 'are to be

I :_ applied at those points within the sphere of human activity (at approximate ear level height)where outdoor activities actually occur. The v-lues do not apply to an entire tract upon which
i _ the activity is based, but only to that portion In which the activity occurs, The noise level
I values need not be applied to areas havfng limited human use or where lowered noise levels

would produce little benefit. _uch areas would include but not be limited to junkyards, industrial
I areas, railroad yards, parking lots, _nd storage yards.

I 'c. The interior design noise level in Category E applies to indoor activities for those

i situations where no exterior noise sensitive land use or activity is identified. The interior
design noise level in Category E may also be considered as a basis for noise abatement
measures in special situations when, in the judgment of FH%'A, such consideration is in the

r-? best public interest. In the absence of noise insulating values for specific structures, interior
noise level predictions may he estimated from the predicted outdoor hoise level by using the
following noise reduction faotors_

Noise Corresponding NighestReduction Exterior NoiseDue to Level Which Would
Exterior of Achieve an Interior Design

BuildinF[ Type Window Condition the Structure [_oise Level of 55 dBA

7 All Open iO dB 65 dRA

LightFrame Ordinary Sash
'-" Closed 20 75

' : With Storm Windows 25 80

Masonry Single Glazed 25 80

Masonry Double GlaZed 35 90

Noise reduction factors higher than those shown above may be used when field measurements
of the structure in question indicate that a higher value is Justified. In determining whether
to tzse open or closed windows, the eholoe should be governed by the normal condition of the

.+ windows. That is, any baflding havingyear round air treatment should he treated as the
closed window case. Buildings not having air conditioning in warm and hot _llmates and which
have open windows a substantial amount of time should be treated as the open window case.

2. Exceptions

a. The design noise levels set out in these standards represent the highest desirable
noise level conditions, State highway departments shall endeavor to meet the design noise

• levels In pinnnlng, locating and designing highway improvements. However, there may be
sections of highways where It would be impracticable to apply noise abatement measures. This

r could occur where abatement measures would not be feasible or effective due to physical con-
dttions, where the costs of abatement measures are high In relation to the beneflt_l achieved

. or where the measures required to abate the noise condition conflict with other important values,
such as desirable esthetic quality, important ecological conditions, highway safety, or air

/- quality,

R-I
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b, A requestfor an exceptionto the design noiselevelscan he approved by the
FHWA provided the highway agency has supported its request by a written summary
report demonstrating that the following steps have been taken and outlining the
results,

(I) Identifiednoisesensitiveivnduses alongthe sectionof highway Inquestion
which are expectedto experiencefuturehlghway trafficnoise levelsin excess ofthe design
levels,

(2) Thoroughly consideredallfeasinlemeasures thatmight be taken tocorrect or
improve the noise condition.

(3) Weighed the costsor effectsof the noise abatement measures considered --
againstthe benefitswhich can be achievedas well as againstother conflictingvalues such as !
economic reasonableness,estheticimpact, air quality,highway safety,or other afmflar ,
values, and therebyeatabllshedthatreductionof noiselevelsto desirabledesign levels is

not in the bestoverallpublicinterestfor thatparticularhighway section. ._

These decisionsmust ultimatelybe based upon case-by-case judgment. However, every i
effortshouldbe made toobtaindetailedinformationon thecosts, benefitsand effectsinvolved "'_
to assure thatfinaldecisionsare basedon a systematic, consistentand rigorous assessment
of the overall pubRc interest, r-

(4) Considered lesser measures that could result in a significant reduction of noise
levels though not to the design levels, and iecluded such partial measures in the plans and
specifieatinns to the e_tent that they meet the test of econornin reasonableness, practicability. -"
and impact on othervalues, inthe same manner as outlinedinparagraph 2b(3).

L*.

c* In reviewingrequest for exception,the FHWA willgiveconsiderationtothe type of
highway and the width of the right-of-way. New freeway projects and most projects for the
major reconstr_ctlonor upgradingof freeways allow forthe use of noisecontrolmeasures. --_
Noise controlmeasures are progressively more difficultto applyon otherhighways, par-
ticularlyon localroads and streetsbecause of numerous pointsof access, at-grade inter-
sectinns,limitedabilityto acquireadditionalright-of-wayas bufferzones, and the imposslbiJity
of alteringroadway grades, constructingnoisebarriers and takingadvantageofthe terrainand _-
other natural lealures.

d. Except inthe most unusual situations,exceptionswillbe approved when the predicted
trafficnoiselevelfrom the highway improvement does notexceed theexistingambient noise r-

level(originatingfrom othersources) forthe activityor land use in question. _--

3, Notes Level Predictions

a. Noiselevelsto be used in applyingthese standardsshallbe obtained from a predictive
method approved by the FHWA. The predictive method and the noise level predictions should
account for variationsin trafficcharacteristics(volume, speed, and trucktraffic),topography
(vegetation,b_'rinrs,height,and distance),and roadway characteristics(configuration,
pavement type,and grades). In predictingthe noiselevels,the followingtrafficcharacteristics
shallbe used=

(I) Automotive volume - the future volume (adjusted for truck traffic) obtained from
the lesser of the design hourly volume or the maximum volume which can be handled under

traffic level of service C conditions. For automobiles, level of service C is considered to bethe combinalins of speed and volume which creates the worst noise conditions. For those high-
way sectionswhere the designhourly volume or the levelof serviceC conditionis not anticipated
tooccur on a regularbasisduring thedesignyear. the average hourly volume for the highest _
3 hours on an average day for the design year may be used,

(2) Speed - the operating speed (as defined in the Highway Capacity Manual) which cor-
responds withthedesign year trafficvolume selectedin paragraph 3a(1)and thetruck traffic
predicted from paragraph 3a(3). The operating speed m_st be consistent with the volume used. _

Imi

(3) Truck volume - the design hourly truck volume shall be used for those cases

where either the design hourly volume or level of service C was used for the automobile volume. _ t
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